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Preface
My love for stories has led me through some amazing tales, of heroes and villains, of
beggars and kings, of gods and God. My journey with the story of Saul in Endor started
eleven years ago when I was looking for a narrative story to write my master thesis about.
Until I finished my dissertation this summer, I still found new elements in it. The journey
unfolded itself like the pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela: with an idea of the direction,
but discovering new sites, new insights, new ideas, and new people along the way.
After graduating I travelled to the original sites of this and other stories in Israel, a few
thousand years after the presumed facts, on invitation of prof. Jürgen Zangenberg; the
perfect overture for the next eight years of studying this story. I am very grateful to the
former Faculty of Theology in Tilburg for granting me the opportunity to start working on
this project, as well as to Tilburg University for allowing me to finish it.
During the time I worked on this story a lot of people travelled with me. As I started
working, a whole group of biblical scholars surrounded me in Tilburg. Everyone left, as the
journey of life brought them to different places. Prof. Wim Weren and dr. Huub van de
Sandt retired, dr. Pierre Van Hecke became a professor in Leuven, dr. Ron Pirson travelled
where no one could follow and my supervisor prof. Ellen van Wolde changed positions
from being a professor in Tilburg to being one in Nijmegen. The memories of belonging
remained.
I met new groups, for example the scholars from the Samuel-Kings seminars in various
meetings and conferences, including prof. Graeme Auld who invited all of us in his home
in Edinburgh for haggis, and the scholars working on biblical stories and cognitive
linguistics I met during the 2008 workshop in Berkeley USA. At NOSTER I entered the peer
group bible studies. We met all over the world, supporting each other at our home base
Utrecht and at conferences everywhere, as travelling companions in life and work. Thank
you for feedback, inspiration, and most of all friendship. I also thank my co-workers at
Tilburg University, from theology, religious studies, and culture studies, especially prof. Ad
Backus and my former theology professors, as well as the group of PhD students who
struggled with similar dynamics of working on a dissertation. Max van der Wiel and
Martijn de Ruijter, my consecutive roommates, and Liesbeth Hoeven, who travelled
alongside on the final part of both our work; I thank you all for listening to my stories and
for telling me yours. Especially I thank the colleagues, family and friends who read parts of
my book, from all over the world. All remaining errors in English and content are my fault.
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My friends and family made sure that my journey did not only consist of work. I thank my
parents for supporting me always, my sister and her family for being there, and Henk and
Lisa for building a home with me. I owe many thanks to Stijn Oosterling and dr. Martin
Hoondert, my travelling companions in pilgrimage, life, and theology for over twenty
years, for knowing me, listening, and directing me.
The journey of writing this dissertation would not have been possible without my
remarkable supervisor, colleague, and friend, ‘my’ professor Ellen van Wolde. She came to
know me, and therefore has been guiding me through the combination of life and work. She
not only directed me into the direction of cognitive linguistics, and shared the love for
biblical narratives; she also made sure I was able to finish this project. The memory of her
speaking at the requiem mass for Jonathan is in my heart forever.
The time I worked on this story has been colored by two people, travelling away from
all of us. I already mentioned Ron Pirson, who was supposed to act as my second
supervisor, but was lost to us by a terrible illness in 2006, one year after he had been on my
graduating committee. A scholar and teacher, missed by many who knew him, both
professionally and in friendship. The filled bookcase I inherited from Ron still bears
witness to his expertise and interests.
The other loved one we lost is Jonathan, our beautiful son and brother, born on
September 11 2007. We discovered his severe multiple disabilities a few months later. He
travelled away on May 19 2009. Stories from his day care center found their way to the
introduction of this study. We experienced profound grief for him, his pain and loss of
future, and also profound love from all who cared for him. During his short time with us he
made a lasting impression on everyone who met him. The love he radiated he received back
automatically, and in it we recognized God who is love. He was carried through life by all
of us, who are carried ourselves by God, the Living One.
This book is dedicated to both loved ones we miss, and all living ones we love.

For Jonathan
For Ron
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Chapter 1. Introduction
‘After two thousand years,
can there still be anything left
to discover about the Bible?’
(Barton 1998, 1)
1.1. Introduction
I was walking our dog Rose along the creek in the late afternoon. It was warm and
overcast, threatening rain; she was running ahead, as she is wont to do, to see what
small animal she might surprise on the path. I had bunched her leash up in my hand and
was carrying it loosely, thoughtlessly. And then there, around one of the trail’s many
twists and turns, there it was: a fresh pile of bear poop.
In a second, my experience of the walk was re-framed. Instead of a meditative stroll
along a crashing creek, the dog’s daily constitutional became a scary hike in a
dangerous place.
I started shaking Rose’s leash vigorously so that the bear bells would ring. I picked my
head up, scanned side to side, strode more swiftly, made more noise. My breathing
quickened. I lost sight of the tiny rocks under my feet, rain-brightened moss, late
wildflowers. I quit hearing the creek and seeing the mountains. All I attended to was
the possible presence of a bear.
This is the way re-framing works; this is what our brain can do in the blink of an eye,
the firing of a neuron. When we plunk down the same facts – walking, woods,
afternoon, alone – in a new frame – bear – we come up with entirely different understandings. One moment I was peaceful and safe; the next I was agitated and afraid.
[...]
Is this passage a sunlit walk in the woods, or a desperate dash to safety from a bear? It
all depends on your frame (DesCamp 2008).

King Saul visits a woman in Endor. He wants her to call up Samuel from the earth in order
for his prophet to guide him in war. He had a problem; first told in 1 Sam 25:1 and again at
the beginning of this story in 1 Sam 28:3: Samuel had died. And now the Philistines are at
his doorstep. He needs his prophet to give him divine counsel on how to lead the Israelite
forces into victory. What can he do?
In modern times, the possible options we would consider open to the king would
doubtless not include the one he chooses. Not only that, the choice he makes would
probably strike most of us as being rather ludicrous or at least unworthy of a king. How do
1
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we feel about a king who is powerless without his prophet? In fact, how do we feel about a
king who needs divine counseling before knowing how to position his army strategically?
And how do we feel about his solution to go to the woman-who-controls-ghosts in Endor?
Would we expect her actions to work? Would we expect Samuel to rise?
These questions may be fun to play around with, but they do lay bare a fundamental gap
between what we as modern readers think, believe, etc. and what ancient storytellers
thought, believed, etc. Apart from the fact that different modern readers answer the
questions differently, as biblical scholars we want to comprehend the story from the
mindset of the ancient storyteller, rather than consider the answers modern readers might
come up with. How can this be achieved?
Biblical scholars have studied the biblical stories for several centuries. One type of
exegesis involves the retelling of the story to meet the theological needs of the faithful of a
certain day and age. And if one does not want the faithful to believe in what in that day and
age is called ‘magic’ and ‘necromancy,’ what happened in Endor would be explained as
being in no way induced by the woman in question, but as brought about by divine
intervention. There could be no way that wretched witch would be able to amount to
anything!
Modern biblical scholars tend to be more careful in their remarks. For the most part,
they understand the gap in knowledge and belief systems between now and then. They
study the languages of the Bible and they try to unravel the meaning of the story, not so
much for their own pastoral needs, but to do justice to the stories themselves. There is an
answer to Barton’s question above “[…] can there still be anything left to discover about
the Bible?”: exegesis has a lot of catching up to do; after many centuries of purely
theological reading of the Bible (often valuable for its own goals), we are just beginning to
comprehend what the ancient storytellers were talking about! New textual, iconographic
and archaeological findings have enhanced our knowledge of the ancient writers’ world,
their language, convictions, and beliefs and this will have to be incorporated in the way we
look at their prose, their prayers and their poetry.
Modern biblical scholars relate their research to certain theories in linguistics (by taking
into account syntax or grammar, semantics or lexicography, pragmatics or communication), literary criticism (taking into account composition, style, characterization, theme,
genre and rhetorical features), historiography (representing conventions of history writing
in past and present), psychology or psycho-analysis (relating the subjectivity of characters
and their behavior to modern psychological explanations), sociology (taking into account
societal relationships and structures at certain times), etc. Many of their studies provide us
with insights on all levels regarding the biblical stories and their world of origin, and they
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are thus very instructive. However, often the approach chosen becomes a template, so that
in the end the scholar is mainly moulding the texts to fit into a predefined structure.2 Of
course, all scholars in the arts and humanities use their interpretative templates, but what is
it that lies at the basis of their choice in favor of a certain interpretive template? Is it topicdriven or subject-driven? Is it motivated by a theological norm? Or is it inspired by our
quest for meaning, since meaning entails coherence-building as well as our ideas about
structure and coherence? It is important to be aware of and to acknowledge the role played
by our own knowledge framework and yet to strive for verifiable methods of analysis, and
in this light, we need to ask ourselves the following pertinent questions: how are we able to
let go of our presupposed frameworks, to encounter before unknown ideas, to change our
minds, to switch from our modern framework to ancient frameworks, in a way comparable
to the way the dog walker changed from a leisure frame to a bear-fear driven frame? Are
we able to perceive new textual elements (cf. the bear poop) and allow them to trigger new
conceptualizations, to re-conceptualize the elements from a new framework? Why should
we choose to undertake such an endeavor? Why not simply carry on doing things the way
we always have? In the case of the woman walking the dog, the reason is clear. Here,
changing the frame of interpretation is crucial for survival. But what about other cases?
In the present study, our main concern is exactly these dynamics of conceptualization
and re-conceptualization. The following example, which originated in a day-care center for
severe multiple disabled children, may help to clarify our intention.3
It was the birthday of one of the older girls in the center. In the morning, her family sang to
her and she saw that there was big birthday cake but she did not get to eat any of it. In the
taxi on her way to the special day-care center, the other kids congratulated her, but there was
no cake. When she arrived at the center, everyone was singing ‘Happy Birthday,’ but she
still had to wait some more, because the customary time for eating cake on someone’s
birthday was 10 a.m., coffee time for the caregivers. It would be another hour till 10 o’clock
and the girl was getting rather agitated. The caregivers were about to react in the ‘old-

2

A clear example is the article by Couffignal (2009), who explains the story of 1 Samuel 28 by compressing

it into the Greek Oedipus tragedy, with Saul as the son, “attacking his symbolic father, Samuel, and behind
him Yahweh, the supreme Father; and the mother, the medium, who feels compassion towards her son”
(2009, 29 [quote from summary]). The story becomes one of murder through disobedience, castration
through loss of throne and life, and incest through motherly protection.
3
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fashioned’ way, and do what they always do when kids get agitated, which was to put them
in a room separate from the other children, to allow them to cool down, saying ‘the
excitement is too much for her.’ But this time they thought better of it and instead tried to
imagine this day from the girl’s perspective, and her conceptualization of the general
concept of ‘Birthday.’ They realized that even in her low mental state of awareness she had
developed a memory where congratulations and the presence of a cake equalled eating cake.
And here she was, receiving congratulations without getting to eat any cake! It was clear
that the ‘old’ way of allowing her to cool down would have caused a lot of confusion and
frustration for the birthday girl, and would have spoiled the pleasure of having cake at 10.
Instead, because the caregivers decided not to stick to their familiar routine based on how
children with severe multiple disabilities tend to react in certain situations, and tried to
imagine what it was like for the girl, they ended up eating cake at 9. The girl calmed down
immediately, which told them they had interpreted her anger correctly. She had regained
some control over her own life, because her caregivers allowed themselves to look beyond
their own predestined categories, and to create new categories based on the here and now,
and on this particular individual and her ideas, her world and her abilities.

In this example, the framing was done by the caregivers. The concept of time functioned in
their framework as fixed time slots for every part of the work or day. This order was the
template everyone in the center adhered to. Normally, this worked out fine, but for the girl,
the framework of ‘birthday’ gave a specific meaning to that particular day. Her agitation
functioned as trigger for the caregivers, and caused them to set aside their own template, to
re-frame their own concept of time slots. They adopted the girl’s framework, gave new
meaning to the element of time by connecting it with the elements of birthday cake,
birthday girl, and her agitation. Surely, the cake never tasted so good.
Like the caregivers in the example, biblical scholars and other textual scholars wish to
ensure that the trigger for reframing and re-conceptualization emerges from the material,
not from their own presuppositions. Sound and solid methods of analysis enable scholars to
isolate, that is, to perceive and identify elements in language use and texts that indicate that
a change of framework is needed. In the present study, such a method is found in cognitive
linguistics in general and in cognitive blending theory in particular. Cognitive blending
theory (CBT) explains the process of integration of conceptual elements as a process of
blending. Blending is defined as the conceptual process of combining language elements in
which the elements are integrated or melted into a new meaning complex. Such a
conceptual integration or blending process occurs on every level in a text and repeatedly
so. CBT provides us with the theoretical framework and analytical tools to discover and
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analyze these blending processes. Of course, structuralist linguists and literary scholars
have also addressed questions of coherence building and meaning structures, but they are
more inclined and equipped to discuss the static features of meaning. Their work often
results in proposals of textual coherence and the structural relationships between textual
meaning elements. In contrast to this, CBT focuses on the shifts in meaning, on the
dynamics of meaning. It offers a method to identify and describe the way text elements are
combined and how their blended forms result in new pictures, which together build into a
framework in which everything takes on a new meaning. Without the notion of blending,
one would not easily become aware of these moments of blending; without the method
CBT offers, textual scholars would fail to spot the shifts of meaning a text brings about.
The founding fathers of CBT, Gilles Fauconnier and Marc Turner, explain how this
ability of conceptual integration is based on the idea of three central abilities of the human
mind: Identity, the ability to recognize things that are (not) the same, i.e., to connect
something with something else; Integration, the ability to combine elements from different
concepts into new meanings; and Imagination, the almost limitless ability of the human
mind to make new connections or recognize existing connections in a very creative way
(cf. Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 6). This conceptual integration is said to be the
development condition for language itself and can be found on every level of language;
entrenched in language form, in clause construction, in word meaning(s), and cultural
elements; or designed especially for a story or situation, in more unique blends.
The notion of blending and CBT’s method of analysis have been successfully applied to
narrative texts or stories. In conventional narratology, meaning components are understood
to be closely related to the perspective of the characters or the narrator. In cognitive
narratology, and more specifically in Mental Space Theory (MST), perspective is
understood in terms of mental spaces of a character or of the narrator. Mental spaces are
small conceptual packets constructed as we think and talk. They are built and structured by
syntactic and semantic elements. The classical syntactic structuring of differentiating direct
and indirect speech, tenses and moods, is combined with semantic information, such as
elements of time, space, possibility, pragmatics, rhetoric, and other lexical information to
build a certain type of space: future, history, character’s thoughts, questions, hypothetical
etc. (cf. Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 40; Fauconnier 19942, xxiii). The main goal of
conceptual narratology is to enlighten these mental spaces, to comprehend how the reader
is directed by the story, to listen to the story in its own ‘voice’ by analyzing the blending
processes, assuming that textual meaning can only be understood in its combinations of all
elements, and not (only) in the separate elements. However, the combinations are not seen
as static structures, but as conceptual blends that, coupled with the mental space(s) of a
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certain character, direct the reader to accept both narrative and conceptual developments in
a story. This explains why the present study chooses to apply and adapt the cognitive
linguistic methods of Mental Space Theory and Conceptual Blending for the study of
biblical stories, i.c. for the study of 1 Samuel 28.
A cognitive turn not only includes a new approach to (narrative) texts, but also to
categories and categorization. Georg Lakoff, one of the founding fathers of cognitive
linguistics, called the standard epistemology ‘objectivistic’ in that it assumes that there is a
way to structure the world untouched by subjectivist interpretation (Lakoff 1987, xiv).
Unlike this objectivistic approach, cognitive linguistics acknowledges that all categories of
thinking are based on embodied cognition. They are the results of human-bound structured
views of the world. In other words, “Classical categories [are] defined by the properties
common to all their members” (Lakoff 1987, xiv).
The necessity to redefine your categories commonly arises when you are confronted
with something or some event that does not fit in the conventional, so-called ‘objective,’
category. For instance, we are used to (partly) define ‘humanity’ or ‘human’ with the
ability to speak, yet, if you found yourself unable to speak due to some illness, you would
not consider yourself as ‘no longer human.’ In fact, you would immediately change your
definition of ‘human’ in order to meet the requirements of your new experience.
Let us return for a moment to the example of the caregivers working with children with
severe multiple disabilities. In the Netherlands, caregivers in day-care centers are used to
working with a certain reflective method in which developmental categories are described,
taken from the developmental stages of mentally and physically healthy children. Disabled
children were evaluated according to these categories. It has recently been discovered that
the categories in question were unable to actually describe the development of these
children. The method only allowed them to describe what the children could not do, not
what they were able to do or how they developed. All children, regardless of whether they
are disabled or not, are defined in terms of certain developmental stages. For example, they
are supposed to develop teeth within the second half-year of their life, or start to (try to)
stand up straight around their first birthday. Disabled children are defined as being or
remaining at the level of a certain number of months or years, depending on their mental,
physical or social developmental possibilities. This means that they are still being
categorized within the general ‘child’ category, allowing little room for ‘crossover’
developments being made visible for individual children. A child may be ‘stuck’ at level
‘three months’ mentally, but could still be able to do something a ‘normally’ developing
child is not able to do until it is six months old, without this being recognized or even
noticed. Therefore, by focusing on the common child categories, a lot of a child’s
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development remains invisible, until the actual living individual child is allowed to appear
in the categorization.
This new view in pedagogy shows traits similar to those in other fields, and is referred
to in cognitive studies as ‘experiential realism’ or ‘experientialism.’ Compared to the
classical way of looking at human thought, its central concept is embodiment of thought.
“Experience” here is taken in a broad sense. “It includes everything that goes to make up
actual or potential experiences of either individual organisms or communities of organisms
[...] especially the internal genetically acquired makeup of the organism and the nature of
its interactions in both its physical and its social environments” (Lakoff 1987, xv [author's
Italics]). This change in approach from classical categorization to experiential
categorization often has great consequences for methods of treatment or analyses. Let us
return once more, to the day-care center.
Finding the reflective methods used not respectful towards the children, and not
functional in terms of writing plans with working goals for their daily activities with the
children, the caregivers searched for a new reflective method. They found a more open
method, developed by a remedial educationalist that had been working with children with
multiple disabilities and had felt similar objections towards the ‘old’ reflective methods.4
This method challenged them to look at the children in their care in a new way. And that
resulted very quickly in new discoveries about the way the individual children functioned.
The example of the birthday cake came from this center. The evaluation of the activities
and care-situations led to another reframing.
The daily program would entail both time for (group) activities with the children and pure
care time, like diaper changing. The classical categories (e.g., “activities in a children’s daycare center”) had the (group) activities as the primary goal of the day, and the diaper
changing as something that just had to be done quickly, allowing more time for the other
(group) activities. Rethinking their categories, they found that the diaper changing, and for
example the feeding, were two of the few times in a day where a child had a caregiver all to
him- or herself. This was a very special time for that child. The caregivers, looking at things
from a fresh perspective, changed the categories of primary and secondary goals, making

4

The method, developed by Dutch remedial educationalist Prof. dr. Vlaskamp (professor at the University of

Groningen, Faculty of Behavioural and Social Sciences, department of Orthopedagogy - Rearing & Support
of Persons with PIMD (profound and multiple disabilities), is referred to as ‘method Vlaskamp’ (Vlaskamp
2005); http://www.rug.nl/staff/c.vlaskamp/.
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the diaper changing a very special time, talking to and cuddling the child being changed at
that time, stroking its legs to stimulate the feeling of having a whole body, and really
enjoying the quality or one-on-one time with the child. Needless to say the children all loved
this change very much.

This example might appear to entail only small changes in categorization, but in the life of
a child with severe multiple disabilities they literally mean the world. The caregivers
reviewed their new method of reflecting upon the development of the children as being far
more respectful towards the opportunities, possibilities, and abilities of their clients. This
also allowed them to write development plans for the children that were far more
functional. Instead of looking what ‘a’ person should / could develop, they now ‘only’
looked at a particular child to see and study what he or she could / should try / would like
to develop. When a child is frustrated because the caregivers frequently do not understand
what he or she wants, the element to work on for her and her caregivers is to improve this
communication. For people who will never be able to meet ‘objective’ developmental
standards, this means that they are no longer considered ‘objects’ but actors in their own
lives, even though they need someone else to help them with everything. Of course a lot of
generic human categories will still have a meaning in their lives. They too want and need
to eat, sleep, communicate; they are social, love music, love the wind on their faces, etc.
However, instead of being forced into the ‘objective’ categories outside them, they can
become their own category. The world changing results of this new way of ‘subjective’
categorization are clear.

1.2. The aim of the present study
In the present study, our main research question is how to examine the dynamics of
conceptualization and re-conceptualization in a narrative text. The aim of our examination
is to prove and explain the crucial role blending plays in this process, not in theory but in
the actual analysis of 1 Samuel 28. One of the grounding mothers of cognitive narratology,
Barbara Dancygier, stated that the “frameworks of cognitive grammar, mental spaces
theory, and blending all afford new possibilities for representing the ways in which texts
construct meaning [...], but blending appears to be particularly well suited to the analysis of
the narrative” (Dancygier 2008, 51-52). Inspired by her work, I will analyze both the
mental or conceptual spaces and the conceptual blending in 1 Samuel 28, to come to a
better understanding of the dynamic meaning complex of this narrative text. One of the
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tours the force of this study is the proposed visualization of all mental spaces in this story
and its presentation in one picture, which serves as the basis for the analysis of the
dynamic blending processes. It is actually these dynamics that allow a reader to be engaged
in the story, to develop his or her own views in accordance with it, and, in fact, to construct
a dynamic mental image of the narrative.
The central hypothesis can be formulated as follows: the concept of blending (as
developed in Cognitive Blending Theory) is a useful instrument to study the dynamics of
meaning construction in texts, and the concept of mental space (as developed in Mental
Space Theory) is a useful instrument to study the relations between the newly blended
concepts and the mental spaces of characters and narrator in narrative texts. This main
hypothesis includes the sub-hypothesis that blending is present on all levels of a story: in
its perspectivation and in its linguistic and cultural semantic conceptualization. Using these
instruments, I will analyze the conceptual integration processes in 1 Samuel 28 in close
relationship to the story’s characters and its narrator. This text in the Hebrew Bible was
chosen for several reasons: it is a story with a clear recognizable beginning and ending,
albeit that it is embedded in a larger collection of stories about the first kings of Israel; it
has a dynamic structure, with both narrator and characters present in it; it has drama in it
because it is about a life-and-death situation for (one of the) characters; it is about themes
that are religiously challenged; and there are places in the story that biblical scholars have
trouble explaining. The examination will show how meaning is structured dynamically on
a narratological/textual level (studied from a Mental Space Theory angle) and on a
conceptual level (studied from a Conceptual Blending angle) and thus serves as an
exemplar for the application of this type of research in Biblical Studies.
A number of possible objections to the approach chosen deserve to be mentioned. The first
is why biblical studies would need a cognitive linguistic approach. Of course, biblical
scholarship has never stopped developing and applying new methods, yet a more
traditional approach could have been chosen to study the story of 1 Sam 28:3-25. My
answer in defense of the choice I have made is as follows. (1.) The methods from
Cognitive Linguistics are relatively new within the realm of modern linguistics. This
explains why the method is not already common in biblical studies, since this field is
known to be conservative in choosing new methods to apply to the ancient stories. Even
with the main methodological switch to historical interpretation in the nineteenth century
(more on this below), biblical studies followed in the footsteps of methods developed in
general linguistics. (2.) The results of Cognitive Linguistics are still emerging within the
field of general linguistics. Also, the methods are still a work-in-progress. However, the
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results of Cognitive Linguistics so far are really mind changing, in the sense that the
insights into one’s own mind and the realization that this is a communality we have with
ancient writers, is too exciting to put aside and wait for general linguistics to figure out all
aspects of Cognitive Linguistics before (applying and) adapting them to biblical studies.
(3.) This study is not the first to apply methods of Cognitive Linguistics in biblical studies.
Not even the first in regard to the application of the specific methods of Mental Space
Theory and Conceptual Blending. This study wishes to enhance the knowledge and
benefits of the methods together with other biblical scholars. This means it does not stand
alone. In fact, it is part of a growing field. The increasing interest of biblical studies for the
field of Cognitive Linguistics is demonstrated in the position of the research field at the
Annual Meetings of the Society of Biblical Literature. In November 2008 in Boston, a
‘consultation’ was scheduled entitled “Use of Cognitive Linguistics in Biblical
Interpretation”.5 In November 2009 in Atlanta, the field was granted a regular ‘section’
status, titled: “Cognitive Linguistics in Biblical Interpretation”.6 The fact that the words
‘Use of’ were left out could very well indicate that by then the possibility of using
Cognitive Linguistics in Biblical Interpretation was no longer an issue. The section
continues to be active to this day, November 2013 in Baltimore.7
A second objection that could be raised is that Metaphor Theory already explains the
aspects of integration of new elements, so why do we need a new theory of conceptual
blending? The theory of blending originates for the main part in the study of metaphor.
Whereas metaphor research is very suitable for more entrenched mappings between
domains, the creative, most imaginative integration of spaces is beyond the scope of the
metaphor theory. In the following example
I am healthy as a horse
Metaphor Theory shows how elements of a source domain (the good health of horses) are

5

http://www.sbl-site.org/meetings/Congresses_CallForPaperDetails.aspx?MeetingId=12&VolunteerUnitId=

337 [1. November 2013]
6
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mapped onto a target domain (people’s health). Thus it provides a special meaning
structure that clarifies the elements in the existing target domain. The domains are blended,
yet extended blends such as
The horse in the 2008 race beat his father in the 1998 race by a nose
lie beyond the scope of Metaphor Theory. This is because the combined race only exists in
the blend and is only created because of the wish to compare the racing qualities of father
and son. In other words, it is a unique blend. Unlike Metaphor Theory, which only studies
entrenched blended concepts, Cognitive Blending Theory can be used both in entrenched
and in unique blending situations.
In addition to this rather simple example of the possibilities of Conceptual Blending, the
method enables a wide range of mapping possibilities, such as analogy, disanalogy,
change, identity, time space, cause-effect, part-whole, representation, role, property,
similarity, category, intentionality and uniqueness (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 93-102;
101). This is the reason for choosing Conceptual Blending rather than Metaphor Theory.
The wider range of possibilities, on several levels of a story, not just semantics, increases
the value of Cognitive Linguistics in Biblical Studies.
A third objection that is sometimes raised is that Cognitive Linguistics has developed its
methods from and for modern ‘living’ languages, while biblical Hebrew is an ancient,
‘dead’ language. This might appear to justify the thesis that it is difficult if not impossible
to use the methods developed for the study of one type (of languages) in the study of
another. This thesis appears to be strengthened further by the key element in Cognitive
Linguistics being that it is about ‘the way we think.’ Language is part of the whole system
of human’s ability to think, to blend, to imagine, etc. However, even though ancient texts
are also written in a language, it is impossible to study the language and conceptual
systems separate from these texts, because no one speaks the language anymore. These
remarks are true in the sense that they make it clear that the application of a language
method has to be different for modern ‘living’ languages than for ancient ‘dead’ languages.
Because the database of elements and its range are so much smaller for ancient languages,
limitations of the application of the method are naturally inevitable. Does this mean then
that the method is rendered useless? No, of course it does not. (1.) The basic principles of
language and of human thinking governing language apply to all languages. As the wide
range of languages examined in the Cognitive Linguistic community show, the basic
elements of Conceptual Blending are found in every one of them. Of course, the
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conceptualization of people differs throughout the examples, and each language is
structured in a distinct way, yet everywhere people conceptualize their experiences and
their conceptualizations arose in interaction with their languages. So the assumption is safe
that this is also true for biblical Hebrew. (2.) The relatively small but diverse corpus of
texts in biblical Hebrew provides scholars with enough ground to study both
conceptualization and language conventions. Of course this would be much more difficult
for language studies of a small corpus or a limited scope, for instance in cases where only
legal texts or business texts are preserved. The Hebrew Bible offers a wide range of texts
such as narrative, poetic, legal, historiographical or proverbial texts that originated in the
course of some six centuries (8th till 2nd century

BCE).

(3.) The use of modern academic

methods in Bible studies is a given. Bible studies have developed over the ages. They
started with rabbis rephrasing and interpreting the more difficult passages, collected in the
Midrash, and have seen methods focusing on finding proof for theological belief system
elements (e.g., church fathers), analogies for modern life (e.g., church exegesis in the
middle ages), etc. Central to these studies is the study of the original languages (Hebrew
for the Hebrew Bible, Greek for the Christian New Testament). Especially since the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, scholars have formulated the principle that the rules of
textual interpretation for (other) historical texts, legal texts, etc. should also be applied to
biblical writings. Since then Bible studies have followed in the footsteps of academic
developments, incorporating methods and results from linguistic and literary studies to
social sciences, historiography and archaeology.
Finally, some editorial remarks are in order: the translation of the Hebrew text mostly
follows the NJPS, except for a few semantic alternatives (in Italics) (NJPS 19992 - 5759).
These alternatives are chosen in clauses where it is not possible to recognize the structure
of the Hebrew text in the translation of the NJPS, or because an alternative translation of a
word emerged as a result of the study. These alternatives are accounted for in Chapter 4.
When Hebrew words occur, a transliteration is given, using the scientific transliteration
method of the Handbook of Style of the Society of Biblical Literature (SBLHS 1999, 2627), as well as an English translation. In some cases, the transliteration is extended as
transcription. In these cases, a general concept is presented in the root form of a Hebrew
verb. It is transcribed with the added vowels of the qal qatal third person singular
conjugation, the standard way to pronounce the root of a Hebrew verb, which has no
vocalization of its own. In era references, the acronyms

BCE

or

CE

are used, referring to

resp. Before Common Era or Common Era (Common Era starting in the hypothetical year
zero). I will refer to the proper name of God (the tetragrammaton) as

YHWH,

a
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transliteration of the four letters in Hebrew, even if the occurrence in the Hebrew text has
vowels present. When in the Hebrew text the more general word for ‘God’ is used, I
transcribe it as El [God] or Elohim [g/God/s] accordingly. When I write about the
conceptualization of the divine in the language, culture, or texts, I use the generic English
term God. The terminology of the paradigm of biblical Hebrew is adapted from Joüon,
Paul and Takamitsu Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (JM 2006). A list of terms is
included in the List of Abbreviations.
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2.1. Introduction to Cognitive Linguistics
Central in the study of cognitive linguistics is the conceptual and experiential basis of
linguistic categories, i.e. formal structures are studied not as autonomous phenomena, but
as reflections of general conceptual organization, categorization principles, processing
mechanisms, and experiential and environmental influences (Geeraerts 2007a, 3).

Cognitive Linguistics (CL) is a new cluster of approaches to language with several
common characteristics and shared perspectives. The broad spectrum of CL approaches
becomes very apparent if we look at the outline of articles and their clustering in the
Oxford Handbook of Cognitive Linguistics (Geeraerts 2007a). Instead of it being a clear
dictionary-like handbook, the extensive work offers its readers a number of articles
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characterized by a wide variety of approaches and linguistic interests and areas that all
have one major feature in common: they are all considered to function in the framework of
Cognitive Linguistics.
2.1.1.

Historical Development

Dirk Geeraerts evaluates the development of CL as a countermovement to the decontextualizational developments in grammatical theory, especially in twentieth-century
structural linguistics, based on the language theories of De Saussure and Chomsky.
De Saussure distinguishes between the language system (langue) and individual usage
in a social setting (parole). However, in his work he is only interested in the language
system, not in the actual use of it. Chomsky combines the two poles in the work of De
Saussure, because he adds individual knowledge of the language system or code as a
missing link. He considers language to be a genetic language system that enables children
to acquire a language and describes language competence as a generative syntactic system.
He assumes humans are predisposed to learning language as a result of the presence of
what he calls a Language Acquisition Device in the human brain, thereby making language
essentially part of our DNA. His work could be called ‘cognitive linguistics’ in its focus on
the mental nature of language. However, Chomsky concentrates on the structural system
only, both of them ignoring the social aspect and contextual aspects of language,
knowledge and meaning. His exclusive attention to grammatical rules induced a disregard
for the contextual features of grammar. Areas of linguistic research such as
sociolinguistics, semantics and the lexicon, and pragmatics were excluded from the core of
linguistics (Geeraerts 2007a, 11-13).
As a reaction to this development, several schools in linguistics began to stress the
importance of context for a full understanding of language. Thus, for instance, the
lexicalization of grammar indicates that grammatical rules cannot be described without the
lexical sets that they apply to. And, in contrast to generative syntax and semantics,
meaning was put in central position again. Meaning was not understood anymore merely as
referential or as language internally defined, but also as grounded experientially, that is, as
based upon the way human beings experience reality. According to CL, meaning is
conveyed through language and influenced by the embodied and contextual position of the
people using it. As Geeraerts puts it: “Cognitive Linguistics embodies a fully
contextualized conception of meaning” (2007a, 14). And finally, discourse is not just seen
as the application of grammatical rules. Instead, grammatical rules are determined
following their use in actual discourse. Following this line of approach, CL defends a
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usage-based model of language.
Cognitive Linguistics combines most explicitly the core aspects of contemporary
linguistics, i.e. resemanticization of grammar in the interplay between language and
conceptualization, recovery of the lexicon as a structural level by developing network
models of grammatical structure, and embodies the discursive turn by insisting on the
usage-based nature of linguistics. For Geeraerts, the observation that CL is the most
outspoken representative of this tendency of re-contextualization of grammar in
contemporary linguistics explains the appeal of Cognitive Linguistics in its multiple forms
(Geeraerts 2007a, 13-15).
Because both cognitive linguistics and Cognitive Linguistics are used as terms for
cognitive linguistic approaches, something needs to be said about the distinction between
the two names. Cognitive linguistics (lowercase letters) can be identified as any method
used to study natural language as a mental phenomenon, e.g., Generative Grammar, or CL
for that matter (Geeraerts 2007a, 4). Cognitive Linguistics (capitalized) is therefore part of
cognitive linguistics, but looks at natural language in a very specific way. Generative
Grammar for example, is interested in the acquisition and knowledge of the language while
Cognitive Linguistics is interested in the role of the language in obtaining knowledge. It
sees language as a mediator between a person and the world through informational
structures in the mind.
This instrumental view considers natural language as a means for organizing,
processing, and conveying information of the world. Knowledge of the world is structured
in the mind as a collection of meaningful categories that helps us to deal with new
experiences and store information about old ones. This view is also shared by cognitive
psychology, but CL focuses on language as a means for structuring and dealing with the
world. Language is seen as a “repository of world knowledge” (Geeraerts 2007a, 5).
George Lakoff, Ronald W. Langacker, and Leonard Talmy are the founding fathers of
the multifaceted approach called Cognitive Linguistics. They initiated the approach in the
late 1970s and the early 1980s. Surrounding themselves with others, they brought about socalled waves of Cognitive Linguistics. The first wave emerged in the United States in the
second half of the 1980s among the collaborators and students of the key figures Lakoff,
Langacker, and Talmy, such as Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner. Simultaneously,
people in Western and Central Europe were attracted to the ideas of Cognitive Linguistics.
In the 1990s a second wave of expansion, still circling around the core consisting of the
original ideas of the founding fathers, can be distinguished this time moving towards Asia
and the south of Europe (Geeraerts 2007a, 7).
In future, Geeraerts expects that a further step will be taken in CL with regard to
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recontextualization. This step will be an emphasis on the social aspects of language, the
embodiment in a culturally and socially interactive way. The methodological endeavor for
a usage-based model will be the disentanglement of the different factors that play a role in
actual usage, such as grammatical, discursive, and sociolinguistic factors. One other
endeavor will be the search for the balance between objectivity (because of the
implementation of empirical methods used in other cognitive sciences) and intuition (or
introspection) as a method of studying meaning within usage-based studies. A last trend
that might be expected will be a search for theoretical unification within the field of
Cognitive Linguistics (Geeraerts 2007a, 15-18).
2.1.2.

Key concepts

Geeraerts (2006, 3-6) identifies four characteristics of Cognitive Linguistics and the ways
in which it studies the conceptual organization of language. Each of these characteristics or
concepts corresponds with one or more research fields in CL. Below, a description is given
of each of these characteristics, followed by the corresponding research fields in CL,
together with some of the key figures active in them (Geeraerts 2006, 7-18).
1. Linguistic meaning is perspectival. Something always means something from a certain
position in the world, an embodied perspective. For example the prepositions ‘behind’ and
‘in front of’ do not necessarily represent the same situation of a thing being behind or in
front of something else. It can depend on where the speaker is positioned in relation to that
something else. And the ‘something else’ may also determine the perspective. A car
objectively has a front and a back, no matter where the speaker is standing. But language
enables us to say confusing things. For example, if I am standing at the (objective) back of
the car and another person is standing in front of it, I could still say something like: ‘you
are standing behind the car.’ This would be correct from my (the speaker’s) viewpoint.
This spatial perspectivization is one of many possible perspectives that are object of study
in CL.
Research fields: Cognitive Grammar (Langacker) and Grammatical Construal (Talmy).
2. Linguistic meaning is dynamic and flexible. As mentioned before, meaning is related to
the way we view the world and organize the information about the world. Because the
world - and we as being part of it - changes constantly, our views change all the time. What
is seen as common at a certain point in time may be exceptional in another. Describing
someone as the owner of a car is not considered in any way special today, but it would be
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different if that person were living a hundred years ago, when cars had just been invented.
Our mind processes any new information and reorganizes the knowledge in our heads
without any problem. And equally, the way we address certain aspects of a concept tells us
something about the way this concept is structured in our minds.
Research fields: Radial Network (Lakoff), Prototype Theory (Geeraerts), and Schematic
network (Langacker).
3. Linguistic meaning is encyclopedic and non-autonomous. In contrast to former ideas
that meaning of words could be described autonomously, CL considers meaning as
inseparable from our overall experience as human beings. Because we are embodied, not
pure minds, and because we have a cultural and social identity, language embodies both
our perspective as a body and the historical and cultural experience of a whole group. The
last idea is very clear in categorization; our surroundings, culture, people determine
whether a certain word (or object) is common or unusual. Our embodiment determines
whether one word (i.e. ice) covers the whole concept (frozen water) and is therefore
sufficient to describe our experience and our dealings with a certain phenomenon, or if we
need more words to describe it (in a polar region for example) to explain to someone else if
the ice is safe to walk on or not. Language is determined by our world and our knowledge
of the world determines the meaning of the language.
Research fields: Conceptual Metaphor (Lakoff, Johnson), Image Schema (Lakoff,
Johnson), Metonymy (Lakoff, Johnson, and Langacker), and Mental Spaces and
Conceptual Integration (Fauconnier, Turner).
4. Linguistic meaning is based on usage and experience. As mentioned above grammatical
rules are determined by their discursive use, and therefore the experience of actual
language use has to be included in CL research. Investigators focus on usage with research
topics like Corpus Research, for instance, where the object of study is a complete corpus of
the works of one author (e.g., Shakespeare), language acquisition, where the way children
acquire language is the object of research,8 and discourse research where the contextual
setting of actual realized language is investigated.

8

In answer to Chomsky’s theory of language acquisition, Michael Tomasello (2007) et al. developed a model

of language acquisition where grammar is described as dynamically emerging from the child’s interactive
performance during the step-by-step ongoing process of language acquisition, thus with changing context,
use and knowledge of the child.
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Research fields: Frame Semantics (Fillmore)9 and Construction Grammar (Collins).
In short, CL focuses in its studies of (the results of) language use on the perspectival,
dynamic, encyclopedic, and experiential aspects of meaning. It acknowledges the
perspective or viewpoint of the language user that influences the meaning of each
utterance. The person who uses the full range of knowledge of a certain theme to clarify
the particular meaning he or she wants to convey is, at the same time, influenced by the
more general characteristics of his or her surroundings, culture, and time. And the results
of his or her use of language offer the researcher the possibility to have a view into the
language conventions, the cultural, historical, and natural background, and the particular
chosen viewpoints. All of this and much more is the object of study of CL.
2.1.3.

Mental Spaces and Conceptual Blending

One of the research fields mentioned above is that of Mental Spaces and Conceptual
Blending, also called Conceptual Integration.10 Conceptual Blending (CB) shares a
schematic ground with Conceptual Metaphors (CM) studies. Both search for meaning
domains and the way meaning is mapped from one domain onto another. One of the
differences between the two is that CM tries to identify the source and target domains,
whereas CB investigates how the elements of source and target domains are mapped upon
each other. As a result CB makes it possible to map a conceptual process without any
metaphorical notion. This becomes very clear in counterfactual expressions: in an ‘if x,
then y’ construction, a blended (target) space is identified with different source spaces (x
and y), without any form of metaphor being present (Geeraerts 2006, 14). Geeraerts’

9

Fillmore would not describe himself as a Cognitive Linguist, but according to Geeraerts his work on Frame

Semantics is very closely related to the field of CL, because of the central point it has in common with CL:
the necessity of encyclopedic knowledge to understand the meaning of a word.
10

Geeraerts uses the term Conceptual Integration as well as Conceptual Blending to indicate the same type of

research. Hougaard and Oakley also use the term Conceptual Integration in their presentation of the
integrative Mental Spaces and Conceptual Integration Framework (MSCI), although they recognize the fact
that conceptual integration is better known as blending (Hougaard & Oakley 2008, 1). Following Fauconnier
and Turner, I will use the more commonly used term Conceptual Blending. Besides the fact that this is the
name the founding fathers chose, the word ‘Integration’ denotes a frame of one domain being absorbed by
another, whereas ‘Blending’ denotes a frame where both original domains are still present, but in a new way,
as a blended domain. In my opinion, this is more in keeping with the focus and aim of the method.
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description of CB is limited to this study of mappings between source domain and target
domain; however, there are far more aspects being studied in Mental Space and Conceptual
Blending Theories. For example, Mental Space Theory examines the mental spaces in a
text or discourse that enable a reader to identify perspective (cf. key concept 1), the lattice
of mental spaces shows the dynamic flow of a text (cf. key concept 2) and the way
domains are integrated in a specific text (cf. key concept 3), and both Mental Spaces and
Conceptual Blending studies examine how meaning is conveyed in a unique way in a
specific text (cf. key concept 4).11
The central works of Mental Space and Conceptual Blending Theories, Mental Spaces
by Gilles Fauconnier (1985; 19942) and The Way We Think by Gilles Fauconnier and Mark
Turner (2002) will be presented in sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.2. Mental Space Theory
Mental spaces are small conceptual packets constructed as we think and talk, for purposes of
local understanding and action. [...] They contain elements and are typically structured by
frames.12 They are interconnected, and can be modified as thought and discourse unfold.
Mental spaces can be used generally to model dynamic mappings in thought and language
(Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 40).

For ages, scholars have studied texts by examining the meaning of separate words and
grammatical structures. In reaction to this approach, Gilles Fauconnier developed his ideas
of mental spaces, in which he wants to show that in texts meaning is arranged in small
conceptual packets which are interconnected. In his Mental Space Theory, he explains how
rich language data are cognitively used and connected to construct meaning complexes (cf.

11

Cognitive Linguists commonly accept the methods of Mental Spaces and Conceptual Blending as “a tool

for the analysis of individuals’ interpretations of sequences of spoken and written language” (Hougaard &
Oakley 2008, 2). These individuals’ interpretations stand in contrast to aims and methods in sociological
studies, where meaning construction is studied as a shared or public phenomenon. Hougaard and Oakley
identify a movement towards socially shared and constructed meaning also within cognitive linguistics and in
their article make a plea for adding sociological viewpoints to future work with MS and CB theory
(Hougaard & Oakley 2008, 3).
12

A frame is a structured understanding of the way aspects of the world function (Sweetser & Fauconnier

1996, 5).
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Sweetser & Fauconnier 1996, 1). The purpose of the following description of Fauconnier’s
basic findings is to offer enough theoretical background information for the application of
Mental Space Theory in the field of biblical studies; it does not pretend to present an
exhaustive overview of the works and ideas of Fauconnier.13
Every text, be it a story, discourse, or poem, in its first line opens a mental space, an
area which creates a mental picture in the mind of its readers. From the very beginning,
this first sentence combines distinct language elements. As the discourse or story unfolds,
other elements are related to these elements and new connections between the elements are
constructed. Fauconnier identifies some of these elements as space builders. These can be
elements of time, of space, of possibility, etc., e.g., in 1929, in Amsterdam, in John’s mind,
probably, possibly, I hope, she thinks. As soon as a space builder is used, a hypothetical,
future, past, counterfactual space, and so on, a new mental space is created in the reader’s
mind.
(1) In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth (Gen 1:1).14

In the sentence ‘In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth,’ the first mental
picture painted is a notion of time. In our mind, ‘In the beginning’ opens – although
somewhat unconsciously – a base space of the present time connected to a past space of the
beginning of time; in other words, ‘In the beginning’ functions as a space-builder for a past
space. This past space is structured within the philosophical domain of history and the idea
of history includes the notion of a start at some point in time. The elements attributed to
this past space are God, the heavens, and the earth. These meaning elements figure both as
part and counterpart, namely as (a and b) in the base space and (a' and b') in the past space.
The story’s base space is the present, as is visible in the use of the definite article ‘the’ in
the elements ‘the heavens’ and ‘the earth,’ which indicates that reference is made to the
particular heavens and earth the implied author and reader are familiar with. The verb
CREATE

and the past tense of the verb indicate that it is connecting the present base space

with the past time space. This is visualized in Figure 2.1.

13

See: (Fauconnier 1985; 1997; Sweetser & Fauconnier 1996; Fauconnier & Turner 2002).

14

The standard translation of the Hebrew text of Gen 1:1.
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a-a’ God
b-b’ the heavens and the earth

a

Base
Base
Space

b

a’

b’

Past Space In the beginning
Figure 2.1: Past Space and Base Space in (1)

In this example, attention is paid to only one grammatical device, the time-space builder
‘in the beginning.’ Fauconnier explains how a sentence can contain several kinds of
information, indicated by various grammatical devices:
•

information regarding what new spaces are being set up, typically expressed by means
of space builders;

•

clues as to what space is currently in focus, what its connection to the base space is, and
how it is (made) accessible; this information is typically expressed by means of
grammatical tenses and moods;15

•

descriptions that introduce new elements (and possibly their counterparts) into spaces;

•

syntactic information that typically sets up generic-level schemas and frames;

•

lexical information that connects the mental space elements to frames and cognitive
models from background knowledge;

•

presuppositional markings, which allow some of the structure to be instantly propagated
through the space configuration;

•

pragmatic and rhetorical information, conveyed by words like even, but, already, which
typically signal implicit scales for reasoning and argumentation (Fauconnier 19942,
xxiii).

In addition, mental spaces are not only cognitive constructions that model how information
in discourse is partitioned and accessed, but also indicate which mental space constitutes
the viewpoint space from which the information partitioned in other spaces is accessed.

15

Tenses and moods do not set up spaces, but give important grammatical clues concerning the spaces

relevant for the sentence being processed (Fauconnier 1985, 33).
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This can be illustrated by an example (now classic):
(2) Two interlocutors are discussing a James Bond film where a character named Ursula is
interacting with the character (James) Bond, who in the movie is impersonating an
industrialist named Grey. The speaker makes a comment “Ursula thinks that Bond is
handsome.”

In the sentence “Ursula thinks that Bond is handsome,” the base space – the basic level of
the conversation – is that of the speaker external to the movie, which is represented in
Figure 2.2 by the circle on the left. The space builder ‘thinks’ creates the belief space of
the character Ursula in the movie, which is represented in Figure 2.2 by the circle on the
right. The referent ‘Ursula’ (a and a’) and ‘Bond/Grey’ (b and b’) are identical across these
two mental spaces, connected as trigger and target.

a name Ursula
b name Bond, top spy

a’ name Ursula
b’ name Grey, industrialist

a

Base Space
Base

bb

a’
b’
b’

Belief Space
Figure 2.2: Base space and character's perspective (belief) space (cf. Fauconnier 1997, 53;
van Wolde 2005, 131-132)

Since the character of Ursula does not know (yet) that Grey is really Bond, the reference to
Bond shows that the viewpoint is that of the speaker who is describing Ursula’s belief. In
Figure 2.3 below, the viewpoint is with the left (base) space. However, if the speaker said
“Ursula thinks that Grey is handsome,” this would reflect a different partitioning of
information. In that case, the viewpoint would be restricted to Ursula in her belief space
only, since the speaker already knows that it is Bond who is impersonating Grey. The
viewpoint in Figure 2.3 would shift to the character’s perspective (Belief) space. If the
viewpoint is in the character’s belief space it means that the referent Grey is restricted or
localized with respect to Ursula’s perspective (Fauconnier 1997, 53). In this example,
participant reference (‘Bond’ versus ‘Grey’) is the linguistic (deictic) device which
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indicates which space the information is being processed from; the viewpoint space in
MST.
a name Ursula
b name Bond, top spy

a’ name Ursula
b’ name Grey, industrialist

a

Base Space
Base

a’

bb

b’
b’

Belief Space
“Ursula thinks that Bond is handsome”
viewpoint Base Space

“Ursula thinks that Grey is handsome”
viewpoint Belief Space

Figure 2.3: Shift of Viewpoint to Character's Perspective (Belief) Space

In order to find one’s way through the maze of mental spaces in a text and to use the
partitioning for drawing inferences properly, three dynamic notions are crucial according
to Fauconnier’s, namely Base, Viewpoint, and Focus. At any point in the construction, one
space is distinguished as Viewpoint, the space from which others are accessed and
structured or set up; one space is distinguished as Focus, the space currently being
structured internally – the space, so to speak, upon which attention is currently focused;
and one space is distinguished as the base – a starting point for the construction to which it
is always possible to return. Base, Viewpoint, and Focus need not be distinct (Fauconnier
1997; also: Sweetser & Fauconnier 1996, 12-14).
To further illustrate the basic idea of linked mental spaces, example (3) will help to
understand the cognitive construction of a story of three sentences and their conceptual
connections.16 The figure is a representation by Fauconnier of the mental spaces involved
in a short story about Achilles and a tortoise (or hare):

16

For a more extensive application of this example, see Fauconnier (1997, 44-48).
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(3) Achilles sees a tortoise. He chases it (B). He thinks that the tortoise is slow (M) and that
he will catch it (W). But it is fast (B). If the tortoise had been slow, Achilles would have
caught it (H). Maybe the tortoise is really a hare (P) (Fauconnier 1997, 44-48).

Figure 2.4: Visualization of mental spaces by Fauconnier (1997, 44-48)

Fauconnier built his model with circles that represent the different spaces involved in the
story. The name of each space is positioned just outside the circle (Base space B; Belief
space M; Counterfactual space H; etc.). In each space, counterparts of the elements
involved are shown as dots named a and b, or a' and b'', or a1 and b1 etc. The connections
between the counterparts are visualized as slightly curved continuous lines. The
connections between the spaces are visualized by discontinuous lines. The lines show that
not all spaces are interconnected, and they show the base space as the centre of the model
of this story. The content of the clauses of the story can be seen in square boxes next to the
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appropriate space. The identification of the counterparts is put at the top (a name Achilles;
b the tortoise; b2 hare), the structuring of the clause is put at the bottom of the
identification, starting with the verb, and followed by the counterparts involved, first the
subject and second the object of the verb (SEE a b – ‘a sees b’; FAST b – ‘b is fast’; etc.).
The story begins in base space B. The first actions structure that space (see, be fast).
The space builder he thinks sets up a mental belief space M relative to B, and therefore the
elements in B have related elements in M (a' and b'). The rest of the third sentence (‘and
that he will catch it’) structures M. Because of the future auxiliary will, a third (future)
space W is set up, relative to M. In this future space W, Achilles catches the tortoise, but
space W is dependent on space M. Thus, the tortoise has to be slow in order for Achilles to
catch it. At least, that is the way the story is presented and its mental spaces are
constructed. In other words, at the beginning of the text, the base space is set up, and it
functions as the viewpoint and the focus of what will follow. With the appearance of the
third sentence, space M is set up and therefore necessarily in focus. Nevertheless, space M
is accessed from the base space B.17
The events in the squares are true in the spaces they belong to, not outside of them. Of
course, the whole purpose of the model is to visualize just that. The model is best read
following the story itself. For that purpose, I have put the space being built in a certain
sentence or clause in parentheses in the story above the model. After ‘But it is fast’ the
second (B) indicates that for a second time the base space is under construction. With this
new sentence, the information of the base space B is extended: the tortoise that had been
introduced, seen and chased is now called fast. In the visualization of Fauconnier this
information belonging to the base space is added to the box of this space: However, this
adding is invisible in the final version of the visualization. Every addition is listed, without
reference to the order of the story.

Figure 2.5: Adding information to the Base
Space (Fauconnier 1997, 46)

17

In narrative discourse, the Base of a story is specially represented in the narrator’s text. The other spaces,

such as mental spaces of the characters, are embedded in this Base Space (Sanders & Redeker 1996, 292).
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Because of the conjunction ‘If,’ the next sentence is a hypothetical space in which the
tortoise is slow. In fact, this hypothetical space (H) is counterfactually related to the base
space. Within the viewpoint of the counterfactual space, Achilles is able to catch the
tortoise. However, in the previous sentence ‘But it is fast’ the factual situation is the
opposite of ‘the tortoise [is] slow.’ The English “distal past perfect form” also underlines
the counterfactual relationship with the discourse’s base space (Hougaard & Oakley 2008,
7 [author's Italics]; grammatical remark from Fauconnier 1997, 46).
The Achilles-tortoise example concludes with the building of a possibility space (P) in
the last sentence ‘Maybe the tortoise is really a hare.’ Here we have the Access Principle
operating, which is the basic linguistic principle to regulate the relationship between an
entity and the linguistic expression used to refer to it. Fauconnier calls this function of the
way we are able to establish links between objects of a different nature, and the fact that
the links thus established allow reference to one object in terms of another appropriately
linked to it the Identification Principle in (Fauconnier 1985, 3); later on he refers to it as
the Access Principle in (Fauconnier 1997; Sweetser & Fauconnier 1996; Fauconnier &
Turner 2002). “If two elements a and b are linked by a connector F (b=F(a)), then element
b can be identified by naming, describing, or pointing to its counterpart a” (Fauconnier
1997, 41). The Access Principle allows the reader to follow the name given to the ‘tortoise’
to a new entity called a ‘hare.’ This access path maps the letter b from the base space to the
letter b2 from the possibility space. The epistemic situation of the tortoise/hare is changed
in the latter space; therefore a new identity box is set up next to it.
The visualization given by Fauconnier is based on a story, but the order of the sentences
and the events of the story are not recognizable in the model. In fact, the model is an
abstraction of the story. It provides an insightful but a-temporal picture of the story of
Achilles and the tortoise. It is insightful, because the different mental spaces that are
involved in the story are clearly visible and their interconnections are perfectly clear. It is
a-temporal, because all the clauses that belong to a certain space are put in the same square
box without consideration of their position in the story. Without the actual story being
present in the model, the story’s outline would not be easy to reconstruct from the
visualization. In fact, although Fauconnier’s configuration shows at a glance the dynamics
of language in even a rather simple looking short story, the same configuration would be
cluttered if the story were longer and / or more spaces were involved in it. With a larger
text, a temporal picture would therefore be necessary in order to be able to follow the line
of the story, and a visualization without the circles would be necessary to avoid cluttering.
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The examples and the explanation of the connections between the elements in the mental
space network have shown that knowledge is not available without embeddedness in some
form of reality. Knowledge is received through the belief spaces of people around us.
People set up history and/or future spaces to position their knowledge in time, and give
way to a wide range of imagination through counterfactual or possibility spaces. Even the
base space of a certain chunk of information is embedded in some reality: of a speaker, a
writer, a situation, a time and place, etc. And the elements in different mental spaces are
connected in a way that enables us to see and understand the connection and distinguish
the different positions of the elements in the different spaces. In the different spaces, all
sort of information can be combined with the elements. Information that remains ‘true’
throughout a number of spaces and information that only has a truth value in a certain
space, e.g., a counterfactual space.
In a text, mental spaces are being built up to construct a line of communication between
author and reader. The author constructs the story taking into account the knowledge he
supposes is present in the mind of the reader(s) and he passes down new information. One
of the possible tools an author has at his disposal in constructing his story and taking the
reader along is introducing direct character speech. Through the use of direct speech, a new
type of communication is started. This communication is embedded in the communication
between the author – present in the narration as narrator – and the reader. Direct speech
allows readers to step into the communication between characters. It opens up a mental
space of the character, directing the perspective of the reader in the character’s direction.
Mental spaces shift as a character starts to talk just as it shifts when a character is described
as person thinking, looking, hearing, etc.
The embedding of information is one way of combining information with something
else, in this case with a certain context, a mental space. This directs our understanding of
the information and actually changes it. The information on the tortoise for example,
changes from our own background information of a tortoise being slow to the tortoise
being fast in the base space of the story/narrator, to the tortoise being slow in the
counterfactual mental space, and even changing into a hare in the possibility space. In
cognitive linguistic terms, this phenomenon could be called conceptual blending. The
elements that are mapped across the spaces are combined, integrated, blended into one
identity, as there is only one tortoise. The described mental spaces clarify how this
blending spreads out over the lattice of spaces and clarify how the identity of the elements
is different in the different spaces, depending on the type of space. In the case of slow and
fast, it is an attribute of the animal that is added; in the case of the possibility space, it is
the whole animal with all its attributes that forms the identity.
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In the next section, the conceptual blending process will be studied in more detail. After a
few remarks about language, the key publication on conceptual blending will provide us
with the tools we need to apply this method in text linguistic research.

2.3. Conceptual Blending Theory

2.3.1. Preliminary remarks
According to Fauconnier the origin of language is strongly connected with the origin of the
ability to create mental spaces, especially complex structured spaces like counterfactual
spaces, metaphors, etc. There is a wide range of theories among linguists about the way
humans began to be able to use language (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 171-187). Some
believe the faculty of language emerged rather suddenly, as a result of language-processing
structures evolving in the human brain. Others believe language developed slowly as part
of the general evolutionary process through cognitive and cultural inventiveness (2002,
172-173). In addition, the faculty of creativity, of creating art and craftwork, is linked with
the development of language. Fauconnier links the ability to use language with the ability
of “double-scope conceptual integration” or “double-scope blending.” The two-part scope
refers to the two input spaces that offer their structure and content to the blended space.
The two input spaces contain known information and combinations. In the double-scope
blended space, the known is combined into a new structure, and the related elements from
the input spaces integrate the content in a new way. This ability enables us humans to use
words that have meaning in one domain to describe other things in another domain. This is
a cognitive instrument that enables us to broaden our perspective beyond what we see at a
given moment in time at a given place, to include things like causality, possibility,
potential, etc. With this ability, a limited number of words and grammatical structures are
enough to describe everything in the world (2002, 180-183). The ability is essential for the
limited number of forms in language to be able to describe the complicated and rich reality
and mental conceptualization. Utilizing a limited number of forms, language can prompt
large construals that can potentially cover all possible situations. Without the double-scope
blending possibility our minds and language skills would not be sufficient to describe an
open-ended number of situations with a limited number of combinable forms (2002, 183).
By way of illustration, we can take a closer look at the word ‘Table,’ used to refer to an
object people use to put their food on while eating, etc. We know that the word did not
always exist, deriving as it does, from the Latin ‘tabula,’ coming into English through
French ‘table.’ Now, in present-day English it occurs in such varying word combinations
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as ‘table of four,’ ‘laying your problems on the table,’ and ‘turning the tables on someone.’
And it has even been turned into a verb ‘to table,’ with different meanings like ‘having
dinner,’ ‘feeding someone,’ ‘submitting a subject for discussion’ (BE) or ‘suspending
something’ (AE). The ‘table of four’ today has nothing to do with the original object, but
derives from the concept of making a list of words or numbers, most probably on a
physical table, which got blended onto the object ‘table,’ and later also on the list of
numbers. And because the elements of the concepts are selectively mapped onto the blend,
we do not find the whole concept of table represented in the blend. The blend does not
refer to just any list of numbers like ‘one-two-three-etc.,’ but very specifically to the list of
multiplying numbers by ‘one,’ ‘two,’ ‘three,’ ‘four,’ etc. The table of four therefore is the
list yielding the numbers ‘four-eight-twelve-sixteen-etc.’
With this example we are at once confronted with the notion of polysemy. Because in
blending an element from an input space can be placed in a blended space, it is possible to
connect several elements from different input spaces to each other. This results in different
identifications for these elements, and therefore leads to various meanings or
interpretations of a word. The difference stems from the distinct elements and the diversity
in structuring the input spaces. Even though rarely noticed as such, polysemy is a standard
product of Conceptual Blending (cf. Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 276-277).
The timeframe given for this development in humankind differs among linguists.
However, there is general consensus that that people used language at least as far back as
50,000 years ago (2002, 186-187). Given the theory of Fauconnier about the necessity of
the ability of double-scope blending for the use and development of language, this ability
has to go back at least as far. The blending ability of man will have developed and become
more intricate over the millennia. Complex blends prompt even more complex blends.
Existing blends enabled man to develop new, bigger constructions and more abstract
blends. If by way of comparison we look at developments in mathematics, we notice that
calculating with negative numbers, or even the now common number 0 [zero] is a
relatively recent phenomenon in the history of man. This means that several modern
calculations would not have been possible before the conceptual development of the
numeric system. This also means that there is a possibility for older language systems to
have a different level of blending possibilities.
Because of the similarity of the principle of blending in all forms of language, we can
also study a language like Ancient Hebrew, a language used between 3,000 and 2,000
years ago. We focus on biblical Hebrew, an ancient Hebrew language, which has been
passed down through the ages in written form only. It is unknown if biblical Hebrew has
ever been a normal spoken language, developing in a way spoken languages tend to
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develop. Regardless of this, it is obviously a language that (certain) people could
understand.
We can look for the same mental spaces and cognitive structures as the ones we use in
our own language. One of the most important conditions to bear in mind is the fact that
although the cognitive structures of the human mind do not differ that much, the language
conventions do. The way a language builds up mental spaces and the way words, domains
and frames are semantically filled in are language-dependent. A thorough knowledge of
the biblical Hebrew language is therefore necessary to study the biblical texts, and at all
times researchers have to be aware of the conventions of their own language, to limit the
danger of inadvertently intertwining the conventions of the two languages. In addition to
being language-dependent, the way words, domains and frames are semantically filled in,
is also time-dependent. Therefore it is important to collect as much information as possible
about the historical time in which language is used, in which a story is told. While it is a
tall order to recreate an entire cultural, political, social, geographical, etc. past world, a
researcher should at least start with the information immediately connected to the words he
or she wants to study.
2.3.2. The Way We Think
In their book The Way We Think. Conceptual Blending and the Mind’s Hidden
Complexities (2002), Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner mark the integration of cognitive
linguistics into the overall study of language. When the authors state that language itself is
a product of Conceptual Blending, by blending sounds and meaning, and grammar and
vocabulary (2002, 182), the book paves the way for a new take on language and meaning
construction. By exploring different types of language use and showing the way conceptual
blending has been used to create meaning, as well as by showing the link between human
thinking and blending, the authors paved the way to explore meaning in a way that had
only been available to a limited extent before. The three central elements in the human
mind are:
• Identity, the ability to recognize things that are, or are in fact not, the same, to connect
something with something else;
• Integration, the ability to combine elements from different concepts into new meanings;
• Imagination, the almost limitless ability of the human mind to make new connections or
recognize existing connections in a very creative way.
According to Fauconnier and Turner, the basic form to study language in a cognitive way
is to identify mental spaces that function as input spaces for a blended space. In conceptual
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blending, these mental spaces function in a slightly different way than in the Mental Space
Theory used for textual study. When studied as a textual phenomenon, a mental space
contains a temporary coherent meaning structure at a certain moment in a text. This space
could hold a coherent meaning structure at a certain moment in time, in the case of a
history or future space, or in the mind of a character, in a character’s mental space. The
mental space in human thinking in general, as used in the Theory of Conceptual Blending,
contains the structures and frames in a certain area of thinking, or of reality.
As a basic example of mental spaces in Conceptual Blending Theory, Fauconnier and
Turner use the riddle of the Buddhist monk:
(4) A Buddhist Monk begins at dawn one day walking up a mountain, reaches the top at
sunset, meditates at the top for several days until one dawn when he begins to walk back to
the foot of the mountain, which he reaches at sunset. Make no assumptions about his
starting or stopping or about his pace during the trips. Riddle: Is there a place on the path
that the monk occupies at the same hour of the day on the two separate journeys? (Koestler
1964, 183-189, as cited in Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 39)

In order for this riddle to be solved, we have to imagine a space with the monk travelling
up the mountain, and a space with him travelling down. These are similar mental spaces as
in the previous section of MST, because each space contains certain elements but not the
same truth values. Although cross space mapping is possible between them, as each space
contains a mountain and a monk, and travelling, their truth is not the same, with a monk
travelling up one day in one space, and travelling down another day in the other space. The
only possible way to solve the riddle is to create a conceptual integration network. We do
this automatically, because that is the way we think. In the network, the input spaces are
integrated. After we define the two input spaces, we mentally create a generic space,
containing the structuring framework for both input spaces. In the case of the travelling
monk it includes ‘going up and down’

, ‘the mountain’

, ‘a certain day’ [d], and ‘a

monk’ [a]. These rather simple elements can get more generic and abstract especially in
more elaborate blends. Finally we create the blended space, with the separate days of going
up and going down the mountain blended into one single day, and with the monk from
both spaces going up and going down the mountain.
When we run the blend, this means when we follow the events set up in the blended
space, the two monks from the input spaces start to walk towards each other. They meet
somewhere half way up or down the mountainside. This is only possible in the blended
space. Therefore the one monk [a] from the journey going up the mountain [a1] and from
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the journey going down the mountain [a2] is put into the blended space as [a1'] and [a2']. In
real life, the two could not meet; therefore they are but a representation of the monk in the
two situations, indicated by the accent-mark. The meeting point can then be mapped back
onto the monks in the input spaces, solving the riddle in the process. In Figure 2.6 the
outcome of the unconsciously built blending network is illustrated.

a
d

a2

a1
d1

d2

d´
a2'
a1'
Figure 2.6: Diagram of Conceptual Blending – The Buddhist
Monk (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 45)

For some people the idea of combining the two input spaces may seem identical to the way
analogies work. The main difference lies in the creation of the blended space, and the
possibility for elements from both input spaces to be mapped onto this blended space. In an
analogy, a source domain is mapped onto a target domain, for example: ‘this apple has the
same color as that pear.’ The element ‘color’ from the pear is mapped onto the apple. The
fact that they are both fruits is not important. One other example from the book illustrates
this difference:
(5) A skiing instructor could tell a student not very good at keeping his balance in the
curves “to imagine that he was a waiter in a Parisian café carrying a tray with champagne
and croissants on it and taking care not to spill them.” (2002, 21)

Analogy would have the skier walking with his hand in the air holding the imaginary tray
and serving imaginary drinks, instead of the implied meaning of ‘keeping your balance on
your skis by balancing your whole body like you would if you were a waiter.’ This implied
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meaning is typical of blending; the blended space has elements of both input spaces: skiing
and waiting tables. The mental act of waiting tables and the physical act of skiing
combined would have the inexperienced skier get to the bottom of the ski run without
falling down or going off the run on the sides.
2.3.3. The basic elements of blending
Fauconnier and Turner offer the following outline of the basic elements of their
Conceptual Blending Theory.18
1. A conceptual integration network. As we saw in the example of the Buddhist monk, a
minimal network has a generic space, two input spaces and the blended space. Conceptual
integration networks can have several input spaces and blended spaces.
2. Generic space. This space contains the basic shared structure of all inputs. In the case of
the Skiing Waiter, the generic space has a moving individual carrying something in his
hands. The shared structure enables us to make a cross-space mapping between the ski
poles and the tray.
3. Blending. Structure from both input spaces is projected onto a new blended space, which
shares the basic structure with the generic space, but also has the ability to elaborate on
this structure, enriching it.
4. Matching and counterpart connections. Both input spaces share elements that are
matching counterparts, as we already saw in the MST visualization. These counterparts
share connections such as: connections between frames and roles, of identity or
transformation or representation, analogical, or metaphoric connections. The connections
are called cross-space mapping.
5. Selective projection. Not all elements in the structure of each input space are projected
onto the blended space. Some are blended into one element (e.g., the moving individual),
some are left out (e.g., the price of the champagne), some are projected from one space
without a counterpart from the other space (e.g., the skis), etc.

6. Emergent structure. This is the structure that arises in the blended space that does not
come directly from either input space. This is generated through composition of
projections from the inputs, through completion of frames and scenarios that arise from
the newly composed elements (e.g., the walking toward each other in the case of the
Buddhist monk), or through elaboration, when the story continues with the elements and

18

The outline of basic elements is taken from Fauconnier & Turner (2002, 47-49); the elaborations are mine.
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structures of the blended frame.19

Input spaces can be built around any level of specificity of an element. For example, the
input spaces in the Skiing Waiter example have a skier in one input, and a waiter in the
other. A skier, however, is also part of the set of (winter) sports persons, part of the set of
active humans, part of the set of human beings, etc. Any of those levels of categorization
can be seen as a blend, blending the possibilities of the frame into one of the options. This
option can be the input for the next level blend until we arrive at the starting point of the
categorization levels and find the blend skier as input in our example (cf. 2002, 103-104).
active
humans
human
beings

sports
persons

active humans
winter
sports
persons
sports persons

winter
sports
persons

input
space 1

skier
blended
space

skier

skiing
waiter

Figure 2.7: Categorization and Blending – The Skiing Waiter

2.3.4. Types of integration network: simplex, mirror, single-scope, and double-scope
The different kinds of integration networks depend on the different ways the connections
between the spaces are organized, the topology of the frames in the spaces, and the way the
elements and frames of the input spaces are mapped onto the blended space (2002, 120135).
19

A great example of this ‘running the blend’ is the novel Between Heaven and Hell by Peter Kreeft

(InterVarsity Press, 1982), in which he introduces three great men, who died on the same day, on November
22, 1963, within a few hours of each other: C.S. Lewis, John F. Kennedy and Aldous Huxley. The author
imagines them meeting just after death and discussing major themes in modern Christian thinking.
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The simplex network

Key in the simplex network is that the first input space entails frames and roles, and the
second input space entails values. In the blend, the values are mapped onto the roles; the
inputs are matched by a Frame-to-Values connection. An example of the most basic form
of this network is ‘Paul is the father of Sally.’ The

and

-forms represent the

human familial structures of grandmothers and -fathers, aunts and uncles, mothers and
fathers, sisters and brothers, etc. This input space therefore contains the whole concept of
human kinship structures.
woman
man

Generic

Input
space 1

Input
space 2

Paul
father
ego brother

mother

Sally

father
Paul
daughter
Sally

Blend

Figure 2.8: A Simplex Network – Father of (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 121)

2.

The mirror network

Key in the mirror network is that all spaces share the same organizing frame: the two input
spaces, the generic space and the blended space. The reason for constructing this network
is the desire to integrate parallel elements from the different input spaces into one –
blended – space. One example is the riddle of the Buddhist Monk. In this case we have one
monk on one day walking up the mountain in one input space, and the same monk walking
down the mountain on another day in the second input space. Only with the integration of
the two days but with all other elements put directly into the blended space, can the two
monks, who are in fact one person, meet at a certain point on the mountainside. In all
spaces the frame and organization is the same, as can easily be seen in Figure 2.6.
Another example of a mirror network is an observation that was made in 1993 about a
modern catamaran Great American II sailing on the same course as the clipper ship
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Northern Light in 1853 (2002, 63-65.122-126). The observation was:
(6) At this point, Great American II is 4.5 days ahead of the ghost of the Northern Light.

From the first input space, the network pulls the run and the clipper from 1853; from the
second input space the parallel run and the catamaran from 1993. In the blend, as in the
case of the Monk, the path of the two ships can be compared, and the observation can be
made. Of course, no one believes that the old clipper will magically appear, but everyone
understands perfectly what is being said how this ‘ghost’ functions in the 1993 run.20 There
is no actual race taking place between the two vessels, but in the blend there is. Although
all spaces share the organizing frame boat sailing on an ocean course, the frame of the
blend is elaborated into the blend of sailboats racing on an ocean course (2002, 123).
In a mirror network, clashes can occur between non-compatible elements in the blend.
However not on the level of the organizing frame, since that is the same in all spaces. In
the Regatta example, the two boats are totally different in terms of what they can do and
how fast they can sail. They would never have competed in a real race because of these
differences. In the blend, this clash is overlooked and the oddity even makes it plain that
the race is a conceptual blend.
Another dynamic typical of mirror networks is compression. In the Regatta example,
the relation of Time is compressed. In the Buddhist Monk riddle, both the relations of
Time and Identity21 are compressed. Other relations that can be compressed are “Space,
[…] Role, Cause-Effect, Change, Intentionality, and Representation” (2002, 125).
3.

The single scope network

Key in the single scope network is that both input spaces have a different organizing frame,
and only one frame, organizing one space, is mapped onto the blended space. This network
is prototypical of conventional source-target metaphors, such as LIFE IS A JOURNEY, LOVE IS
A BATTLEFIELD,

etc. “The input that provides the organizing frame to the blend, the

framing input, is often called the “source”.” (2002, 127). The information from the other

20

As we will see in Chapter 6, the ghost of Samuel in 1 Sam 28:3-25 functions in a very different way than

this ghost clipper. He does in fact appear in the story, and not just in the blend.
21

The monk in the second input space is in fact a few days older than his counterpart in the first input space.

Still they are the same monk, and his identity is compressed into the one being as old as the other in the
blend.
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input space is blended into the frame from the first input space.22 In single-scope networks,
as well as in simplex and mirror networks, it is possible to connect the elements from both
input spaces through cross-space mapping. As will be clear, this is not possible in doublescope blending, at least not for all elements in the input spaces.
Besides entrenched metaphorical single-scope metaphors, there are common and
incidental single-scope networks. An example of a common single-scope network is a
remark such as “one CEO landed a blow but the other one recovered.” In this blend, CEOs
in business competition are viewed as boxing in a match. The organizing frame of the
blend is boxing, the two CEOs are mapped onto the boxers, and the different steps they
take to trump each other is mapped onto the boxers delivering punches in a fight. Running
the blend, that is using the (frame and elements of the) blend to tell the tale, to study the
actions of, in this example, the CEOs, result in remarks like “one CEO tripped and the
other took advantage of that,” “one of them knocked the other out cold,” etc. (2002, 126).
An incidental single-scope network occurs for example when someone compares a specific
situation with another, different situation, and says: “You’re doing the same thing you did
then.” Of course the actions will be different, because otherwise it would be a mirror
network. In the private conversation however, and through running the blend, the two
people will understand this particular blend and the message that is conveyed by
constructing it.23
4.

The double-scope network

Key in the double-scope network is that each input space has its own organizing frame, as
in the single-scope network, but that in the blend not one frame is selected. Instead,
elements are selected from both spaces and frames and these elements are mapped onto the
blend, where they are constructed into a new organizing frame of the blend, which is
different from the frame of both input spaces. This is the reason that cross-space mapping
is not possible for all elements in the input spaces; not all elements are mapped onto the
blended space, so not all of them have a counterpart in the other input space. This type of

22

The change of conceptual metaphor theory (metaphors like ARGUMENT IS WAR are evoked when we make

statements about arguing in terms of war) into conceptual blending theory enables us to easily map the two
domains as input spaces onto the blended space. Running the blend has the opposite dynamic to conceptual
metaphor theory; the metaphor is not evoked, it exists in the blend and is used with the frame of the blend as
the blend is run (Coulson 2001, 162-165).
23

For an example of this incidental blending see Fauconnier & Turner (2002, 127-129).
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network occurs very often, and is also the basis for more elaborated mega- or multiple
blends. In the latter case, the blended space functions as input space in a following
integration network.24
An example of a double-scope network is the proverbial “You are digging your own
grave” (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 131-134; cf. Coulson 2001, 168-172). This
metaphorical saying is typically used to warn someone that their actions will lead to their
downfall, mostly without them being aware of it. Even though this appears to be a singlescope network, a closer look at the structuring frames of the input spaces and the blended
space prove that first impression wrong.
The first space contains the “unwitting failure” input, the second space the “digging the
grave” input. The blended space takes from the first “unwitting failure” input space its
topology of causality (‘foolish actions cause failure,’ but not ‘grave digging causes death’),
and of intentionality (grave digging in real life is never done unknowingly). From the first
space the blend also uses the topology of participant roles (in grave digging it is hardly
ever the dead person doing the digging, and even so, among criminals, the digging itself
does not cause death and is not necessarily linked) and of internal event structure (the more
trouble you are in, the more risk you run of failure, but the depth of the grave does not add
to the chances of dying). From the second “digging the grave” input, it is the concrete
structure of graves, digging, and burial that is taken. In the blend, the digging of a grave
progressively contributes to death, instead of death causing the digging of a grave. This
causal inversion is led by the “unwitting failure” input, but does not exist in the first input
space itself, as there are no graves to be found there. The cognitive construction in the
blend structures this new causal construal. Whereas “digging your own grave [in the
“digging the grave” input] does not kill you, […] digging your own financial grave causes
your death/bankruptcy (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 133).

24

A multiple blend with the example given in the next lines, “Digging your (own) grave,” can be found in the

title of the self-help book by Mike Huckabee, Quit Digging Your Grave with a Knife and Fork. A 12-Step
Program to End Bad Habits and Begin a Healthy Lifestyle, (Center Street, 2006). The metaphorical blend of
“Digging your grave” is in one input space; eating a meal is in the other input space. In the blend the tools to
eat become the tools to dig your grave.
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Generic
actions have
consequences

Input Space 1:
unwitting failure

Input Space 2:
digging the grave
causality: living causes
death
death causes a grave
to be dug
sequence of events:
dead person – sextons
digging a grave with
shovels – dead person
in grave
funeral / burial
graveyard with graves

causality: actions
cause failure
intentionality: acting
person does not know the
consequences of their
actions
frame structure / sequence
of events:
acting – consequences –
unable to undo what
happened – (financial) ruin
internal event structure:
the more you act wrongly –
the more severe the
consequences –
the more you risk failure

Blend

* the more you act/
the deeper the
grave
* the more you risk
failure/the more
likely you will die
* acting grave
=
=
digging dying

Figure 2.9: Double Scope Blending – Digging Your Grave

2.3.5. Counterfactuals
An example of double-scope blending is the construction of counterfactuals. We saw this
in the introduction of this section in the example of Achilles and the Tortoise. Even though
they may seem a fantasy play, science fiction even, science itself could not do without
them. Scholars and scientists alike need to construct conceptual counterfactuals to verify or
falsify their theories. Without thinking about possibilities that do not yet exist, no cure for
cancer would be found. This type of science fiction is still connected to known paths that
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function as input space. The counterfactual blended space connects the known information
with ‘what if’ constructions in a framed manner. Without this construction frame, scientific
research would lack efficiency and purpose. Without thinking of a possible answer to a
scientific or scholarly question, without thinking how this non-existing, future knowledge
would enhance working theories, experiments and mental trials could go every which way
without leading to a scientific or scholarly well-considered answer that could stand the test
of scientific and scholarly criticism (cf. Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 217ff.; Fauconnier
1997, 165ff.).
Counterfactuals exist throughout all types of blending, every time a space is constructed
with a counter-fact in it. For example, the Buddhist Monk mirror blend is counterfactual
because in reality it is impossible to meet oneself on a mountainside. The Regatta likewise
would never take place in real life. Still our mind is able to think, to imagine a blended
space where these things can happen. We hardly realize it, but also highly entrenched word
combinations like ‘caffeine headache’ (when caused by a lack of caffeine) or ‘money
problem’ (caused by a lack of money), construct a counterfactual blended space. The
notion of absence does not exist in the elements of the combination. It emerges in the
blended network, as it would in more explicit expressions such as: “ “absence of,” “lack
of,” “want of,” or even “no,” as in “I have a no-caffeine headache.” ” (Fauconnier &
Turner 2002, 228).
2.3.6. XYZ-constructions
One basic grammatical language construction in (the English) language is the XYZConstruction. The XYZ Construction prompts the construction of a XYZ network, and
therefore different types of blending. It is found in simplex networks (‘Paul is the father of
Sally’), mirror networks (‘he was the Einstein of the fifth century B.C.’), single scope (‘the
modern corporate climate is the boxing arena of CEOs’) and double (multiple) scope
networks (‘Satan is the father of Death’).25 It does not matter if the network is simplex,
mirror, single scope or double scope: the basic form remains the same. The form does not
construct meaning, but instead provides direction for meaning construction. It is the
grammar that offers direction to the meaning; it provides the path for mapping connections.
For XYZ constructions, the basic path of mapping connections is the Y-of network.26 This

25

This double-scope theological blend was constructed by English poet John Milton in the second book of

his 17th century epic poem Paradise Lost.
26

For an elaboration on the construction, see Fauconnier & Turner (2002, Chapter 8, 139-168, esp. 146-154).
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network has an input space with the elements y and w mapped onto the elements y' and w'
of a blended space. These y' and w' are open connectors in this Y-of network, connected as
the construction is completed. The mapping will be the same for any Y-of (and following it
XYZ) networks (cf. Figure 2.10). The meaning will vary tremendously as each element,
each input space and blended space will have its own organizing frame and contents. The
mapping is not accidental, but the path of mapping, “the construction of links and spaces
systematically follows the syntactic order” (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 154).

•y

• x potentially open-

•w

• z ended connectors

• y'
• w'

Figure 2.10: A Schematic (X)Y-of(Z) Network (cf. 2002, 150-151)

This means that even though the range of possible meanings of the XYZ-sentence is
limitless, the order of the elements depends on their order in the XYZ-network. In the
network, the y-w relationship structures the meaning of the relationship of the x and z
elements, as prompted in the blended space. In a basic ‘father-of’ network, the y-w
relationship is father-child, x being the father, and z the child. This would be a simplex
XYZ-network. The same sentence in a double-scope network could be ‘Zeus is the father
of Athena.’ In this network, the father-of relationship in the first input space appears the
same, but means something different in the blended space because of the special frames of
the ‘x’ and ‘z’ elements ‘Zeus’ and ‘Athena.’ The entrenched meanings of what a father’s
relationship to his child entails, how the child is born to the mother, etc. does not apply
here. The framing of the second input space influences the blended space just as much as
the first structuring input space; a clear example of double-scope blending. The meaning
construction, however, still follows the network, i.e., Athena cannot be seen as the father of
Zeus. The following example explains the XYZ-principle further for a single-scope XYZnetwork.
An example of a single-scope XYZ network is the saying: ‘Vanity is the quicksand of
reason.’ The mind has the ability to select a number of elements as the missing ‘w’ in the
first input space. This comparison does not prompt a single possible identification. The
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selection of the element ‘w’ determines the inner space relationship between the
‘y/quicksand’ and the ‘w’ element. The organizing frame of this input space depends on it.
Because the other input space contains the known elements of ‘vanity’ and ‘reason,’ the
structuring of the blended space will come from the structure of the first input space. It
therefore is a single scope network.
• y (Quicksand)

• x (Vanity)

• w (?)

• z (Reason)
Input space 2

Input space 1
• y'
• w'

The structure of the Blended
space depends on the structure

Blended space

of Input space 1

Figure 2.11: The XYZ -Network – Vanity is the Quicksand of Reason

For example, if ‘w’ is ‘traveler,’ the relationship between the elements in the first input
space is ‘entrapment of,’ and consequently also in the blend, where ‘vanity’ is seen as the
entrapment of ‘reason.’ If ‘w’ is identified as ‘desert,’ the relationship in the first input
space is ‘part of.’ In the blend, this remains the same, vanity being presented as a part of
reason. This does not make immediate sense, but just as one could see quicksand as being
an intrinsic part of a desert, one can look upon vanity as being an unavoidable part of
reason, and like quicksand is in a desert, vanity is the most treacherous part of reason. If
‘w’ is thought of as a special bacteria living in quicksand, the inner structure, the inner
relation of both the first input space and the blended space is ‘vital for survival for.’ In that
case, one could say that for some people, vanity gives them the self-confidence to think
well (2002, 167). The organizing structure of the blend and consequently the meaning of
the saying depend on the structuring and the inner relation of the first input space.
2.3.7. Multiple blends
We have looked at several examples that show the basic blending network. In some cases,
an example was given of a more elaborated blend. A blended space can be taken as an
input space in a ‘next’ blending network, and the whole integration network can consist of
successively projected intermediate blends. This particular case of multiple blending can
be found in blends where multiple events are compressed to be compared with a new
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event, an example being a running race where the runners are competing virtually with
‘ghost’ runners from previous races to improve the World Record. Another way to create a
multiple blended space is to project more than two input spaces parallel to each other,
creating a multiple-scope network. A very well-known example – in the field of
Conceptual Integration – of a multiple blend is the character of the Grim Reaper.27 In this
blend, the inputs of the Reaper, the Killer and Death (and in it Human Death) and a generic
causal tautology space, in which, among other things, Death and dying are causally
connected, are combined into one blended humanized figure of a skeleton (dead human),
cloaked (hiding the killer’s identity), carrying a scythe (to reap the lives of men) and
sometimes an hourglass (referring to the life of man ‘running out’).28
Even though the personification of Death is an ancient phenomenon, the exact imaging
of the Grim Reaper is not the same all over the world. In western societies, it is the same,
and western societies share common knowledge of harvesting and (historical) reaping with
a scythe. In societies without this cultural background, the personification of Death is
rather different. In order for the image to work, one has to have knowledge of the cultural
framework of the input spaces. A striking example of this culturally based imaging is the
image of the crescent moon in texts and images. The character Karen Blixen (played by
Meryl Streep), in the movie Out of Africa:
(7) “If I know a song of Africa, of the giraffe and the African new moon lying on her back, of
the plows in the fields and the sweaty faces of the coffee pickers, does Africa know a song of
me? Will the air over the plain quiver with a color that I have had on, or the children invent a
game in which my name is, or the full moon throw a shadow over the gravel of the drive that
was like me, or will the eagles of the Ngong Hills look out for me?” 29

27

In Dutch: ‘Magere Hein’ [Skinny Joe], without direct reference to reaping, but looking just the same.

28

The imaging of the personified figure of Death combined with the Reaper input and the Killer input is very

old; occurring as early as in the Hebrew Bible, for instance Jer 9:20-21: ‘For death has climbed through our
windows, has entered our fortresses, to cut off babes from the streets, young men from the squares. Speak
thus -- says the LORD: The carcasses of men shall lie like dung upon the fields, like sheaves behind the
reaper, with none to pick them up.’ Other Biblical texts mention the personified death as the ‘angel of death’
[י־מוֶ ת
ָ  ַמ ְל ֲא ֵכmal’áKê-mäweT] (Prov 16:14), the ‘destroying angel’ [ ַה ַמּ ְל ָא* ַה ַמּ ְשׁ ִחיתhammal’äK

hammašHîT] (2 Sam 24:16), the ‘down-striking angel’ [* ַ ַמ ְל ַא* יְ הוָ ה וַ יּmäl’äK aDonai wayyaK] (2 Kgs
19:35), ‘the destroyer’ [ ַה ַמּ ְשׁ ִחיתhammašHîT] (Exod 12:23) or the ‘killers’ [ ַה ְמ ִמ ִתיםhammiTîm] (Job 33:22).
29

Quote from URL: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0089755/quotes?qt=qt0463357 [1. July 2013].
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This whole quote expresses a longing for blending. The character wants to know if her
being in Africa will leave any mark on the land, on its animals, on its inhabitants. Like
Africa has blended onto her being, and has changed her, she wants to blend onto it. On
another level, the image of the African new moon lying on its back contains a ‘natural’
blend, i.e., it is influenced by the ‘nature’ frame of Africa. The crescent moon in African
countries and other countries near the equator has a different shape (1) compared to the
moon in northern countries like the homeland of the character, Denmark (2).

1

2

Figure 2.12: The Crescent Moon Near and Further Away from the Equator

The difference in this natural phenomenon leads to a different image of the crescent moon,
and consequently leads to different imaging and blending in language. When talking of the
moon in Africa, Karen Blixen can describe it as lying on her back, blending a human,
bodily position (and things associated with it) onto the crescent moon, a blend that is
further reinforced and personalized through the use of the feminine pronoun (‘her’ back
instead of the normal ‘its’ back).30 This human act of lying down is blended onto the
crescent moon, because its shape reminds us of a bed, and of the
human body lying down on it. Another image blended with the first
form of the moon is that of a boat. The same moon would never be
associated with lying down further away from the equator. And
certainly not with a boat (a sail at best), because it would surely sink!
Instead, a lot of images blended with the more northern moon are of a human figure sitting
on the crescent, as it looks a bit like a chair with a long back.31 The image of the ‘boat’
shape of the moon is found for example in descriptions in ancient texts of the Ancient Near
East (cf. van Wolde 2007, 251-252; van Wolde 2009, 43-44), and different shapes of the
moon can be found on several country flags, and for instance on the domes of mosques, as
a symbol of Islam.32

30

Thanks to Hans Verhulst from Tilburg University for pointing out the gender aspect in the pronominal

reference in the blend.
31

Picture from logo DreamWorks Animation SKG, Glendale CA.

32

URL: http://islam.about.com/od/muslimcountries/ig/Crescent-Moon-Flags/index_g.htm [1. July 2013]
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2.3.8. Principles of blending
The constitutive principles of conceptual blending described earlier (partial cross-space
mappings, selective projection to the blend, and the development of emergent structure in
the blend) provide the basic structuring of the blending process. In addition, there are a few
governing principles that direct the blending process and limit the scope of the blending.
One could compare the constitutive principles with the basic rules of a sport, and the
governing principles with all the knowledge about working effectively within the
constitutive rules to get to the heart of the game. In language, “the grammatical patterns
and vocabulary of a language are constitutive,” “but speakers of the language have also
developed a vast additional set of principles governing what to say when and to whom and
under what circumstances.” However, knowledge of the two sets of principles still do “not
predict what you will hear at your next lunch conversation” (Fauconnier & Turner 2002,
311).
The governing principles of blending all share a goal: to Achieve Human Scale, I would
indeed say that this is the central requirement for blending. We humans are restricted
psychologically by our physical limits. We are simply not able to wrap our minds around
something too big for our human scale. We will be able to understand really big things by
comparing them to something that is smaller and that our minds can handle, and compress
the relationship in a way that we will be able to ‘get the picture’ of the whole. The goal of
Achieving Human Scale drives all governing principles.33 These principles are:
- Compression. Compression is core business for conceptual blending. The principle refers to
the possibility of large amounts of time and lots of different events being blended onto one
smaller frame. Thus, Cause-Effect relations, Part-Whole relations, certain key moments,
can all be compressed into one human scale event or scenario of events. An example is the
story of Creation in the Book of Genesis: the time of the creation of the known world is
compressed by the author into a man’s working week of six days, with a day of rest on the
seventh.
- Topology principle. This refers to the topology of the input spaces and the relation between
the connected elements that are cross-space mapped upon each other being reflected by the
inner-space relations in the blend.
- Pattern completion principle. An emerged pattern in the blended space should be completed
to a complete scenario by adding elements.

33

The outline of principles is taken from Fauconnier & Turner (2002, Chapter 16); the elaborations are mine.
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- Integration principle. This principle is related to the topology and pattern completion
principles in that it calls upon the mind to integrate all elements in the blend into one
integrated whole. Clashing elements in cross-space mapping are therefore left out of the
blended space.
- Vital relations principle. Frame relations in the input spaces should be maximized and
intensified to clarify the blend. The more this happens, the more obvious the meaning of the
blend.
- Web principle. This means that clearly the entire network is implied even though the main
focus is on the blended space.
- Unpacking principle. The blend should make it possible to reconstruct the entire network.
- Relevance principle. The elements in the blend should be relevant for cross-space mapping
and for running the blend. Structures that are necessary for understanding and running the
blend should be found compressed in the blend.

The creation of blending networks prompts a range of meaning construction vital for the
understanding of stories. The construction of frames in the spaces, the understanding of the
implied relations between elements, of generic relations, provides insight into the way the
author thinks, their culture, their time. The great advantage of the method is that in
constructing the network we gain a better understanding of the ruling cultural and
linguistic principles that are used by the author to construct the text, to tell the story.
Especially in situations where our own cultural and/or language background differs from
that of the author, the method can prevent us from assuming meaning that after applying
the method turns out to be quite different because the cultural frames in the blending
network are quite different. And even though the meaning may not be all that different
from what we thought the meaning was when we first read the story from our own
perspective the method will provide insight into culturally entrenched metaphors and other
conceptual blends, as they emerge from the surface of the story.
An example of differences in the ruling principles of languages is the way languages
blend basic verbs with possible aspects of an action a person would want to convey, such
as causation, intensiveness, and active, passive, and reflexive voices (Fauconnier & Turner
2002, 375; Mandelblit 2000, 206-208). In English, one would employ syntactic means add auxiliaries - or use a different term [to see – to be seen – to show [cause to see] – to be
shown – to see each other, etc.]. This form of blending is quite visible and transparent. In
Hebrew, however, these various aspects are indicated on a morphological level. The root of
a verb, consisting of three consonants, is slotted into a binyan, a pattern of vowels,
sometimes with a prefix. The seven binyanim in Hebrew all convey a different aspect of
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the meaning of a verb. The meanings of [to see] are all constructed with and around the
same root  ראהr’h to see. The basic present form of the verb is ָר ָאה

rä’â he has seen/he

saw.34 The causative active form to show, to give another example, is built with the binyan
hip‘il, which adds a prefix hi- to the root and an i-sound near the end of the verbal
construct. The causal hip‘il conjugation of the verb  ראהto see is  ֶה ְר ָאהher’â he has shown.
Every aspect of a verb is blended into one single form. For a non-native speaker this form
of blending is more difficult to untwine. However, the theory that every grammatical
construction is a form of blending of a standard meaning of a verb with an aspect-form is
clearer in a Semitic language like Hebrew. The blend comes out in the form itself being
blended.
2.3.9. Door-scrapers35
“A real wonder, that’s what you are. I see it all now! You argued it out, step by step, in that
wise head of yours, from the very moment that I fell and cut my shin, and you looked at the
cut, and at once your majestic mind said to itself, “Door-scraper!” And then you turned to
and found the very door-scraper that done it! Did you stop there? No. Some people would
have been quite satisfied; but not you. Your intellect went on working. “Let me only just
find a door-mat,” says you to yourself, “and my theory is proved!” And of course you found
your door-mat. You’re so clever, I believe you could find anything you liked. “Now,” says
you, “that door exists, as plain as if I saw it. There’s nothing else remains to be done but to
find it!” Well, I’ve read about that sort of thing in books, but I’ve never come across it
before in real life. You ought to go where you’ll be properly appreciated.”
From: The Wind in the Willows (Grahame 1908, 67)

To study conceptual blending in a text, we do of course have to be aware of the conceptual
blending taking place in a story. Put otherwise: where and how can we find the prompts
leading us to the construction of a conceptual integration network? The most important
requirement is the open mind of the researcher. One will have to be looking, as the prompts
34

The standard way to name a verb conjugation in Hebrew is by presenting the 3rd person singular qatal

form, which could be considered similar to the perfectum in western languages.
35

With infinite thanks to workshop leaders Prof. Eve E. Sweetser, Prof. Bonnie Howe, Dr. Therese

DesCamp, who organized a workshop on the application of cognitive linguistics to biblical studies in June
2008 in Berkeley CA, for providing its participants with this fantastic example and keyword (cf. Dancygier &
Sweetser 2005, 1-3; 273-274).
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do not all manifest themselves like the door-scraper that Mole tripped over and that
eventually led to Rat understanding that at that spot there was a door (Grahame 1908,
62ff).
Human language as well as culture is built with conceptual blends, several of them so
entrenched that we either fail to recognize them as blends, or we only see them when we
are truly studying a text, as linguists have often done (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, 168).
Meaning then becomes dependent on familiarity or parallelism with a certain frame.
Meaning prompted by the idea of ‘just like’ leaves out the possibility of a unique shift in
concept. In a text one can generally find three types of blends: general entrenched language
blends (Y-of), blends that reflect a cultural concept (cf. crescent moon, Grim Reaper), and
(rather) uniquely combined blends that are formed to express a special meaning in a
particular text.36
2.3.10. Evaluation and questions for application in text linguistic research
Clues for prompts of conceptual networks are for example:
- grammatical constructions, such as ‘Y-of’;
- words that appear strange in a certain context, cf. reaping in a context of dying;37
- words that suggest an imaginary or even counterfactual space, such as: ghost, wrong or not;
- mental space builders, such as ‘In 1929,’ ‘Max believes’ (cf. 2.2. Mental Spaces Theory);
- any construction we can find containing an entrenched, metaphorical, or otherwise blended
concept; e.g., ‘healthy as a horse’;
- research done for example by Ronald Langacker (1987-1991) for the English language and
by Ellen van Wolde (2009) for Classical Hebrew. Through their work we become aware of
the concepts prompted by words, of the structuring of the conceptual framework, and in it
the elements functioning as a base for the profiled element in the text. For example, the fact
that safe prompts a conceptual framework with harm as the base for the profiled element
safe, e.g., ‘safe child,’ ‘child-safe,’ ‘safe beach,’ ‘safe shovel’ (Fauconnier & Turner 2002,
25-27).

36

In the studied text of 1 Samuel 28, an example of a cultural conceptual blend is the possibility of

communicating with God as one communicates with a person (through the person of the prophet). An
example of a (culturally) unique blend is the communication with the dead prophet through a medium
(through communication with ghosts), to communicate with God.
37

Another example by Fauconnier is the combination of stationary vocabulary with motion vocabulary, e.g.,

“The snake is lying toward the TV” (Fauconnier 1997, 177ff).
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Conceptual Blending works well to identify the structures and combinations of metaphors,
imaging and characterization. Would it be possible to use this device to understand the
rhetoric of a text? To find new blends that point the reader in a certain direction? Does it
enrich current narratological research by combining particular and textual blends? Will
generic spaces found lead to traces of cultural categorization? Or can they be found in the
structuring framework of the input and blended spaces?
In the search for meaning construction in biblical texts, the implication of finding traces
of cultural categorization is very important. Because the framework of thinking in biblical
times differs from ours because of differences in time, place, language, politics, culture,
etc. If we refuse to recognize this, we fail to do justice to the richness of the thinking in the
texts, and we will miss out on a lot that the stories have to offer. What was the importance
of these stories and why were they considered to be worthy to be passed on to future
generations? Why are these events recorded, and what do they mean? These questions are
strongly interrelated, and without having some idea of hidden cognitive processes a lot will
escape our attention.
Conceptual blending offers direction in the investigating process in the search for and
reconstruction of the cultural framework, the general (metaphorical, entrenched, etc.)
cultural blends, and the possible input spaces blended in a particular story in a particular
way. The way to go about analyzing the texts, besides taking into account the clues
described above, would be to look for words that imply a scenario of events, for instance
words of communication. The next step is to determine the/a prototypical scenario of the
events, e.g., a person saying something to another person, a person listening to another
person, responding, etc., depending on the actual word used. What would be the elements
and structures to be expected on the basis of this scenario? What characters, events,
circumstances, cause-effect relations, goal, time, and space? In this step of the investigation, the results of other fields of science, such as archaeology, must be taken into
consideration to obtain the best possible informed picture of the background of the text.
The next step is to detect in the text elements that deviate from this scenario. A constructed
conceptual integration network can show what input spaces are used to come to this new
blended image. Questions are: what network type is being used; how are the input spaces
structured and how are these structures mapped onto the blended space? The question then
is: why, and to what purpose?
What makes blending difficult to study is the fact that it mostly takes place in our brain
automatically and unconsciously. Only when something from a text or picture jumps up at
us, because it strikes us as odd in the combination in which it occurs, are we prompted to
look further and we do not overlook it. On the other hand, sometimes an indirect clue at the
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beginning of a whodunit-novel will only strike us after we have finished it, knowing then
that the author gave away a clue about ‘who did it.’ We do not want to be aware of this,
and we are not supposed to, because it would take the tension out of story. In a wellwritten version of this type of novel, the reader should get and indeed expects an element
of surprise. Sometimes, however, after reading more novels by the same author, we
become more aware of the hidden clues, we are onto their game as it were, and we start
looking for a new favorite author.38

38

An example is the now iconic pattern discovered in the Star Trek episodes, of the Starfleet security officers

that end up dying in the episodes all wearing a differently coloured shirt than the regular crew. When
Trekkies noticed this, it became a hilarious element, which led to the construction of expressions like “a
redshirt/Red Shirt” (a term for a stock character in fiction who dies soon after being introduced), also used
elsewhere in the film industry, and to general references like “the Red-Shirt Phenomenon in Star Trek.” Cf.
the ironic movie Galaxy Quest, where the character Guy Fleegman “was having a red-shirt startrek kinda
day...” (URL: http://www.imdb.com /character/ch0008364/bio [1. July 2013])
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3.1. Narrative Spaces and Blending
Whereas most cognitive linguists focus on the application of mental space theory or
blending theory to small discourse examples (texts of a few sentences at the most), Barbara
Dancygier is one of the first people to look at the contribution of mental space theory and
blending to the study of narrative texts that consists of a larger number of sentences.
Because a story of twenty-three verses (1 Sam 28:3-25) is the object of the present study,
Dancygier’s ideas will be examined more closely.
In her contribution to the book about the research of “Mental Spaces in Discourse and
Interaction” (Oakley & Hougaard 2008), Dancygier looks at the current implementation of
cognitive approaches in the study of (fictional) narratives. In her opinion, the question of
how a linguistic form can “so fully absorb readers, transport them into fictional worlds, and
affect them emotionally” (Dancygier 2008, 51) cannot be answered within the scope of one
discipline. In this fact she finds an explanation for the growing interest in cognitive
approaches. From the multiple interesting and useful areas of cognitive linguistics such as
cognitive grammar, mental space theory, and blending, she finds blending to be
particularly well suited for the analysis of narrative (Dancygier 2008, 51). The main
concept she chooses is the concept of a narrative space, a variation of a mental space
(Dancygier 2008, 52; 2012, 35-37). In her opinion the mental space theory has been
changed into a blending theory, with the main features still useful, especially in studying
blending or blended spaces.
In a narrative text a story is being told. But, where we expect a story to be at least
chronological, a text (fictional narrative) seldom is. In spite of this, we form a coherent and
53
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chronological story from the text with all its variations in chronology, viewpoint, and
highlighted parts and less developed parts of the story. Dancygier notices that with
multiple levels of narrative structure, a reader is able to engage on multiple levels. Because
of the variations in the text, a text is structured with blends. The narrative blends emerge
out of narrative constructs that Dancygier calls “narrative (mental) spaces,” a term that is a
conjunction of (a) ‘narrative’ (text) and (mental) ‘spaces’ (Dancygier 2008, 52; 2012, 3537).
The basic understanding of constructions is sequential because of the iconic
representation of the sequence of events. Dancygier’s example, I checked my e-mail and
had a cup of coffee may describe two events happening at the same time, but the events are
prototypically understood as sequential. Other fictional narrative techniques may be used
in a text to deviate from the general cognitive and communicative preference, such as
evaluation,39 or explanation (I bought a dress; there was a shop sale). The role of the
reader is to combine the narrated events into the story and interpret their function
(Dancygier 2008, 53; 2012, 35-37).
The way to describe this reading process is to focus on the way the text is leading the
reader towards and into the story. The emergent story is a narrative construct constituted
by the reader as she follows the narrative space of the story from the contributing mental –
or narrative – spaces, which contribute via the processes of conceptual integration
(Dancygier 2008, 55). The narrative spaces rely on textual devices such as lexical,
syntactic, and stylistic choices. The “emergent story is a blend of various elements from
the spaces available” (Dancygier 2008, 54). The result (the blended space) contains more
than the sum of the elements of the original (input) spaces. Indeed the topology of the
inputs may be affected in a way that “relies on the construction of narrative viewpoint in
ways that go beyond profiling various types of narrators” (Dancygier 2008, 55).
A larger text asks for specific meaning construction not necessary in smaller texts, of
just a few sentences. For example, the spaces already set up must remain activated, many
spaces must be elaborated at the same time, and in order to create coherence, spaces must
be blended into a higher level structure (Dancygier 2008, 75). Narrative anchors form the
first main clue for the emergent story structure. They are a narrative equivalent of the space
builders from the original theory by Fauconnier, which open new spaces and indicate
which space type is construed. Cross-input projections make up the second main clue.

39

Especially in oral narratives, where events outside the story’s line of events are brought in to explain the

current narrated action(s) (Dancygier 2008, 53).
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They are the projections of elements from one mental space into another. These crossspace-mappings between the elements of the mental spaces enable a structure that can be
described as a blending space or blend.40 Thus they are responsible for constant enrichment
of narrative spaces because of emerging cross-space links (Dancygier 2008, 51; 2012, 3640).
Space builders in small text examples include expressions such as, In 1962, Max
believes, in Canada, if..., he thinks that... These space-building devices open spaces with a
direct – temporal, spatial, or hypothetical – link to the reader’s base space. Narrative
spaces are often set up in a similar way, such as, Once upon a time… or, ‘In a hole in the
ground there lived a hobbit’ (Dancygier 2012, 36).41 In biblical narrative, a lot of stories
open with a fairy tale-like opening such as, ‘In those days …’,42 ‘When …’ , or ‘And it
came to pass …’ or ‘There was …’,43 or the opening in the main sections of Genesis ‘This
is the line of ...’44 or the opening of prophetic literature, ‘Words of …’,45 or ‘Vision of ...’46
These openings do construct some kind of spatial or temporal viewpoint, however loosely
connected to the reader’s base space.
The concept of mental space builders functions differently in narratives. Because of the
length of the narrative, a clue to the type of mental space may be given not at the beginning
of a text, but as the text develops. A lot of stories start in medias res, with elements of
structure not clearly articulated as distinct space building devices at the beginning of the
(first) sentence, but as narrative anchors left in the narrative for the reader to put together
to (re)construct the base space of the story (Dancygier 2008, 56). Examples in the Hebrew
Bible that follow this ‘starting in the middle of a story,’ in their own variation of

40

I find the term ‘cross-space-mappings’ to be more insightful than ‘cross-mappings’ or ‘cross-input

projection’ as Dancygier calls them (Dancygier 2008, 55ff.; 2012, 40).
41

Dancygier’s second example is the famous opening line from The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien (1937).
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[ ַבּיָּ ִמים ָה ֵהםBayyämîm hähëm] e.g., in Gen 6:4b; Judg 17:6; 18:1; 19:1 (with  וַ יְ ִהיwayéhî); 21:25; 1 Sam

28:1.
43

[ וַ יְ ִהיwayéhi ] e.g., in Gen 14:1; Exod 2:23 (with  ַבּיָּ ִמיםBayyämîm); Josh 1:1; Judg 1:1; Ruth 1:1; 1 Sam

1:1; 3:2; 2 Sam 1:1; Esth 1:1; Ezek 1:1.
44

[תוֹלדוֹת
ְ
’ ֵא ֶלּהëlleh TôléDôT] e.g., in Gen 2:4; 5:1; 6:9; 10:1, 32; 11:10, 27; 25:12, 19; 36:1, 9; 37:2.

Possible other translations are ‘these are the descendants of’, ‘this is the history of’, depending on the context
(cf. Pirson 2005 for an account of 'Elle toledot' as structuring device in the book of Genesis (in Dutch)).
45

[  ִדּ ְב ֵריDîBrê] e.g., Qoh 1:1; Jer 1:1; Amos 1:1.

46

[ ֲחזוֹןHázôn] e.g., Isa 1:1.
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contemporary narratives,47 are the four last books of the Pentateuch: Exodus, Leviticus,
Numbers and Deuteronomy. Although presented as different books, the story being told is
spread out over the five books of the Pentateuch, as is indicated by the openings ‘These are
the names’,48 ‘He called to Moses’,49 ‘The Lord spoke to Moses’,50 and ‘These are the
words that Moses addressed to all Israel.’51
The narrative anchors in a narrative text function as space builders. The spaces may be
built throughout the whole story. The anchors may even seem unimportant as textual
elements until the spaces are structured further, and the true meaning of the clues are
revealed in a later phase of the narrative. The anchors function as a focus for the reader to
keep in mind in order to be able to understand all the levels of the story as a whole.
Narrative spaces may not be clearly set up in the emerging text, but continue to be filled in
while the reader reads the text. A large text can even mislead a reader into believing one
explanation of a narrative space, until the final conclusion of the text or book tells the
reader otherwise. The misleading clues enable the reader to construct the emerging story of
the text in a way that continues to be adapted while the opened narrative spaces continue to
be structured and new information to be added (Dancygier 2008, 57-59).
Next to their function in setting up mental spaces and maintaining them, narrative
anchors are also used to access the elements within the spaces. Cross-space-mappings
between the elements of various mental spaces give access to these blending spaces or
blends. In both contemporary and biblical stories these cross-space-mappings can be very
explicit. For instance, in Gen 32:29 the man that wrestled with Jacob at the river Jabbok
says: "Your name shall no longer be Jacob, but Israel, for you have striven with beings
divine and human, and have prevailed." Here the mental space for the life of Jacob until
that moment is combined with the future space for his life, in which he shall be known
with a different name, although he is the same person. In this verse the two names are

47

Other examples of contemporary narratives: (Dancygier 2008, 56f.).

48

[ וְ ֵא ֶלּה ְשׁמוֹתwé’ëlleh šémôT] Exod 1:1, the sentence reads further ‘These are the names of the sons of

Israel who came to Egypt with Jacob’; the previous story of Jacob’s descendants in Genesis is continued
here.
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[ וַ יִּ ְק ָרא ֶאל־מ ֶֹשׁהwayyiqrä’ ’el-möšeh] Lev 1:1. Moses is not a new character; ‘he’ turns out to be the Lord,

mentioned in the second clause.
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[ וַ יְ ַד ֵבּר יְ הוָ ה ֶאל־מ ֶֹשׁהwayéDaBBër yhwh ’el-möšeh] Num 1:1. Word order according to Hebrew text.
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[ל־כּל־יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל
ָ ´ ֵא ֶלּה ַה ְדּ ָב ִרים ֲא ֶשׁר ִדּ ֶבּר מ ֶֹשׁה ֶאëlleh haDDéBärîm ´ášer DiBBer möšeh ´el-Kol-yiSrä´ël] Deut

1:1.
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projected in a blend. Other simple examples include presenting characters as he or she,
with the names of the characters named in different sentences. In most cases it is very clear
to readers which character is meant by which personal pronoun, and when that is not clear
it is part of the tension or confusion built up in the text.
In a narrative text, a number of participating narrative spaces are blended. This happens
at different levels, corresponding with narrative phenomena such as represented speech and
thought. Several input spaces can be put together to create a complete picture, with
different viewpoints from different characters building a complex structured text. The
embedded space construction in a text shows this phenomenon as different categories of
represented speech and thought. Different voices and viewpoints give depth to a narrated
event. Shifts of personal pronouns and tense forms mark the inherited viewpoint; they
display some of the basic features of mental space embedding (Dancygier 2008, 62-63). At
a macro-narrative level the embedded spaces contribute to the topology of an overall story,
which can be constructed from the micro-level of the individual viewpoints, represented
speech and thought, and events. Macro-level embeddings have been studied in
narratological models. These studies, however, assume a default level where the story as
such is told, leaving the embedded levels as only related to this central level. Furthermore,
the macro-levels are seen as independent of the micro-levels. Therefore the problems of
“interaction between the levels, the emergence of the higher level based on narration at the
lower level, or horizontal connections across different parts” cannot be addressed by these
analyses (Dancygier 2008, 65; 2012, 40). Mental space analysis addresses the interaction
among levels naturally via cross-space-mappings, embeddings and the information that the
reader can inherit from earlier stages. Also the role of micro-level narration in the
construction of macro-levels can naturally be accounted for. Thus it turns out that every
story is “constructed based on the cross-space-mappings and blends projecting structure
from all of the levels” (Dancygier 2008, 65), and it is, therefore, unnecessary (as was
assumed in narratology) to make a central level, to which the other levels are all linked.
Dancygier (2012) describes this cross-mapping blending strategy deployed in narrative
texts in terms of viewpoint compression. Compression makes it possible for the characters’
perceptions and experiential viewpoints to be presented as elements of narration.
Generally, it explains the ways in which lower-level narrative elements participate in the
construction of the overall story. The various viewpoints in a story are compressed onto the
narrative viewpoint; not a default level, but the viewpoint positioned in focus at any certain
point in the story. Only one viewpoint can be activated at a moment in the story, but the
other viewpoints function on the background, ready to be the next position the story is told
from. These viewpoints are compressed onto each other. Dancygier’s explanation of
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compression as a blending mechanism for compressing viewpoints is introduced in
Fauconnier and Turner’s The way we think as part of the blending between input spaces:
elements in spaces that are mapped onto other elements in a blended space. She explains
how the compressing of elements in conceptual blending could happen at any level of
language: form, word, constructions, and narratives. The way the story develops, the way
certain viewpoints are compressed, leads the reader through the story: taking first one and
then another viewpoint, noticing the narrative anchors that indicate which viewpoint is the
most likely, being mislead to hold one compressed viewpoint to be true, only to find more
structuring of the narrative spaces directing him into the opposite direction, etc. In fact,
compression and shifting in a story are blending mechanisms that make a story more
interesting for the advanced reader.

3.2. The Narrative Mental Spaces Blending Model (NMSB-model)

3.2.1.

Visualization of Narrative Mental Spaces

As described in 1.2 above, and elucidated especially in the analysis of Achilles and a
Tortoise, Fauconnier offered a visualization of the mental spaces (MS) in sentences and
short texts by a series of related circles. These circles represent the different spaces
involved, in which the name of each space is positioned just outside the circle (Base Space
B; Belief Space M; Counterfactual Space H; etc.). The connections between the
counterparts are visualized as slightly curved continuous lines. The connections between
the spaces are visualized by discontinuous lines. The lines show that not all spaces are
interconnected, and they show the base space as the centre of the model of the story. The
content of the clauses of the texts can be seen in square boxes next to the appropriate
space. However, in Fauconnier’s visualization the specific contents of the sentences, the
order of the sentences, and the events in the story are not recognizable. The visual diagram
provides an insightful, but a-temporal and abstract picture of a text (e.g., the visualization
of the story of Achilles and the tortoise, Figure 2.4). It is insightful, because the different
mental spaces that are involved in the story are clearly visible and their interconnections
are perfectly clear; a-temporal and abstract, because all clauses that belong to a certain
space are put in the same square box without consideration of their position in the story.
Without the actual story represented by the model, one could not easily reconstruct the
story’s outline from the visualization. In fact, although Fauconnier’s configuration shows
at a glance the dynamics of language in even a rather simple looking short story, the same
configuration would be cluttered if the story were longer and more spaces were to be
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involved in it. In order to represent a larger narrative text, the temporal dimension has to be
included in the picture, so that we are able to follow the line of the story and the narrative
mental spaces and their connections. In other words, although Fauconnier’s Mental Space
Theory is textual by nature, his visualization does not support this claim.
In 2008, Dancygier presented a visual model for narrative mental spaces that still
featured rounded squares and lines, much like Fauconnier (Dancygier 2008, 69-73). In
2012 she improved her model in order to improve the visibility of the embeddedness of
mental spaces in a story (Dancygier 2012). It enables her to position larger story parts into
one picture; a function that fits her aim of analyzing even whole books. In her new model,
she embeds different Narrative Spaces (NS) into a Main Narrative space (MN-space),
while she positions the level of independent narrator in a Story-Viewpoint space (SVspace) (Dancygier 2012, 38-39). Dancygier (2012, 38-39) gives the following example of
embedding narrative spaces:
[T]he main character in Eggers’s novel A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius
[AHWOSG], Dave, is in his car, struggling with guilty thoughts about having left his small
brother with a babysitter:
(2) I will come home and the door will be open, wide. The baby-sitter will be gone and
there will be silence... Blood on the walls, handprints soaked in blood. A note to me,
from Stephen, taunting;… There will be a hearing, a trial, a show trial –
How did you come to meet this man, this baby-sitter?
We found a posting, on a bulletin board.
And how long did your interview of him take?
Ten, twenty minutes. (AHWOSG, p. 126)
The narrator is assigned to an independent space (story-viewpoint space; SV-space), which
has the entire story in its scope. The story itself is contained in the main narrative space
(MN-space), which consists of a number of narrative spaces (NS). [… The example]
illustrates what it means for lower-level expressions to participate in narrative space
construction. The main narrative space in (2) is that of Dave’s life with his brother, Toph. As
Dave is driving across Bay Bridge, his mind starts conjuring up an elaborate scenario
wherein the babysitter kills Toph, and Dave is then put on trial for negligence. The sentence
I will come home… thus sets up an imagined future space, then developed with the gory
details of the crime. Then, from the point of view of the imagined ‘crime’-space, another
space is built, that of an imagined trial. Each one of these spaces is set up at the sentence
level, and even though their activation does not extend beyond several sentences, they do
play a role in the narrative construction (see Figure) (Dancygier 2012: 38-39).
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SV-space

MN-space
Narrator: Dave / 'I'
present tense
Dave’s life

Narrator: Dave
present

NS1
Narrator: Dave / 'I'
driving to San Francisco
NS2 - crime
Narrator: Dave / 'I'
imagined future
NS3 - trial
babysitter (killer)
Narrator: Dave / 'I'
Toph (victim)
NS3 – Discourse space
S1: Dave
SS2: prosecutor

Figure 3.1: Narrative spaces (example 2) (nr. of example corresponds to the - slightly
altered in form - original ‘figure 2.1’: Dancygier 2012, 38-39)

The way the viewpoints from different timeframes (in the example, the narrator pictures
himself at different moments in his future) are embedded or compressed in the main
narrative space (MN – NS 1 – NS 2 – NS 3), unravels at a glance the complicated structure
of discourse space and future spaces with history spaces (relative to that future) embedded
in them and therefore accessed through them. This overview of viewpoint compression is
her goal. However, also in her new model Dancygier’s embedded spaces still represent the
story in an abstract way. As in Fauconnier’s model, one could not easily reconstruct the
story’s outline and contents from Dancygier’s visualization in Figure 3.1.
One of my aims is to study the narrative mental spaces in a biblical story while retaining
the outline of that story. Therefore, I had to develop a visual model of the Narrative Mental
Spaces that includes the valuable insights of Fauconnier’s Mental Space Theory and its
notion of embedded mental spaces emerging in a story, Dancygier’s views of narrative
mental spaces and its visualization in larger embedded rounded squares, as well as the
actual textual clauses and the textual grammatical structure. In this model which I propose
to call the Narrative Mental Spaces diagram (NMS-diagram), the story’s clauses are
embedded in the narrative mental spaces represented in rounded squares similar to those of
Dancygier. Thus I am able to keep the actual phrasing and grammatical presentation of the
story intact.
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The proposed explanatory model: the NMSB-model

In order to explore the narrative and conceptual dynamics in a biblical narrative text, the
following model will be used. It relates to (1) the clauses of a narrative text, (2) the
embedding of the clauses in the narrative mental spaces, and (3) the blending of the
semantic components in the narrative mental spaces. This model I propose to call a
Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model or NMSB-model, which is applicable to every
narrative text, no matter how long, complicated or multileveled. Although it is developed
to apply to stories of the Hebrew Bible written in biblical Hebrew, its key features would
be implementable beyond the scope of this study. The model is applied in three
consecutive steps, orientated on the three key elements: clauses (comparable to but distinct
from classical grammar and syntax), narrative mental spaces (comparable to but distinct
from narratology), and conceptual blending (comparable to but distinct from semantics).
(Step 1) Clauses hold the smallest amount of information to organize the conceptual
content of a text. A clause is defined as the smallest grammatical unit in a text that consists
of a subject and one predicate. A distinction is made between verbal clauses containing a
verbal predicate (commonly a finite verb form) and nominal clauses with a nominal
predicate (commonly a noun or other nominal form) (JM §153). In cognitive linguistic
terms a verbal clause is defined as designating “a verbal concept that has achieved
conceptual autonomy through specification of its essential participants and circumstances”
(van Wolde 2009, 176). Whereas a sentence often consists of more clauses and can belong
to various mental spaces, a clause does belong to one mental space only and is bound to
one perspective: the perspective of the narrating agent, i.e. the narrator (N) or character
(C). Because conceptualization is restricted to clause structure, mental spaces are built
from clauses. The framework of the mental spaces of the whole text will show the
dynamics of this text as a whole and its internal cohesion. The syntactical structure of
clauses attributed to mental spaces will provide the first building block for our study of the
Narrative Mental Spaces in a text. In its visual form each clause will be placed on one line.
(Step 2) An essential key in the NMSB-model is that in narrative texts the mental spaces
on the level of clauses are embedded in other continuous or discontinuous narrative mental
spaces. The base space in a story is commonly the narrator’s space N, often presented as a
continuous space. The most common embedded mental space in the narrator’s space is the
character’s mental perspective (e.g., speech, belief, thought) space (C). Other possible
spaces such as history space (H), future space (F), or a counterfactual space (Cf) are
embedded either in the narrator’s space (N), or in the character’s space (C). The viewpoint
shifts each time a mental space is embedded in another space, except when the embedded
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space is a relative clause, because in that case the viewpoint is also relative – not
independent – to the previous space. The textual composition or structure is visualized in
the NMS-diagram in the embedding of narrative mental spaces, while at the same time the
continuous background spaces remain visible, until the narrative either returns to the
narrator’s space or a new mental space. In this diagram, the outline of the narrator’s space
will be at the left margin in Indo-European texts, at the right margin in Semitic texts. The
embedded spaces will be indented to the right in Indo-European texts, to the left in Semitic
texts. The distinct clauses of step 1 will be attributed to these narrative mental spaces, each
on one line, in the textual chronological order. Thus, the clauses can be read continuously
in the correct reading order.
(Step 3) In Cognitive Blending Theory, several types of blends or integration networks
are distinguished: simplex, mirror, single-scope, and double-scope, but also multiple –
combined or extended – blends. These blends are all structured by the basic elements of
blending: a conceptual integration network, consisting of a generic space, at least two input
spaces and a blended space, with matching and counterpart connections, selective
projection of the elements, and an emergent structure in the blended space that could be (or
not) different from the structure of the generic or input spaces. The compression that
Dancygier describes as a blending mechanism of compressing viewpoints is an elaboration
of Fauconnier and Turner’s ideas of blending between input spaces, of elements in spaces
that are mapped onto other elements in a blended space. This compression of elements in
conceptual blending occurs at any level of language: words, grammatical constructions,
and narratives, but is in fact the link between the dynamic mapping of narrative spaces
onto each other (visualized in the NMS-diagram) and the semantic mixing or blending of
meaning components into new blended networks of meaning. The governing principles for
the blending process are all driven by the goal to ‘get a grip’ on a blend. To that means, the
elements are compressed into a comprehensible blended picture within human perspective.
In our NMSB-model we will focus on three different locations of blends: blending in
grammar, blending in semantic concepts, and blending in cultural concepts.
3.2.3.

Two examples: 1 Sam 28:23b-c and 1 Sam 28:14a-i

In order to illustrate the basic principles of the NMSB-model steps 1 and 2 and their
visualization in the NMS-diagram, two examples will be shown, viz. 1 Sam 28:23b-c (one
sentence, two clauses) and 1 Sam 28:14a-i (discourse unit, 9 clauses), which are visualized
in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 respectively. After the basic structure – in the following
section – the QOR-spaces show an extended dynamics in the diagram.
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23b
23c

N

23b

and [Saul] said,

C Saul
23c

“I will not eat”

Figure 3.2: NMS-diagram of 1 Sam 28:23b-c

Figure 3.2 shows the basic embedding of the spaces. Because of a shift in viewpoint – from
the narrator to a speaking character – an embedded Character space (C) is embedded in the
Narrator’s space (N). The viewpoint compression in the story is therefore still visible,
without losing the outline of the actual story.
Woman

Saul

Narrator

N

Hl' rm,aYOw:

14a

rm,aTow:

14b
14c

Saul C

Ara\T'-hm;
woman C

14d
14e

hl,[o !qez" vyai
ly[_im. hj,[o aWhw>

Saul C

lWav' [d;YEw:
C2

aWh laeWmv.-yKi
hc'r>a; ~yIP;a; dQoYIw:
s `WxT'v.YIw:
Narrator
14a
14b
14c

Saul

Woman

N
He asked her,

C Saul
“What does he look like?”
She said,

C woman

“An old man coming up
and he is wrapped in a robe.”

14d
14e

C Saul
14f
14g
14h
14i

Then Saul knew

C2

that he [was] Samuel;

and he bowed low with his face to the ground,
and did obeisance.

Figure 3.3: NMS-diagram of 1 Sam 28:14a-i
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In Figure 3.3, the embedded spaces in the narrator’s space are clearly visible. In v.14b and
vv.14d-g, the narrator’s space is interrupted first by a mental space of the character Saul
(v.14b), secondly by a mental space of the character woman (vv.14d-e) and finally by a
mental space of the character Saul (vv.14f-g). The first two embedded spaces are familiar
types of embedded spaces: direct speech, as we saw in Figure 3.2. The third embedded
space looks the same, because in a mental space construction it is, but it contains not a
direct speech, but the thoughts of the character Saul, told through an indirect narrator’s text
(cf. Sanders 1994, 69), representing the viewpoint of the character Saul, and therefore a
mental perspective space of this character.
In the visualization, the most striking difference in arrangement between the two types
of character’s mental space is the insertion of the introductory clause into the character’s
mental space in v.14f instead of leaving it in the narrator’s space like in vv.14a, c. I make
this distinction because of the special type of space in vv.14f-g (Figure 3.4). The space
building verb  ידעyäDa` to know does not just give the floor to the content of the knowing,
parallel to the verb ’ אמרämar to say for the direct speech. Instead, the fact that the story
tells us something about the inner world of a character (beyond this and that happened, he
or she did so and so, or he or she said), intrinsically indicates a different level of
communication: we look under the skin of the character. Sanders (1994, 69) calls this “the
character’s implicit perspective.” Therefore I choose to add the introductory clause “then
Saul knew” to the character’s mental space, with an added embedded space if and when a
marker like  ִכּיKî indeed, truly (emphatic); that, which; for, because opens a space even
closer to the perspective of the character. Analogously, when a remark is made about a
character fearing (like Saul in v.5b), without a directly embedded space along with the
content of his fear, this clause is positioned in a character’s mental space. The perspective
at that point is so close to the character that this justifies this choice.
Saul C

lWav' [d;YEw:

14f

C2

aWh laeWmv.-yKi
C Saul
14f
14g

Then Saul knew

C2

that he [was] Samuel;

Figure 3.4: NMS-diagram of 1 Sam 28:14f-g
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As one part of the dynamics of the text is clarified by the outline of spaces, putting them in
the vicinity of the different characters or the narrator, I found a more complex situation in
specific types of communication. In questions, orders or requests, it is not clear whose
perspective is presented. If a question is being asked, the knowledge of the person spoken
to is seemingly more important than the viewpoint of the person speaking. In the next
section I will explore this phenomenon and try to implement all of the communication and
therefore Narrative Mental Spaces dynamics in the visualization.
3.2.4.

Question-Order-Request: QOR-spaces

Mental spaces in character’s texts are not that difficult to reconstruct when a character is
telling something to another character. It gets more complicated when a character is asking
a question or giving an order. How does communication work then? What mental space is
being constructed and whose perspective is being followed, of the speaking character or of
the character being addressed? When asking a question, a person normally anticipates the
supposed knowledge of another person. The speaker presumes there is knowledge with the
other person and wants to be told about it (e.g., “What happened to you yesterday?”), or he
wants to know to what extent the other person shares his knowledge (e.g., “Do you know
what happened to me yesterday?”). In both cases, a question is a means for signaling that
one has some gap in her information, asking the other person to fill in this gap. In the first
example, the person asking the question signals a gap in his own information; in the second
example that asking person suggests a gap in the information of the person he is talking to
(cf. Dik 1997, 326-338; Dancygier 2012, 19).
However, how does this work in terms of the theory of mental spaces? Laura Ann
Buszard creates in her dissertation about Potawatomi Discourse a theoretical model for a
dyadic conversation, which could shed light on the problem of the mental spaces in
questions (Buszard-Welcher 2003). Because Buszard only addresses the possibility of
questions, the parallel I see in requests or orders will be explained afterwards.
In mental space theory, at any time in a discourse situation a mental space is in focus,
i.e. currently being structured. Buszard adds to that for a prototypical dyadic conversation:
one participant is always profiled. In an indicative communication situation (information
exchange from speaker to hearer), the speaker is both conceptualizer and profiled
participant. In contrast, in a question, the speaker asks information from the hearer. To
enable the description of the last possibility, Buszard introduces two dimensions within the
focus-principle: a content dimension and a context dimension. The content dimension
elaborates on the content being structured in the Focus space (2003, Ch.3, 52). The
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location of the focus content is depending on the viewpoint of the current sentence. Who is
responsible for the content of the focus space? The context dimension is relevant “when a
discourse participant […] is brought into the foreground and thus commands our attention.
FOCUS context therefore involves the highlighting of discourse participants” (2003, 52).
According to Buszard, this splitting of the focus dimension of mental space theory is
especially useful in illocutions such as Wh-questions (What, When, Where, Why, Who,
How), where the hearer’s role as profiled participant is made prominent although the story
is being told from the speaker’s perspective. The Focus content lies with the speaker and
the Focus context with the hearer. “The question word […] implies that the hearer has
knowledge that the speaker does not possess; that their representations of reality are
different on this point” (2003, 51). Because the hearer is profiled as a participant, his or her
conceptualizations form the context which the speaker refers to.
Using Buszard-Welcher’s insights in my Narrative Mental Spaces model, the profiling
of the addressee in question sentences has to have consequences for the assignment of the
‘ownership’ of mental spaces. Whereas in direct speech the focus is usually with the
mental space of the character currently talking, that focus is shared with the addressee in
cases of asking questions. Because the addressee is profiled as a participant, his or her
mental space is accessed through the mental space of the character speaking. This is not as
strongly the case as in an embedded mental space, but it is nevertheless accessed. In the
diagram, this special Question space element will be shown with an added gray rectangle,
stretching across the boundaries of the mental space in focus at that moment, to stretch the
indentation to the outline of the character who is profiled participant (abbreviated as pp). In
the earlier given example of 1 Sam 28:14a-i (cf. Figure 3.3) a question is being asked in
vv.14a-b. In Figure 3.5 the profiled function of the character that participates in the
question’s perspective is shown.
Woman

Saul

C
Ara\T'-hm;
Saul

QOR Space; woman pp

14a

Narrator
N

Saul

Narrator
N

Hl' rm,aYOw:

Woman

He asked her,

C Saul
14b

“What does he look like?”

Figure 3.5: NMS-diagram of 1 Sam 28:14a-b, including Question Space

QOR Space; woman pp

14a
14b
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In his question, Saul is clearly asking the woman about something only she is able to see.
Her knowledge is unknown to him, but the question derives from the fact that he knows
that she knows. His focus is her knowledge. The conceptual framework of the question is
her vision. The profiled participant therefore has to be the woman.
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N
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She said,
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“An old man coming up
and he is wrapped in a robe.”

14d
14e

C Saul
14f

Then Saul knew

C2
14g
14h
14i

that he [was] Samuel;

and he bowed low with his face to the ground,
and did obeisance.

Figure 3.6: NMS-diagram of 1 Sam 28:14a-i, including Question Space

What has been said about questions could also be said about making requests/giving
orders. The mental space of a character being given an order is not accessed the same way
as the mental space of a character being asked something. While in being asked something,
the mental space of the speaker is directly linked with the supposed knowledge of the
hearer. In being told to do something, the mental space of the speaker is directly linked
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with the hearer’s actions that have to follow. In any case, questions and orders have in
common that they are illocutions, and therefore they both are embedded in the theory of
speech acts, where they put to the foreground the addressee’s role as a profiled
participant.52
On a text level, the profiled participation of the addressee is shown in Figure 3.6. The
text sequence is the same as in the previous section (Figure 3.3): 1 Sam 28:14a-i. In
addition to this cognitive adaptation of communication dynamics in Questions, the topic of
a special type of question has to be met: rhetorical questions. Rhetorical questions, in
biblical Hebrew texts with  ָל ָמּהlämmâ why have implied answers with a counterfactual
element, e.g., “There is no reason for X to happen/have happened” (Moshavi 2011). In 1
Samuel 28, I identify four rhetorical questions with  ָל ָמּהwhy, because of what: the
woman’s questions in v.9e: “Why are you laying a trap for me, to get me killed?” and in
v.12d: “Why have you deceived me?” and Samuel’s questions in v.15b: “Why are you
disturbing me?” and in v.16b: “Why do you ask me?” With the first reflective remark of
the woman, she is referring to the danger her guest is putting her in, and the question
functions as a statement: ‘you should have known that you are putting me in danger, but
apparently you do not know.’ In her reflection on the dialogue between her and Samuel in
the prior verses, she is also not asking for an answer, but she is connecting her
interpretation of the dialogue to Saul. The same goes for Samuel. He uses his rhetoric to
make clear that there is no room for any other explanation than his. It is pointless for Saul
to summon him, to ask him. That is the reason for the use of the rhetorical questions.
Because they still have the form of a question and because the communication dynamics
remain the same in that the profiled participant is still the hearer who is ordered to bring
his conceptualization in conformity with the speaker’s, I will continue to identify rhetorical
questions as QOR-space.
3.2.5.

Summary

In a narrative text, a number of participating mental spaces are blended. This happens at
different levels, corresponding with narrative phenomena such as represented speech and
thought. Several input spaces can be put together to create a complete picture, with

52

In contrast to locutionary (the act of ‘saying’) and perlocutionary (where the act is defined by reference to

the effect it has on the hearer) acts, illocutionary acts are performed by the speaker by virtue of the utterance
having been made. Examples include promising, commanding, requesting, baptising, arresting (Crystal
1997).
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different points of view from different characters building a complex structured text. At a
macro-narrative level these spaces contribute to the topology of an overall story that can be
constructed from the micro-level of the individual viewpoints, represented speech and
thought, and events. The proposed Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model or NMSBmodel is developed to investigate the syntactic structure of clauses, the dynamic
structuring of narrative mental spaces in relation to viewpoint positions, and the conceptual
blending of its meaning elements. Its visualization is based on Fauconnier’s (and
Fauconnier and Turner’s) and Dancygier’s insights, yet extended so that they are
applicable to larger textual units and without losing sight on the outline of the story.
The lattice of narrative mental spaces in a text represents the text’s dynamic structuring.
Narrative anchors form the first main clue for the emergent story structure. They are a
narrative equivalent of the space builders from the original theory by Fauconnier. They
open new spaces and indicate which space type is construed. Cross-space-mappings make
up the second main clue: the narrative anchors are used to access the elements within the
spaces. The cross-space-mappings between the elements of the mental spaces enable a
structure that can be described as a blending space or blend. They can be linked to the
viewpoint compression and perspective identification in the NMS-diagram. The
conceptual blends provide insight into the semantic components of the story. They are
embedded in the NMSB-model, coupling blending of concepts with the perspective in the
story.
In addition, in this model it is recognized that a narrative text does not only consist of
indicative or descriptive clauses, but also of questions (including rhetorical questions),
orders, and requests, the so-called QOR-spaces. Based on Buszard-Welcher’s explanation
of dyadic conversation, QOR-spaces are understood as an extra dimension to the
structuring dynamics of narrative texts, since in questions, orders, or requests, the
addressed character is considered to be profiled through the mental space of the speaking
character. A character that accesses other character’s mental spaces in his or her mental
space causes the conversation to go back and forth between the mental spaces of the
characters. The NMS-diagram shows these dynamics that go beyond the classic distinction
between conversation partners, so that the narrated conversation is imagined livelier than
was considered before.
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Chapter 1. Introduction .......................................................................................................... 1
4.1. Introduction
General linguistics considers clauses as the smallest syntactic unities and cognitive
linguistics build upon these views and specify clauses as the fundamental unities to
organize conceptual content. Mental Space Theory, one of the branches of cognitive
linguistics, considers narrative mental spaces to be built from clauses, and the distinction
of clauses is therefore an important first step in identifying the mental spaces of the story.
The aim of the present chapter is to distinguish the clauses and explain the basic syntactic
structure of the story of 1 Sam 28:3-25 and represent it visually. As such it is the first step
in the application of the Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model described in chapter 3.
Chapter 5 will offer a description of how the narrative mental spaces are built from these
clauses, and it represents the second step in the application of the NMSB-model.
For modern language users the distinction of clauses and the reconstruction of the
syntactic structure in a text may seem superfluous. However, syntactic structuring and
conceptualization differs from language to language, ancient and modern, and thus the way
in which cognition is cast into language varies. Grammar, syntax and semantics are the
instruments with which a specific language construes and expresses its conceptual and
structural views. This explains why it is necessary to study each and every language anew
in this respect.
In biblical Hebrew, as mentioned before, a clause is commonly defined as the smallest
unit in a sentence containing a subject and a predicate (JM §153), which in cognitive
linguistic terms can be specified as “a verbal concept that has achieved conceptual
autonomy through specification of its essential participants and circumstances.” (van
Wolde 2009, 176). This implies that a clause can either consist of a verbal construction,
combined with all the participants (e.g., subject, direct and indirect object, circumstances
such as place or time aspects) required to express a temporal process, or it can consist of a
nominal construction that expresses an atemporal configuration (Van Wolde 2009). For
example, some verbal constructions require both a direct and an indirect object, e.g., to
71
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give a present to her, others the collocation with a preposition, e.g., to remove from, still
others a temporal construction expressed by a finite verb form with an infinitive construct
(often with the preposition - ְלlé- to, for). In the latter case the infinitive construct does not
have the status of a separate clause, but is closely linked to the preceding finite form; it
expresses a-temporal content which is closely related to the temporal process marked by
the finite verb form. Van Wolde (2009) offers a more detailed discussion of the temporal
constructions expressed by verbal clauses and the atemporal configurations expressed in
biblical Hebrew by nominal clauses, prepositional phrases, qotel (participle) or infinitive
phrases.
Crucial element in the Hebrew verbal clause is the finite verb form. Many grammatical
theories have been developed to explain the Hebrew verb system. In the present study I
will rely on the standard grammar of Joüon-Muraoka (JM 2006) and its theoretical
framework as well as on the most recent compressive study of the Hebrew verbal system
by Jan Joosten (Joosten 2012). A special addition from the perspective of Ronald
Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar is taken from a recent work on Cognitive Grammar and
biblical studies by van Wolde (2009). Based on these theoretical insights, I will analyze
and discuss the syntactic structure of all clauses in 1 Samuel 28:3 starting with verse 3. The
outline of clauses in 1 Sam 28:3-25 as identified in this section is added as appendix 1.
Before starting the syntactic analysis of 1 Sam 28:3-25, some words need to be said on the
delimitation of the story in 1 Samuel 28. Verses 1 and 2 tell about the tribulations of David
in a faraway Philistine camp, whereas the actual story of Saul in Endor starts in verse 3.
Not only do the protagonists David and Saul and the place where the events are set differ,
also the time frame of vv.1-2 and vv.3-25 is different. The clause  וַ יְ ִהי ַבּיָּ ִמים ָה ֵהםwayéhî

Bayyämîm hähëm ‘in those days,’ in v.1 appears to be the marker of the closure of the
time frame which was opened in chapter 27, when David campaigned against the
Geshurites, the Gizrites, and the Amalekites, in the territory of the Philistines ‘in those
days.’ Verses 1-2 conclude these events. Verse 3 introduces a new time frame set in the
past, a time frame that is not based on the whereabouts of David or the Philistines, but on
those of Samuel and Saul.
A clue for the story’s delimitation of an altogether different nature can be found in the
distinctive markers provided by the Masoretes. These ancient text editors added a hxwtp

hXrp Parašah PéTuHah ‘open section’ in their manuscripts to indicate divisions based on
the content of the stories – the rest of a line blank and the start of the next section on a new
line, marked in the (BHS) by an  פP – and placed in 1 Samuel 28 a Parašah PéTuHah before
v.3 and one after v.25. Thus they marked the start and the ending of this story on Saul, a
division which preceded the arrangement of the book of Samuel in chapters which is of
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medieval origin (Tov 1992, 50-51). Some similar divisions as those indicated by the
Masoretes are found in the Qumran manuscripts, where no chapter division exists.
Unfortunately, the discovered Samuel scroll 4QSama is badly damaged and of 1 Samuel 28
only fragments of v.3 and vv.22-25 are preserved (in total parts of 11 words). However, in
Column 27 on Plate XXXVI, number 4 as published by Fincke (2001, 105-107) both the
open section after the last word of 1 Sam 27:12 and after 1 Sam 28:2 are visible in the
blank space between the lines, indicating that a new section starts in 1 Sam 28:1 and
another one in 1 Sam 28:3. Because 1 Sam 29:1 is not preserved in the scroll, the only
thing that can be said about the ending of the story is that after the last words of v.25 the
line is also left blank, making the occurrence of an open section very plausible (Column 28
on Plate XXXVI, number 5) (Fincke 2001, 107-108).
In short, the differences between the preceding and following stories and the story in 1
Sam 28:3-25 (namely the distinctions in protagonist and spatial and time frame, as well as
the Masoretic and Qumranic demarcation markers) are considered substantial proof to
consider 1 Sam 28:3-25 a narrative unity.

4.2. A discussion of the clauses in 1 Sam 28:3-25
3a Now Samuel had died,53
3b all Israel made lament for him,
3c and they buried him in Ramah, his town.

tme laeWmv.W
Laer"f.yI-lK' Al-WdP.s.YIw:
Ary_[ib.W54 hm'r'b' WhruB.q.YIw:

3a
3b
3c

The story begins in v.3a with a wě-x-clause instead of the standard narrative verbal form
wayyiqtol. As described by Joosten, a wayyiqtol positions a story in a time frame
somewhere in the past (Joosten 1997, 60).55 Because of the wě-x-clause, the story is
positioned in a time frame in relation to the time frame of speaking/telling the story, not

53

The translation is NJPS’s. Alternative choices in translation are presented in Italic, particularly if it is not

possible to recognize the structure of the Hebrew text in the translation of the NJPS. In these instances, not
every choice is explained. The translations of words alternative to NJPS will be accounted for in footnotes,
cf. editorial remarks in Chapter 1 Introduction. The NJPS translation will be added between ‘quotation
marks’.
54

The ‘‘ ’וw’ before  ְב ִ ירוֹBé`îrô his town has an explicatory meaning, indicating that ‘his town’ functions as

an explanation to ‘Ramah’ (cf. Waltke & O'Connor 1990, §39.2.1; Driver 1913, 214).
55

Cf. also a discussion of tense and aspect of the Hebrew verb presented in Tsumura (2010).
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just starting at an undetermined time in the past, but preceding – or contemporary with –
the moment of speaking (Joosten 1997, 60). The morphological form  ֵמתmëT can be
identified as a qatal or finite verb form or as a qotel or participle form, i.e. an infinite form.
Consequently, v.3a could be a wě-x-qatal- or a wě-x-qotel-clause, followed by two
wayyiqtol-clauses in v.3b and v.3c, and a wě-x-qatal-clause in v.3d. The question is: does
the syntactic structure allow us to draw a conclusion on the qatal or qotel form ?מת
ֵ
In biblical Hebrew, a qotel is mostly used to describe an action as a state, i.e. as durative
in action (JM §121c A). The time frame of this action is contemporary with the moment of
speaking. The sequence subject-qotel “represents an action as actually going on at the
moment of speaking, [and the sequence qotel]-subject represents the action as a fact”
(Joosten 1997, 60). The qatal – by contrast – describes a moment anterior to the moment of
speaking. In most cases, a qatal has a present meaning when it is used with stative verbs
and has a past meaning when it is used with active verbs. When used with active verbs, the
qatal describes “a unique, one-off or instantaneous action, which takes place [...] before
[…] the present moment or a past moment” (JM §112a c, quote from c).56 Thus, when used
with an active verb, a qatal describes a moment anterior to (before) the moment of
speaking. In the case of stative verbs – and  מוּתmûT to die is considered to be a stative verb
(JM §41f) – the qatal indicates a state either starting in the present or possibly at some
point in the past which still is current.
In 1 Samuel 28:3, the x-qotel sequence would either indicate an action taking place
within the time frame of the narrator’s text or within the time frame of the character’s text,
whereas the qatal would have been used to designate an action that took place before the
time frame of narrator’s or character’s text. In v.3a, the sequence x-qotel, מוּאל ֵמת
ֵ וּשׁ
ְ

ûšémûël mëT and Samuel was dying would then express that Samuel is actually dying at
the moment of telling the story. However, because of the actions in v.3b and c (burial and
mourning), the reader knows the death of Samuel has already taken place. It is unlikely to
assume that the narrator would refer to the event as taking place at this moment, when in
the next clauses he clearly tells about the following events having taken place already.

56

Furthermore, a qatal is used to describe an instantaneous action being performed at the moment of

speaking: the so-called ‘performative’ qatal, or an event that is going to take place in the near future. In the
case of a ‘prophetic’ qatal, future events are looked upon as already accomplished and are therefore
described as past. This last use, rather than being regarded as a special grammatical perfect, is looked upon as
a rhetorical device (JM §112f-h).
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Therefore, a choice in favor of an identification of  ֵמתhad died as a qatal is obvious.57
3d

And Saul had removed those seeking knowledge58
from ghosts and familiar spirits from the land.

~ynI[oD>YIh;-ta,w> tAbaoh' rysihe lWav'w>
`#r,a'h'me

3d

A new subject, Saul, is introduced in v.3d and the wě-x-qatal-clause interrupts the
sequence of wayyiqtol forms in vv.3b-c. The qatal in the two clauses in v.3a and v.3d
indicate that both events took place before the moment of narration. According to JoüonMuraoka the wě ... qatal in v.3d has a past perfect meaning (JM §118d). Saul’s removal of
those seeking knowledge from ghosts and familiar spirits then took place at the latest at the

57

This is confirmed by the concordance of Even-Shoshan (1992, 634), that chooses to identify  ֵמתmëT as a

qatal.
58

The translation of  ֵה ִסיר ִמןhasîr min ( סוּרsûr hip‘il and preposition  ִמןmin) as remove from instead of

‘forbid in’ (NJPS) conceptualizes the spatiality of the decree, added by the preposition (cf. section 6.2.2 – 3);
remove in v.3d is the parallel of  כרתKäraT cut off in v.9d, the same event in the words of the woman, which
also shows that the ת־היִּ ְדּעֹנִ ים
ַ  ָהאֹבוֹת וְ ֶאhä’öBôT wé’eT-hayyiD`önîm are eliminated from the land. The
extended translation of this word group does justice to the meaning of the verbal root  ידעyäDa` know in the
second noun. NJPS adds [recourse to] which I translate in the more active seeking, which fits the concept of
[KNOWLEDGE]. The debated translation of ’ אוֹבôB, sometimes translated as ‘bottle’ (cf. Auld 2011, 325),
seems to refer to an instrument or perhaps person using it in a context of divination, hence the choice for
ghost (DCH; NJPS). Donner (1983, 234-235) interprets the words as “Totenbeschwörung und Wahrsagerei”
to keep the instrumental translation, but especially a bit vague because of the obscurity of the meaning of the
terms, adjusting Stoebe’s “Totenbefragung und Zauberwesen” (Stoebe 1973, 482), and Ebach and
Rüterswörden, who translate the words not as people working with instruments, nor as ghost-like means of
communication, but as instruments of necromancy and divination: ‘ אוֹבpit’ because of Hittite, Sumerian and
Akkadian parallels and because of a supposed diminutive  ַהיִּ ְדּעֹנִ יםas “kleine Figuren …, die in den
Unterweltsritualen verfertigt werden und die Götter oder vielleicht Vorfahren repräsentieren, die eine
Funktion in den rituellen Praktiken oder Orakelanfragen ausüben” (Ebach & Rüterswörden 1977, 219).
Donner keeps the ‘pit’ translation in his translation of the woman’s profession as “Herrin der Grube” (1983,
234; cf. Berges 1989, 195). See also Mommer (1991, 164 n.144) who chooses “Grube” pit, an instrumental
translation, following Hoffner Jr. (1967; 1977); (cf. Todd 1990, 294-295). Todd mentions a shift in
interpretation from ‘pit’ to ‘ghost’ to ‘medium conjuring ghosts’ (296). Jobling (1998, 185-186) translates

 אוֹבas ‘women mediums’, paired with the male ‘wizards’ () ַהיִּ ְדּעֹנִ ים. Arnold has ‘mediums’ and ‘spiritists’
for the word combination (Arnold 2004, 201).
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same time as the death of Samuel, however not after his burial. If the latter had been the
case, a wayyiqtol would have been used. At any rate, both events took place before the
main time frame of story. The wayyiqtol-clauses in v.3b-c refer to a time contemporary
with a moment in the past, mostly not directly related to the time frame of a speaker or
narrator (Joosten 1997, 67). They follow the given time frame of the narrative, i.e. v.3a.59
As a result, verse 3 is syntactically divided into two parts: 3a-c and 3d (cf. Auld 2011,
325).
4a

The Philistines mustered,

4b

and they marched

4c

and they encamped at Shunem;

~yTiv.lip. Wcb.Q'YIw: 4a
WaboY"w: 4b
~nE+Wvb. Wnx]Y:w: 4c

The wayyiqtol describes an action happening at a moment in the past, regardless of the
time frame of the moment of speaking (Joosten 1997, 60f). This means that in v.4a the
narrator begins to tell a story that happened at some time in the past. Within the time frame
of the qatal in v.3d, the narrator positions Saul at a time prior to the main line of
communication. The wayyiqtol of v.4 continues this time frame.
4d and Saul gathered all Israel,
4e and they encamped at Gilboa.
5a […] Saul saw the Philistine force,
5b he was afraid,
5c and his heart trembled greatly.60
6a And Saul inquired of YHWH,
6b but YHWH did not answer him, either by
dreams, or by Urim, or by prophets.

laer'f.yI-lK'-ta, lWav' #Boq.YIw: 4d
`[;Bol.GIB; Wnx]Y:w: 4e
~yT_iv.lip. hnEx]m;-ta, lWav' ar>Y:w: 5a
ar'YIw: 5b
`daom. ABli dr;x/Y<w: 5c
hw"hyB; lWav' la;v.YIw: 6a
tAml{x]B; ~G: hw"+hy> Whn"[' al{w> 6b
`~aiybiN>B; ~G: ~yrIWaB' ~G:

After the plural subject (the Philistines) in vv.4a-c, the story continues mostly with a
singular subject (Saul-YHWH), except in v.4e. Because the plural subject in this clause not
only includes the object of the preceding v.4d but is also to be considered as including

59

As JM argues, a clause with a wayyiqtol form is successive in character (because of the waw) following a

preceding clause, even though both clauses could be preceding the main line of communication (JM §118d).
60

NJPS pulls the two clauses together as ‘his heart trembled with fear’. The adverb  ְמאֹדmé’öD greatly is left

out all together.
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Saul, the subject of that same clause, the section is not considered to be interrupted.
The wayyiqtol verbal forms in these verses continue the story, also because the syntactic
subject remains the same: Saul. Joosten would argue that the wě(-x-)qatal in v.6b continues
the wayyiqtol of v.6a. Because this clause expresses a negation, a wayyiqtol cannot be
used. This form “is notoriously incapable of occupying any but the first position in its
clause, while qatal may have been avoided in the first position following copulative waw,
for fear of confusion with modal wěqatal” (Joosten 1997, 61-62). Therefore, my
conclusion for this verse is that v.6b does give information within the same time frame as
the time frame of v.6a.
7a Then Saul said to his servants,61
7b “Find me a woman who controls ghosts,62
7c so that I can go to her
7d and inquire through her.”
7e And his servants said to him,
7f “A woman who controls ghosts [is] in En[-]dor.”
8a Saul disguised himself;
8b he put on different clothes
8c and set out with two men.

61

wyd'b'[]l; lWav' rm,aYOw:
bAa-tl;[]B; tv,ae yli-WvQ.B;
h'yl,ae hk'l.aew>
HB'_-hv'r>d>a,w>
wyl'ae wyd'b'[] Wrm.aYOw:
`rAD !y[eB. bAa-tl;[]B; tv,ae hNEhi
lWav' fPex;t.YIw:
~yrIxea] ~ydIg"B. vB;l.YIw:
AM[i ~yvin"a] ynEv.W aWh 63%l,YEw:

7a
7b
7c
7d
7e
7f
8a
8b
8c

Servants is the more generic meaning; ‘courtiers’ denotes the royal household, which may not be

appropriate in a war setting.
62

The word  ַבּ ֲ ָלהBa`álâ mistress is used in 1 Kgs 17:17 for the mistress of the house and in Nah 3:4 for a

woman who has power over witchcraft. The connotation is ‘control’, hence the translation with controls
instead of ‘consults’. See notes on v.3d and Todd, who translates ‘owner of a pit’, following Hoffner Jr.
(1977, 131, as cited in: Todd 1999, 294-295) in a parallel to the description of the necromancy in the
Gilgamesh epos, see also (Donner 1983, 233-234; Hoffner Jr. 1967, 389-392; Mommer 1991, 168). AngertQuilter and Wall suggest based on the literal translation (‘a woman, spirit mistress’) and her role “in which
the woman is commonly maligned” [… she is] neither a witch nor one with powers of hell or darkness but
rather like a midwife she is ‘a spirit wife’. “As a midwife controls the bringing forth of the child so the ‘spirit
wife’ controls the bringing forth of the ghost” (Angert-Quilter & Wall 2001, 60 and n.5). Fokkelien Van
Dijk-Hemmes refers to her as ‘raiser of spirits’ (Van Dijk-Hemmes 1993, 68).
63

For an explanation of the use of a singular verbal conjugation of  הלךhälaK with the plural constructed

subject ִ מּוֹ

וּשׁ ֵני ֲאנָ ִשׁים
ְ  הוּאhû’ ûšnê ’ánäšîm `immô he and two men with him see (JM §150q).
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Verse 7 offers the first directly reported speech of this narrative. This speech is embedded
in the narrator’s text and draws the time frame of the story to the moment of speaking. The
wayyiqtol of ’ אמרämar to say introduces the direct speech. The spoken words are of
modal order: first, Saul uses an imperative; next, he expresses his motives through the use
of two cohortatives, used in biblical Hebrew to express the volitive mood in the first
person. The servants answer using a nominal clause, stating that there is such a woman in
Endor, present there as they speak, i.e. sharing the same time frame. The story continues
with wayyiqtol-clauses in vv.8a-c.

hl'y>l' hV'aih'-la, WaboY"w:
and he said,
rm,aYOw:
64
“Please divine for me by a ghost.
bwOaB' yli an"- ymiws\q'
Bring up for me
yli yli[]h;w>
the one I shall name to you.”
`%yIl'ae rm;ao-rv,ae] tae
But the woman answered him,
wyl'ae hV'aih' rm,aTow:
“You know
T'[.d;y" hT'a; hNEhi
what Saul has done,
lWav' hf'['-rv,a] tae
how he has cut off those seeking knowledge from
tAbaoh'-ta, tyrIk.hi rv,a]
ghosts and familiar spirits from the land.65
#r,a'_h'-!mi 66[~]ynI[oD>YIh;-ta,w>
So why are you laying a trap for me, to get
`ynIteymih]l; yvip.n:B. vQen:t.mi hT'a; hm'l'w>

8d They came to the woman by night,

8d

8e

8e

8f
8g
8h
9a
9b
9c
9d

9e

8f
8g
8h
9a
9b
9c
9d

9e

me killed?”
10a Saul swore to her by YHWH,
10b “As YHWH lives,
10c you won’t get into trouble over this.”
11a [… T]he woman asked,
11b “Whom shall I bring up for you?”
11c He answered,
11d “Bring up Samuel for me.”

64

rmo=ale hw"hyB; lWav' Hl' [b;V'YIw:
hw"hy>-yx;
`hZ<h; rb'D'B; !wO[' %reQ.yI-~ai
hV'aih' rm,aTow:
%L_'-hl,[]a; ymi-ta,
rm,aYOw:
`yli-yli[]h; laeWmv.-ta,

10a
10b
10c
11a
11b
11c
11d

The first order Saul gives leaves us with a problem. The verbal form as passed on to us by the Masoretic

text (BHS) has an unknown form: סוֹמי־
ִ  ְקqésömî- (Ketiv). Therefore, the Masora, written in the margin of
the Hebrew text, present us with an alternative reading. This Qere leaves out the waw so that the verbal form
becomes an imperative/qtol  ָק ֳס ִמי־qosómî-.
65

Cf. notes on v.3d.

66

The final mem of the word ‘ ’ ַהיִּ ְדּעֹנִ יםhayyiD`önîm is lost in MT. Compare v.3d for the added mem.
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In v.8d, the time frame ‘by night’ is set for the rest of the narrative; it closes at the end of
the story in v.25d ‘they left the same night.’ The location changes from the Israelite
encampment at the Gilboa Mountains to Endor, the woman’s dwelling. This sequence
contains a dialogue between the woman and Saul. In v.8d the syntactic plural subject
consists of the two men arriving with Saul in Endor, introduced in v.8c. The two men do
not seem to participate in the conversation, because the subject in v.8e is singular. Saul is
starting with imperatives again, as in v.7. Verse 8h is a relative clause, explaining the
implied object of v.8g. The yiqtol refers to the future of the act of naming the person to be
brought up. The woman responds in a different tone. She forces Saul to look at things from
her perspective by starting with the marker  ִהנֵּ הhinnëh perspectivation, ‘see’, viewpoint
marker. The woman clearly reminds Saul of his own actions in the past using the x-qatalclauses. As Joosten explains, the qatal in direct speech “is used to express anteriority with
regard to the moment of speaking” (Joosten 1997, 60).
In v.9e, the use of the qotel gives the question the status of an accusation or complaint
because of the reality aspect of this verbal form (Joosten 1997, 59). This is further
supported by the use of the personal pronoun ‘you’ before the qotel, since the sequential
order of a subject-qotel represents the action as actually going on within the time frame of
the story or speech act (Joosten 1997, 60). Verse 9e ends with an infinite construct ‘to get
me killed,’ which does not express a separate clause. The standard grammar of Joüon
Muraoka clarifies this by stating that an infinitive construct formed by - ְלlé- to and the
infinite form of  מוּתto die together function as a verbal noun of state (JM §124a).
Therefore the word does not meet the requirements of a clause: it does not contain a
subject-predicate structure. This form is difficult to explain in terms of its grammatical
function. However within cognitive grammar it becomes clear why this construction is not
to be considered a clause (van Wolde 2009, 151-152). This cognitive theory reviews the atemporal aspect of the infinitive construct as marking an action not having a starting point
in time (or ending point). The complex configuration designated by the infinitive construct
is composed of various sequential stages, yet expresses them in one homogeneous picture
(van Wolde 2009, 151-152). The preposition - ְלto combined with an infinitive construct,
when used after a verb, expresses “an action which gives more details about or explains the
preceding action” (JM 2006 §124o). Both the a-temporal character and its additional
function expressed by - ְלto indicate that it is a complement; therefore supporting the claim
for the infinitive construct not to be treated as a separate clause.
In v.10a another marker for direct speech is used:  ֵלאמֹרlë’mör to say (combined with
the finite form of  אמרto say). The infinite form of  אמרto say in both v.10a and v.12c
functions as a marker for direct speech. Verse 10b consists of an exclamatory formula (JM
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§165f). Because of this exclamation, the following clause in v.10c has a negative meaning,
’ ִאםim if, since indicating a negative statement, whereas the usual meaning of  ִאםis a
positive if. The yiqtol in v.10c indicates a volitive modality of the oath following the
exclamatory formula of v.10b. In her answer in v.11b, the woman uses a yiqtol to enquire
about his wishes. He then replies in v.11d with an order using a qtol. The clauses framing
the conversation are wayyiqtol-clauses clarifying the speaking subject and object.
12a Then the woman saw Samuel,67
12b and she shrieked with a great voice,
12c and said to Saul,
12d “Why have you deceived me?
12e You [are] Saul!”
13a The king answered her,
13b “Don’t be afraid.
13c What did you see?”69
13d And the woman said to Saul,
70

13e “ I saw god[s]

13f coming up from the earth.”
14a He asked her,
14b “What [is] his shape?”71
14c She said,
14d “An old man coming up

67

68

laeWmv.-ta, hV'aih' ar,Tew:
lAdG_" lAqB. q[;z>Tiw:
rmoale lWav'-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow:
ynIt'yMirI hM'l'
`lWav' hT'a;w>
%l,M,h; Hl' rm,aYOw:
yair>yTi-la;
tya_ir' hm' yKi
lWav'-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow:
ytiyair' ~yhil{a/
`#r,a'h'-!mi ~yli[o
Hl' rm,aYOw:
Ara\T'-hm;
rm,aTow:
72
hl,[o !qez" vyai

12a
12b
12c
12d
12e
13a
13b
13c
13d
13e
13f
14a
14b
14c
14d

The word  ָר ָאהrä’â means see and conceptualizes the woman’s sensory perception whereas the word

‘recognized’ conceptualizes the mental evaluation of the event.
68

The meaning of this verse is obscure, because the Hebrew text does not state clearly why the woman

recognizes Samuel at this point. Some scholars therefore substitute ‘Samuel’ with ‘Saul’,” possibly
suggesting an addition of ‘m’ in the Masoretic Text, e.g., “Als aber die Frau Saul genauer ansah, da schrie sie
laut auf” (Budde 1902, 181, as cited in Berges 205). Hertzberg makes an even larger adjustment, by adding
‘the name’ to ‘Samuel’: “Als aber das Weib ‘den Namen’ Samuel ‘hörte’, schrie sie ganz laut auf”
(Hertzberg 19684, as cited in Berges 205-206).
69

The use of the past tense is explained in the section below this part of the story.

70

The word הים4
ִ ’ ֱאélöhîm god[s] can be used for the God of Israel and could be used for ‘a divine being’

(cf. section 6.3.1). The translation of NJPS obscures the ‘god’-connotation that is present in the word.
71

This translation does justice to the nominal construction in Hebrew, instead of ‘What does he look like?’
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14e and he is wrapped in a robe.”

ly[_im. hj,[o aWhw>
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14e

In v.12e the woman utters a nominal clause, therefore proclaiming the actuality of the fact
that the person standing in front of her is Saul himself. The king’s answer entails a yiqtol,
combined with a subjective adverb of negation. Therefore it functions as a negative wish:
‘Don’t be afraid’ (JM §114i). The qatal forms appear in the questions presented in v.12d
and v.13c. A qatal can appear in a ‘surprised question’ (cf. v.12d) (JM §112j). In these
cases a qatal can be explained as a future perfect. This could mean that Saul is asking the
woman in v.13c about what she has just seen, not what she is seeing at the moment. The
qatal of v.13e (the answer of the woman) highlights this, because in direct speech a qatal
expresses anteriority (Joosten 1997, 60; 2012, 193; JM §112c), with the qotel of v.13f
continuing the time frame of the x-qatal-clause in v.13e. This means that the translation of
v.13c ‘what do you see?,’ should be altered into ‘what did you see?’ (what have you seen).
The time frame of this vision is not the present, because in my opinion the verb does not
meet the requirements of a performative qatal (JM §112f). More likely the time frame is
the recent past (JM §112c) with the possibility of the assumption of it continuing (JM
§112e). The vision started in the past, and is still going on, which is emphasized by the
time frame in the next clauses.
Saul asks in v.14b with a nominal clause about the appearance of what the woman is
seeing at the moment of speaking. And through the use of two qotel forms in her answer in
v.14d and v.14e, she describes the apparition she is seeing as someone who is present there
and then. She positions this appearance within the time frame of her speech act. As
mentioned before, Joosten states that the sequence of subject-x-qotel represents an action
as “actually going on at the moment of speaking” (Joosten 1997, 60).
14f Then Saul knew
14g that he [was] Samuel;
14h and he bowed low [...] with his face to the ground,
14i and did obeisance.

lWav' [d;YEw:
aWh laeWmv.-yKi
hc'r>a; ~yIP;a; dQoYIw:
s `WxT'v.YIw:

14f
14g
14h
14i

The reaction of Saul as told by the narrator confirms the instantaneous character of the xqotel in v.14d and v.14e. The narrator uses a wayyiqtol in v.14f to describe that Saul
knows, and this action is therefore situated within the time frame of the story. More

72

Apparently the LXX reads  זקףzäqaP for  זָ ֵקןzäqën; translation ‘erect’ instead of ‘old’.
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specifically he knows ‘that it was Samuel’ (v.14g), a nominal clause, with a factual
meaning within the time frame of the story.
15a Samuel said to Saul,
73

15b “Why have you disturbed me by bringing me up?”
15c And Saul answered,
15d “I [am] in great trouble,
15e for the Philistines are attacking me
15f and God has turned away from me;
15g He still does not answer me, either by the hand of
prophets or in dreams;
15h so I […] call[…] you to tell me
15i what I am to do.”
16a Samuel said,
16b “Why do you ask me,
16c seeing that YHWH has turned away from you
16d and has become your adversary?
17a YHWH has done for him
17b as He had […]told through my hands:76
17c YHWH has torn the kingship from your hands,77
17d and has given it to your fellow, to David,
78

18a because you did not listen to the voice of YHWH,

18b and did not execute His wrath upon the Amalekites.

lWav'-la, laeWmv. rm,aYOw:
yt_iao tAl[]h;l. ynIT;z>G:r>hi hM'l'
lWav' rm,aYOw:
daom. yli-rc;
yBi ~ymix'l.nI ~yTiv.lip.W
yl;['me rs' ~yhil{awE
~aiybiN>h;-dy:B. ~G: dA[ ynIn"['-al{w>
tAml{x]B;-~G:
ynI[eydIAhl. ^l. 74ha,r'q.a,w"
s `hf,[/a, hm'
laeWmv. rm,aYOw:
ynIle_a'v.Ti hM'l'w>
^yl,['me rs' hw"hyw:
`^r,[' yhiy>w:
75
Al hw"hy> f[;Y:w:
ydI+y"B. rB,DI rv,a]K;
^d,Y"mi hk'l'm.M;h;-ta, hw"hy> [r;q.YIw:
`dwId'l. ^[]rel. Hn"T.YIw:
hw"hy> lAqB. T'[.m;v'-al{ rv,a]K;
ql_em'[]B; APa;-!Arx] t'yfi['-al{w>

15a
15b
15c
15d
15e
15f
15g

15h
15i
16a
16b
16c
16d
17a
17b
17c
17d
18a
18b

73

The Hebrew has a construction with an infinitive, which is more visible this way.

74

On the identification of this verb form as cohortative wěyiqtol instead of wayyiqtol and its meaning in

direct speech see (JM §78h n.). The speaker uses cohortative for self encouragement (cf. Klein 1983, 268).
75

Some manuscripts replaced  לוֹlô with  ְלléKä. The translation then becomes: YHWH did to you. See section

5.3 for a new thesis to assign לוֹ.
76

This imaging is foreign to the English language (NJPS has ‘as He foretold through me’), but not to the

Hebrew language, as explained in section 6.2.3 - 2.
77

The preposition from fits the conceptualization of  ִמןmin better than ‘out of’, cf. notes on v.3d (section

6.2.2-3).
78

The NJPS translation ‘obey’ is part of the concept of [LISTENING], but the word primarily means listen.
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18c That is why YHWH has done this to you
today.
19a Further, YHWH will deliver the Israelites who are
with you into the hands of the Philistines.
19b Tomorrow your sons and you will be with me;
19c and YHWH will also deliver the Israelite forces into
the hands of the Philistines.”

hw"hy> ^l.-hf'[' hZ<h; rb'D'h; !Ke-l[;
`hZ<h; ~AYh;
^M.[i laer'f.yI-ta, ~G: hw"hy> !TeyIw>
~yTiv.liP.-dy:B.
yM_i[i ^yn<b'W hT'a; rx'm'W
hw"hy> !TeyI laer'f.yI hnEx]m;-ta, ~G:
`~yTiv.liP.-dy:B.
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18c

19a

19b
19c

A new syntactic subject is introduced: Samuel. His actions consist of two speech acts. The
first is a question in v.15b. The qatal following the interrogative word  ָל ָמּהlämmâ why,
because of what expresses a past tense. The second speech act in v.16-19 follows upon
Saul’s answer of v.15d-i. Saul makes a statement in v.15d with a nominal clause,
presenting the distress as having started in the past and still obtaining at the present
moment. The qatal in both v.15f and g tells about the past, the cohortative wěyiqtol in
v.15h expresses self-encouragement by Saul in his present actions. Using the x-yiqtol in
v.15i Saul asks Samuel what he is to do in the future.
Samuel’s answer sums up everything that has gone wrong in Saul’s life. He starts with a
question with a yiqtol, indicating the real presence of the summoning and of the enquiries
by Saul (Joosten 1997, 58). This is followed by a list of past actions, starting with the latest
and going back in time to when the downward spiral in Saul’s life started. The verbal
forms start with a qatal in v.16c, setting the time sphere before the moment of speaking
(Joosten 1997, 60). The wayyiqtol forms of v.16d and v.17a continue this time frame.
Verse 17b is a relative clause to v.17a, starting with a relative pronoun followed by a qatal.
The wayyiqtol verbal forms of v.17c and v.17d add information within the time frame of
v.17b. Then a new time sphere is opened with the qatal forms of the explicatory vv.18a-c.
The qatal of v.18a follows the conjunction ַכּ ֲא ֶשׁרKa’ášer (here) because.79 And v.18c opens
with the conjunction ל־כּן
ֵ ַ `al-Kën therefore79 followed by a qatal, explaining why the
events in the past have led to

YHWH’s

dismissal of Saul. Verses 18a-b represent the oldest

actions in the past, v.18c is the hinge between past and future events: it tells about the
present, marked by the time element ‘today’.
In v.19 Samuel is predicting the future. The wěyiqtol in v.19a is a forecast, as it
represents the modality of the yiqtol, indicating something that “may, should or could
happen” (Joosten 1997, 58). This is what Samuel thinks is going to happen, or at least what

79

 ַכּ ֲא ֶשׁרand ל־כּן
ֵ ַ in this case with a causal meaning, although rare (JM §170k o).
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he wants to happen. The nominal clause v.19b underlines the reality of the situation just
described, by predicting that the next day Saul and his men will all be dead. The x-yiqtol in
v.19c repeats (also in content) the forecast of v.19a.
20a At once80 Saul fell full length81 on the

hc'r>a; Atm'Aq-al{m. lPoYIw: lWav' rhem;y>w:

20a

lae_Wmv. yreb.DImi daom. Ar"YIw:
Ab hy"h'-al{ x;Ko-~G:
82
~AYh;-lK' ~x,l, lk;a' al{ yKi
`hl'y>L'h;-lk'w>

20b

ground,
20b terrified by Samuel’s words.
20c Besides, there was no strength in him,
20d for he had not eaten anything all day and
all night.

20c
20d

Saul’s reaction to the words of Samuel is told within the time sphere of the story set in the
previous clauses through the use of wayyiqtol forms. Verse 20c and v.20d explain one of
the reasons for his reaction by narrating the past through two x-qatal-clauses, the second
being relative to the first.
21a The woman went up to Saul,
21b and when she saw
21c how greatly disturbed he was,
21d she said to him,
21e “Your handmaid heard your voice;

80

lWav'-la, hV'aih' aAbT'w:
ar,Tew:
dao=m. lh;b.nI-yKi
wylae rm,aTow:
^l,AqB. ^t.x'p.vi h['m.v' hNEhi

21a
21b
21c
21d
21e

JM suggest an adverbial translation of the pi‘el of  מהרmähar with ‘immediately’ or in this case ‘at once’

(JM §102g). DCH agrees with this special change from verbal to adverbial translation: the pi‘el of מהר
occurs 28 times as an auxiliary verb acting as an adverb in collocation with a finite form, usually a wayyiqtol
form, a.o. 1 Sam 28:20, 24 (DCH, [loc cit Pi. 2.hasten, act quickly, a.]). This means that there is no
conceptual autonomy that would cause clauses 20a and 24b to be split up into two clauses. Therefore these
clauses contain two finite verbal forms in one clause, but because the proposed function is adverbial, they
function as one conceptual unity. In contrast, Auld (2011, 322-323) leaves the consecutive translation intact:
‘and…made speed and…’.
81

JM suggest a translation of א־קוֹמתוֹ
ָ
ֹ  ְמלmélö’-qômäTô as an accusative of measure (JM §126j). Therefore

the translation ‘full length’ (‘with the fullness of his stature’) and not e.g., ‘prone’ (NJPS) or ‘all along’
(KJV). The NJPS translation is: ‘At once Saul flung himself...’; Auld (2011, 322) has: ‘his full height’.
82

Several manuscripts added  ַההוּאhahû’ to ל־היּוֹם
ַ  ָכּKol-hayyôm changing the meaning from ‘all day’ to

‘this whole day’.
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21f I took my life in the palms of my hand,
21g and have listened to your words
21h which you spoke to me.83
22a So now you listen to the voice of your

yPik;B. yvip.n: ~yfia'w"
^yr,b'D>-ta, [m;v.a,w"
`yl'ae T'r>B;DI rv,a]
^t,x'p.vi lAqB. hT'a;-~g: an"-[m;v. hT'[;w>

85

21f
21g
21h
22a

84

handmaid:

22b Let me set before you a bit of food.
22c So that you may eat,85
22d and then you will have [...] strength
86

22e when you go on your way.”
23a He refused,
23b and said,
23c “I will not eat.”

~x,l,-tP; ^yn<p'l. hm'fia'w>
lAk=a/w<
x;Ko ^b. yhiywI
`%r,D'B; %lete yKi
!aem'y>w:
rm,aYOw:
lk;ao al{

22b
22c
22d
22e
23a
23b
23c

In v.21 the story continues with the woman as the main syntactic subject. Verse 21c
contains the complement clause of the verb of perception in v.21b (‘she saw how greatly
disturbed he was’). In v.21d the embedded speech of this narrative pulls the time frame of
the story to the moment of speaking. The time sphere of the woman’s words is anterior to
this moment, hence the x-qatal, followed by two wayyiqtol-clauses. Verse 21h again is a
complement clause of a verb of perception, this time in v.21g (‘I have listened to what…’).
The woman then continues with a direct order, a qtol, enhanced with the personal pronoun
‘You,’ and goes on with a wěyiqtol in v.22b, empowering her own intentions, encouraging
herself. She is pressing another order on Saul in v.22c (‘so that you may eat’), followed by
a volitive jussive verbal form in v.22d and an explanatory clause in v.22e. Her uses of the
yiqtol forms indicate her hope for the future.
The story continues with wayyiqtol verbal forms, except for Saul’s answer in v.23c. He

83

The NJPS has the beautiful expression ‘and heeded the request you made of me’, that obscures the words

 שׁמעlisten and  ָדּ ָברspeak/words.
84

The Hebrew repeats the term, whereas NJPS translates as ‘me’.

85

JM suggest as a general rule that “to express purpose or consecution the cohortative is used for the 1st

person, the imperative for the 2nd pers., and the jussive for the 3rd pers.” (JM §116h). Their proposed
translation for 1 Sam 28:22 is: “Listen to the voice of your servant and (consec.) I will serve you (coh.) a
little food, so that you may eat (impv.) and have strength (jussive).” This translation is very likely to be
correct, because the imperative stands between two volitive forms.
86

For this translation of  ִכּיin a temporal clause, cf. Follingstad (2001, 267-268).
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states: ‘I will not eat.’ This (x-)yiqtol clearly supports Joosten’s claim about the modal
character of the yiqtol (Joosten 1997, 58), because although this is what Saul states, in
v.25b, it turns out that he does decide to eat.
23d But when his servants as well as the

hVaih-~g:w> wydb[] Ab-87Wcr>p.YIw:

23d

~l'_qol. [m;v.YIw:
#r,a'h'me ~q'Y"w:
`hJ'Mih;-la, bv,YEw:

23e

woman urged him,
23e he heared their voice;
23f he got up from the ground
23g and sat on the bed.

23f
23g

Verse 23d has a plural subject – his servants as well as the woman – instead of just the
woman talking to Saul. The conversation, with direct speech, ends and the action of the
plural subject in v.23d and the actions of Saul in vv.23e-g are described by the narrator.
24a The woman [had] a stall-fed calf in the house;
24b she hastily88 offered it,89
24c and took flour,
24d and kneaded it,
24e and baked some unleavened cakes.
25a She set this before (the face of) Saul and

tyIB;B; qBer>m;-lg<[e hV'ail'w>
Whx_eB'z>Tiw: rhem;T.w:
xm;q,-xQ;Tiw:
vl'T'w:
`tACm; WhpeTow:
wyd'b'[] ynEp.liw> lWav'-ynEp.li vGET;w:

24a
24b
24c
24d
24e
25a

(the face of) his servants,

The story’s final scenes do not present any syntactic difficulties. A nominal clause in v.24a
gives general information about the woman. In the following vv.24b – 25a, the woman is
the syntactic subject.
25b and they ate.
25c Then they rose
25d and left in the same night.

87

Wlk_eaYOw:
WmquY"w:
p `aWhh; hl'y>L;B; Wkl.YEw:

25b
25c
25d

Many manuscripts change the order of the consonants from  ויפרצוto ויפצרו. The stem  פרץPrc means ‘to

force a breakthrough’, whereas the stem  פצרPcr means ‘to (physically) force, to push’. In this context, both
meanings make sense. I will follow the text of the (BHS).
88

See note 80.

89

The translation as offered instead of ‘slaughtered’ is explained in section 6.3.4.
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In v.25a Saul and his servants were the addressed persons; in the final three clauses of this
story they are the subject. The time frame closes with the last words ‘the same night,’ the
time frame that had been opened in v.8d.
The language of the story has been reviewed, the clauses are identified as syntactic units
and some remarks have been made in regard to the time frame indicated by the verbal
forms chosen. The main storyline and the embedded position of several (direct speech)
clauses have been identified within their syntactic relevance.

4.3. The syntactic structure of 1 Sam 28:3-25
The description of the syntactic components and clauses allow us to draw some
conclusions with regard to the story’s syntactic structure, viz. its time frame, the
embedding of direct and indirect speeches, and the characters’ bound perspectives.
Although these features are mainly of a syntactic nature, they also entail some semantic
notions. Thus the tenses of the verb include temporal and spatial notions that contribute to
the story’s time frame and spatial cohesion. And the syntactic subject and object positions,
the prepositions and other markers of time and place appear to be linked to certain
character-related perspectives on the events. All these elements form the basis for the
identification of mental spaces in 1 Sam 28:3-25 in the following chapter.
The first conclusion regards the time frame at the opening of the story. Verse 3a clearly
positions the story that will be told in a historic time frame in close connection to the
events that took place just before the moment of the story’s main events – Samuel’s death
in v.3a and Saul’s removal in v.3d. The main events – the armies positioning and Saul
visiting the woman in Endor – are placed just after the time frame events in v.3. The
wayyiqtol forms in vv.3b-c mark a sequence of actions in this set time frame. This is
supported by the content of the clauses which tell about incidents that are represented as
taking place within a few days from the moment of Samuel’s death in v.3a. Verse 3d
provides a second history event and the wě-x-qatal clause indicates that the described event
is also set before the story’s main events, yet it is told as distinct from Samuel’s death in
vv.3a-c. The story opens therefore with the introduction of a history time frame that
consists of two main, but separate events: Samuel had died, was mourned over and buried;
and Saul had removed those who had sought knowledge from ghosts and familiar spirits
from the land. The two events of v.3a-c and v.3d are put at the beginning of this narrative
not to indicate some kind of internal relatedness, but because they are both relevant to the
following story.
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In verse 4 the main time frame of the story begins. The story line presented by the narrator
consists of a series of wayyiqtol-clauses interrupted by clauses with other verbal forms that
indicate a change in the main time frame and presuppose new perspectives or different
space types, as will be explored later. At one point, in v.6b, the particle  לֹאlö’ not precedes
the verb form and consequently takes up the first position in the clause, yet the לֹא-qatal
construction does not interrupt the sequence of events and still presents what happened and
is set within the time frame of the main story. The first parts of that story consist of the
movements of the Philistine army (vv.4a-c) followed by Saul’s gathering of the Israelite
army and his attempt to get an answer from

YHWH

(vv.4d-6b). The movements of the

armies are positioned in the land.
The next parts introduce the direct speech in the story. The first conversation takes place
between Saul and his servants with whom he sets out to go to the woman (vv.7a-8c). In his
question, Saul refers to actions he wants to take in the future. The next embedded direct
speech part in the story is set in Endor, at the house of the woman, by night. In the first
clause the two men seem to be present with Saul in Endor (v.8d), but they do not return in
the story until the final parts, in v.23d. They remain active in the story until the final verse,
when they leave with Saul the same night. These verses vv.8d and 25d border the largest
part of the story, marked by place and time elements.
This large part, positioned in Endor at night, starts with the conversation between Saul
and the woman (vv.8d-11d). The structure of this conversation is rather simple; a basic ‘he
said – she said’-structure. Saul tells what he wants to have done, and the woman refers to
events in the past – Saul removing her fellow-professionals from the land. After Saul
swears that no harm will fall upon her, the conversation focuses on the present, leading
towards the expected conjuration of Samuel.
The flow of the basic structure is once interrupted, opening another subsection (vv.12a14e); the narrator tells how the woman spots Samuel and shrieks loudly. Saul is named the
king, which leads to the conversation about the apparition clearly only visible for the
woman. As Saul asks about what the woman saw – Elohim coming up, past tense, she
describes eventually what she sees – a man with a robe, present tense.
The conversation ends and the next part consists of the narrator providing information
on what happens with Saul, what he knows and does, within the time frame of the
woman’s vision. Because of the wayyiqtol forms, the main time frame of the story is still in
congruence with the sequential actions and conversations of Saul (vv.14f-i).
The next part of the story consists of a conversation between Samuel and Saul, with
direct speech only introduced by the narrator (vv.15a-19c). The main focus of the two
conversation partners is the past, turning to the present and ending in a question about the
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future for Saul, and a statement about the future for Samuel. The present for Saul that
connects his past with the future consists of the reason for calling Samuel. For Samuel it is
the explanation of why

YHWH

is acting this way today. The time element positions this

clause at the center of Samuel’s time frame. The future for Saul is about how he should act
against the Philistines; for Samuel it is also about Saul’s battle, of which he predicts a
gruesome outcome. In the following part, Saul reacts to Samuel’s words (vv.20a-d). This is
also the only time in the story where the narrator comments on the events. He explains
about Saul’s past, beyond the scope of the story.
The woman is the main character in the final direct speech part (vv.21a-23c). She sees,
knows and speaks. She uses in her speech the same time frame structure as Saul and
Samuel had; first she talks about events in the (recent) past, then she changes towards the
future with the present as a lever in between. Her past is her attitude towards Saul in the
beginning of this large part of the story – listening to him; her present is about the food she
wants him to eat; her future is about her hope for him – being able to go on his way. And
Saul reacts with a refusal; he does not want to eat.
The final part of the story (vv.23d-25a) is told by the narrator in a sequential line of
wayyiqtol-clauses, only interrupted by a nominal clause in which the reader is informed
that the woman possessed a stall-fed calf, that she now offers and with bread, set before
Saul and his servants. The story concludes with Saul and the servants eating and leaving
the same night (vv.25b-d).
The first step of the NMSB-model enables the reconstruction of the syntactic structure
of 1 Sam 28:3-25. The outline of the structure starts with vv.3a-c and v.3d, the time frame
verses. The main line of the story starts with vv.4a-7a, first interrupted by the first direct
speech – Saul ordering his servants, and their answer in vv.7b-f. The story changes
location from the Gilboa Mountain to Endor – at night – in vv.8a-e. The large conversation
between the woman and Saul dominates vv.8f-11d. The woman’s vision is introduced by
the narrator in vv.12a-b, after which she tells Saul about it in vv.12c-14e. Saul realizes the
identity of Samuel in vv.14f-i and Samuel starts to talk in v.15a. A large part of the story is
taken up by the direct speech parts of Samuel (v.15b), Saul (vv.15d-i) and Samuel again
(vv.16b-19c). The narrator connects these direct speech parts with the final part of the story
in vv.20a-21d, including a remark outside the frame of the story in vv.20c-d. The woman
talks for a long time in vv.21e-22e, after which Saul responds briefly in v.23c. The final
events are told by the narrator in vv.23d-25d.
In the study of syntactic structure we found temporal elements and the syntax induced
perspectives; temporal and spatial anchors; direct and indirect speeches; and the way the
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time frame of the main story is interrupted by temporal markers. All these syntactic
elements and their composition enable us to study in the next chapter the construction of
the events in the history and future time frames and their embedding in the time frame of
the main story. It will eventually lead to a representation in a NMS-diagram.
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In the first step of the NMSB-model the clauses and basic syntactic structure of the story of
1 Sam 28:3-25 have been discussed. These clauses hold the smallest amount of information
that organize the text’s conceptual content and form the smallest mental spaces possible;
the narrative mental spaces are built from clauses. In the second step of the NMSB-model
we will investigate how the conceptualization in clauses is related to and embedded in the
story’s narrative mental spaces.
Mental Space Theory enables scholars to distinguish mental spaces in a story. In a story,
mental spaces connect form to content, i.e. connect the words chosen with the meaning the
author wants to convey. Mental spaces show the area in which a meaning is to be
understood, i.e. the narrator or character to whom a specific chunk of knowledge belongs,
the time or place where something is or was true, the viewpoint positions and the level of
truth given by the author: is it a universal truth or just a possibility within certain
boundaries? To make it possible to distinguish between different types of mental spaces,
and their size – which clauses belong to which space –, scholars have several space
marking devices at their disposal. Narrative anchors help to make aware of the existence of
91
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different types of space, while semantic clues give a hint at the ownership of the space. The
identification of the spaces and their characterization as History, Future, Narrator’s, or
Character’s perspective space, are induced by the way the story is told, by the choices the
author has made, and choices in verbal conjugation and words. The mental spaces help the
reader to understand how these choices direct the reader towards believing and
understanding the story in a certain manner. The following section will demonstrate this
thesis. The outline of spaces in 1 Sam 28:3-25 represented by a Narrative Mental Spaces
diagram of the entire text, is added as appendix 2.
The base space in a story is commonly the Narrator’s space (N) and will be presented
first. In the NMS-diagram it will be shown as a continuous space that is present from the
beginning until the end of a story. From the time frame inventory of the first step in the
NMSB-model, the mental spaces that interrupt the time frame of the main story will be
discussed next: History space (H) and Future space (F). Because of the special dynamics
the temporal spaces provide, an Italic letter indicates these spaces. After these story
temporal dynamics, the most common embedded mental space in a story will be analyzed:
the Character’s mental space (C) (e.g., speech, belief, thought). The space builders that
structure this space as direct speech, inner thoughts or direct viewpoint position, are
discussed within the character’s space section. Subsequently, other narrative anchors will
be listed: Counterfactual spaces (Cf), temporal and spatial anchors, and semantic anchors.
The counterfactual space adds truth dynamics to the story, indicating alternative
possibilities besides the one activated in the story. The other narrative anchors position the
story’s events in time, in addition to the temporal dynamics presented by the tenses and
syntax, and in space, structuring the events with spatial dynamics. Finally, a few words
will be spent on some purely semantic anchors possibly indicating perspective: names,
places, and events.

5.1. Determining the mental spaces in 1 Sam 28:3-25
A crucial step in the NMSB-model is the creation of the NMS-diagram. The visualization
of the outline of clauses in a story – prepared in step 1 of the NMSB-model – in mental
spaces, embedded, with shifting perspectives and time frames, with narrative anchors and
profiled participants, provides us with a clear picture of the way the story emerges from the
words. Perhaps the most crucial step is the determination of when what type of mental
space is opened, possibly embedded, related to other spaces, and closed again. The choices
are based on textual evidence, directed by both syntactic and semantic elements. The
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survey of the space types therefore consists of overlapping categories; sometimes a space
type is described because of the presence of a narrative anchor, whereas it could have been
categorized by the space builder it also contains. More than one element can determine the
space type category, syntactic or semantic, and variations. In the present section, the
narrator’s and character’s mental spaces and the narrative anchors will be discussed. The
following inventory will contain examples of the various spaces and anchors. Sometimes
all spaces present in 1 Sam 28:3-25 will be described, while at other times just one
example will suffice to make a point.
5.1.1.

Narrator’s (perspective) space (N)

In biblical Hebrew, the wayyiqtol is commonly understood to indicate a narrative, a verb
form that both the narrator and character can use in story to tell consecutive events in a
story (cf. Longacre 1989, cited by Tsumura 2010, 642). The use of a finite verb form in
another conjugation than the wayyiqtol marks a disruption in the chronology of telling
about events. Within MST (Fauconnier 19942, xxiii; 1985, 33) this disruption would be
considered a clear marker for the opening of a new mental space, with possible exceptions
(compare the remarks on v.6b in the previous chapter) such as the counterfactual space.
Within the boundaries of the narrator’s space or the character’s space, the disruption might
open a history space or a future space. Other possibilities include a character’s
(perspective) space or a narrator’s comment space (commenting on past, present, or future
events); spaces that are embedded in the basic space of the narrator him- or herself. The
identification of history or future spaces based on time frame aspects in the story is based
on the first step of the NMSB-model, as described in the previous chapter, especially in
section 4.3.
The continuous narrator’s space is visible in the diagram by the continuous lines on the
left and right, and with a visible opening and ending before v.3a and after v.25d. In the
figures partially representing the diagram, the embedded spaces are (mostly) visible as a
whole; the narrator’s space is not visible in the partial diagrams, because it includes all 22
verses of the story.
The narrator’s space comes to a (small) pause as the narrator adds a comment in vv.20cd (N2) (Figure 5.1). This section opens with the x-qatal of v.20c. It is a layered comment
that starts with the remark about the recent past (H), connected to a related past (H2). The
further past is introduced with  ִכּיKî (here) for, because, making it a causal connection.90
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Because these events took place in a slightly different although dependent time sphere, the
embedded space is called H2: it is a history space relative to the order of events of the
narrator’s embedded space and (causally) linked to the first opened history space (H). This
dependence is shown by its number added to the same space name.
Woman

Saul

Narrator

N

N2
H
Ab hy"h'-al{ x;Ko-~G:
H2
`hl'y>L'h;-lk'w> ~AYh;-lK' ~x,l, lk;a' al{ yKi
Narrator

Saul

20c
20d

Woman

N

N2
H
20c

Besides, there was no strength in him,

20d

for he had not eaten anything all day and all night.

H2

Figure 5.1: Perspective and  ִכּיin the Narrator’s embedded space N2: 1 Sam 28:20c-d

5.1.2.

History (H) and Future (F) spaces

As concluded from the first step in the NMSB-model, the presence of history and future
spaces derives rather easily from the time frame set by the syntactical structure, especially
the tenses and their temporal notion. The first disruption in the storytelling of 1 Sam 28:325 is found immediately in v.3a (cf. Figure 5.2). The x-qatal clause מוּאל ֵמת
ֵ וּשׁ
ְ ûšémûël

mëT (and) Samuel had died positions the event in an anterior relation to the chronology of
events. This means that a history space (H) is opened with Samuel dying. The following
events (the burial of and mourning over Samuel (vv.3b-c)) which happened in relation to
the death of Samuel are therefore embedded in the history space opened in v.3a.
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Narrator

N
H
tme laeWmv.W
H2
laer'f.yI-lK' Al-WdP.s.YIw:
Ary_[ib.W hm'r'b' WhruB.q.YIw:
H
`#r,a'h'me ~ynI[oD>YIh;-ta,w> tAbaoh' rysihe lWav'w>
Narrator

Saul

3a
3b
3c
3d

Woman

N
3a
3b
3c

H

Now Samuel had died

H2
all Israel made lament for him,
and they buried him in Ramah, his town.

H

3d

And Saul had removed those seeking knowledge from ghosts and familiar spirits
from the land.

Figure 5.2: Coordinated and embedded History spaces: NMS-diagram of 1 Sam 28:3a-d

Just like Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2 presents only a segment of the visualization of the narrative
mental spaces in the entire story of 1 Sam 28:3-25. What is special about this section is that
the opening of the narrator’s space (N) of the whole story is visible just before the first
history space (H) in v.3a. A brief look at the larger context is helpful in understanding the
dynamics of the presented segment.
Within an embedded space, several other spaces can be opened, which are either further
embedded subordinated spaces or coordinated spaces. The option of coordinated spaces
seems superfluous. However, in contrast to pure grammatical clues, NMSB integrates
content based information. This means that grammatically similar clauses referring to
different (past/future) events are considered to open distinct mental spaces. Without
conjunctions or relative particles (such as if, either, or, because, since, that) or without a
content based link, these clauses are not presented as embedded or subordinate mental
spaces, but as sequential or coordinated mental spaces. Figure 5.3 illustrates this.
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Woman

Saul

Saul C
daom. yli-rc;
H
yBi ~ymix'l.nI ~yTiv.lip.W
H
yl;['me rs' ~yhil{awE
H
tAml{x]B;-~G: ~aiybiN>h;-dy:B. ~G: dA[ ynIn"['-al{w>

ynI[eydIAhl. ^l. ha,r'q.a,w"
F
s `hf,[/a, hm'
Narrator

Saul

Narrator
15d
15e
15f
15g
15h
15i

Woman

C Saul

15d

“I [am] in great trouble

H
15e

for the Philistines are attacking me

15f

and God has turned away from me;

H
H
15g

He still does not answer me, either by the hand of prophets

15h

so I […] call[…] you to tell me

15i

what I am to do.”

or in dreams;

F

Figure 5.3: Coordinated History and Future spaces: NMS-diagram of 1 Sam 28:15d-i

A similar text dynamic factor is seen in the embedded mental spaces of v.9c and v.9d. The
woman refers to actions that happened in the past, opening a history space twice. In a
sentence where the direct object is indicated with ’ ֵאתëT, time and space of the object is
similar to time and space of the subject. Hence, no embedded space is created there. In a
sentence where the direct object is indicated with a particle like )את( ֲא ֶשׁר
ֵ (’ëT) ’ášer what,
the time and space of the object could be different from the time and space of the subject.
This is the case in this sentence, where the woman refers to actions of Saul at an earlier
point in time. The first time she asks the man in front of her about something King Saul
had done in the past (v.9c) and the second time she refers specifically to his actions against
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‘those who had ghosts and familiar spirits’ (v.9d). Although both references are in fact
made to the same event, the time the woman is referring to is slightly different: the
reference is not specific in v.9c, whereas it is specific in v.9d. For this reason the
embedded character’s mental space is divided into two history spaces.91
Woman

Saul

Narrator

N

wyl'ae hV'aih' rm,aTow:
woman C
T'[.d;y" hT'a; hNEhi
H
lWav' hf'['-rv,a] tae
H2
#r,a'_h'-!mi ynI[oD>YIh;-ta,w> tAbaoh'-ta, tyrIk.hi rv,a]

Narrator

Saul

QOR Space
Saul pp

9a
9b
9c
9d

Woman

N
9a
9b
9c

But the woman answered him,

C woman
QOR Space “You know
Saul pp
H
what Saul has done,

H2
9d

how he has cut off those seeking knowledge from ghosts and
familiar spirits from the land.

Figure 5.4: Embedded History spaces: NMS-diagram of 1 Sam 28:9a-d

In other words, the history and future spaces provide the overview of the story in the NMSdiagram with a time frame dynamic that visualizes the temporal perspective of the story,
the narrator and/or its characters. The abundance of history spaces in this story show a
directive towards the past, whereas the only future spaces consist of the last efforts of King
Saul to change his future. The history spaces set the framework for the story. They are the
following: firstly the narrator tells about past events in vv.3a-c and v.3d, echoed (v.3d) by
the words of the woman in vv.9c-d, secondly Saul in vv.15e-g, echoed and extended by
Samuel in vv.16c-18b, thirdly the narrator reflecting on Saul’s condition at that time in
vv.20c-d, and fourthly the woman’s reflecting on her actions at the beginning of the story
91
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in vv.21f-h. The presence of the stall-fed calf is the framework – because it is the condition
– for the meal (v.24a).
The future spaces show the king’s future. Saul wants to inquire of God by asking the
woman to bring up Samuel (vv.7c-d, 8h, 10c, 15i). Samuel then turns this last hope into
despair, by predicting the end for Saul and his sons (vv.19a-c). Finally, in the last of the
future spaces in the story, the woman wants Saul to have some strength to go on his way
(vv.22d-e). The story shows that the future holds nothing more for Saul than to go and be
killed. The history spaces had set a framework for him, without the possibility to escape.
5.1.3.

Character’s (perspective) space (C)

The dynamics in the timeframe of the story are an indication of the author continuing the
timeframe of the narrator, remaining within his mental space, or slowing down to give a
character room to ventilate his or her thoughts and views, through direct speech or inner
thoughts. Space builders for embedded spaces, embedded in the flow of events described
in the narrator’s base space, are words like ‘think,’ ‘say,’ and ‘know,’ words indicating
speech and/or inner thought. The occurrence of these words indicates a shift in perspective
from the narrator’s space to a character’s space.
The ordinary way to focus on the perspective of a character is to introduce direct speech
or give an account of his or her inner thoughts. The main difference between the two types
is the closeness of perspective; the free indirect discourse of the inner thoughts of a
character is positioned closer to the narrator’s perspective as the direct speech. The inner
thoughts are told by the narrator, whereas the direct speech puts the words in the mouth of
the character him- or herself. The ownership of the words is solely the character’s in the
case of the direct speech, whereas it is the narrator’s in the case of the description of inner
thoughts or emotions. The content however is positioned within the character’s perspective
in both cases.
The opening of these types of spaces is described in the introduction section of the
whole NMSB-model, Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. These spaces are easily recognizable in
the NMS-diagram, because they are positioned as embedded spaces (C) in the narrator’s
space (N) in line with the list of characters present in the story mentioned on top of the
diagram. The direct speeches occur in several conversations: in vv.7, 8-14, 15-19, 21-23. A
finite form of the verb ’אמרämar say typically indicates direct speech. The infinite form
 ֵלאמֹרlë’mör to say (combined with  אמרor another utterance verb) is also used. All
characters have at least one clause of direct speech.
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Saul

אמר
ֶ ֹ וַ יּ

3rd m sg

wayyö’mer he said

Woman

7a; 8e; 11c; 13a; 14a;

Saul’s
servants

15a; 16a

15c; 23b

ֹאמר
ֶ וַ תּ

3rd f sg

9a; 11a; 13d; 14c;

waTTö’mer

she said

21d

אמרוּ
ְ ֹ וַ יּ

Samuel
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rd

3 m pl

7e

wayyö’mrû they said

ֵלאמֹר

Qtol (inf)

10a (following וַ יִּ ָשּׁ ַבע

12c (following

lë’mör

to say

wayyiššäBa` swore)

 וַ יּא ֶֹמרwayyö’mer)

Figure 5.5: Words opening Character’s spaces: direct speech

Character’s inner thoughts can be found in vv.5a-c (Saul), 12a (the woman), 14f-g (Saul),
20b (Saul), and 21b-c (the woman). The choice for the representation of the inner thoughts
of only two characters enables the reader to engage in their perspective more than of the
other characters. This functions as a rhetorical device. In NMSB, words of sensory
perception such as  ראהrä’â to see or  שׁמעšäma` to hear, of emotional perception such as
 יראyärë’ to fear or  חרהHärâ to be(come) angry, and of cognitive perception such as ידע

yäDa` to know or  ביןBîn to perceive, understand, open mental spaces of a character’s inner
thoughts. In NMSB terms, the story focuses on the conceptual world of the character,
embedded in the narrator’s conceptual world.
1.

Space builders

The term ‘space builders’ is mostly used in a broad sense in MST. Because Dancygier has
distinguished the special space builder type ‘narrative anchor’ for narratives, the space
builders that are discussed here function as perspective indicators. As Follingstad pointed
out in his work about viewpoint in biblical Hebrew (2001), both (הנֵּ ה
ִ ְ( )וwé-)hinneh (and)
perspectivation, ‘see’ and  ִכּיKî indeed; which, etc. function within MST as viewpoint
markers and space builders. About modality and viewpoint,  ִכּיallows an epistemic modal
distance effect with content told by a narrator (or character) without him or her agreeing to
it necessarily. ’ ֲא ֶשׁרášer who, which as a complementizer indicates that the
narrator/speaker construes the propositional content “grounded in the narrator’s reality due
to the presence of the base and viewpoint space there” (2001, 193). Therefore, the narrator
takes more responsibility over a clause in  ֲא ֶשׁרconstructions than he does in ִכּי
constructions.  וְ ִהנֵּ הlocates viewpoint in the character’s space, adding the effect of a ‘see
for yourself’ nuance. This is congruent “with the viewpoint location that is epistemically
“close” to the character” (2001, 193).
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Space builder: hNEhi

2.

The function of (הנֵּ ה
ִ ְ )וis widely accepted as perspectivation marker, marking a perception
statement of a character in contrast to the view of the narrator (cf. Berlin 1994, 62).
Follingstad argues that with this complementizer (as well as with  ִכּיand )א ֶשׁר
ֲ the
viewpoint position changes (2001, 183).
Woman

Saul

Narrator

N

wyl'ae hV'aih' rm,aTow:
C
T'[.d;y" hT'a; hNEhi

9a

woman

Narrator

Saul

QOR Space
Saul pp

9b

Woman

N
9a

But the woman answered him,

C woman
9b

QOR Space
Saul pp

“You know

Figure 5.6: Perspective and  ִהנֵּ הin 1 Sam 28:9a-b

In v.9b – a clause starting with (הנֵּ ה
ִ ְ – )וthe perspective changes from the narrator’s (N) to
character’s space (C) (Figure 5.6). In this case the start of direct speech at the same
moment is the cause for this embedded space, and even though the particle (הנֵּ ה
ִ ְ )וcontinues
to ‘explicitly mark a shift to the character space’ (Follingstad 2001, 183), it just happens to
do so in v.9b at the beginning of an opened character’s perspective space (C). The
woman’s direct speech opens the same way in v.21e (Figure 5.7). The woman urges Saul
to look at things from her perspective.
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Narrator

N

wyl'ae rm,aTow:
C
^l,AqB. ^t.x'p.vi h['m.v' hNEhi

21d

woman

Narrator

Saul

21e

QOR; Saul pp

Woman

N
21d she said to him,

C woman
QOR; Saul pp

21e

“Your handmaid listened to you;

Figure 5.7: Perspective and  ִהנֵּ הin 1 Sam 28:21d-e

The third and last (chronologically the first) time (הנֵּ ה
ִ ְ )וoccurs in this story, it is positioned
at the beginning of the direct speech of the servants in v.7f, the only time the servants hold
a character’s mental perspective space (C) (Figure 5.8). According to their knowledge,
their framework, a woman like the one Saul is looking for lives in Endor. They open their
knowledge report with the perspectivation marker (הנֵּ ה
ִ ְ)ו.
Servants

Samuel

Woman

Saul

Narrator

N

wyl'ae wyd'b'[] Wrm.aYOw:
servants C
`rAD !y[eB. bAa-tl;[]B; tv,ae hNEhi

Narrator

Saul

Woman

7e
7f

Samuel Servants

N
7e
7f

And his servants said to him,

C servants
“A woman who controls ghosts [is] in En[-]dor.”

Figure 5.8: Perspective and  ִהנֵּ הin 1 Sam 28:7e-f
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Space builder: verbs of perception with yKi

3.

Woman

Saul

Narrator

N
Saul C

yair>yTi-la;
tya_ir' hm' yKi

QOR Space; woman pp
QOR Space; woman pp

Narrator

Saul

N

C Saul

13b
13c

Woman

13b

“Don’t be afraid.

QOR space; woman pp

13c

What did you see?”

QOR space; woman pp

Figure 5.9: Perspective and  ִכּיin 1 Sam 28:13b-c

In v.13c, Saul’s question addressed to the woman begins with a  ִכּיKî indeed; which, etc.
clause (Figure 5.9). Although this clause has a special QOR space element because of the
interrogative that stands second in order,  – ִכּיwith its ability to shift viewpoint – confirms
Saul’s viewpoint being combined with the woman’s viewpoint. The QOR space that
profiles the addressee as central participant positions the woman at the center of the
question. With the addition of כּי,
ִ Saul seems to focus even more onto her
conceptualization. Not surprisingly, looking at the content of the question, because Saul is
asking her about her vision, invisible to him. He depends solely on her perspective.
Woman

Saul

Narrator

N
Saul C
lWav' [d;YEw:
C2
aWh laeWmv.-yKi

Narrator

N

Saul

Woman

C Saul

14f

Then Saul knew

14g

that he [was] Samuel;

C2

Figure 5.10: Perspective and  ִכּיin 1 Sam 28:14f-g
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The use of  ִכּיin v.14g and v.21c has a slightly different meaning. Here the word  ִכּיopens
an embedded space, combined with a word of cognitive perception  ידעto know in v.14g
(Figure 5.10) and with a word of sensory perception  ראהto see in v.21c (Figure 5.11). The
word  ִכּיchanges the viewpoint further into the mental conceptual framework of the
character Saul and the woman respectively, a process that started with the introduction of
 ידעto know in v.14f and  ראהto see in v.21b.
Woman

Saul

Narrator

N

C
ar,Tew:
C2
dao=m. lh;b.nI-yKi
woman

Narrator

Saul

N

21b
21c

Woman

C woman
and when she saw

21b

C2

21c

how greatly disturbed he was,

Figure 5.11: Perspective and  ִכּיin 1 Sam 28:21b-c

5.1.4.

Narrative Anchors

Some elements in the story, besides information on perspective (such as names, places and
events) or the presence of alternative spaces (such as counterfactual spaces) also provide
information about the position of the story in time and place. These narrative anchors
direct lines of interpretation in the story. An example of these lines will be discussed here.
1.

Counterfactual spaces (Cf)

Cf

Counterfactual spaces point at other possible actions and
events, or other possible outcomes for a series of events.

Especially for texts and stories of another cultural, temporal, and spatial background than
the reader’s, the alternatives are not always clear or present in the mind of the reader. As a
result, some of the dimensions opened by the counterfactual spaces will be explored in the
next chapter of conceptual blending. In some cases, the counterfactual space derives from
the syntactical structure, e.g., because of a negative particle such as  לֹאlö’ not in v.6b; in
other cases, semantic clues indicate the presence of a counterfactual space. A special type
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of counterfactual space is the rhetorical question. In vv.9e, 12d, 15b and 16b, a rhetorical
question with  ָל ָמהlämâ why, because of what indicates an expected or preferred
alternative for the questioned content. The rhetorical questions are discussed in Chapter 3,
pg. 68.
An example of a counterfactual space identified by semantic clues is the first
counterfactual space in this story. In v.3d, the removal of those seeking knowledge from
ghosts and familiar spirits implies that at the time people did hope to acquire knowledge
from ghosts and spirits and probably effectively, because otherwise it would not have been
necessary to remove them. Another thing that can be learned from this, is that for some
reason some people (priests? judges? the king himself?) thought it important to remove
them (now captured in the rules of Leviticus). Besides, apparently it was the king who had
the power to remove. The whole world of the removed practices as well as the government
of the land is added as an extra dimension because of this counterfactual space.
The next counterfactual space is easier to recognize because of the negative particle לֹא
not. Again, the fact that

YHWH

does not answer Saul through dreams, by Urim, or by

prophets, acknowledges the possibility of a situation in which YHWH would answer through
those means, therefore allowing Saul to expect an answer. Normally someone could say
that something not happening is rather irrelevant for the story, but in this case, the answer
that remained forthcoming is essential for the following events. The absence of the
expected answer leads to the search for an answer by other means, in this case illegal.
It is clear how the first counterfactual space assists the second space to form the
framework for Saul to act on. The reprise of the account by the woman in v.9d underlines
the illegality of the path he takes, or better, has to take, as well as the reprise of the absent
answer mentioned this time by Saul in v.15g. The next two counterfactual spaces follow
that framework, because in v.10c and v.13b Saul needs to reassure the woman that nothing
will happen to her and that she need not be afraid of execution when she realizes that she is
in the presence of the man who forbade her very profession. Of course these spaces
indicate that there is reason for her to expect harm in this situation.
Samuel’s words are of course all uttered in a negative mood, but the counterfactual
spaces in vv.15f-g (Saul’s words), vv.16c-d and vv.18a-b (Samuel’s words) underline the
hopelessness of Saul’s situation; God has turned away from him indicating that the chosen
one is now declined, even God has become his enemy. And to make matters worse, all this
happened because of what Saul did not do in the past, indicating that there is nothing he
can do about it now.
The last three counterfactual spaces demonstrate the lack of strength in Saul. First the
narrator explains why he has fallen full length to the floor; there was no strength in him,
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because he had not eaten all day and night (vv.20c-d). Finally Saul refuses to eat (v.23c).
However, this denial does not stand, because in the following verses he does eat the food
prepared and presented by the woman. A possible question is the reason for Saul to refuse
the food. Some biblical scholars have suggested that Saul might had been fasting before he
tried to contact YHWH, or before the battle.92 However, the words of the narrator do not hint
at a fasting, and neither do Saul’s words. Perhaps it clears the way for Saul to engage in a
potential ritual meal with the woman; the narrator states that he is very weak because of
lack of food, so even though he refuses at first, it seems he has to eat, otherwise he would
not be able to go on his way, as the woman wanted in her words of v.22d-e.
2.

Temporal anchors
The temporal anchors function as a marker for the outline of time, besides
the same night

the more subtle time frame of the verbal tenses. The first two mark the

two events in history that position the story in history; this story of Saul is positioned after
the death of Samuel (v.3a) and after the removal of the knowledge seekers of ghosts and
spirits (v.3d). The first remark also links this story to 1 Sam 25:1, where a similar account
of Samuel’s death positions that in David’s life.
The next four temporal anchors are explicit; the first (‘at night’ v.8d) and last (‘the same
night’ v.25d) mark the main events of the story that take place within one night. Other
temporal anchors are the emphasis placed by Samuel on the fact that whatever

YHWH

will

do to Saul, will happen on this very day. Because in the biblical way of counting days, a
day starts with the evening, then the night and finally the whole day, ‘this day’ includes
both the night of these events and the following day of Saul’s death. The narrator links the

92

McCarter (1980, 421) simply asserts that “Saul had fasted to purify himself in preparation for the seance,”

similar to Jeffers (1996, 179). Stoebe (1973, 496) mentions the possibility for the fasting as part of a ritual
“als Vorbereitung für eine Totenbefragung,” just like Klein (1983, 272), who adds “perhaps he had not eaten
because of the hardship of the trip to En-dor so close to the enemy lines. This last possibility is expanded by
some into a fasting as preparation for the war against the Philistines, in parallel to 1 Samuel 14 (Gunn 1980,
109; Alter 1999, 177). Green refutes the fasting possibility and combines this with a theme option of meals
throughout the book 1 Samuel: “why he had fasted seems not the point, though scholars speculate upon it. It
seems rather that we are redirected back to the heavy Eli and his fall (4.18), to the fasting/feasting Hannah
and her prayer (1.15-16; 2.5), to the banquet which initiates Saul’s kingship (9.22-24), perhaps to the festive
table become divisive (ch.20)” (Green 2003, 432). The meaning of a(n) (although different) list of meals in 1
Samuel is discussed further in Chapter 6 section 6.3.4 Ritual Meal Blend.
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lack of strength with the fact that he has not eaten all day and all night (v.20d), stressing
that he would be very hungry indeed.
3.

Spatial anchors
The spatial anchors direct the point of view of the reader from the whole

in Endor

land and locations in it – Ramah, troops moving to Shunem and Gilboa

(vv.3-4), to Endor, at the woman’s place (vv.7f, 8d, 24a). At that location, several
movements are indicated by spatial anchors. Especially the movement ‘up’ (from the earth)
is mentioned several times in vv.8g, 11b, 11d, 13e, 14d, and 15b. All main characters talk
about this movement. Just before Samuel mentions this movement in v.15b, a second
location line is set in: to the ground. First it is Saul who bows down to the ground (v.14h),
and then he falls full length to the ground (v.20a). The woman urges him to go on his way
(v.22e) after which he rises from the ground (v.23f) to a bed (v.23g) and finally up again to
leave (vv.25c-d).
In the conversation between Saul and Samuel (vv.15-19), the spatial movement is much
closer to the participating characters: YHWH had turned away ‘from me’/’you’ in Saul’s and
Samuel’s respective words; he had torn the kingship ‘from your hand’ and given it ‘to
David’; Saul and his army would be given ‘into the hands of the Philistines.’ The same
closeness is used by the woman, who talks about her life ‘in the palms of my hand’ and
food she will set ‘before you’ (vv.21f, 22b). The last phrase will be repeated as the food is
actually set ‘before them’ (v.25a).
The spatial anchors clearly show the different dynamics in the story; from a viewpoint
on the whole of the land to one very close and personal, and through the character’s spaces
indicating inner thoughts (e.g., Saul’s heart in v.5c) as close as one could get.
4.

Names, places, and events

Names or other semantic elements can function as narrative anchors because they create a
semantic domain in the story. In 1 Samuel 28 this is clearly the case with words indicating
the conjuring of Samuel and the profession of the woman: ת־היִּ ְדּע ִֹנים
ַ  ''האֹבוֹת וְ ֶאhä´öBôT

wé´eT-hayyiDDé`önîm those seeking knowledge of ghosts and familiar spirits – vv.3d, 9d;
´ אוֹבöB ghost – vv.7b, 7f, 8f; ` עלהälâ bring (hip‘il) / come (qal) up – vv.8g, 11b, 11d, 13f,
14d, and 15b,  קסםqäsam divine – v.8f, etc. Other domains are a domain of
communication (‘inquire,’ ‘ask,’ ‘answer’), armies and enemies (‘Israel(ite army),’
‘Philistines,’ and ‘Amalekites,’ ‘ground’ and ‘earth’ (cf. spatial anchors), and perception
(‘see,’ ‘hear,’ ‘know,’ ‘fear’).
The naming of people, places and/or events can also mark a character’s perspective.
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One example is the naming of the divinity. In this story it is clear that Saul calls God הים4
ִ ֱא

’élöhîm God/god/gods (v.15f), the same word the woman uses to describe her vision in
v.13e, whereas both the narrator and Samuel call him by his proper name: YHWH (vv.6a-b,
10a, 16c, 17a, c, 18a, c, 19a, c). Saul uses the proper name of God only once, in a swearing
formula (v.10b). This indicates that especially Saul has another image of God; his image
however does not work. Because he failed to listen to the right divinity, the God of Israel
has turned away from him. Another example of the way naming can mark a character’s
perspective is the name for the woman; the narrator names her  ָה ִאשָּׁהhä’ìššâ the woman,
whereas Saul (and his servants) call(s) her ´ ֵא ֶשׁת ַבּ ֲ ַלת־אוֹבëšeT Ba`álaT-´ôB woman who
controls ghosts and she refers to herself as  ִשׁ ְפ ָח ְתšiPHäTKä your handmaid (to Saul).
These words accompany the viewpoint of the narrator and each character.
A special moment in this story occurs in v.13a; the only time the narrator names Saul as
* ַה ֶמּ ֶלhammeleK the king. In the rest of the story Saul is always named by his proper name,
or indicated implicitly. I would say that this exception does not accidentally follow the
woman’s realization of the identity of the man in front of her in v.12e. The combination of
the characterization by the narrator and the woman’s viewpoint the verse before, a
blending or integration of the conceptualization of two framework constructors, are met in
Chapter 6: Multiple Levels of Conceptual Blending in 1 Samuel 28.

5.2. Cross-space-mappings in the NMS-diagram
The access path principle in NMSB, which has been introduced and explained in section
2.2, pg. 27-28, enables the identification of identical elements throughout the lattice of
spaces and across the borders of spaces. In the terms of Dancygier, this is the cross-spacemapping that couples the identity of elements of one space to another. This principle
becomes very important in the method of conceptual blending, where the mapping of
elements throughout different conceptual spaces and onto a blended space is the key
component. Within the framework of NMSB, the cross-space-mapping enables the
identification of different views on similar things in a text, explaining one dynamic of the
understanding of the text. Fauconnier has clarified the phenomenon where items in
different mental spaces refer to the same objects even though they are named differently
(you – Saul / Bond – Grey) (cf. Chapter 2 section 2.2, Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, pp. 2425). The access principle describing this states that an element can be accessed from the
different spaces involved (cf. Fauconnier 1997, 53; van Wolde 2005, 131-132; Follingstad
2001, 161-162).
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A clear example of this principle is found in 1 Sam 28:9a-d: “But the woman answered
him, “You know what Saul has done, how he has cut off….” A detailed look to the
embedded mental space of the woman in v.9a-d shows how the elements in the different
involved spaces are connected to each other (access principle) and how the particles used
to open the embedded spaces are supporting this access path. In Figure 5.12 the letters
corresponding to the identification of Saul in the different mental spaces are given.

a the woman
b Saul

a′ the woman
b′ ’you’

a′

a
b

Narrator’s mental
space (N)

a″/a"' the woman
b″/b"' Saul

a″/a"'

b′

b″/b"'

Mental space (C) of
the character ‘woman’

Embedded history spaces (H-H2)
of the character ‘woman’

Figure 5.12: Cross-space-mapping in Figure 5.4; 1 Sam 28:9a-d

The access principle clarifies the options the author has in giving the reader access to the
information. If the woman had said, “You know what you have done,” the element b'
would be accessed through the narrator’s space N (by means of its counterpart b) allowing
the woman to share knowledge with the narrator. When the woman says, “You know what
Saul has done,” the element b" is accessed from the character’s mental space C or from the
narrator’s space N, by means of its counterpart b' or b respectively. Depending on the
content of the element, and guided by the particles used to indicate viewpoint shifts, it is
clear from which space the element is being accessed. In the text of 1 Sam 28:9c-d, the
elements b' and b" are accessed through the woman’s mental space (because the viewpoint
does not change to H or H2), allowing you (b') to be anonymous – as he is in the mind of
the woman – and allowing Saul (b") to be somebody seemingly not present in the
conversation. Because these spaces are accessed through C (the woman), the space that
continues being the owner of the viewpoint until it shifts again.
The storyline of the narration corresponds with this. The woman does not yet know at
this point in the story that the man standing in front of her is in fact the same person as
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Saul, the king she is talking about. Because of this, she is able to address the man in front
of her in the first mental space of her direct speech (C) while talking about Saul in the
second and third mental space of her direct speech (H-H2) in such a way that it is clear that
she thinks them to be two different persons. Although the reader is aware of the fact that b'
equals b"/b"', the woman does not know this. That is why she is able to ask in C if b' shares
her (a') knowledge of the deeds of b"/b"'. This question would make no sense if she would
already know that b/b' equals b"/b"'.
In conclusion, the viewpoint shifts based on the particles used (and based on the shift
indirect-direct speech) correspond with the cross-space-mapping of the elements in the
different involved spaces. In v.9 the access principle used on the content of the clauses
clarified the irony of the woman’s words, as – unknown to her – the man she is talking
about, Saul, maps onto the man standing in front of her, who she calls ‘you.’

5.3. Solution of a notorious text-critical problem in v.17 by using cross-space-mapping
The access principle is most useful at places where the identification of space elements
presents us with potential difficulties. 1 Sam 28:17 is such a notorious case: ‘YHWH has
done  לוֹlö for/to him.’ Ancient versions have sometimes changed the ‘him’ into ‘you’:
‘YHWH has done to/for you.’ ‘You’ would then refer to Saul, the addressee of Samuel’s
monologue. The Septuagint (LXX) (soi) and the Vulgate (tibi) have translated the personal
pronoun with ‘you’ instead of ‘him.’ Because the text of 1 Samuel 28 is not conserved in
the Qumran findings, they do not assist in looking for a possible original Hebrew
‘Vorlage.’ On the one hand one could say that especially the LXX contains a very old
translation, but the LXX has been known to change the text ‘with the intention of
smoothing over problems in’ the Masoretic Text (Tov 1992, 335).93

93

Nevertheless, Graeme Auld follows the LXX (Lucianic Text) in translating “And Yahweh has done to

you,” adding in congruence with this choice ‘Yahweh’ to v.17b: “Yahweh spoke by my hand” [Italics author]
(Auld 2011, 324). In his volume on 1 Samuel in the Word Biblical Commentary series, Klein always chooses
the LXX document over the MT text, therefore also translating v.17a as ‘Yahweh has done to you’. He
claims that “the original  לךwas damaged by haplography, and then the text was corrected mistakenly” (Klein
1983, 268). In the Anchor Bible Commentary, McCarter agrees with this hypothesis: “probably in
consequence of the loss of k before the following word (K’šr, just as)” (McCarter 1980, 419).
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N

H
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`^r,[' yhiy>w:
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Cf

16d
17a

H3

ydI+y"B. rB,DI rv,a]K;
^d,Y"mi hk'l'm.M;h;-ta, hw"hy> [r;q.YIw:
`dwId'l. ^[]rel. Hn"T.YIw:
Narrator

Saul

Woman

16d
17a

17c
17d

Samuel Servants

C Samuel

N
16c

17b

Cf
Cf

17b

H
seeing that YHWH has turned away from you
H2
and has become your adversary?
YHWH has done for him
H3
as He had […]told through my hands:
has torn the kingship from your hands,
and has given it to your fellow, to David,

YHWH

17c
17d

Figure 5.13: Identification principle in 1 Sam 28:16c-17d

On the other hand, the text used by BHS as source (the Leningrad Codex), the Aleppo
Codex, and the Targum Jonathan ( ֵליהlêh) write ‘him.’ The Targum also testifies of a
rabbinic tradition where this passage is read combined with the person of David, who is
called enemy to Saul (van Staalduine-Sulman 2002, 461-462). This text-critical issue can
indeed be resolved from a cognitive linguistic perspective, more specifically by using
cross-space-mapping principles.
The key question is what is the referring element of ‘him’? Biblical scholars have tried
to think of possible references for ‘him’: as a reflexive ‘himself,’ referring to ‘YHWH’ in the
same clause: ‘YHWH has done for Himself.’ However, this construction is not necessary to
convey the meaning of these clauses. Moreover, the following clause states that YHWH has
acted as he had announced through Samuel. The added ‘for Himself,’ conveys an image of
YHWH

as a very vindictive deity, who turns away from former favorite persons for His own

pleasure. Another option is given in NASB: “And the LORD has done accordingly,” or
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“Jahwe hat nun entgultig ausgeführt” (Stoebe 1973, 483). Stoebe translates  לוֹas a dativus
commodi, referring to the subject of v.17a,

YHWH,

“durch den hier wohl das

Unabänderliche des Ratschlusses Jahwes unterstrichen werden soll” (1973, 486).94
A similar type of not translating it as ‘to you’ or ‘to him’ is the total omission by several
translators. One example is the Targum Jonathan translation by Van Staalduine-Sulman
(2002, 462). Apparently she does not want to translate  ֵליהreflexively. And even though
the Targum already changed v.16d with the addition of David as enemy, she does not make
the connection of ‘him’ in v.17a with ‘David,’ leaving her with no other option than to
omit the word. Several biblical scholars try to declare ‘David’ a foreign element in the
story of 1 Sam 28:3-25, because it only occurs once and because this would be new
information to Saul, with the rest of Samuels monologue ‘old(er)’ news. Therefore they see
vv.17-19a as a deuteronomistic addition. However, the fact that David was supposed to be
his successor as king was already known to Saul, as it is mentioned in 1 Sam 23:17;
24:21.95
The following figure presents the elements of the mental spaces in v.16c-17d in the way
they are to be accessed following NMS-instructions. This means that the embeddedness of
spaces gives the clue for the cross-space-mappings; the mapping(s) (――) follow(s) the

94

E.g., ‘for Himself’ (NJPS), ‘to him/for himself’ positioned as a suggestion at the end of the verse (KJV),

‘as’ (NASB), ‘you’ (NJB) ‘to you’ (NRSV). Fokkelman declares that because Saul already knew about David
being his successor, he “cannot go along with [Critique Textuelle de l’Ancien Testament (Barthélemy &
Hulst 1982)] which wishes to maintain the lö of v.17a and has it refer to David” (Fokkelman 1986, 617 n.17).
Fokkelman finds no reason to omit the element, but with Stoebe translates it “as a “dativus commodi” which
refers to the subject of 17a.”
95

Examples of scholars regarding vv.17-18 (19) an addition are: McCarter, who views vv.17-18 as a possible

prophetic addition if the reminder of the Amalekites is seen as a hint at David’s punishment of the
Amalekites in 1 Samuel 29-30 (e.g. McCarter 1980, 423); Klein, who distinguishes between scholars
regarding this an addition by a prophetic (McCarter) or a deuteronomistic (Klein) redaction (Klein 1983,
270). Donner, who identifies 1 Samuel 28 as independent on 1 Samuel 15, because Saul does not seem to
know about his utter rejection, claims that in this light vv.17-19aα has to be seen as redaction effort to
straighten out the story of rising David and demising Saul, because of its single reference to David (Donner
1983, 235-236; cf. Poulssen 1980, 159-160; Seebass 1980, 125; Campbell 1986, 14; 2003, 277; Mommer
1991, 165; Caquot & Robert 1994, 336-337; Lehnart 2003, 89-91). Jan Fokkelman discards the idea of
reading the story without these verses all together by claiming: “the decision of OT scholarship to delete
vv.17-18 is […] a sign of literary illiteracy” (Fokkelman 1986, 616 cf. n.14).
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connections ( ----- ) between the spaces.
H3 17b

H 16c

(a") he

(a) YHWH

H2 16d-17a
H2 17c-d

(d) my hand

(b) you

(a') YHWH/he
(b') your
(adversary)

(a'") YHWH/he
(b") your (hands)
(c') your
fellow
(c") David

(c) him

Figure 5.14: Cross-space-mapping in 1 Sam 28:16c-17d

In the monologue of Samuel a key element is

YHWH/he.

In each space ‘he’ is central. The

‘adversary’ element is also part of the YHWH/he concept. The next key element is ‘you,’ the
addressee Saul. In personal and possessive pronouns Saul is present. Because the space H2
continues after the embedded space H3, the words ‘him,’ ‘fellow’ and ‘David’ are all
elements within the same space. H3 is added to clarify the role of Samuel in this. Within
the realm of the kingship (mentioned in v.17c), David is both Saul’s fellow and the man
who begets the kingship from out of Saul’s hands. Because of the blending of the concepts,
the cross-space-mapping of ‘him,’ ‘fellow’ and ‘David’ is named c-c'-c". After the blend of
the two roles of David, the connection between ‘him’ and ‘David’ is evident. The crossspace-mapping supports this identification claim.
In sum, Samuel says to Saul according to vv.16-17: ‘Why do you ask me, seeing that
YHWH

has turned away from you (…)

through my hands.

YHWH

YHWH

has done for him [David] as He had told

has torn the kingship from your hands, and has given it to your

fellow, to David.’

5.4. Implication of the NMS-structure on the imaging of a dialogue: 1 Sam 28:15-19
In section 3.2.4, pp. 65-68, the concept of Question-Order-Request spaces has been
discussed. The implication of this concept can be clarified in the present study of 1 Samuel
28. In this story the QOR-spaces are numerous and the function of these type of mental
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spaces is most noticeable in the conversation between Saul and the woman (vv.8d-14e) and
in the conversation between Saul and Samuel (vv.15-19). In the former conversation the
high number of QOR-spaces express a dialogue between speech partners who access each
other’s conceptual framework one after the other. They hardly use an indicative clause and
offer no statements about facts, but act like dance partners moving forward and back again,
not sure of their own position, security, or future. Even in the monologue of the woman in
vv.21-22, she is still trying to get Saul to see things from her side.
This contrasts very clearly with the so-called dialogue between Saul and Samuel in
vv.15-19. The opening words of Samuel contain a short question ‘Why have you
summoned me?’ In his answer, Saul only tries to free his mind from all the worries
troubling him. In his reaction Samuel starts again with the question ‘why me?,’ but
continues spreading out the past and future events for Saul. He does not show any concern
for Saul, gives no sign of reaction or interaction. No dance, but a distant calling out, each
of them laying out his own views. Most biblical scholars still call this section a dialogue; a
monologue of two players would be more accurate. The two partners seemingly have
nothing to say to each other. Or they have plenty to say, but have no interest in the way
their information is coming across with the other. This is amplified by the way the spaces
are positioned differently in the mental spaces of Saul and Samuel as well as the lack of
QOR-spaces in the conversation.
Saul's mental space is structured with many embedded spaces (v.15). The way the
spaces are embedded is unusual. Normally an embedded space is followed by a space
embedded in that first embedded space. In the case of the speech of Saul, the spaces are not
subordinate but coordinate. One history space follows upon the other. Each history space
consists of just one clause. This paints the picture of phrases being thrown into space, of a
man, desperate because of everything that had happened to him. To him, the events from
the past are not connected. The syntactical structure is – after the qatal of the present in
v.15d – one of separate clauses, all with different and separating verbal forms: wě-x-qotel
(v.15e), wě-x-qatal (v.15f), wě(-x-)qatal (v.15g), wěyiqtol (v.15h).
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Figure 5.15: Conversation dynamics in the NMS-diagram: 1 Sam 28:15-19 (Hebrew-English)

The unconnected events that happened to him in the past keep on hunting him to this day.
He throws them out and in Samuel’s face: why is this happening to me, all of this? The
Philistines lining up against me, God turning away from me, God not answering me; I
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could do nothing more than to turn to you, my prophet, to tell me what to do.
With this last clause, Saul is turning towards the future. This is the reason he came; his
prophet is the only one he can go to for guidance. The clauses about his past give away his
desperation. He is completely lost; his past is not embedded into any reality that would
make sense to him. He is left with separate events; he seems to be stuck in his own history.
The chosen one, the anointed king, is left with only trouble. He has no idea why and what
to do now.
Samuel answers in a remarkably different way. First he kicks the poor desperate king
when he is not just down, but at his lowest: ‘Why do you ask me?’ The verb  שׁאלšä’al ask
recalls the name of the king. Why do you, Saul ( ָשׁאוּלšä’ûl), ‘saul’ ( )שׁאלme? Then
Samuel starts with an elaborated framework of arguments and predictions. Very carefully
he weaves a web, a labyrinth without possibility of escape.
The framework starts with a history space, with embedded and embedded spaces in
embedded spaces. All information Samuel gives about the past of Saul is connected. He
ignores the events that Saul brought forward; instead he chooses his own events to point
out Saul's future. He explains: two times he uses the causal connector  ַכּ ֲאשֶׁרKa’ášer (here)
as, because to connect the events with the reasons of the consequences. Remarkably, he
puts everything in the context of YHWH. Not the God Saul had been talking about; Samuel
uses the name of

YHWH.

He even weaves his own role in the actions of

YHWH

into his

speech (v.17b). Verse 18c functions as a hinge between the interwoven history spaces
towards the clear future spaces of v.19. The Philistines that Saul mentioned return in a
devastating statement: no hope for King Saul, for his kingship and heirs, for his people, no
future for him. In the next clauses he reacts in the only way left and the only way possible:
this tall man is afraid and fell full length to the earth.
Samuel's framework of accusation and prediction is untouchable. The reasoning is
watertight. The carefully structured argument of Samuel contrasts sharply with the cries of
distress of Saul. In this way the dynamics of mental spaces support the message of Samuel
and in the end the message of the story. The difference in structuring of spaces between the
two speech partners indicates a totally different perception of the situation: the lack of
knowledge of Saul versus the omniscience of Samuel. They are made visible with the
lattice of spaces.
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5.5. Results
The story of 1 Sam 28:3-25 reads like a play. At first it seems clear whose point of view is
in focus in what part of the story. Upon showing the subtle variation in mental spaces, it
becomes clear that the viewpoint dynamics are more complicated than it would appear at
first glance. The lattice of spaces shows the viewpoint shifting back and forth from one
character to the other, especially in the centre conversation part of the story. The story is
much more dynamic because of that. The woman and Saul are constantly assessing each
other, weighing the questions and the answers, thinking very carefully about how to move
in this delicate situation of an illegal summoning of a dead person. The pattern of spaces
shows a fierce conversation. After Samuel appears, the dynamics change dramatically.
The monologues of Saul and Samuel – in my opinion the title ‘dialogue’ is not
appropriate – have a different pace. The words, clauses, and sentences are thrown out;
Saul’s despair becomes even more apparent because of the way he talks and the absolute
nature of his hopelessness is even clearer after Samuel throws his view on history, present
and future at him.
The distinction between Saul’s subsequent ordering of events and Samuel’s consequent
embedding and conceptual arrangement, as made visible in the embedding of mental
spaces, explains the huge difference in power: the power of definition and consequential
reasoning is with Samuel, not with Saul. Saul’s despair is, among other things, caused by
the fact that he has no power to determine the ordering of facts. This becomes more visible
with the use of the Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model and most clearly in its NMSdiagram. Saul’s despair thus appears to be based on lack of influence, which is supported
by the words of Samuel. His harsh but unmistakably clear words, combined with the
rhetorical power of the way his words are represented, identify his conceptual framework
as totally different from Saul’s. Although he is dead, Samuel functions in the story as
exerting much more power than Saul, who is still very much alive and king.
The presented NMSB-model developed for the study of biblical narratives turns out to be
very helpful indeed. Both the model and its visualization provide the tools to study the
meaning of a text within the realm of Cognitive Linguistics. They elucidate how biblical
texts in which characters communicate can be studied with verifiable methods that
explicitly address the character’s mental representations and link them to the textually
embedded mental spaces.
The woman concludes the intense episode in this story with her sympathetic and
insightful reflections on Saul’s situation (vv.21-22). The narrator accounts the last events
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(vv.23-25, esp. 24-25) as a line of wayyiqtol forms (with the exception of v.24a), giving a
view of the events without interruption by commenting or giving background information.
The conceptual ownership of the account is his. His choice of words explains something
that is supposed to be true within the boundaries of the story. He narrates about the meal,
presented by the woman, enjoyed by Saul and his servants. As reader we look over the
shoulder of the narrator, and without insight into inner thoughts of the characters, we see
what he sees, and understand as he wants us to understand.
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6.1. Blending in grammar

In Cognitive Blending Theory (Chapter 2 section 2.3) several types of blends or integration
networks have been distinguished: simplex, mirror, single-scope, and double-scope, but
also multiple – combined or extended – blends. These blends are all structured by the basic
elements of blending: a conceptual integration network, consisting of a generic space, at
least two input spaces and a blended space, with matching and counterpart connections,
selective projection of the elements and an emergent structure in the blended space that
could be (or not) different from the structure of the generic or input spaces. The
compression of elements in conceptual blending occurs at any level of language: words,
grammatical constructions, and narratives, but is in fact the link between the dynamic
mapping of narrative spaces onto each other (visualized in the NMS-diagram) and the
semantic mixing or blending of meaning components into new blended networks of
meaning. The governing principles for the blending process are all driven by the goal to
achieve human scale, i.e. to ‘get a grip’ on a blend, in a situation understandable from a
119
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human perspective. To that end the elements are compressed into a comprehensible
blended picture. In our NMSB-model we focus on three different locations of blends:
blending in grammar, blending in semantic concepts, and blending in cultural concepts.
Although the study of Conceptual Blending commonly focuses on words, blending also
occurs in grammatical and morphological constructions. Nili Mandelblit (2000) depicts the
underlying blending schema of the seven major Hebrew binyanim,96 in particular the
causal hip‘il form.97 Three examples of blending in biblical Hebrew grammar will provide
an idea of the aspect of conceptual blending in grammar: blending in the yiqtol form as
presented by the theory of modality in yiqtol forms by Jan Joosten; blending in the
morphological form of stative and fientive verbs, in which stative verbs over time obtain
active aspects, represented in the morphological form; and counterfactual blending in the
profiling of a clause construction.
6.1.1. Blending in yiqtol forms
According to Joosten (1997, 57-58) not just several but all yiqtol forms are to be
considered as modal forms, expressing that something might, should or could happen in
the future. He bases this on the “massive predominance of the modal use of yiqtol” (1997,
58, n. 22; cf. Joosten 1992). Consequently, the yiqtol functions not as an indicative but as a
modal form, just as the so-called “direct volitive moods”: cohortative (first person),
imperative (second person),98 and jussive (third person), formed with or without explicit
morphological modification of the verbal yiqtol form (JM §114).99

96

Mandelblit (2000, 208) describes a binyan as a morphological construction of a morphological form and a

cross-space mapping (blending) configuration schema.
97

This example of blending in grammar has been described in Chapter 2 section 2.3.8 Principles of blending,

pp. 48-49 (cf. Mandelblit 2000; also in: Fauconnier & Turner 2002, Chapter 17, esp. 369-384).
98

The imperative is constituted in the qtol (cf. JM §40), and as verbal form not considered to derive directly

from the yiqtol in the way cohortative and jussive forms do. Joosten also considers the wĕqatal to be
basically modal (1997, 59 n. 27; cf. Joosten 1992, 12-13), in its parallel occurrence with yiqtol. The other
main function of wĕqatal, to indicate an iterative event in the past, derives from its modal use, similar to the
auxiliary will/would in English “I remember when we were boys, I would always […]” (Joosten 1992, 7-8).
99

The narrative wayyiqtol form, the default form of telling a story, has been considered to be related to the

yiqtol form – hence it’s name –, but as Joosten explains, this connection has been questioned in the last
century (Joosten 1997, 60-66; 2012, 162). The temporal quality of the wayyiqtol is considered to be
consecutive and preterit, not referring to a timeframe set by a preceding past-tense verbal form. Instead, the
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Looked upon as conceptual blend, the input spaces consist of the more generic meaning of
the verb in the one space and the modal aspect in the other space. In the blended space this
more general meaning of the verb and the goal of the person indicated by the volitive are
blended into one verbal form. The cohortative and jussive meaning are sometimes
expressed in a slightly variant form of the yiqtol (JM §111g, 113 1-n), but with Joosten’s
theory of the modal meaning of the yiqtol the blend could be found in the general yiqtol
form of the verb too.100

GENERIC

structure and

INPUT SPACE 1

meaning in Biblical
Hebrew verbal

Indicative meaning
of the verb.
Structuring elements:
• active verbs:
movement or
action – direction
– goal
e.g., to kill
• stative verbs:
action/state purpose.
e.g., to die (JM
§41d IV)

constructs

INPUT SPACE 2
Structuring elements
of Modality in
verbs:
volition or desire –
intention/goal –
future

verbal form in Biblical
Hebrew: yiqtol
unknown future aspect
leads to intention,
modality: should, shall,
would, might, will, am
going to be, etc. [(e.g.)
kill/be dead]
MODALITY OF YIQTOL BLEND

Figure 6.1: Blending in language forms: modality of yiqtol blend

wayyiqtol form indicates a past tense, with an own deictic element, “adding to the notion of process a
“temporal location” at some point in the past” (cf. Joosten 1997, 60; 2012, 163).
100

The structuring elements of modality from Input Space 2 (and 1 – “Movement Path”) are based upon a

grammaticalization “Volition Path” (Bybee 2003, 150).
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For more elaborations on modality and blending see Fauconnier (1998, 267-268) on the
access paths of subjunctive and indicative clauses in French (‘est’ is as indicative term vs.
‘soit’ might be as subjunctive term). He mentions that cross-space mapping of the spaces
leads to a possible specific reading or nonspecific reading for the indicative term, whereas
the subjunctive limits the cross-space mapping to a non-specific reading without a
counterpart for mapping in the base space.101 Achard (1996) describes modality in French
too and mentions Langacker’s analysis of modality and modals in English, which
“historically come from main verbs which denoted capability or volition, but later
developed into modals via semantic change” (cf. Langacker 1991; Achard 1996, 5). This
development mirrors the development in Hebrew, except for the specific modal forms that
occur in English. In Hebrew, modal forms can sometimes be found in morphological
vocalization changes of the yiqtol and the separate imperative qtol but not in totally
separate modals. The yiqtol as ‘main verb denoting capability or volition’102 as modal form
described by Joosten could have been mirrored in a (hypothetical) earlier stage in English.
See also Dam-Jensen (2011) regarding Spanish indicative and subjunctive expressions in
relative clauses, who agrees with Mejías-Bikandi (1996) that the modal subjunctive verbal
expression in a relative clause does not locate the situation created by the verb phrase
relative to reality space, whereas an indicative expression does. This phenomenon can be
seen as parallel to the unknown (future) situation indicated by yiqtol in biblical Hebrew,
where it is yet unknown whether or not the situation will in fact occur (cf. van Wolde
2009, 177).

101

In Fauconnier’s example Diogenes is looking for a man ‘who is honest,’ the French version ‘qui est

honnête’ will mean ‘there is a particular honest man that Diogenes is looking for’ (specific reading) but also
possibly ‘any honest man will do’ (nonspecific reading). On the other hand, ‘qui soit honnête’ (the
subjunctive version) can only mean the nonspecific reading. In a specific reading, the ‘particular honest man’
is an element added in the base space, accessed through its counterpart in an opened space in which
‘Diogenes finds an honest man,’ whereas in a nonspecific reading ‘any honest man’ is just an element in that
opened space (Fauconnier 1998, 268).
102

Description by Achard (1996, 5); full quote above.
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6.1.2. Blending in stative and fientive verbs
The ‘basic’ meaning of a Hebrew verb is conveyed through the qal simple form.103 Even
with this form, semantics plays a role in the conceptual blending process. A verb can be
active or passive.104 Verbs of action (active or process verbs) convey a meaning of
‘making’ and/or ‘becoming’ (hence the alternative name fientive verbs, from the Latin fieri
“to become” (JM §40b n.1)), whereas verbs of state (passive or stative verbs) express a
state or quality. Verbs can be distinct as (1) active or stative, or (2) active but with a/close
to a stative meaning, or (3) stative but with an active or semi-active sense (JM §111h). In
the second and third type of verbal meaning construction, meaning elements are combined
in a different manner to structure the meaning differently, giving the verb a more active or
more stative meaning compared to its original or core stative or active meaning. This has
consequences for the morphology of the verbal tenses, as active and stative verbs carry
different vowel constructions in the tenses and the active use of a stative verb would carry
the vocalization of an active verb and vice versa. In terms of blending, the active verbal
construct with active meaning is blended with the mostly stative verb into a stative verb
with ‘active’ vowels rendering a more active meaning than the ‘core’ meaning of the verb.
This type of blending also occurs in the standard vocalization of some stative verbs. All
stative verbs are thought to originate as conjugated adjectives, which over time blended
with verbal qualities and sometimes even obtained more active aspects. This change can
sometimes result in only a conversion of meaning but can also be seen in the vocalization
of some stative verbs. Some stative verbs bear “a vowel characteristic of stative verbs” in
the qatal conjugation, but vowel characteristics of active verbs in the yiqtol conjugation;
others have the vowels of an active verb sometimes even in the qatal (JM §41b).105 This
phenomenon demonstrates that development in language and semantics can also have an
impact on morphology.

103

Most verbs occur in several conjugations, mostly including qal, in which case qal conveys the generic

meaning of a verb. Some verbs do not occur in the qal conjugation, such as  בקשׁBiqqëš to seek. In this case
the pi‘el conveys the basic meaning of to seek, perhaps because of the intension of the action ‘to seek.’ The
pi‘el is identified as an intensive voice within the Hebrew verb conjugation paradigm (cf. JM §40a).
104

In contrast to verbs in English that are either stative or active and can only obtain another meaning with

the use of auxiliary verbs, in Biblical Hebrew verbs can be active but with a stative meaning or have both
active and stative meaning, depending on context (van Wolde 2009, 181).
105

See for a discussion and elaboration on the morphology of Hebrew verbal constructions (JM Part Two:

Morphology, chapter II: The Verb, esp. JM 2006 § 40-41).
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The opposition between transitivity and intransitivity plays no role in the vocalization of
verbs, as they are syntactic phenomena (JM §41a n.2). There is, however, a distinction in
conceptual construction. Verbs can be (sometimes) transitive, meaning grammatically and
conceptually combined with one (or more) direct object(s). A verb can “occur with a
“complement” clause as its direct object” (Ford 2003, 120), or it can be intransitive,
meaning requiring grammatically and conceptually no direct object. Therefore, the
scenario106 is very different for a transitive or intransitive verb. For one, the scenario for a
transitive verb would be more extensive (i.e., more elements linked to it) than for an
intransitive verb.
6.1.3. Blending and conceptualization in clause construction
Grammatical constructions, in fact grammar in general, emerge(s) as language comes into
being. Language never existed as just semantics without grammar. A basic grammatical
construction forms a clause.107 In more developed grammatical constructions different
word types are combined to form a clause with complements, etc. Depending on the
patterns of a language, a certain combination of words can call forth a conceptual
framework that is not evident from the separate words. An example from the story of 1
Samuel 28 is v.9b:  ִהנֵּ ה ַא ָתּה יָ ַד ְ ָתּhinnëh ´aTTâ yäDa`Tä [perspectivation, ‘see’] You know
[…]?
In Langacker terms, this type of clause construction has as its base the separate words
and their standard meaning (see the translation above). However, in this type of clause the
meaning is not led in the direction of the (positive, indicative) meaning of the separate
words, but rather it profiles a rhetorical question. Indeed, the perspectivation marker ִהנֵּ ה
and the positive indicative verbal construction  ַא ָתּה יָ ַד ְ ָתּyou know stand in a
counterfactual relation to reality. In English and Dutch this profiling is visible in the clause
construction; in biblical Hebrew it is not. For example, the questions ‘Don’t you know?’
and ‘Weet jij dan niet?’ visibly express the idea that the woman is asking about knowledge
she assumes he (Saul) has. However, because he requests to bring up someone (vv.8f-h) he
seemingly omits this knowledge. In a question space, this is one of the possibilities:
‘inquiring about your knowledge your conversation partner does not (seem to) have.’108

106

A scenario for a verb means the description of the actions and connections that form the conceptual

network from which the meaning of the verb in the clause can be derived.
107

Cf. Chapter 4 section 4.1 Introduction, pg. 71 and van Wolde (2009, 176).

108

Cf. remarks on functional grammar in Chapter 3. Section 3.2.4. QOR Spaces, pg. 65.
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Because the knowledge the woman is referring to is supposed to be common knowledge,109
the question acquires a rhetorical character, leading to the conceptual understanding of the
indicative verbal construction as a negative in translation. Even though there is no actual
negation in the Hebrew text, we do read the question as such, because of the counterfactual
blending action. We are directed to read it as such.110
A similar phenomenon occurs in v.16b:  וְ ָל ָמּה ִתּ ְשׁ ָא ֵל ִ֑ניwélämmâ Tiš´älënî “Why do you
ask me, […]?” This rhetorical question prompts a counterfactual space with an input space
in which the action asked about has not taken place. It is not a question that requires an
answer. Moreover, it expresses astonishment that the option of ‘not asking’ is not the one
chosen. In the blend this astonishment comes from combining the option of ‘not asking’ in
one input space with ‘asking’ in the other input space.

6.2. Semantic concepts

Language is even more characterized by blending in semantics than in grammar. One
reason is that in any language only a limited number of words is available to describe an
unlimited amount of reality, experiences, dreams, imaginations, etc. This means that
homonymy, one word form referring to different concepts, is necessary. Besides the
solution of homonymy, word concepts developed over time and became polysemous. As
we saw in section 2.3.1 Preliminary remarks, word meaning changed by adding meaning
from several adjacent concepts to one word form; concepts that developed and blended
over time, from concrete to abstract.
For example the word table from something to put your plate on, to something to make
lists on, and eventually for the lists itself, and for specific lists of arithmetic series (‘the
table of four’). It is possible to visualize this blending process in different languages
because in each language different polysemy solutions have been chosen. The concept
conveyed by the English word table is written as

TABLE.

It developed into the multiple

polysemic meanings described before, but other cognate languages blended concepts
differently. For instance in German the

TABLE

concepts blended into Tisch for the table

you put your plate on, Tafel for a banquet table, sign, blackboard, or bar (of chocolate),

109

It was common knowledge because it was by king’s decree that “those seeking knowledge from ghosts

and familiar spirits [had been cut off] from the land” (1 Sam 28:9d, cf. v.3d).
110

The  לֹאlö’ not in v.13b refers to the counterfactual blended space in a more direct manner: Saul wishes

that the woman would not be afraid, meaning that in reality – i.e., in Saul’s interpretation – she is afraid.
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Tabelle for a chart, record, list, or schedule. In the equivalent expression in German for the
table of four a reference to a word for ‘table’ is absent, because in German the generic
word for multiplication and the separate Tabellen or Reihen of multiplication became das
Einmaleins [the onetimesones], or for the separate tables: 2-er Reihe, 3-er Reihe etc. [list]
("Table" (English-German) 2005). And in Dutch

TABLE

has become a tafel to put your

plate on and for the arithmetic lists, but tabel for the other lists, and a bord for the
blackboard, plate, sign, and (notice) board (cf. several meanings of the German Tafel). In
French

TABLE

has the same appearance as the English word table – but pronounced

differently – and is also used in about the same manner as in English, in many different
word combinations, but with similar meaning as in English ("Table" (English-French)
2005). In the following section we will elaborate on a few examples of conceptual
blending in semantic expressions from the story of 1 Sam 28:3-25.
Conceptual Blending in semantics takes place on many levels. From the story of 1 Sam
28:3-25 we describe conceptual blending on three different levels, which provides insight
on the way language (i.e. biblical Hebrew) functions. The blending examples described in
this section are about unraveling a vital ‘member-category representation’ relation in word
semantics (1. PHILISTINES = PHILISTINE

ARMY),

exploring a conceptual network with

multiple (partly metaphorical) blends in an expression (2.  קרע ִמן יָ דqära` min yäD
FROM (YOUR) HAND),

TEAR

and exploring the cognitive blending processes behind the general

(sensory) concepts (3. SENSORY AND MENTAL PERCEPTION: HEARING/UNDERSTANDING AND
SEEING/KNOWING).

The outcome of the studies will enhance insight in the conceptual

construction of the story itself.
6.2.1.

Philistines = Philistine army

One way of working with Conceptual Blending is to unravel vital relations in semantics.
One small but clear example is the way one word can evoke a whole concept. In this story,
an example of the vital relation ‘one member of a category representing the whole
category’ is the reference to the Philistines in v.4a:  ְפ ִל ְשׁ ִתּיםPélišTîm.
As in their introduction in v.4a, the Philistines function as subject in the narrator’s text
in v.4b and c, and in Saul’s direct speech in v.15a, as object (with  ַמ ֲחנֵ הmaHánëh force,
camp) in the narrator’s text in v.5a, and as part of an accusative of local determination
construction (cf. JM §126h) in Samuel’s direct speech in vv.19a and c: ד־פּ ִל ְשׁ ִ ֽתּים
ְ ַ ְבּיBéyaD-

PélišTîm into the hands of the Philistines.
 ְפ ִל ְשׁ ִתּיםPélišTîm is the generic word for the sea-people that are described in the Bible as
invaders of Israel. They are mentioned over 250 times in texts dealing with their “foreign
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origins, geographical location, economy, political and military organization, religion, and
language” (Killebrew 2005, 205). Thought to have migrated from the Aegean area or Crete
(e.g., Dothan & Dothan 1992), their location of origin prior to their invasion of (or
migration to) the Levant area is now suggested in Cilicia on the south coast of Asia Minor
(in Modern Turkey), north from Cyprus.111 In several biblical stories they are incompatibly
identified as people from a different origin, but not in the Historical Books, where the
Philistines are mentioned most frequently.112 In keeping with archeological evidence from
Iron I, the five main cities of the Philistines on the coastal plain of Canaan that are
mentioned in the Historical Books correspond with the early Philistine settlements of Gaza,
Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gath, and Ekron (cf. Josh 13:2-3). Killebrew suggests that the mention
of the Philistine Pentapolis cities “lends credence to claims that historical kernels predating
the rise of the Israelite Monarchy and contemporary with the ethnogenesis of ancient Israel
are embedded in the redacted texts of the Hebrew Bible” (2005, 205).
In Judges and Samuel the Philistines are depicted as the archenemies of the Israelites
and as invaders, which according to archaeological evidence predates the events described
there. The stories from Joshua to 2 Samuel present the Philistines as a “serious and
recurring threat, culminating in the Philistine defeat of the Israelites on Mount Gilboa” (1
Samuel 31), following “David’s defeat of the Philistine hero Goliath” (1 Samuel 17), “his
brief alliance” (1 Samuel 27) and ending in David’s subduing of the Philistines (2 Samuel)
(Killebrew 2005, 205). The portrayal of the Philistines in these stories does not show a
possible historical parallel between the (pre-) monarchical period in Israel and the
Philistine settlements (dating back several centuries). It is therefore more probable that the
portrayal is used as a rhetorical device to frame the events of the early monarchy. The
Philistines got the role of the “uncultured archenemies of the Israelites” (2005, 234), even
though archaeological findings show that Philistine culture was more advanced compared
to the Israelite or Canaanite findings from the same period.113
In the story of 1 Sam 28:3-25 the Philistines are introduced in v.4a, without any direct
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The choice for words would identify the viewpoint of the writer; invasion of is from the point of the

Israelites, migration to from the point of the Philistine people.
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E.g., In Gen 10:13-14 from Egypt, and in Amos 9:7; Jer 47:4 from Caphtor (identified as Cyprus, Krete,
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patriarch Abraham (Killebrew 2005, 205).
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reference to a specific part of the people. However, several elements would indicate to the
reader that the Philistines are an army. First, as Killebrew showed the Philistines function
throughout Joshua and 1 Samuel as invading foreign army. Second, the facts that the area
of known Philistine settlement is the southwest coast and that this story’s location is in the
Valley of Jezreel positions the Philistines outside their settlement area. Consequently the
Philistines are used as archetypical opponent character in the stories and not as what they
were: a group of immigrant settlers. These elements would probably lead the reader to
identify the Philistine actions as those of an invading force.
This identification would pave the way of an understanding of the ‘Philistines’ in 1 Sam
28:4a as referring to the Philistine army instead of the whole settled people of all sexes and
ages. This is emphasized in the actions that are described with the Philistines as the subject
in vv.4a-c: they are all acts characteristic of an attacking army. The identification is
therefore probable, even though the word ‘army’ is omitted. The word Philistines is given
the connotation ‘attacking army’ by the scenario that is worked out as the blend is run: in
v.4a the verb  קבץqäBac means to gather, in v.4b the verb  בואBô’ means to come in and in
v.4c the verb  חנהHänâ means to camp. All these words are used elsewhere in the Hebrew
Bible in a more general way, but their occurrence together with the name ‘Philistines’
combines in the blend to connote an army. The name ‘Philistines’ therefore refers to the
category ‘Philistine army.’ As this blend is run in the next clauses of v.4, we find that the
geographical locations mentioned in v.4c (Shunem) and v.4e (Gilboa) – along with the
Philistines and the Israelites gathered there respectively – are blended into army positions.
The army scenario also directs the identification of  ָכּל־יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאלKol-yiSrä’ël all Israel into a
similar category blend. Parallel to the Philistine army, Saul gathers ( )קבץthe Israelite
army, and they encamp ( )חנהat Gilboa. The proof for identifying the Philistines as the
Philistine army follows in v.5a, where we read, ‘When Saul saw the Philistine [military]
camp מ ֲחנֵ ה,’
ַ a direct reference to the army concept.
The evocation of the army concept in v.4 leads towards the identification of the
Philistines in v.19 as the Philistine army as well. ‘Israel with you’ means the Israelite army
fighting with Saul (v.19a), again with explicit proof provided in v.19c with the addition of
 ַמ ֲחנֵ הforce to Israel. Here again, the Philistines in whose hands the Israelite army will be
given are the Philistine army. The context of the act of YHWH (giving) is the battlefield and
the prediction is of the outcome of a battle. Saul and the Israelite army will lose the day.
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 קרע ִמן יָ דqära` min yäD tear from (your) hand: v.17c ת־ה ַמּ ְמ ָל ָכה ִמיָּ ֶד
ַ וַ יִּ ְק ַרע יְ הוָ ה ֶא
‘YHWH has torn the kingship from your hand’

Part of the core business of blending in semantics is combining concepts into a new
meaning construction. Especially the combination of general day-to-day concepts with
others in a way that could not exist in real life is one of the reasons blending was
‘invented.’ In metaphorical speech, for instance, source spaces enable people to describe
the abstract actions or elements of the target spaces in understandable terms; e.g., “O, my
luve's [love is] like a red, red rose” (Burns 1794). The red rose is used as a source to
describe the abstract concept of love (target).114 This phenomenon also occurs in proverbs,
where the structuring frame of the day-to-day situation is mapped upon any new situation
that shares the same generic space. For example “you can lead a horse to water but you
can’t make him drink” has ‘horses being taken to drink’ in the first input space and ‘trying
to cause volitional entities to do something’ in the generic space. In the new situation (the
proverb), the second input space, we put ‘humans being urged or persuaded to some course
of action.’ In the blended space we find humans acting as horses in this particular way,
contextualized by the generic space and structured by the first input space.115 Of course in
real life or even in this case, people generally do not appreciate being compared to horses.
Within the context of the proverb, with a shared generic space that enables this
comparison, we find the comparison acceptable.
In the story of 1 Samuel 28 we find the expression “YHWH has torn the kingship from
your hand” v.17c. This prompts a mental picture of a tangible tearable object mapped onto
a virtual kingship that is blended with ‘your’ hand such that it can be torn away from it.
We will now explore this expression that clearly cannot exist in real life. Because of the
complexity of the structure of the blend (i.e., due to the amount of concepts playing a role
in the composite structure of the final blend) this expression will be used as an example.
Consequently this part of our study will be discussed at great length and all of the
individual concepts will receive ample treatment, visible in the following outline of this
section:
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Of course one would have to read more of the poem to understand how the reference to a rose could

describe love.
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The example is provided by Eve Sweetser in a presentation on mental spaces at a workshop on the

application of cognitive linguistics to biblical studies in June 2008 in Berkeley CA (also mentioned in:
Sullivan & Sweetser 2009, 322).
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1. [TEAR] in modern languages
Because our method is conceptual blending, we seek to study the expression in terms of
CB: input spaces, generic space and blended space. We start with the first element of the
construction  קרעqära`. Based on the (informed) theory that the word  קרעdenotes a tearing
action, the first input space is: TO TEAR. An exploration of this tearing concept and a study
of the usage of the word in the Hebrew Bible will support or complement this theory.
Before exploring the word for

TEAR

in Hebrew, we look at the conceptualization of the

action in modern languages because that is our – author’s and reader’s – context.
In an extended study of Cut & Break verbs, in which “speakers of 28 diverse languages
described cutting and breaking […] scenes depicted in a series of 61 videoclips [sic]” the
structuring of the semantic domain that also includes tearing has been explored (Taylor
2007, 332).116 One of the outcomes indicates the difference between the two main domains
[CUT] and [BREAK]: the predictability of the locus of separation – high predictability with
[CUT] verbs, low predictability with [BREAK] verbs.
Some of the actions were named by different native speakers of the languages with
different words, indicating a layered structure to the domain (e.g., in English tear and
break for the action of ‘tearing or breaking a piece of yarn’); other or similar actions were
named only with one word by all subjects, indicating a specific semantic denotation (e.g.,
in Dutch only scheuren (tear) for the same action). This onomasiological perspective
(naming perspective, from world to word) is one of the outcomes of the study; another is
the semasiological perspective (referential perspective, from word to world) (Taylor 2007,
333). Some of the word types can be used to name a wider range of events than others. For
instance, in English, the ‘cutting with scissors’ event can be named with to cut, which can
116

An overview of some of the results of this study can be found in: van Wolde and Rezetko (2011, 6-8).
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also be used for other cutting events. In German, schneiden can be used for ‘cutting with
scissors or knife or other sharp object.’ In Dutch however, knippen can be used only for
‘cutting with scissors’ (Majid 2007, 189).
One of the remarkable results of this study, published in 15 articles in a special issue of
Cognitive Linguistics (18-2), is the different categorization of the two explored domains
[CUTTING] and [BREAKING], even in cognate languages. The article exploring the
categorization of four Germanic languages revealed that hardly any category is exactly the
same in these languages. One of the most remarkable conclusions relevant to our study is
the [TEAR] cluster in English being part of the breaking events, whereas in German
(reissen), Dutch (scheuren) and Swedish (slita) it consists of a separate cluster (Majid
2007, 184-190). The actions on the video clips that were named with [TEAR] words
included ‘tear cloth’ and ‘break yarn.’ Of course, this study does not explore other uses of
the words (semasiological perspective) beyond these chosen events.
In a small empirical survey among colleagues, a native speaker of Indonesian named the
word for a tearing action (onomasiological) merobek. He identified the prototypical objects
for this verb as (tearing) paper and cloth. However, he added a metaphorical use to indicate
the [breaking of someone’s heart]: merobek hati.117 This semasiological perspective is not
explored in the article. Another colleague, a native speaker of Portuguese, named the
tearing action as resgar, which is used to describe to [tear paper or cloth]. The Indonesian
metaphorical use does not exist in Portuguese, but it is used to describe the [tearing up of a
contract] (e.g.). She indicated that the mental image of resgar is [to tear up a physical
object].118
One of the articles in Cognitive Linguistics is on cutting and breaking in Mandarin
(Chen 2007). In the article the predicates of [CUT] and [BREAK] verbs are compared in
English and Mandarin. In Mandarin three verb types are distinguished on a continuum
from verbs encoding action to verbs encoding result, whereas in English only two verb
types are distinguished on that continuum. In Mandarin verb types range from action to
result encoding: qie1 verbs encoding ‘cut.with.single.blade,’ qie1-duan4 (RVCs) encoding
‘cut.with.single.blade-be.broken,’ and duan4 verbs encoding ‘be.broken.’119 In English the
twofold distinction is between [CUT] verbs encoding more the action and [BREAK] verbs
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encoding more the result of the action. The author distinguishes the event structure
(action/result), semantic features (agent/instrument/state change), and the argument
structure (causative/inchoative) (Chen 2007, 283). These elements are present or not in
different verb types in different languages. Sometimes only one element needs to be
different for a native speaker to name the event differently.
In the article, the word for [pulling on a flexible 2-D object (e.g., cloth, paper) with
hands or a hand(-like) instrument] is si1 (tear, rip) (Chen 2007, 277). Unfortunately, the
article does not present any other information about this verb/character. However, a
colleague – a native speaker in Mandarin – provided me with more information on the
usage of the word si1 in China.120 The character is built from three forms indicating from
left to right ‘hand,’ ‘tear,’ and ‘sharp instrument.’ The word is used to describe the tearing
of paper and cloth, or to tear, e.g., your shirt on a
nail (without using your hands). Other occurrences
involve the character ‘tear’ with other characters
hand-tear-sharp instrument

combined, e.g.: ‘tear’-‘broken’-‘face’ meaning ‘tear

Figure 6.2: ‘Tear’ in Mandarin: si1

face,’ meaning something like [losing control of
your emotions while fighting with someone, without

consideration of decorum] (very important in Chinese culture), and with the result of
embarrassment for the other and no relationship ever possible in the future. Other examples
are: ‘tear food,’ indicating the tearing with the hands of (cooked) chicken or salad instead
of cutting it with a knife; ‘tear ticket’ meaning to kill a hostage if your demands are not
satisfied; ‘tear’-‘bite’ for dogs tearing meat apart while fighting for it; ‘tear’-‘fight’ for two
people fighting very closely, pulling clothes and hair while fighting. An expression for a
very painful cry in the case of physical or mental pain when one is very grieved is ‘tear’‘heart’-‘break’-‘lung.’ Finally, it is remarkable that in Mandarin the same expression exists
as in Indonesian: ‘tear’-‘heart,’ meaning ‘break the heart,’ really tearing it into pieces.121
In the above-mentioned study, the English word tear as representative of the concept
[TEAR] is identified as being part of the larger [BREAK] cluster. From this it follows that the
focus is directed toward the result of the action (the fact that something is torn or broken);
the instrument of the action is not featured. Further, the action has an inchoative character.
The Merriam-Webster English Dictionary and Thesaurus lists two relevant meaning
aspects of to tear: “to cause (something) to separate into jagged pieces by violently pulling
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at it <angrily tore the letter to shreds>”; “to separate or remove by forceful pulling <tore
the book from his hand>”("Tear" 2012).122 In Collins, a distinction is made between
tearing material or the tearing of the material itself: [pull it into two pieces] or [pull it so
that a hole appears in it],123 and tearing something from somewhere: [removing it roughly
and violently] (Collins Cobuild).124
In English to tear can be combined with different particles to construct different phrasal
verbs. The verb alone focuses on the tearing action. In addition, even though according to
the dictionary ‘to tear up’ means the same as ‘to tear (Collins Cobuild), it focuses on the
complete result of the tearing: if something is torn up, it is completely in pieces, not pulled
just in one tear. Similar to this change in focus, different phrasal verbs focus on different
elements, and because of that the profiling in the meaning of the central verb ‘to tear’
shifts. In English the second meaning of to tear with the preposition from adds a
‘somewhere’ to the

TEAR

space. However, the

TEAR

space seems to be altered more

extensively by the added preposition. Instead of the rough edges in the result part, we have
two elements that were not one but two already and could be separated without tearing
them, but a choice has been made to remove one from the other ‘roughly and violently.’
This connotation will return in the Hebrew concepts.
The basic framing of the verbs, listed in the first meaning, is represented in the
following figure. It has a basic structure: someone separating one object or two adjacent
objects into two parts with a pulling action.
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Merriam-Webster also lists “to proceed or move quickly <she tore out of the room as soon as the phone

started to ring>.” This meaning is not relevant for this study.
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ENGLISH:

TO TEAR (tear)

FRAME

Focus on
Action
and Result

MANDARIN:

TO TEAR (si1)

FRAME

Elements:
- someone to tear (agent)
- something tearable (object)
- instrument: hands
Action:
- starting a movement
(inchoative) of the hands
gaining more distance between
them,
||
- holding the object at the same
time
- pulling it into (equal or
unequal) parts (state change)
with force
|
|
Result:
- jagged (long) edges
- one part into parts or a tear
in a whole

Elements:
- someone to tear (agent)
- flexible 2-D object
- hand or hand-like instrument
Action:
- starting a movement
(inchoative) of the hands
gaining more distance between
them,
||
- holding the object at the same
time
- pulling it into (equal or
unequal) parts (state change)
with force
| |
.
Result:
- jagged (long) edges
- one part into parts or a tear in
a whole

Figure 6.3: Conceptualization of the concept TO TEAR in English and Mandarin

From the context of the verb use in English it is apparent that the focus lies on the result of
the action; because of the forceful nature of the action the result differs from, e.g., cutting.
The context of the Mandarin verb use leads to a focus on the identification of the action
itself. The combinations for which the [TEAR] character is chosen denote the closeness
between subject and tearable object. Of course, in the wider context the result does matter.
As the ‘tear’-‘broken’-‘face’ combination shows, the communication between people is so
torn up by the loss of decorum that the relationship is forever broken. The jagged edges
cannot be mended.
2. Input space 1: [TEAR] in Hebrew: [rq qära`
In order to explore the word

TEAR

in Hebrew the semasiological structuring of the word

Focus
on
Action
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 קרעwill have to be unraveled. The semasiological structure of the domain of this word is
limited to the corpus of the Hebrew Bible; other events this (and other) word(s) could refer
to are beyond the borders of our possible knowledge of Hebrew. The same is true for the
onomasiological aspect which allows for the possibility of using different words from the
same semantic domain to name the action.
 קרעqära` occurs 63 times in the Hebrew Bible, most often in the qal conjugation (58
times)125 and usually without a preposition (12 times with preposition).126 In the majority
of cases, the verb is used in a context of rending clothes. The focus of the tearing, in a
context of mourning, or expressing grief or distress, the goal of the action seems to be on
the one hand the expression of the person’s mental state of utmost distress, feeling ‘torn
apart,’ and on the other hand the visibility of the mourning, grief or distress. The profiled
subject is the person wearing the clothes. Seeing the torn clothing transforms other people
into witnesses for the state of mind of the person tearing. Typically, this occurs in times of
mourning.127
A slightly different reason for tearing clothes is evident in the story of the people of
Israel on the verge of entering the Promised Land (Num 14:6). As the inhabitants of the
land did not welcome these newcomers with open arms, the Israelite people started to
despair because of the expected danger. In response, Moses and Aaron threw themselves
on the ground (v.5), and Joshua and Caleb, who had scouted the land, rent ( )קרעtheir
clothes. The element of mourning or personal grief is not so much in focus here but a form
of distress, because the people did not believe the positive report of the land that they had
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Outside of the qal conjugation, it occurs only 5 times in the nip’al conjugation.
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With - ְלlé- into (pieces) 2 Kgs 2:12; with  ְלof benefit, for Jer 22:14; with  ִמןmin of direction, from Lev

13:56; 1 Sam 28:17; 1 Kgs 11:12, 31; with  ֵמ ַ לmë`al from 1 Sam 15:28; 1 Kgs 11:11; 2 Kgs 17:21; Eze
13:20; - ְבּBé- of instrument, by (means of), with Jer 4:30; 36:23.
127

The tearing of clothing as an element of (visible) grief or mourning can be found in: Gen 37:29, 34; 44:13;

Judg 11:35; 1 Sam 4:12 (the messenger delivering to Eli the news of his sons’ deaths and the capture of the
Arc came to Eli with his clothes rent. The rending is seemingly accidental but is combined with the earth on
his head and the context of bringing a message of death; the man is a picture of mourning); 2 Sam 1:2 (same
circumstances as 1 Sam 4:12); 2 Sam 1:11; 3:31; 13:19, 31; 15:32; 1 Kgs 21:27; 2Kgs 2:12; 5:7, 8; 6:30;
11:14||2 Chr 23:13; 2 Kgs 18:37||Isa 36:22; 2 Kgs 19:1||Isa 37:1; 2 Kgs 22:11, 19||2 Chr 34:19, 27; Ezra 9:3,
5 (combination with  מרטmära† tear out the head hair as a sign of mourning); Esth 4:1; Job 1:20 (cf. Ezra
9:3; with  גזזGäzaz shave his hair); Job 2:12; Jer 36:24; 41:5 (a combination with  גלחGälaH shave their
beard/chin and  גדדGäDaD to inflict cuts on oneself).
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presented. The visibility of the action does play an important role because rending clothes
seems to be part of a strategy to convince the people to follow them into the land. Joshua
repeats this action when he himself despairs because their entry into the land did not go as
smoothly as he had expected (Josh 7:6).
The fact that the action is visible to the whole people also plays an important role in the
story of the destruction of the idol altar of Jeroboam, which was torn or broken apart by
divine decree (1 Kgs 13:3, 5). The acting subject is not mentioned, but God himself would
be the implied subject. The grammatical subject in the verses is the altar, and the verb is in
the nip‘al conjugation. The nip‘al conjugation can be passive or reflexive; however, even
if the altar broke itself (reflexive meaning), God would have played some role in this. A
passive meaning is therefore more likely. The use of the word  קרעfor this action indicates
the inability to repair the idol altar. The visibility of the tearing would be seen as a divine
warning.
In the account of the first time Saul is told that his kingship over Israel will be torn
away from him (1 Sam 15:28), he grasped or seized the corner of Samuel’s robe so firmly
in his despair that it tore (v.27). The impact of the tearing of Samuel’s robe makes sense
when compared with the weaving order for the priestly garment in order for their robes not
to tear (Exod 28:32; 39:23; see below). Priestly robes had to be made with a woven round
opening at the top (for the head) so that they would not tear. A torn robe would cause
impurity. In this context the tearing of Samuel’s robe symbolizes the tearing away of the
kingship in the following verse. The torn robe could indicate that Samuel’s role as the
king’s prophet had ended and, subsequently, that Saul’s role as king was about to end. The
combination with  חזקHäzaq seize, strengthen (force) bolsters the idea that tearing
something requires force.
In 1 Kgs 11:11, 12, 13, 31 and 14:8 the profiled subject is God (cf. notes on 1 Kgs 13:3,
5; see above). This aspect will be described in more detail below (see section 2.5) along
with the verses from 1 Kings and other occurrences of a similar verbal construction such as
the one in 1 Sam 28:17c [KINGDOM TORN AWAY FROM KING]. The element of visibility does
play a part in the announcement of YHWH (as related by Ahijah) that he is “about to tear the
kingdom out of Solomon’s hands” (1 Kgs 11:31) (cf. notes on Num 14:6; Josh 7:6 and 1
Kgs 13:3, 5; see above). In the preceding verse (v.30), the prophet Ahijah took his new
robe and tore it into twelve pieces, of which he gave ten to Jeroboam (v.31), as a visible
sign of the ten out of twelve tribes

YHWH

would give him after He had torn the whole

kingdom (consisting of all twelve tribes) from King Solomon, leaving the rest for
Solomon’s son. The prophet’s state of mind is not important in this story; the result and the
visibility of the tearing as a symbol are. The combination  קרע ֵמ ַ לqärä` më`al without a
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kingship reference occurs only in Ezek 13:20  וְ ָק ַר ְ ִתּי א ָֹתם ֵמ ַ ל זְ רוֹע ֵֹת ֶיכםwéqära`Tî ´öTäm

më`al zérô`öTêKem I [YHWH] will tear them [bands you use to entrap others] from your
arms. The (prayer) bands remind the Israelite people of the words of God, the divine law
(Deut 6:4-9). The warning in Ezekiel is directed at false prophets who are focused on
appearances and lead the people away from the true God. The bands indicate a discrepancy
between remembering the law and entrapping the people of Israel. The verse also deals
with divine intervention and the visibility of the punishment. This discrepancy is also the
case in Ezek 13:21, where the veils of the false prophets are torn off. Their veils represent
their entrapping of the Israelite people so they cannot see the true God.
In a similar instance of  קרעin 2 Kgs 17:21, the subject is unclear. One opinion is that
Israel is the subject, in which case Israel itself would have decided to break away from the
House of David and make Jeroboam king (e.g., LXX; NJPS). Other translations make God
the subject of the action, as it is in a similar construction in 1 Kgs 11:31 (e.g., NASB;
NBV).128
In Qoheleth, a time for ripping  קרעand a time for sewing  תפרTäPar are mentioned as
opposites (3:7). In this poetic context, neither subject nor object is provided. The poet does
supply the only action that can mend a torn garment: sewing. The action of sewing is
useless in a ritual context and thus does not relate to the ritual act of mourning symbolized
by tearing/ripping. In Isa 63:19, God is asked to tear open the heavens and descend from
them. This image of a divine descent points to an interpretation of the heavens as closed to
humans and only accessible by God. In Jer 4:30, the context suggests a metaphorical use of
קרע. The expression of the eyes that are blackened with kohl conveys the somewhat
satirical idea that by doing so the women are tearing their eyes apart in an attempt to
enlarge them. This metaphor matches the doom speech of the Jeremiah warning.129
Another metaphorical use of the term is in 137 13:8, where it says the casing of the
hearts will be torn open. The heart could refer to the source of life that is described in
Genesis as originating from God. Because the people turned away from God once their
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See for a conceptual choice for a divine subject in 2 Kgs 17:21 within the framework of kingship, section

6.2.2-5, footnote.
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Because of the context, the only occurrence of  קרעin the book of Psalms (35:15) is most likely a writing

error. The parallel with  דמםDämam (not) be silent suggests a meaning of uttering words. Attempts are made
to translate it as tear with words, slander (DCH), but the dictionary follows the apparatus criticus from the
Hebrew edition of the text (BHS) in its suggestion of the alternative verbs  קרץqärac wink (|| v.19) or קרא

qärä’ call, speak out.
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needs were met, God seems to want to take that very life force away. Interestingly, this
verse refers to the fact that the people of Israel had – among other sins – asked for a king,
which is a reference to 1 Samuel 8. The king who God gave in anger and took away in fury
(Hos 13:11) is most likely a reference to King Saul. Another reference to the hearts of the
people is in Joel 2:13. There a comparison is made between the apparently common use of
the tearing/rending of garments as a sign of mourning and the rending of the heart.
Rending of the heart could indicate mourning and repentance in the hearts of the people,
invisible to anyone except God but no less real. The rending of clothes – as demonstrated
in the examples above – is a visible sign of mourning but does not say anything about a
person’s feeling of remorse. The remorse in this instance is directed to God, whom the
people had abandoned. The only mourning that matters is one that involves a return to God
as Lord (same verse). The visibility is unimportant.
INPUT SPACE 1: HEBREW: TO TEAR קרע
FRAME

Focus on
Action and
Result

Elements:
- someone to tear (agent)
- something tearable (object)
- witnesses
- instrument: hands
Action:
- starting a movement (inchoative) of
the hands gaining more distance
between them,
||
- holding the object at the same time
- pulling it into (equal or unequal)
parts (state change) with force
|
|
Result:
- visible jagged (long) edges
- irreparable elements
- one part into parts or a tear/hole in a
whole

Figure 6.4: Input Space 1: Conceptualization of TO TEAR in Hebrew קרע
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In Jer 22:14, the  קרעcut out windows are useless as is the whole of the building, built by
the unrighteous one
one.. Cf. Noah, who ` עשׂהäS
`äSââ made windows in the ark (Gen 8:6). Another
unusual use of  קרעis in Jer 36:23, the only time an instrument is used to describe the
action
action:: with a scribe’s knife (( ַתּ ַ ררTa`ar) the parts of the scroll that are read aloud
loud are cut off
from the rest. In English and in other Germanic languages it would be impossible to
combine the word for [TEAR] with an instrument used to [CUT]. Because this is the only
occurrence of this combination, it cannot be concluded that it is common in Hebrew.
Twice  קרעis used in a context of ritual purity
purity. Both times it is used in a negative way in
describing the priestly robe of the ephod:
ephod: ““the
the opening shall have a binding of woven work
round about - it shall be like the opening of a coat of mail - so that it does not tear
tear.”
.” (Exod
28:32; similar in Exod 39:23). A
An opening woven in such a way is less likely to tear (on
(on its
own, without an instrument or by hand),
hand), whic
which
h is clearly viewed as damaging the robe,
rendering it useless
useless. A similar ritualistic use is the tearing away of affected parts of cloth or
skin from the possessions of a person suffering from a skin disease, perhaps leprosy, in
order to change the stat
status
us of the article from † ָט ֵמאämë’ unclean to † ָט ֵהרähër clean (Lev
13:56). This tearing away of the affected spot from its surroundings is indicated with מן.
ִמ
The main focus of this tearing away is not the tearing itself
itself,, but the removal of the affected
spo
spott and the creati
creation
n of distance between the non
non--affected
affected and affected parts in order that
the non
non-affected
affected parts may be declared clean again. This could be understood as the
opposite process of that indicated by the verb † טמאämë’ pi‘el Timmë’ contaminate w
with
ith
impurity (figure from: van Wolde 2009, 267)
267)::

Figure 6.5
6.5:: Visualized stages of contamination in  טמאcontaminate with impurity

The part of the process indicated by the verb  טמאis visualized by the thicker part of the
time line; these last two stages indicate first the moment of contamination and second the
state of contamination. The purpose of the whole investigation
investigation, after which (only) a mildly
affected spot can be torn away to stop the whole from being contaminated and unclean, is
to make sure these two last stages did not yet occur (Leviticus
Leviticus 13; esp. vv.
v.47
47-59).
59). If they
did, the whole cloth or skin is unclean and must be destroyed; if the process stopped with
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the third last stage (indicated by the vertical line), the affected spot could be torn away and
the rest of the cloth or skin would be considered clean again. Because the context of
clean/unclean and purity/impurity is ritualistic, the designated subject is the priest. He is
the only one who can adjudicate these matters. And he also facilitates the visibility of the
action. As a public leader, the priest ensures the ritual purity of the whole people, and if the
priest declares someone or something clean, he/she/it is considered clean by the whole
community.
3.

Input space 2: [FROM] in Hebrew: !mi min

The common use of tearing, with the focus on the tearing action, is blended with the action
of creating distance between the torn away part and its surroundings by using the
preposition  ִמןfrom. Thus, there is a blend of the tearing action with a removing action,
which results in a change of focus. The shift in focus is indicated by the preposition ;מן
ִ it
directs the focus toward the spatial nature of the movement. This is why all elements of the
concept and its verbalization have to be taken into account, especially prepositions (cf. van
Wolde 2009, Chapter 5, esp. 130-131). In Hebrew, as in other languages, prepositions
added to verbs change the profiling of the verb. Van Wolde has demonstrated that it is the
nature of prepositions (in addition to other types of particles) to construct atemporal
relations in a situation (van Wolde 2009, 140-144). She describes the preposition  ִמןas:130
 מןmin (separation*) ‘away from’; the basic spatial function is movement: ‘tr “away from”
lm’. It has a complex relational profile (van Wolde 2009, 143).

The complexity of the aforementioned relational profile refers to the compound scene
constructed by the element, i.e., the preposition, with a “profile consist[ing] of multiple
configurations” (2009, 137). In contrast to a single atemporal relation with a single
configuration, e.g., “the cat on the table,” a complex relation consists of several scenes
combined into one scene, without a specific temporal element (cf. 2009, 132). For
example, the expression “darkness over the (surface of the) deep” (Gen 1:2a) has several
vertically orientated instances of darkness in a stative atemporal relation with a
horizontally oriented facade or plane (van Wolde 2009, 159). This means that the darkness
is at the same time all over the surface of the deep, everywhere at the same time, i.e., in a
complex atemporal situation.
130

In this quote, the asterisk denotes the prototypical norm of the relation indicated by the preposition. ‘tr’

means trajector (profiled element), and ‘lm’ means landmark (base element).
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The figure has to be adapted in order to add the spatial movement dynamics of this second
element. The original

TEAR

space has been blended with this second input space. We will

explore this second space FROM ()מן.
ִ

INPUT SPACE 2: (AWAY) FROM ()מן
ִ
FRAME
Elements:
- spatiality
- movement in space
- somewhere to start a movement – base
element (from):
(- somewhere to direct the movement to
(to) – not profiled)
- something to move in the space –
profiled element
- Result:
- what had been in one place is
separated in space from that place

Figure 6.6: Input Space 2: conceptualization of (away) from () ִמן

Within this picture, created by the specific spatial function of מן,
ִ the translation of  ִמןwith
out of (as translated in 1 Sam 28:17c (NJPS; NASB)) proves invalid, because in English
that preposition indicates a movement from being in one space and going out of it into
another space, instead of going from one place to another. In my view, the visualization of
the ‘temporal process expressed by the verb "leave"’ (adapted figure from: van Wolde
2009, 174) can be used to understand the movement expressed by “out of.”131

131

‘tr’ means trajector (profiled element) and ‘lm’ means landmark (base element).
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Figure 6.7:
6. The temporal process expressed by the verb “leave”

A translation with the English from fits the Hebrew profile of  ִמןbetter.
4.
4

Blend 1: to tear from
from:: !mi [rq qära` min

In a blending construction, the relational element added by the preposition can be
identified in the blended space. Therefore
Therefore, we will now complete the space construction
that we have started by const
constructing
ructing the first blend in our network. The second input space
for our blending construction is ready: because of the preposition מן
מ,
ִ , the element of [FROM]
can be added into the blending network.
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GENERIC SPACE

separating something in
a spatial movement
INPUT SPACE 1: TO TEAR ()קרע

INPUT SPACE 2: (AWAY) FROM () ִמן

Elements:
- someone to tear (agent)

Elements:

- something tearable (object)

- spatiality

- witnesses

- movement in space

- instrument: hands

- somewhere to start a movement

Action:

– base element (from):

- starting a movement (inchoative) of

(- somewhere to direct the

the hands gaining more distance

movement to (to) – not profiled)

between them,

- something to move in the space –

||

- holding the object at the same time

profiled element

- pulling it into (equal or unequal)

- Result:
- what had been in one place is
separated in space from that
place

parts (state change) with force
|

|

Result:
- visible jagged (long) edges
- irreparable elements
- one part into parts or a tear/hole in a
whole

Focus on
Action and
Result
Figure 6.8: Blend 1:
blended concept: TO
TEAR FROM (ִמן

Elements:
- someone to tear (agent)
- something (object)
- witnesses
- somewhere to start a tearing
movement from ( – ִמןaway from:
spatial element)
Action:
- someone grasping an object firmly
enough (depending on how hard it is
to tear away this particular object)
- tearing it with force away from
the place of origin |
- Result:
- the object is somewhere new
- the visible tear has uneven edges
- the separation is irreversible
- what had been in one place is
separated in space from that place

)קרע
BLEND 1: TO TEAR FROM ()קרע ִמן
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In this blend of [TEAR FROM] ()קרע ִמן, the place of origin is from the input space [(AWAY)
FROM],

the force action of the tearing is from the input space [TEAR], and in the result there

is a combination of the different place from [(AWAY) FROM] with the uneven edges from
[TEAR]. The difference in the result with [TEAR] lies mainly in the fact that with [TEAR] the
two separated elements formed a single element that has been torn into two parts. On the
other hand, with [(AWAY) FROM] the two separated elements in the blend were originally
one element in one place in the starting position that was separated (again) into the two
(independent) elements. In the blend this last result remains, but because of the force of the
tearing a wound originating from the first input space remains in both the place of origin
and the torn away element.
This wound can be identified in the (context of the) use of the verb ()קרע. Its central
meaning connects it with a context of mourning, of experiencing loss in human life (DCH,
VII 328-329); both loss of persons through death and loss of persons or objects through
natural or human events beyond their control or through God. The tearing action mirrors
the tearing of clothing as a sign of mourning (’ אבלäBal verb ’äBël, ’eBël noun) (DCH, I
107-108). The clothes will not only have torn, uneven edges but the tearing of the clothing
depicts the wound with which the experience of loss left the person.
Interestingly, we would normally not view the scenario of two distinct elements that
have been combined once upon a time and are now separate again as leaving a wound, as
the frame of [(AWAY) FROM] indicates. However, the use of  קרעwith  ִמןchanges the usual
scenario of [(AWAY)

FROM]

into something more drastic that does leave a metaphorical

wound. We see this in Lev 13:56, where a diseased spot had to be torn away from cloth or
skin [leather] or from warp or woof in order for it to be considered pure again. In its
conceptualization, the clean (part of the) garment is seen as an independent identity with
respect to the diseased spot. This is the only way for it to be deemed clean again after the
spot has been removed.
5.

Blend 1: to tear from (!mi [rq qära` min) in the context of kingship

The combination  קרע ִמןoccurs (in a similar construction) again only in the following
verses:
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־מ ְמ ְלכוּת יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל ֵמ ָ ֶלי
ַ  ָק ַרע יְ הוָ ה ֶאתYHWH has torn the sovereignty over

qära` yhwh ´eT-mamléKûT yiSrä´ël më`älêKä Israel away from [beside] you [Saul].
־ה ַמּ ְמ ָל ָכה ִמיָּ ֶד
ַ  וַ יִּ ְק ַרע יְ הוָ ה ֶאתYHWH has torn the kingship from your

1 Sam 28:17

wayyiqra` yhwh ´eT-hammamläKâ

hand [Saul].

miyyäDeKä
1 Kgs 11:11-13
11

[…] ־ה ַמּ ְמ ָל ָכה ֵמ ָ ֶלי
ַ  ָקר ַֹ@ ֶא ְק ַרע ֶאתI [YHWH] will [surely] tear the

qäröa` ´eqra` ´eT-hammamläKâ më`älêKä

sovereignty away from [beside] you
[Solomon] […]

12

 ִמיַּ ד ִבּנְ ֶא ְק ָר ֶ נָּ הfrom [the hand of] your son I will tear

miyyaD BinKä ´eqrä`ennâ
13

ל־ה ַמּ ְמ ָל ָכה לֹא ֶא ְק ָרע
ַ ־כּ
ָ  ֶאתI [YHWH] will not tear away the whole

´eT-Kol-hammamläKâ lö´ ´eqrä`
1 Kgs 11:31

kingship from Solomon’s hand

־ה ַמּ ְמ ָל ָכה ִמ ֵבּית ָדּוִ ד
ַ  וָ ֶא ְק ַרע ֶאתI [YHWH] tore away the kingship from

wä´eqra` ´eT-hammamläKâ miBBêT DäwìD
2 Kgs 17:21

kingdom

מֹה4־ה ַמּ ְמ ָל ָכה ִמיַּ ד ְשׁ
ַ  ק ֵֹר ַ@ ֶאתI [YHWH] am about to tear the

qörëa` ´eT-hammamläKâ miyyaD šélömöh
1 Kgs 14:8

it away.

the House of David

י־ק ַרע יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאל ֵמ ַ ל ֵבּית ָדּוִ ד
ָ  ִכּWhen Israel was torn / When he

Kî-qära` yiSrä´ël më`al BêT DäwìD

[YHWH] had torn Israel away from the
House of David.132

Figure 6.9: Verses with TO TEAR FROM ( )קרע ִמןin the context of kingship

These very similar expressions have two main variants: tear away from the hand of ||
person (Solomon, your son, you)  קרע ִמן יָ דqära` min yäD; tear away from beside || person
(you)  קרע ֵמ ַ לqära` më`al. The preposition  ֵמ ַ לconsists of  מןmin combined with ` עלal
and is described by Van Wolde as:
` עלal and the poetic form  עליform `alê (height, upper part*) ‘upon,’ ‘over,’ ‘above’ profile a
vertical spatial relation, with its starting point at the upper part of the vertical relation. Their
main meanings are ‘on,’ ‘over,’ ‘in front of,’ ‘above,’ ‘against,’ ‘toward’: ‘tr “on/over” lm’.
It has either a simple relational profile, or, when it includes the notion of motion, a complex
132

The translation of 2 Kgs 17:21 in NJPS (For Israel broke away from the House of David) could be

plausible because a nota accusativi is omitted. However, the conceptual framework of the endowment of the
kingship and the parallel of this verse in 1 Kgs 14:8 directs to a translation with a divine subject and Israel as
object.
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relational profile; the compound preposition  מעלmë`al ‘from above,’ ‘from beside’ has a
complex relational profile (van Wolde 2009, 143).

The profiling of the preposition  מעלleads to an interpretation of the kingdom/ kingship/
realm/ sovereignty as one that it is given from above, from God, to the king. God has
established the kingship and the kingdom and has given the realm to the king to rule. This
interpretation is supported by the literary context of the verses, where God not only tears
the kingship away from someone but also bestows ( נתןnäTan) the kingship on someone
else (1 Sam 15:28 to  ְלlé- another (to your fellow); 1 Sam 28:17 to  ְלyour fellow, to ְל
David; 1 Kgs 11:11 to  ְלyour servant; 1 Kgs 11:31 to  ְלyou [Jeroboam]; 1 Kgs 14:8 to ְל
you [Jeroboam] – not in 2 Kgs 17:21). In the input space (AWAY) FROM ()מן
ִ we have already
identified the movement of (tearing) away from somewhere/someone and toward
somewhere/someone. The place of direction of the movement was not profiled in the
proposition itself, but in the bigger picture of the kingship/kingdom it is introduced again.
A similar movement can be found in the concept of kingship. Given into the hand of one
king, God has the power to hand it out to another.
In the translation in the table I changed the word for [kingdom] for other words in order
emphasize the gift-element. I interpret [kingdom] more as a geographical concept, whereas
[kingship] and [sovereignty] signify a person’s right to rule the kingdom. In combination
with קרע ֵמ ַ ל,  ַה ַמּ ְמ ָל ָכהhammamläKâ has been translated with sovereignty; in combination
with  קרע ִמןwith kingship. This choice is based on the difference in preposition used, with
[SOVEREIGNTY] being a concept that signals a divine gift and [KINGSHIP] being the position
the person receiving that divine gift would hold. The new king is granted the kingship and
thereby has sovereignty bestowed upon him.
6.

Blend 2: kingship in the hand of the king

Now that we have established a probable scenario of divine intervention in the context of
tearing away from, the only unclear element left in the expression “tearing the kingship
from your hand,” is the fact that it is difficult to see a kingship as some ‘removable object.’
This idea of kingship as a removable object is organized by a single scope network, which
enables an abstract notion of [ מלךmälaK] as part of a whole concept of kingdom – king –
sovereignty – court – etc. to be something that can be held in one’s hand. The small caps in
the figure below indicate the metaphoric status of the element. The second blend in our
network is as follows:
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GENERIC

SMALLER PART IN
BIGGER WHOLE

INPUT SPACE 2 CONCEPT מלך
- origin of granting s.o.

INPUT SPACE 1

to be king: God

General metaphor

- kingship is bestowed

OBJECT IN

upon s.o.

CONTAINER

- to reign/be king ( מלךmlK)
- king (* ֶמ ֶלmeleK)
- sovereignty/kingship/
kingdom ( ַמ ְמ ָל ָכהmamläKâ)
- country/land (’ ֶא ֶרץerec)/
geography - Israel/Judah
- court/servants (` ֶ ֶבדeBeD)
kingship is object
hand king is
container

- enemies (e.g., ` ֲ ָמ ֵלקámälëq)

kingship is given
into the hand by
God

- people ( יִ ְשׂ ָר ֵאלyiSräël)

- successor (בּן/ד
ֵ ִ ֵבּית ָדּוBêT
DäwìD/Bën)

BLEND 2: KINGSHIP IN HAND KING

Figure 6.10: Blend 2: the concept of KINGSHIP blended in the HAND OF THE KING

In this single scope network, the blend obtains its structure from one space (input space 1)
and the elements from another input space (in this case input space 2). This is a way we
can think about abstract concepts. The outcome of this blend is the kingship given into the
hand of the king. The king is the prototypical element whose hand is understood as the
container for the kingship because the two words stem from the same root in Hebrew. This
connection between the (hand of the) king and the kingship is also an example of
conceptual metonymy, with the hand standing for control (the instrument stands for
control) (Kövecses 2010, 245). From this follows naturally the general metaphors:
CONTROL IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND and POSSESSING IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN
THE HAND

(Kövecses 2010, 243). These general metaphors may also account for the

different expressions of

TO TEAR FROM (THE HAND OF).

contain the ‘hand’ element profile the [BEING

The verses in section 2.5 that

IN CONTROL]

and the [POSSESSING] more,

whereas the verses with the preposition  מעלprofile the [GRANT/ GIFT] element.
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7. Blending network: Blend 3: to tear from the hand of: dy !m [rq qära` min yaD
With all of the pre-blending done, we can now establish the conceptual blending network
for v.17c. This third blend is the way we conceive this action:
GENERIC SPACE BLEND 1

separating something in
a spatial movement

GENERIC SPACE BLEND 2

SMALLER PART IN
BIGGER WHOLE

INPUT SPACE 1: TO TEAR FROM ()קרע ִמן
Elements:
- someone to tear (agent)
- something (object)
- witnesses
- somewhere to start a tearing
movement from ( – ִמןaway from:
spatial element)

INPUT SPACE 2: KINGSHIP IN HAND KING

kingship is object
Action:
- someone grasping an object
firmly enough (depending on how
hard it is to tear away this
particular object)
- tearing it with force away from
the place of origin |
- Result:
- the object is somewhere new
the visible tear has uneven edges
- the separation is irreversible
- what had been in one place is
separated in space from that
place

hand king is container
kingship is given into the
hand by God

Elements:
- kingship/sovereignty of Israel
- the hand of the king (Saul) to
tear from
- God tears
Action:
ת־ה ַמּ ְמ ָל ָכה ִמיָּ ֶד
ַ וַ יִּ ְק ַרע יְ הוָ ה ֶא
‘YHWH has torn the kingship
from your hand’ |

Figure 6.11: Blending

- Result:
- Saul falls to the earth and is
terrified (v.20a-b)

network: Blend 3: to
tear from the hand of
()קרע ִמן יָ ד

- the kingship is given to his
fellow, to David (v.17d)
BLEND 3: TO TEAR FROM THE HAND OF (יָ ד

)קרע ִמן
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The discovered components are:
•

God is the subject in all of the elements: ‘giving sovereignty,’ ‘taking kingship away,’
‘giving kingship to someone else.’ We can derive from this that the institution of the
kingdom in Israel is subject to divine will.

•

The (given) possession of the kingship is metaphorically pictured as held in one’s
hand.

•

‘Tearing from’ leaves behind a wound.

•

The fact that the ‘tearing from’ causes the torn edges to be uneven, could indicate that
the kingship itself had been scarred. However, instead of the people initiating the
institution of the kingship (of Saul), the next kingship came through direct divine
intervention. Because the person given the kingship after it was torn from Saul is the
later prototypical king David, the divine intervention must have repaired the torn
edges of the kingship.

•

Saul’s reaction (vv.20a-b) leads to an interpretation of a torn up person. The scarring
caused by the tearing action combined with the prophetic prophecy has left him torn
and powerless.

•

The visibility element is confirmed by the public nature of the role of the king. Even
though the kingship has been torn from the hand of King Saul at a private moment and
the current story is not public either, it has to be clear to the people which person is
legally king (with divine support). The jagged edges signal that there is no possibility
for Saul ever to be king again.

8.

Results

At the end of this vast elaboration on the composite structure of the blend
THE HAND OF

TO TEAR FROM

()קרע ִמן יָ ד, we will now survey the results. In section 7 of this semantic

concept example (section 6.2.2), several conclusions are drawn from the final blend
structure. But our detailed analysis of all of the separate concepts has taught us more.
One self-evident aspect of our research is that the details create awareness of the
meaning of the different concepts. Another aspect is that the elaboration of the different
concepts shows us how layers of meaning are built specifically through the combination of
elements. In this complex structuring, the outcome of the whole is more than the sum of its
constituent parts. This leads to a better understanding of the composite structure of the
blend. Some detailed findings are:
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for the verb  קרעto tear: the profiled results conceptualize the wound left by the tearing action,

-

and the irreparability of the torn parts. Another element is the visibility, marked by the
witnesses from among the people.
for the preposition ( ִמןaway) from: the profiled elements are the starting point of the

-

movement and the separation in space of something from its place of origin.
for the concept  מלךmälaK be king/reign/etc.: the profiled divine intervention that takes place

-

in the realm of human politics. The kingship is bestowed upon someone and can be taken
away and given to someone else by God.

The unraveling of the different concepts and the analysis of each of these concepts have
also enhanced our knowledge of those concepts. The cognitive linguistic method provided
tools to describe the unraveled elements that play a role in the conceptualization of a
certain verbal construct. This provides new understanding, not only for the story at hand
but also for other stories. For instance, in the story of the tearing apart of the altar of
Jeroboam in 1 Kgs 13:3, 5, the usage of the verb  קרעto tear was unclear. The prototypical
use of  קרעis in the context of tearing up clothing; the texture of a stone altar makes a
tearing action improbable. However, after deconstructing the concepts, the use of to tear
makes it clear that the focus of the action is on the visibility of the action and its result and
the fact that the altar is beyond repair. Especially with word combinations that are
surprising, the deconstruction of concepts and the analysis of the elements and their
relations and dynamics and the subsequent re-construction in a blending network help us
understand the shift in presupposed meaning. The fact that the verbal construction קרע יָ ד
 ִמןoccurs most often in the Books of Samuel and Kings is also apparent from the results of
this study. In these books, the stories of the first kings and the relationship between human
and divine ruling are dynamically tested and described as an essential part of Israel’s
history. The necessity of ensuring the divine origin of man’s ruling, the continued divine
intervention in it, and the inability of men to preclude this divine role set the tone for the
relationship between Israel and God later in Israel’s history.
Running the blend?

9.

After establishing the blend of the action, we can look at the rest of the story for
indications of running the blend: of the blended elements reoccurring in the story based on
the blended situation.
Actually, we find a situation that could be considered an even earlier blend: in vv.16d17a

YHWH’s

enmity of Saul is blended with what

YHWH

has done for David; this action

recurs in the blend analyzed above as tearing the kingship from his hand (caused by
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enmity of Saul) and giving it to David (this is what YHWH has done for David).

An actual running of our blend can be found in v.19. One of the elements of the concept
 מלךto be king was the succession. Other elements were the people and the army of Israel.
Because in the final blend all of the previous spaces remain active behind the (blended)
input spaces, we can access this element through the

KINGSHIP IN KING’S HAND

space. The

prophecy in v.19 retells the giving away part of that blend. In this verse, Israel and its army
are among the parts given into the hands (!) of the Philistines. As we saw above, this
means that the Philistines are left in control. In v.19b, in the heart of the prophecy the
result of the action in the blend is announced: because Saul’s sons will die with him, they
cannot succeed their father on the throne, and therefore a ‘house of Saul’ will not be
established. YHWH is making sure that his will is done: the only ‘house’ will be the ‘house
of David’:  ֵבּית ָדּוִ דBêT DäwìD.
6.2.3.

Sensory and mental perception: blending seeing and hearing with knowledge into
fear

6.2.3. Sensory and mental perception: blending seeing and hearing with knowledge
into fear ................................................................................................................... 151
1. Introduction .................................................................................................................. 151
2. Blending in the act of hearing/understanding: [mv in 1 Samuel 28 ............................ 160
3. Blending in the act of seeing/ knowing: har in 1 Samuel 28 ...................................... 165
4. Blending in the description of the woman’s vision vv.12-14 ....................................... 168
5. Conclusions: ‘Seeing is believing’ ............................................................................... 172

1.

Introduction

In the story of Saul in Endor, sensory perception seems to play an important role. Some
people see while others do not, some people hear or listen while others do not (or at least
do not answer, cf. v.6b). A closer look at the words indicating these acts of seemingly pure
sensory perception leads to some confusion. For example in v.21b, the woman ‘saw, how
greatly disturbed he was.’ Surely, some form of mental perception must be taking place
too, since we would not categorize ‘great disturbance’ as a form of objective knowledge,
but as referring to an internal evaluation of the things the woman sees in/of Saul, in a form
of blending of seeing and evaluating. Still, the word used to describe the action ( ראהrä’â)
is the same as for example the word used to describe Saul seeing ( )ראהthe Philistine army
in v.5a, an act we could categorize as a form of ‘objective knowledge.’ How does blending
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provide us with insight in the processes of our own perception?
In the present study we look for processes of blending concepts within the field of
language. This study, as well as any type of interpretation of language processes, requires
insight into the functioning of processes in the mind. And insight into the functioning of
the mind requires insight into the processes of the brain. This last step lies beyond the
boundaries of my expertise. But especially because the words we look into are words of
sensory perception, and as we know sensory input plays a main role in the processes of the
brain, we shall make a small trip to the field of neurobiology to catch a glimpse of this
exciting field of the study of our brain.
Modern day neurological science has the tools to literally look at the processes inside
the brain while it functions.133 One of the results of this neurobiological research is the
identification of regions in the brain that activate when a specific task is being done, e.g.,
thinking, singing, talking, listening, and other human activities. This led to the
identification of locations of processing in the brain. For example, all sensory input is
processed in the brain, every type of input in its own modality-specific area.
Neuroscientists found that at the “convergence of multiple perceptual processing streams,”
other regions of the brain than the modality-specific areas are activated (Binder & Desai
2011, 527). The interpretation of this finding is that at this point in the process of
neurological input processing, cooperating areas enable participation of earlier processed
and stored input, thus of memory. These convergences therefore “support a variety of
conceptual functions including object recognition, social cognition, language, and the
remarkable human capacity to remember the past and imagine the future” (2011, 527). In a
sense, this means that at that point in the brain, the human mind and the human brain are
interactive, in a blended process.
The blended process within our study makes more sense now. The blending of mind and
brain in the processing of sensory input has a parallel in language. Even though each
language assimilates and incorporates it differently, many share in combining words of
sensory input with words and/or concepts of understanding or knowledge. This blending is
the object of our study. For example, the verb to see conceptualizes the sensory input of the

133

The referred tool is fMRI. “Functional magnetic resonance imaging, or fMRI, is a technique for measuring

brain activity. It works by detecting the changes in blood oxygenation and flow that occur in response to
neural activity – when a brain area is more active it consumes more oxygen and to meet this increased
demand blood flow increases to the active area. fMRI can be used to produce activation maps showing which
parts of the brain are involved in a particular mental process” (Devlin 2013).
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eyes, processed by the brain. As we now know, the brain interacts with the mind in
constructing the image, in comparing it with earlier stored input in the memory. After
determining what the image is, a person can mentally perceive the image as something
beautiful, desirable, dangerous, ugly, etc., connecting or adding it to his or her knowledge.
This mental perception can be separated from the sensory perception because each process
activates a different part of the brain. However, both the described actions of sensory and
mental perception in the act of ‘seeing’ and the processing of the sensory input in the brain
do not take longer than a split second, and are therefore perceived as one act. Over time
they have become conceptually connected, i.e. the two concepts of sensory and mental
perception were blended in (English) language into one verbal meaning of [TO

SEE],

connecting the act of (sensory) seeing to its (mental) result of knowing.
In cognitive linguistic study, the focus is on the description of the conceptual blending
process in language. In our example of to see, the specific conceptual structure of the
action could be described as a process with separate mental spaces distinguishing between
a base space, containing the speaker’s/ actor’s/ character’s conceptual reality, a perceptual
space and a conceptual (belief/ interpretive/ judgmental) space (Baker 1999, 113).134
Another way of describing this conceptual blending is the way Kövecses (2010, 256257) uses terms of metaphoric relation. He identifies the blend as part of the general
MIND IS THE BODY

THE

metaphor. In other words: the abilities of the mind are named after

bodily functions, as a standard way of understanding what happens inside one’s mind by
comparing it to what (could) happen(s) with one’s body. [TO SEE] as body process (sensory
perception) is mapped onto a mental process (to understand). One special example of
MIND IS THE BODY

THE

metaphor is the word vision. This word can indicate the physical ability

of seeing (e.g., ‘to have impaired vision’), but also has obtained meaning as a mental
category (e.g., ‘I had visions of missing my train’). A vision also has a meaning in a
spiritual subcategory of the mental category: (divine) ‘revelation.’ Vision is the BODY term

134

For an elaboration on the concept [to see] in English see Baker (1999). Especially a list of senses, based

on a frame semantic analysis, provides great inside in what he calls the polysemy of the English verb to see:
Basic senses: EYE, RECOGNIZE, ACCOMPANY S.O., RECOGNIZE CONDITION OF S.O., CONSULT, DATING,
DETERMINE, ENSURE A SITUATION, ENVISION, FACULTY OF VISION, LEARN ABOUT NEWS, SEE A PROCESS, READ,
SETTING OF A TIME PERIOD, VISIT;

Semi-collocations: CLASSIFY, EXPERIENCE, TERM IN GAMBLING;

Compositional uses: HALLUCINATE, SCAN, SPECTATE/WITNESS, TOUR/VISIT, VIDE – REFERENCE (list with
examples in: Baker 1999, 46-48). Within a conceptual blending approach, these occurrences would be
implemented in blending imaging.
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[derived from to see] used to describe the obtaining of divine/spiritual i.e.

MIND/mental

knowledge.
In English, this blending has led to several meanings of to see, that are separated from a
specific moment of sensory input. For example: I see can conceptualize the sensory act of
the sight organ, or it can evoke the mental perception of realizing that you understand
something, as in: “I am not coming with you because I am not feeling well.” “Ok, I see!” In
English, as shown in this example, in the pure mental perception of to see no act of sensory
perception is needed anymore. This is similar to at least one other sensory perception verb,
which refers to obtaining knowledge too: to hear. In English “I hear you” as a response to
someone’s statement, does not refer only to the sensory input of the brain, it also means, at
the same time, that ‘I’ understand what ‘you’ have said.
In (biblical) Hebrew a similar blend of sensory perception and mental perception as
described above occurs. This blending process is found especially in words of visual ()ראה
and auditory ( שׁמעšäma`) perception. The relation between especially seeing and
understanding could be in part metonymic, because of a found contiguity between seeing
as source of knowledge and understanding, in the language of the Hebrew Bible (Van
Hecke 2006, 380). However, besides seeing, hearing also constitutes a (large) source of
information acquisition. This leads to the theory of a metaphoric relation “between the act
of visual perception and the act of cognitive understanding” because of similarity (Van
Hecke 2006, 380).
Whereas in the act of seeing ( )ראהboth the concept of sensory perception and mental
perception can be blended, in the act of knowing ( ידעyäDa`) the mental perception would
be conceptualized separate from the sensory perception.135 A clear example of the
conceptual difference between  ראהand  ידעis presented in Gen 8:8 (Theologisches
Wörterbuch zum Alten Testament (TWAT) VII 225-266 (Fuhs), 235); Noah “sent out the
dove to see ( )ראהwhether the waters had decreased from the surface of the ground”; and in
v.11, as a second dove returns to the ark, “Noah knew ( )ידעthat the waters had decreased
on the earth” (NJPS). In v.11 Noah is not able to see for himself what he now knows. This
supports the statement that in biblical Hebrew the mental perception of knowledge separate
from the sensory perception can be conveyed through  ידעto know. When the two verbs
occur parallel (even with  שׁמעto hear), the act of knowing would be presented as the result

135

“[S]ensory perceptions (e.g., seeing) are interpreted by bringing them into relation with existing concepts

(understanding), which produces new conceptual content which one can consequently be said to possess
(knowing)” (Van Hecke 2006, 385).
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of seeing and/or hearing (TWAT III 479-512 (Bergman/Botterweck), 491-492; cf. Van
Hecke 2006, 384).
Because the language of the Hebrew Bible is the focus of this study, we provide an
overview of the blending of sensory and mental perception in biblical Hebrew. After this
general blend, we will look at a very specific biblical metaphor of divine knowledge. The
theory of an anthropomorphic image of the divine will prove to be supported by the
mapping of the blended human perception onto the divine.
Firstly, the blending network

BLEND OF SENSORY AND MENTAL PERCEPTION

as a whole

addresses the overall possibilities of verbal representation of the human knowledge system
in biblical Hebrew. The list of blended sensory and mental perception concepts in the
following figure is based especially on the entries in the Dictionary of Classical Hebrew
(DCH) of sensory perception, supplemented with entries from the lexical semantic domain
/ cognitive categories [to see]136 and [to know] from the Semantic Dictionary of Biblical
Hebrew (SDBH).137

136

From the domains [to see] and [to know] – as identified in SDBH – I only entered words occurring more

than once or twice. Other entries identified as a blend of some form of sensory perception (mostly [see] or
[hear]) are:  יהבyhB give counsel (Judg 20:7; 2 Sam 16:20),  פארP’r check (branches) (Deut 24:20),  צודcwD
keep close watch, hunt (Lam 4:18),  צוץcwc peer / gaze in (Song 2:9),  בארB’r pi‘el explain (Deut 1:5), עין

`yn keep an eye on s.o. (neg.)/ be suspicious (1 Sam 18:9),  חדהHDh sharpen the wit of s.o. (Prov 27:17); חוה
Hwh train to know how (Prov 22:6);  כסס ַ לKss `al divide portions (Exod 12:4),  פתח ִח ָידהPTH HîDâ open
up the riddle i.e. learn (Ps 49:5),  פתרPTr interpret a dream (Jozef: Gen 40:8, 16, 22; 41:8, 12, 13, 15), שׁזף

šzP behold/look upon (Job 20:9 subject eyes; Job 28:7 subject falcon’s eye; Song 1:6 subject sun).
137

One other source of words from this semantic domain is the revised doctoral thesis of Stephen Shead

(2011). He explores different ways to describe the basic scenario of to explore, to search and to seek. Several
words used in the seeking scenario can be described conceptually as [seeing or looking to know (location,
knowledge)] (cf. Shead 2011, 222). For example: find out ( מצאmc’ (2011, 221)) or look at ( נבטnB† (2011,
216) or for something, and gain information about someone or something by observation ( חקרHqr) (e.g.,
Shead 2011, 285-6).
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SENSORY PERCEPTION

hear + know

see + know

 ראה1. see
 שׁמעhear
 אזןhip‘il 1.hear
רוח/ ריחsmell
 מוּשׁfeel
 טעםtaste

GENERIC

MENTAL PERCEPTION

perception of
human
knowledge

 ראה2. see and know
 ראה ביןdistinguish between
 ביןhip‘il understand
 בדלdistinguish between e.g.
animals/(un)clean
 גלה ַ יִ ןuncover the eyes
 חזהsee and evaluate what you
see (e.g., truth, God, deceit)
 חקרsee to gain knowledge
 חקר ֵלבexploring
‘heart’-soul (subj. God)
 מצאfind/locate
 נבטlook at/examine
 נכרrecognize
 צפהwatch over s.o./s.t.
 ראה ִכּ ְליָ הsee the ‘kidney’ /
soul (subj. God)
 שׁוּרperceive by eyes or vision
 שׁמעhear and understand

 ידעknow
 בדלdistinguish between
holy/common
 זכרremember
 יהבascribe Y to X
 חרץdecide
 חשׁבthink, consider
 פרשׁmake clear/explain
 קשׁרconspire/plot
 ֵלב/‘ בחן ִכּ ְליָ הkidney’/
‘heart’-soul searching
(subj. God)

כמס/ חתםkeep in mind
(subj. God) (Deut 32:34)

 צפןhide in mind/store/
remember (subj. God)

(subj. heart)/judge/obey

 אזןhip‘il 2. obey
אלף/למד/ירה/ חוהpi‘el/לקח
teach/learn
 גלה אֹזֶ ןuncover the ears
 זהרhip‘il warn/alert/instruct
 טעםtaste and know (God is
good/all is well)

BLEND OF SENSORY AND MENTAL
PERCEPTION

Figure 6.12: Conceptual blending of sensory and mental perception

Knowledge is not restricted to the human domain. In the context of the Hebrew Bible, as in
many religious stories, an anthropomorphic image of God is used to give an account of
divine actions, meaning and purpose (cf. e.g., Korpel & de Moor 2011, 59-60). In several
texts in the Hebrew Bible, words refer to the bodily perception of God. For instance in Ps
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94:9, it says: “Shall He who implants the ear not hear []שׁמע, He who forms the eye not see
[?]ראה,” pointing out the divine origin of human senses, but also their equivalent for God
himself. In that same psalm it says: “YHWH knows [ ]ידעthe designs of men to be futile” (Ps
94:11). However, human and God are not the same, and their similar perception is not the
same either, cf. 1 Sam 16:7: “For not as man sees [ ]ראהdoes YHWH [see]; man sees []ראה
only what is visible, but YHWH sees [ ]ראהinto the heart [ ֵל ָבבlëBäB].” The heart represents
the inner thoughts of humans, conceptualizing in this verse the action  ראהto see as [to
know, to understand], because the physical boundaries of the human body limit the
visibility of the organ itself. The following table of the concept [to see] ( )ראהprovides an
overview of the conceptualization of the different types of perception.
ראה
subject

1. sensory perception
Human

object in the real – human
accessible – world:

2. mental perception

3. divine perception

Human
- anything from the real

God
- mankind

world not present at the

- anything from the real world

- person / object

time of seeing but known

- anything from the inner worlds

- action / event

from memory
- anything from the divine

of humans
- anything on any moment in

world, e.g., God
act/

visual perception

concept through the eyes

sensory perception leads to

time
unknown to mankind

mental evaluation
e.g.,  ראה ביןrä’â Bên
distinguish between ( =
understand)

Figure 6.13: Different types of perception indicated with  ראהsee

The figure below shows how several, but not all, aspects of human perception are blended
onto the divine within the context of the Hebrew Bible. The [senses] element of human
perception from the input space that is mapped onto the target domain of divine perception
is relatively similar to human perception, except for the senses ‘taste’ and ‘feel.’ The
ability to  גלה ַ יִ ןGälâ `ayin uncover the eyes and in the [hear + know] element the ability
to  גלה אֹזֶ ןGälâ ’özen uncover the ears have God as subject, but both verbs function as
conditional for humans to either understand what is happening, or to catch a glimpse of the
knowledge of God himself. They are not used to describe divine perception. In the [hear +
know] element,  זהרzähar hip‘il warn/alert/instruct is used especially to provide people
with knowledge some have of divine teaching (e.g., Exod 18:20) or a royal message (e.g.,
2 Kgs 6:10); and is therefore a human form of communication.
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GENERIC

SOURCE DOMAIN:
HUMAN PERCEPTION

perception of
human
knowledge

know

hear+
know

see + know

senses

see (and know) ראה
hear שׁמע
hear אזן
smell רוח/ריח
feel מוּשׁ
taste טעם
distinguish between ראה בין
distinguish between ידע בין
hip‘il understand בין
recognize נכר
realize, evaluate what חזה
you see (truth/God/deceit)
look at / examine נבט
watch over s.o./s.t.צפה
behold שׁוּר
uncover the eyes גלה ַ יִ ן
distinguish between בדל
clean/unclean
see to gain knowledge חקר
find/locate מצא
אלף/למד/ירה/ חוהpi‘el/לקח
teach/learn
uncover the ears גלה אֹזֶ ן
hip‘il warn/alert/instruct זהר
know ידע
remember זכר
ascribe Y to X יהב
decide חרץ
think, consider חשׁב
make clear/explain פרשׁ
conspire/plot קשׁר

 ראהsee and know
 שׁמעhear
 אזןhear
רוח/ ריחsmell
 פלה ביןdistinguish between
 ביןhip‘il understand
 נכרrecognize
 חזהdivine subject in Ben Sira (Hebr.)
 נבטlook at / examine
 צפהwatch over s.o./s.t.
 שׁוּרbehold, look after s.o.
 בדלdistinguish/set apart
 חקרsee to gain knowledge
 מצאfind/locate
אלף/למד/ירה/ חוהpi‘el/ לקחteach/learn

 ידעknow
 זכרremember
 חרץdecide
 חשׁבthink, consider
‘ חקר ֵלבheart’-soul exploring
 ֵלב/‘ בחן ִכּ ְליָ הkidney’/’heart’-soul
searching
 ראה ִכּ ְליָ הsee the ‘kidney’/soul
כמס/ חתםkeep in mind (Deut 32:34)
 צפןhide in mind/store/remember

Figure 6.14:
Anthropomorphic
metaphor of divine
knowledge

ANTHROPOMORPHIC METAPHOR
OF DIVINE KNOWLEDGE

TARGET DOMAIN:
DIVINE PERCEPTION
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Some words specifically denote divine perception. These are forms of perception with the
inner world of humans as object. Because of the bodily boundary, these forms of
perception are hidden for humans:  חקר ֵלבHäqar lëB ‘heart’-soul exploring;  ֵלב/בחן ִכּ ְליָ ה

BäHan Kilyâ /lëB ‘kidney’/‘heart’-soul searching;  ראה ִכּ ְליָ הrä’â Kilyâ see the ‘kidney’/soul;
כמס/ חתםHäTam / Kämas keep in mind;  צפןcäPan hide in mind/store/remember.
Both for humans and God, the blended [see + know] element of perception has the
ability to ‘distinguish between,’ but this ability is described with different verbs. The
human way to make a distinction, to visualize two images and compare them, is
conceptualized as originating from the realm of seeing or of knowing, meaning that the
mental images that can be compared, derive from visual input  ראה ֵבּיןrä’â Bên or are based
on (earlier acquired) knowledge  ידע ֵבּיןyäDa` Bên. The conceptualization of divine
distinguishing has a verb only used with God as a subject  פלה ֵבּיןPälâ Bên. The origin of
God’s ability to distinguish between images is unknown to man. The verb to denote this
( פלהPälâ separate (hip‘il) set apart, make a distinction (with  ֵבּיןbetween)) derives from
the verb  פלאPälä’ (nip‘al) to be treated as different, positive (‘be wonderful’) or negative
(‘be too difficult’). Some indicate that the verb has as basic meaning “to be different,
conspicuous, curious,” others that it “denotes the moment when something initiated by, or
linked with, the perspective of an action becomes effective” (HALOT, II 927). The
combination  פלה ֵבּיןoccurs only in Exodus; in Exod 9:4 where God makes a distinction
between the cattle of Israel and that of Egypt, and in Exod 11:7 a distinction between Israel
and Egypt (DCH, VI 689 (h.l. 683)). The distinction made here follows the denotation of
 פלאdescribed in HALOT, in that it effectively means death for Egypt (cattle and firstborn)
and life for Israel(ite cattle and firstborn). In these texts, God distinguishes between
elements and this has a direct effect on life.
The verb  חזהHäzâ realize with

YHWH

as subject is found only in the rediscovered

Hebrew text of the known Greek Septuagint translation of Ben Sira (cf. Beentjes 1997,
45(msA).52(msB)).138 This single occurrence of

YHWH

as subject of this verb could

indicate a Hellenistic influence on the Hebrew concept of divine perception.
In conclusion, because not all senses are mapped onto the target domain of divine
perception, we can conclude that the divine image is anthropomorphic in some aspects, and
not in others.

138

Both manuscripts have a qotel of  חזהHäzâ realize. I thank Prof.dr. W.T. van Peursen from VU

Amsterdam for this insight.
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2.

Blending in the act of hearing/understanding: [mv šäma` in 1 Samuel 28

The verb  ראהto see is conceptualized in a context of ‘knowledge’; the verb  ָשׁ ַמעto hear is
conceptualized in a context of ‘understanding (and acting accordingly).’ The sensory act of
hearing can be verbalized with the verbal counterpart of ’ אֹזֶ ןözen ear (the verb ’ אזןäzan
hip‘il). The hip‘il conjugation as causative action in an active voice (JM § 40 a), the only
conjugation in which the verb  אזןis found, indicates a conceptualization of the ears
actively prompting themselves to acquire sounds. Therefore this word is – just as – ָשׁ ַמע
used to indicate the more active action of listening, and even obeying.
We will now search for traces of hearing in the realm of divine and human
communication in 1 Samuel 28. In 1 Samuel 28, the verb  ָשׁ ַמעoccurs five times, starting in
v.18. However, other moments from the concept of hearing/listening occur earlier in the
story. In this story, the dialogues are introduced by the generic ’ אמרämar to speak. This
opens a generic communication scenario of speaking and listening. Other verbs of
communication could function differently, directing towards other types of communication
scenarios. In the first reference to communication, in v.6a, Saul  שׁאלšä´al inquires139 of
YHWH

and

YHWH

does not ` ָ נָ הänâ answer him. In a regular context of communication

this could indicate that a person asks someone and listens to hear the answer. In this
specific case the answer does not come, so the first person (Saul) hears nothing. Verse 6b
also describes the ways an answer of

YHWH

could be expected: אוּרים גַּ ם
ִ מוֹת גַּ ם ָבּ4גַּ ם ַבּ ֲח

יאם
ִ  ַבּנְּ ִבby dreams, by Urim and by prophets. Hearing plays a role in these ways of divine
communication, where it becomes the form/means of communication in a communication
blend.
The three ways of expected communication are open to 1. anyone (dreams), 2. priests
(Urim), 3. prophets (prophets). They all are open to both visual and auditory perception,
but in different stages of their scenarios. The following blended elements play a role:

139

In this story the verb  שׁאלinquires is found in the second question of Samuel: ‘why do you  שׁאלinquire of

me?’ (1 Sam 28:16b). Because this is part of a section of direct speech I will not elaborate on this.
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auditory perception

dreams 1. God communicates to people:

1. God communicates to people:

- person sleeps
- a dream starts:
- person sees events
- or
- person sees and hears

- person hears words
- or
- person hears and sees

- person wakes up/dream ends
knowing what the dream meant
- or not understanding – explanation by
prophets, seers and Joseph (Genesis)
 ראהrä’â, see and/or  שׁמעšäma`, hear →  ידעyäDa`, know
’ אמרämar, say →  שׁמעšäma`, hear →  ידעyäDa`, know

Urim/

1. priests visually interpret tokens

Thummim

2. priests communicate about the oracle
to people
- a question is asked by/to the priest

- priest throws the ‘judgment
instruments’
- priest looks at the tokens and
interprets their position
the answer to the question
interpreted from the tokens is told
by the priest to the people
 ראהrä’â, see → ’ אמרämar, say →  שׁמעšäma`, hear →  ידעyäDa`, know

prophets

God communicates to prophets

1. God communicates to prophets
3. prophets communicate about the
oracle to people
the prophet asks God on behalf of the
people

the prophet obtains the divine
message through images

- the prophet receives the divine
message through ‘word(s) of God’
- the prophet receives instructions
the divine message/answer is told by
the prophet to the people:
 ְד ַבר־יְ הוָ הDéBar-YHWH, word of
YHWH (e.g., Isa 1:10)

’ אמרämar, say →  ראהrä’â, see OR  אמרsay →  שׁמעšäma`, hear →  ידעyäDa`, know
Figure 6.15: Visual and auditory perception in communication with the divine
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The omission of a divine answer mentioned in v.6b (and its reiteration in v.15g) could
indicate an omission of something to hear, as well as something to see. However, the
auditory perception is dominant for someone not belonging to the priesthood or prophets,
like King Saul.
An important part of auditory perception is listening to words, human or divine. The
verb  ָדּ ַברDäBar to speak is used to indicate some form of speaking. Accordingly, the noun
 ָדּ ָברword, thing refers to uttered words, e.g., the words of God.140 In Sam 28:17b, 20b,
21g, h, the act of listening is combined with the words a person is/was supposed to listen
to. In v.17b Samuel hints at the words

YHWH

had spoken through him. Looking at the

visual/auditory perception scenario above, both the divine communication and the prophet
communicating about them is part of the auditory perception. The verb is combined in the
previous verse 17a with the actions of

YHWH:

` עשׂהäSâ to do, to make; here to act. The

combination is: ‘YHWH has done (for him) as He had told through my hand.’ ‘Telling
through the hand’ is not an established image in English, where the hand would hint at
some form of acting; in Hebrew it can refer to actions, but can be used for verbal actions as
well. This is a blending of the concepts of hands-on acting, and of speaking/listening. This
blend is shown in the table in white at the center of the two columns, because in it the two
concepts, of speaking (had told) and acting (through my hands) are present. This blend of
speaking and acting occurs in the whole section but in separate terms:
speaking/listening

acting
v.17a: YHWH  עשׂהhas done

v.17b:  כאשׁרKa’ášer as He  דברhad told
through my hands /me (17b)
v.17c: He has torn from your hands
v.17d: and given it to your fellow
v.18a:  כאשׁרbecause you did not  שׁמעlisten
to/obey to the voice of YHWH
v.18b: and did not  עשׂהexecute/do His wrath
v.18c: ` על־כןal-Kën therefore YHWH  עשׂהhas
done this to you
Figure 6.16: Blending concepts of speaking/listening and acting in 1 Sam 28:17-18

140

The noun can also mean ‘thing’, similar as in ‘something’.  ַבּ ָדּ ָבר ַהזֶּ הBaDDäBär hazzeh in v.10c and ַה ָדּ ָבר

 ַהזֶּ הhaDDäBär hazzeh in v.18c refer to this generic ‘thing’, here: (- ְבּBé- because of) this (thing). These
verses are therefore left out of this survey.
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The blend is most visible in the diptych v.17b → v.17a
YHWH

 דברhad told → YHWH  עשׂהhas done

and the diptych v.18a-b → v.18c.
Saul did not  שׁמעobey/listen / did not  עשׂהexecute/do → YHWH  עשׂהhas done

The positive part of these panels is in the actions of

YHWH:

he acts,  כאשׁרKa’ášer as he

had told, and  כאשׁרbecause of the (non-) actions of Saul. The negative part of these
panels is in the actions of Saul: he did not hear (/listen/obey), and he did not act. The
listening is blended into the actions, or more correctly: the non-listening is blended into the
non-acting. Because of the parallel with the acting of

YHWH,

and because of the

conditionals in each diptych a scenario is depicted in which listening and acting
accordingly belong together. The causal connector  כאשׁרbecause in v.17b starts a textual
blend of concepts indicated as cause (vv.17b, 18a-b) with concepts indicated as means
(vv.17a, c-d) with concepts indicated as goal (v.19) combined through the reasoning
connector ` על־כןal-Kën (v.18c). The parallel between

YHWH

acting according to His דבר

DäBar speaking, and Saul not  שׁמעlistening indicates a connotation of obeying, in the
sense that to hear (and really listen to) the words means to do the act. In addition to this
combination, v.18a, regarding the reference to the  קוֹלqôl voice of

YHWH,

will be

discussed below.
In v.20b, the constructed noun  ִמ ִדּ ְב ֵריmiDDiBrê from the words refers to the speech of
Samuel. Saul becomes very afraid, terrified even, because of them. This indicates a blend
as shown in [Figure BLEND SENSORY

AND

MENTAL PERCEPTION], because the noun ָדּ ָבר

DäBär word indicates a speech act, but Saul’s reaction profiles the hearing act. His auditory
perception is blended with his knowledge, and in combination, this provides him with
insight in his future. Now he knows which actions will follow the words. And he is very
afraid.

’ אמרämar, say →  שׁמעšäma`, hear →  ידעyäDa`, know →  יראyärë’, fear

In the speech of the woman (vv.21-22), several words refer to listening and acting. First we
take a look at the described combination with  דברspeak/word. Later on we return to this
pericope in other conceptual combinations. In v.21g the woman states that she has שׁמע
listened to your [Saul’s]  דברwords. This action is complemented by the relative clause in
v.21h: that you  דברhave spoken to me [woman]. This is an abundance of references to the
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 דברwords of Saul. Could this be an indication that she wants to make sure that Saul
realizes that she is obeying his words, regardless of what Samuel just said? Saul had just
been clearly identified as someone not listening, not obeying, and not acting right. She
positions herself into the role of someone who listens, obeys, and accordingly acts right.
A second important part of auditory perception is hearing someone’s voice. It will come
as no surprise that the conceptualization of hearing someone’s voice and listening to
someone’s words will not be that far apart. However, other words have been used;
therefore (somewhat) other concepts might be blended. One special case of reference to the
voice of a character is found in v.12b:  וַ ִתּזְ ַ ק ְבּקוֹל ָגּדוֹלwaTTiz`aq Béqôl GäDôl and she cried
out with a loud voice ‘and she [the woman] shrieked loudly.’ In this verse, the woman cries
out, but nothing is said about any meaningful content of her cry. The clearest combination
at this point is not with the content of her cry, but with the reason for it: she  ראהsaw
Samuel (v.12a). Clearly seeing him means knowing him and at the same time realizing
what this means: who the man in front of her is, in how much danger she is, etc. This
evokes a loud cry.
A reference to ‘listening to the voice’ is found in v.18a: א־שׁ ַמ ְ ָתּ ְבּקוֹל יְ הוָ ה
ָ ֹ ַכּ ֲא ֶשׁר ל

Ka´ášer lö´-šäma`Tä Béqôl yhwh because you did not listen - ְבּBé- [to] the  קוֹלqôl voice of
YHWH.

The content part of this sentence is mentioned in v.18b: ‘you did not execute His

wrath upon the Amalekites.’ The conceptualization of listen to the voice in this context of
words of YHWH can be translated as pay heed to the voice. This translation emphasizes the
combination of hearing the words and acting accordingly. The actual task the words refer
to can be found in 1 Sam 15:1ff. Samuel introduces in v.1 the extent of the wrath of YHWH
to Saul, saying:  וְ ַ ָתּה ְשׁ ַמע ְלקוֹל ִדּ ְב ֵרי יְ הוָ הwé`aTTâ šéma` léqôl DiBrê yhwh.  וְ ַ ָתּהand you
 שׁמעlisten - ְלto the  קוֹלvoice (and) the  דברwords of YHWH or to the  קוֹלsound of the דבר
words, followed by the content of the words. In this instance, the closeness of the
conceptualization of hearing, words and voice is clear. Because in 1 Sam 28:18a a different
proposition is used (- ְבּinstead of -) ְל, a proposal for a distinct translation could be: -שׁמע ְבּ
hear the voice; - שׁמע ְלlisten to the voice (meaning: listening and obeying). Similar to the
Hebrew verb שׁמע, in English, the verb ‘listen’ also has two meanings: ‘interpreting the
sounds’ and ‘obeying.’ In Hebrew this is brought out by different propositions.
This is similar in the next verses 21e and 22a. In v.21e the woman starts her speech to
Saul with the perspectivation marker ‘ ִהנֵּ הsee’, perspectivation followed by  שׁמעhear, her
classification of herself (your handmaid), and קוֹל
ֶ  ְבּBéqôleKä your voice. In this clause,
the woman seems to be referring not to a specific set of words uttered by Saul, but
moreover to the general conversation between Saul and her since he arrived at her place. In
v.22a the woman turns the tables, asking Saul to do exactly what she had been doing; she
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asks him to hear - שׁמע ְבּher voice, meaning following in general what she is going to say.
The proposal to differentiate between the translations - שׁמע ְבּhear and - שׁמע ְלlisten to
also applies to the last occurrence of  שׁמעin 1 Samuel 28 in v.23e. After Saul refuses to
eat, the woman and Saul’s servants urge him (to eat), and then he listens to them; he obeys.
Because the content of the urging is obvious, it is clear that a specific ‘listening to’ is a
meaningful translation.
A final word that could be identified as belonging to the domain of speaking/hearing, is
the verb  דרשׁDäraš inquire in 1 Sam 28:7d. In 1 and 2 Samuel and 1 and 2 Kings this verb
is used mainly for inquiring about g/God (through a prophet),141 and twice to inquire about
someone in a secular sense.142 In 1 Sam 28:7 it seems that Saul’s intention is to inquire of
God through the woman. This is consistent with the use of the verb within the context of
the story. In 1 Sam 9:9 an interesting parallel to this story is found: ‘Formerly in Israel,
when a man went to  דרשׁinquire of God, he would say, "Come, let us go to the seer," for
the  נָּ ִביאnäBî’ prophet of today was formerly called  ָהר ֶֹאהhärö’eh the seer.’ This confirms
what was noted before, referring to TWAT and Van Hecke, stating that in older texts
seeing is preferred over hearing (TWAT VII 225-266 (Fuhs), 234-235; Van Hecke 2006,
382). With this transformation from the seer to the hearing (and seeing) prophet, we turn to
the blending act of seeing/ knowing.
3.

Blending in the act of seeing/ knowing: har rä’â in 1 Samuel 28

As was stated in section 6.2.3-2, the verb  ראהto see is conceptualized in a context of
‘knowledge,’ whereas the verb  שׁמעto hear is conceptualized in a context of
‘understanding (and acting accordingly).’ Following the earlier elaborations on the blended
meaning of  ראהin a context of ‘knowledge,’ we will now search for traces of seeing (and
knowing) in the realm of divine and human communication in 1 Samuel 28. The words
 ראהto see and  ידעto know both occur in 1 Samuel 28, but never in close proximity.143 The
word  ידעoccurs three times, always in a context of knowing without (direct) sensory
perception. In v.9 the woman asks Saul about his knowledge: ‘[Don’t] you know what Saul
has done, […]?’ In vv.14f-g the narrator states that Saul ‘knew’ that it [was] Samuel. And
in vv.15h-i the qtol-form expresses the goal of the summoning of Samuel for Saul: ‘to
make known to me what I am to do.’ All three occurrences do not contain a reference to

141

1 Kgs 22:5, 7, 8; 2 Kgs 1:2, 3, 6, 16; 3:11; 8:8; 22:13, 18.

142

2 Sam 11:3; 1 Kgs 14:5.

143

The word  ביןhip‘il understand does not occur in 1 Samuel 28.
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seeing or hearing something, only to the mental perception of knowing something.
The following BLEND

OF VISUAL PERCEPTION AND KNOWLEDGE

presents different

syntactical structures of the verb ( )ראהand their paradigmatic position within the blending
network:

GENERIC
VISUAL PERCEPTION

 ראהr’h 1. see
 ראהr’h direct
observation
 ראה ֵאתr’h ’ëT
direct
observation,

visual perception
of human
knowledge

KNOWLEDGE

 ידעyD` know

!yb Bîn hip‘il
understand
 ראהr’h 2. see (and know)

!yb  ראהr’h Bên
distinguish between
yK  ראהr’h Kî evaluative
moment from seeing to
knowing (realize)
BLEND OF VISUAL PERCEPTION
AND KNOWLEDGE

Figure 6.17: Blend of visual perception and knowledge in  ראהsee

The verb  ראהoccurs five times in 1 Samuel 28, throughout the story. Remarkably, one of
the key concepts in the story is the fact that some can and others cannot see (some-thing).
In v.13c, for example, Saul asks the woman  ִכּי ָמה ָר ִאיתKî mâ rä’îT “What do you see?,”
indicating that he is not able to see what she can see. The vision that follows is obviously
described by the woman in her words. Consequently, the origin of knowledge about the
vision is the woman. The inability to see also plays an important role and is in fact
highlighted in v.8a. The word  וַ יִּ ְת ַח ֵפּשׂwayyiTHaPPëS he disguised (himself) is a blend of
the concepts of clothing, of being known in your familiar clothes and with your looks, with
the possibility of seeing and identifying, and of the goal of wanting not to be recognized.
Because of the ‘not’ in the goal concept, the blended space, or one of the blended input
spaces, will be counterfactual. Within the concept of recognition, the blended space
focuses on the desire not to be recognized. This blended space is filled with elements of
clothing, looks, and inability to recognize or desired anonymity. Verse 8b contains the
running of the blend, because it describes the choice from the range of possibilities of
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disguising oneself; Saul puts on different clothes, instead of, e.g., a false beard.
The first time a character is described as ‘seeing’ is in v.5a, in which the narrator tells
that Saul saw the Philistine army. The way the narrator describes this action, with the
object marker ’ ֵאתëT preceding the sighted object, the action is conceptualized in the
‘mildest’ form of blending. The sensory act of using one’s eyes is the main concept,
supplemented or blended with the concept of the brain comparing the image with available
knowledge and identifying it as an image of the Philistine army. This last knowledge based
action could be viewed as integral part of the standard concept of SEEING; therefore I call it
the ‘mildest’ form of blending.
The subject of this verse is Saul, so the position of the verb in the

BLEND

figure above

could be 1. (see; visual perception) or 2 (see and know; blending). It appears to be sensory
perception, and that is definitely part of the conceptualization here, but just seeing would
not be causing fear (v.5b), the fear is caused by the mental perception. This is supported by
v.5c, the trembling of Saul’s heart. As Pierre Van Hecke describes, “[l]ike the English
‘heart,’ the term ( ֵל ָב)בlëB(äB) heart is not limited to the physiological domain; however,
whereas English ‘heart’ and its equivalents in many other Western languages is primarily
regarded as the seat of emotions, Hebrew ( ֵל ָב)בheart is considered as the organ governing
not only human emotions, but also cognitive and intellectual activities and other functions
of human behavio[u]r” (Van Hecke 2006, 360-361).144 The identification of a mental
perception concept in this context of seeing is therefore not without precedence.

 ראהrä’â, see →  ידעyäDa`, know →  יראyärë’, fear

The concept is further developed in the following two verses. In v.5b, we learn that Saul
was afraid, and in v.5c, that his heart trembled greatly. These two actions indicate that after
seeing and identifying the Philistine army in v.5a, Saul reflects on this, and because he
realizes what it means to see the Philistine army, he realizes the implications of his
previous behavior. Because of his actions he is without divine guidance against a known
and dangerous enemy, and he is therefore afraid with a trembling heart. The two verses
suggest a form of knowledge far beyond a familiar image. They suggest a whole (hi)story
with the Philistine army, that causes Saul to see with terror in his heart. The blending of
seeing and knowing seems to occur between vv.5a and b, and vv.5b-c follow naturally as
144

Also with to hear; Solomon asking YHWH for a @ַ  ֵלב שׁ ֵֹמlēb šōmēa‘, hearing heart to judge the people,

to  ְל ָה ִבין ֵבּין־טוֹב ְל ָ ֑רעlĕhābîn bên-tôb lĕrā‘, to discern between good and bad (1 Kgs 3:9)
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the blend is run.

 ראהrä’â, see →  ידעyäDa`, know →  יראyärë’, fear

This blend reoccurs in the story in v.15e. We read that Saul saw the Philistines and he
became afraid; in v.15e he tells Samuel his reflection on what he saw: ‘“the Philistines are
attacking me”.’ Saul’s reaction to seeing the Philistines had already been written down in
vv.5b-c in the character’s perspective space with the account of his inner thoughts of fear.
This is amplified here in his direct speech.
Before discussing the blending process in the section about the woman’s vision: a small
remark about the final occurrence of the verb  ראהto see in v.21b. It is a clear example of
seeing and interpreting what you see at the same time in one blended action. The woman
sees Saul and interprets his condition. In the Hebrew text, this blended action is described
in the combination  ראה ִכּיevaluative moment from seeing to knowing (realize). The
woman looks at Saul and realizes that what she sees is someone being greatly disturbed.
She even sees how greatly disturbed he is, to what degree. Her interpretation is explained
and therefore endorsed by the narrator’s preceding words: ‘he had not eaten anything all
day and all night.’ The woman’s following words, in which she encourages Saul to listen
to her and eat something, support this combination of the narrator’s information and the
woman’s assessment of the situation.
 ראהrä’â, see →  ידעyäDa`, know

4.

Blending in the description of the woman’s vision vv.12-14

In v.12a, the woman ‘sees’ Samuel, in a similarly expression as v.5a; with the object
marker, a normal ‘seeing’-situation is described, i.e. with the ‘mildest’ form of blending. In
this verse the woman sees something or someone, and this image is described as ‘Samuel.’
Does she see ‘Samuel’ because Saul had just told her to bring up ‘Samuel’ (v.11d)? Does
she recognize him, and if so, how?
The way the action is described is remarkable, in the sense that without prior knowledge
of the death of Samuel, there is no reason to suggest that for the woman Samuel is not
really there but a vision of some kind. Because the word combination  ראה ֵאתsee + nota
accusativi suggests a relative closeness of the object to the subject, nothing suggests that
Samuel is not standing in front of the woman at that moment. If the action had been
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described as ‘the woman saw something/a ghost/an apparition and realized that it was
Samuel,’ the description would fit the image presented by the story in the conversation
between Saul and the woman in vv.13-14. In that conversation, the woman describes in
general terms what she sees: ‘Elohim, coming up from the earth’ and ‘an old man,
wrapped in a robe.’ There is no mention of the woman identifying Samuel in v.12 based
on this image.
 ראהrä’â, see (and know ?)

The action of seeing in Saul’s question in v.13c ‘“What do you  ָר ִאיתrä’îT see?”’ is a
general way of describing the act of seeing.

 ראהrä’â, see

In the woman’s answer the blending process becomes more apparent: ‘“ ָר ִא ִיתיrä’îTî I see
god[s] coming up from the earth.”’ In the identification of the woman’s vision as – in her
words – ‘god[s],’ the blending process of seeing an image with your eyes and the mental
reflection of combining this image with knowledge of divine beings becomes apparent.
Since ‘god[s]’ is not something everyone would see, or would identify as such, the
personal blending process of the woman is necessary for her vision to become known as
‘god[s].’ Her description in the following verse of ‘“an old man […] and he is wrapped in
a robe”’ could be considered a form of ‘mild’ blending, as described above. This imaging
is seemingly so general, that for anyone able to see the vision, the words could be similar.
The story continues with Saul not seeing but knowing ( )ידעthat it was Samuel (v.14).

 ראהrä’â, see →  ידעyäDa`, know

In v.12 however, Samuel is presented as something the woman is able to see. One could
think that she has knowledge about the way Samuel would look, dress, etc., but fact is that
the blending part of the action (combining what she sees (sensory perception) with prior
knowledge in her head (mental reflection)) is not present in the verse. It does not say: ‘she
realized,’ ‘she saw and knew,’ ‘she recognized by his appearance’ or ‘she noticed among
the apparitions she could discern, there was one looking as the prophet Samuel.’ The
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narrator describes: ‘the woman saw Samuel’.145
The description in v.12a combines the mild blend of see plus object without further
explanation. The words are the narrator’s. The viewpoint is the woman’s. The words of the
narrator follow the information presented by Saul in the previous verse: ‘bring up Samuel
for me.’ The viewpoint of the woman, as described above, presents Samuel as something in
front of her that she is able to see. There is no mention of the possibility of recognizing
Samuel on her own, from his appearance.
The ‘mild’ blend of seeing and the sighted object is apparently run in v.12b: ‘and she
shrieked loudly.’ Why does the woman cry out? In my opinion, at first glance, the text does
not provide us with a clear reason. It could be that she is startled, because Samuel did
appear (at all, already, before she did anything).146 Or it could be that this should be
combined with the description of the woman’s vision in vv.13e-f? Is she startled by the
‘god[s] coming up from the earth’?
A possible answer is that she realizes that it is not just any Samuel but the prophet
Samuel, or that if it is in fact the prophet Samuel, then the man facing her must be Saul.
Her next reaction – in v.12d – is about Saul’s deception: ‘“ית ִני
ָ  ָל ָמּה ִר ִמּlämmâ rimmîTänî
Why have you deceived me?”’ This rhetorical question seems to direct us to an answer
about the woman’s shrieking. The woman presents her interpretation of the blend of v.12a.
The deception blend combines the apparition the woman sees (v.12) with the previously
discussed king’s declaration of the illegality of her profession (v.9), combined with his
oath in v.10 that no harm would come over her. She realizes the identity combination of
Samuel and Saul; if this is Samuel, then: ‘“You [are] Saul!”’ (v.12e).
 ראהrä’â, see (and know ?) →  יראyärë’, fear

Immediately after the woman’s identification of Saul, the narrator names Saul ‘the king’
145

Fokkelman agrees that because the text is so straightforward in this verse, one should not understand this

as anything but “the woman really saw Samuel, and: the woman saw (none other than) Samuel [Italics
author]” (Fokkelman 1986, 606).
146

“Some more conservative scholars use this [shrieking of the woman-MV] to show (unconvincingly) that

the woman had no part in bringing Samuel up from the underworld, for she herself was surprised at the
result” (Lewis 1989, 115) An overview of rabbinic and early Christian biblical scholars opinions and
questions (if the woman was able to do as she did, does Satan have power over the saints or was her craft
mere delusion? Was it Samuel or a demon? Was it due to something the woman did that Samuel did appear
or was it due to divine intervention?) can be found in Smelik (1979) and in Greer and Mitchell (2007).
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(v.13a). The only one who seems to know everything even before the characters see
anything is – as in a lot of stories – the narrator.
Scholars have tried to make sense of this part of the story. Because the order of events
and the way the knowledge of the characters is presented appears confusing, people have
even gone so far as to make alterations in the text itself. The main suggestion we find even
in old Greek texts is the alteration of ‘the woman saw Samuel’ into ‘the woman saw Saul’
(Lewis 1989, 108).147 Others have suggested that the verses that mention the name Samuel
at this stage in the story (and vv.17-19aα) are prophetic emendations (McCarter 1980, 421423).148
Campbell agrees that emendations are not necessary in this story and states perhaps
ironically that “[s]torytellers must have their day. The text indicates issues that are
significant for the telling of the story – a significance that escapes us. The handling of
these issues in the telling of the story is left to the storytellers” (Campbell 2003, 283).
Fokkelman concludes that with the surprising order of telling events, the narrator
emphasizes the woman’s professionalism; “[w]hen we look at the narrator’s timing, […]
he puts the unmasking at the beginning of this sequence “Contact” (vv.12-14) and not at its
end” (Fokkelman 1986, 606). I follow him in stating that the place of the woman’s
recognition is chosen on purpose, but would not connect this with his (para-)psychological
explanation.149 The explanations of these scholars in suggesting text alterations are not

147

Lewis refers to a commentary by W. McKane, I and II Samuel (London: SCM, 1963). I have found no

other reference to these Greek texts, and have no knowledge of them or their interpretative value.
148

McCarter ‘knows’ that in the original story the woman recognized Saul by his “imperious tone in v 10.” I

am very interested to know the sources for this assumption (McCarter 1980, 423).
149

Fokkelman claims that the woman’s recognizing Saul is proof of her professionalism (1986, 606-607). He

states that she must have sensed a change in the atmosphere when Samuel appeared. He imagines the woman
possessing a sensibility, intuition, or clairvoyance allowing her to see a change in the energy field between
ghost and client that could only exist between a king and his prophet (Fokkelman 1986, 606). Another
creative explanation is found in the Midrash (‘Leviticus Rabbah 26,7’) in which the rabbi wonders in the
retelling of the story of 1 Samuel 28: “How did she know at that moment that he was Saul?” He states that a
“[ghost] does not come up for an ordinary person in the way it comes up for a king. For an ordinary person it
comes up with its head down and its feet up. But for a king it comes up with its feet down and its head up”
('Leviticus Rabbah 26,7' (lines 10-13) as cited in: Seidel 2002, 101). In his explanation, Fokkelman and the
old rabbi share a similar imagination and they do acknowledge the story’s order as it is, but for explanations I
would stay within the realm of the story.
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necessary. What we know is that already before the vision of the woman is blended with
the knowledge of Saul in the story, the result for the woman – knowing her visitor – is
presented.
The main problem for modern readers lies in the presentation of the order of events:
The expected order of events
would be for modern readers:
Saul speaks/asks

verse
11d
12a
(12b)

The trajectory of the story is:150
Saul speaks/asks
the woman sees and evaluates that it is Samuel
(described by the narrator) and is afraid
she realizes Saul’s deception because of
Samuel’s appearance

(12b)

she realizes that the man in front of her is Saul

12d-e

she confronts King Saul (narrator) with her
findings

13b-c

he tells her not to be afraid
the woman sees some( )thing(s)

the woman sees some( )thing(s)
she tells Saul about them/him

13e-f
14d-e

she tells Saul about them/him

Saul then knows that it is
Samuel

14f-g

he knows that it is Samuel (narrator)

14h-i

and does obeisance (narrator)

Figure 6.18: Expected order of events in bringing up Samuel

5.

Conclusions: ‘Seeing is believing’

In this story, we found blends with a trajectory from sensory perception  ראהrä’â, see,
through mental perception leading to knowledge  ידעyäDa`, know, and to fear  יראyärë’,
fear. In the case of Saul seeing the Philistines (v.5), the conceptual blending is more
obvious. Seeing an opponent’s army could cause fear, especially when one knows the other
forces to be much stronger than your own army. Apparently Saul realizes the Philistine
army has the upper hand and will conquer the Israelite army. However, this is not

150

Words in Italics indicate an included concept, not described in the text. Based on the way a scenario of

seeing – identifying – knowing – realizing – etc. works in modern times, we assume that these events have
happened, even though they are not described.
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conceptualized in the verse. He sees, is afraid and has a trembling heart. So what does he
do? He sets off to know what he has to do next. The fear is based upon what he sees,
without the element of knowing.
But why would seeing and knowing lead to fear? In our modern conceptualization, fear
is an emotion, induced by something unknown; people tend to be most afraid if they do not
know what is coming. Take for example ghosts, vampires (the scary ones), or other horror
movies; remember the music, the (lack of) light, the fear on the faces of the ignorant
people (and of the viewers)? Of course, seeing the adversary causes screaming, but by then
the fear is changed into an overpowering will just to be someplace else. One still would not
know what the opponent of the moment would want to do exactly.
How different is the conceptualization in this story. Saul tells the woman not to be
afraid, but only after she knows everything (v.13). In the introduction to that moment of
fear, the woman is talking about possible shared knowledge (You know, what Saul has
done […] so why are you laying a trap for me, to get me killed? (v.9). She is not afraid in
so many words, she wants to know. Therefore she is reassured by Saul’s words: you won’t
get into trouble over this – v.10. No fear. So what does bring about this fear? What is it
about seeing and knowing that induces fear?
The explanation that is most helpful and is in fact supported by this story, is the
connection distinguished by Jindo, in his article ‘On the Biblical Notion of the "Fear of
God" as a Condition for Human Existence’ (Jindo 2011). He combines (visual) perception,
knowing and understanding what it is that you see, with fear as a result, for the concept of
[FEAR

OF

GOD]. He shows that this concept functions in the Hebrew Bible as an

acknowledgement of the authority of God. He distinguishes between two types of
knowledge:  ידע את־יהוהyäDa` ’eT-yhwh to know
“propositional” knowledge of
“perspectival” knowledge of

YHWH,

YHWH,

YHWH

i.e. to know about

means more than to have

YHWH;

in fact it means to have

i.e. to have realized the significance of

YHWH

as the

primal or only deity, and therefore to accept his authority. For example, this element is the
reason of Jacob’s fear of the place (Bethel house of God) after his dream; what causes the
fear is not the merely the “experience of the dream but […] the knowledge he attains
through the dream. In other words, it stems from his reflection about the meaning of his
dream” (2011, 447 [Italics author]). In the dream Jacob obtains this knowledge by sensory
perception of hearing and seeing – Gen 28:12-15. The lack of knowledge of and
consequently of fear of God is described for example of pharaoh in the Exodus-story (e.g.,
Exod 5:2: “Who is

YHWH

’eT-yhwh I don’t know

that I should listen to his voice [..]  לֹא יָ ַד ְ ִתּי ֶאת־יְ הוָ הlö’ yäDa`Tî

YHWH”).

He probably knows about the god of his subjects/slaves,

but does not acknowledge God’s authority; there is no fear of God in him. What Jindo
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describes can be identified as a blend of the elements [TO KNOW] and [TO FEAR], and of [TO
FEAR]

with [ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

OF AUTHORITY].

As this blend will function only in

situations of fear of God or other figures of factual authority, it suits this story.
Now the frame of the discovered blend with the trajectory from sensory perception ראה

rä’â, see,151 through mental perception leading to knowledge  ידעyäDa`, know, to fear ירא
yärë’, fear becomes clear. In Bible stories, this frame is ‘authority,’ and to ‘fear’
presupposes and induces the acknowledgement of the authority. That is why Jacob is afraid
and the pharaoh is not. The reflective elements of ‘seeing’ and ‘knowing’ are what cause
this fear. It is not emotional fear of the unknown that plays a part in this story, as it would
do in modern stories. It is acknowledgement of the authority that induces the fear, and the
sensory and mental perceptions are necessary means to that end. In our modern blending,
fear is blended with the unknown. Also, sensory perception will never lead to an
acknowledgement of authority. For us, seeing a king does not an obedient and especially
not a fearing subject make. In the blending in this (and other) biblical story(ies), the
completely different interpretative framework blends sensory and mental perception with
the fear of, and acknowledgement of authority. The dynamics become clear in the
NETWORK

OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF AUTHORITY THROUGH FEAR, INDUCED BY SENSORY

PERCEPTION AND KNOWLEDGE.

blending the BLEND

OF

One blending element is clear; whereas in our modern

VISUAL PERCEPTION

AND

KNOWLEDGE also exists, it would not

activate or be combined by someone at a lower level in the authority/hierarchical structure
blend, and would therefore never lead to fear and acknowledgement of authority. In
biblical stories however, this is a combination found throughout the stories, coupling
perception with authority in a blended construction. Necessary for running this blend is a
hierarchical relation structure, with the presence of someone higher in hierarchy (e.g.,
God).

151

Or  שׁמעhear, cf. the Pharoah’s remarks ‘who is YHWH that should I listen to his voice?’ – above in

Jindo’s article.
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GENERIC

sensory
perception
of human
knowledge
KNOWLEDGE

SENSORY PERCEPTION

 ראהr’h

GENERIC

authority hierarchical
human
relations

 ידעyD`

see

 שׁמעšm`
ear

know

 ראהr’h see (and
know) or

ROLES

 ידעyD` know

*authority figure
*people at lower
level(s)

BLEND OF VISUAL PERCEPTION

ACTIONS IN
HIERARCHICAL
STRUCTURE

rule
judge
lead (into battle)
fear
do obedience
obey

AND KNOWLEDGE

NETWORK OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
OF AUTHORITY THROUGH FEAR,
INDUCED BY SENSORY PERCEPTION
AND KNOWLEDGE

 ראהr’h see,
know and ירא
yr’ fear
BLEND OF KNOWLEDGE
AND FEAR IN THE FRAME
OF AUTHORITY

Figure 6.19: Network of acknowledgement of authority: blending SEE, KNOW and FEAR

We will look again at the contested part of the story, especially the order of events. What
does this insight into the blending of seeing, knowing, fearing authority mean for our
story?
12a Then the woman saw Samuel,
12b and she shrieked loudly;
12c and said to Saul,
12d “Why have you deceived me?
12e You [are] Saul!”
13a The king answered her,
13b “Don’t be afraid.

laeWmv.-ta, hV'aih' ar,Tew:
lAdG_" lAqB. q[;z>Tiw:
rmoale lWav'-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow:
ynIt'yMirI hM'l'
`lWav' hT'a;w>
%l,M,h; Hl' rm,aYOw:
yair>yTi-la;

The narrator mentions the first step in the blend, the BLEND
KNOWLEDGE in

12a
12b
12c
12d
12e
13a
13b

OF VISUAL PERCEPTION AND

v.12a. The woman sees and knows, presented as one blended action, in the

mental space of the woman. It is an action that takes place in her mind. The woman’s fear
stems not just from seeing something or having obtained propositional knowledge about
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what she sees; rather her fear is caused by her own reflection on everything she sees,
therefore knows and evaluates, and the realization of its significance. What follows this
internal perspective is the acknowledgement of the authority of both persons in front of
her; as she acknowledges Samuel, she connects the dots: this is the king, and as such also a
person to fear. Fear strikes her, as she finds herself obviously in the presence of someone
higher in position. This is presented by the narrator. The woman speaks up and names the
identity of her guest: Saul. She confronts him, and in her words acknowledges the royal
identity of Saul. As the blend is now run fully, the narrator underlines this
acknowledgement; the only time Saul is named as king, is in this verse: the king answered
her (v.13a). And the king says: ‘Don’t be afraid,’ recognizing the by perception and
knowledge induced fear present in the woman (v.13b).
In vv.12a-13b, the dynamics go from the woman’s mental perspective space in v.12a to
the narrator’s space in vv.12b-c back to the woman’s space (in direct speech this time) in
vv.12d-e, already profiling her guest in her question, then back to the narrator who
confirms Saul’s identity as ‘the king’ in v.13a and finally the acknowledgement of the
relation between the woman and the king by Saul himself in v.13b.
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C

laeWmv.-ta, hV'aih' ar,Tew:
lAdG_" lAqB. q[;z>Tiw:
rmoale lWav'-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow:
woman

C

ynIt'yMirI hM'l'
`lWav' hT'a;w>

QOR; Saul pp

%l,M,h; Hl' rm,aYOw:
Saul

Narrator

Saul

12d
12e
13a

C

yair>yTi-la;

QOR Space; woman pp

12a
12b
12c

13b

Woman

N
C woman

12a
12b
12c

Then the woman saw Samuel
and she shrieked loudly;
and said to Saul,

C woman
12d
12e
13a

QOR; Saul pp

“Why have you deceived me?
You [are] Saul!”

The king answered her,

C Saul
13b

“Don’t be afraid.

QOR Space; woman pp

Figure 6.20: NMS-diagram of 1 Sam 28:12a-13b

To prove the existence of this blending network even further, in a place that is not as
contested, we continue reading the story by looking at the same blend, now run by Saul.
Saul does not see himself. However, he hears. And he hears about the woman’s vision,
therefore blending seeing and hearing (vv.13c-14e).152 This blending takes a few moments
because the woman has to inform Saul about her vision, but then the next step in the
blending process is described: Then Saul knew that it [was] Samuel, again, as with the

152

Cf. the communication dynamics (seeing-hearing) when somebody sees and has to tell someone else, in

section 6.2.3 - 2 Blending in the act of hearing/understanding.
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woman, presented in Saul’s mental perspective space. The narrator continues by explaining
Saul’s actions that take place in the same blend: Saul bows down and does obedience; he
treats Samuel with the respect he obviously deserves because of his authority (cf. Auld
2011, 328). This is a clear indication of the running of the final part of the blend.
13c What did you see?”
13d And the woman said to Saul,
13e “ I saw god[s]
13f coming up from the earth.”
14a He asked her,
14b “What does he look like?”
14c She said,
14d “An old man coming up
14e and he is wrapped in a robe.”
14f Then Saul knew
14g that it [was] Samuel;
14h and he bowed low with his face to the ground,
14i and did obeisance.

tya_ir' hm' yKi
lWav'-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow:
ytiyair' ~yhil{a/
`#r,a'h'-!mi ~yli[o
Hl' rm,aYOw:
Ara\T'-hm;
rm,aTow:
hl,[o!qez" vyai
ly[_im. hj,[o aWhw>
lWav' [d;YEw:
aWh laeWmv.-yKi
hc'r>a; ~yIP;a; dQoYIw:
s `WxT'v.YIw:

13c
13d
13e
13f
14a
14b
14c
14d
14e
14f
14g
14h
14i

The authority blend is blended with the mental space of the woman; she follows the whole
trajectory of the blend, and it is framed by the words of the narrator, to ensure that the
reader knows that the woman is having the correct reaction here. And it is blended with the
mental space of Saul, who recognizes (‘hears’ and ‘knows’) and fears as he gives
recognition at the authority of Samuel and acts accordingly.
Of course, we as modern readers have a totally different conceptualization of perception
and fear, and therefore are unable to realize this at a glance. The analysis of blending is
necessary for us to notice this blend and acknowledge that at this point in the story the
whole blend is run twice. There is no need for text alterations (e.g., ‘the woman saw Saul’),
no unclear identification of Samuel by the woman. No need for wondering why Saul feels
it necessary to bow this low and do obeisance. These are two wholly run blends. But
without an awareness of blending, we neither see it, nor believe it!
The blended concept of see, know and fear is typically positioned in the perspective of a
character. Saul’s fear of the Philistines in v.5 was part of his character’s perspective space,
the mental image of the woman is presented as/from her perspective (v.12) and Saul’s
insight and fear are described from his perspective. As his knowledge increases by
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Samuel’s words, it comes as no surprise by now that Saul’s fear increases with the
knowledge (v.20). These are the central parts of this story with elements that could only
have emerged from the study of the conceptual blending: the depth of the concepts, their
connections, the shifts in meaning and the way they are presented in the story.
6.3. Cultural concepts
6.3. Cultural concepts ................................................................................................................... 179
6.3.1. Dead Person Blend........................................................................................................ 180
6.3.2. God-Human and Human-God Communication Blend.................................................. 185
6.3.3. Necromancy and Divination, magic and rituals ............................................................ 190
1. Necromancy and divination ................................................................................................ 190
2. Magic: divination and ritual acts ......................................................................................... 195
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2. ל־מ ְר ֵבּק
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4.  ַמצּוֹתmaccôT unleavened cakes/bread (v.24e) ..................................................................... 204
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ֶ  ַפּPaT-leHem morsel of bread (v.22b)......................................................................... 206
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So far we have explored forms of conceptual blending on the micro level of language (in
6.1 Blending in grammar) and on the meso level of the text and its words or word groups
(in 6.2 Semantic concepts), and we will now turn to the macro level of culture. This level is
based upon the idea that each word reflects the cultural context in which it is used: its
conceptualizations, its social, historical, and ideological structures that in their turn are
influenced by the natural and geographical environment. The theory of culture based
conceptual blending is introduced in Section 2.3.7 Conceptual Blending Theory-Multiple
blends, pp. 44-47. It was illustrated by some examples such as the image of the Grim
Reaper, in which Death as a reaper is based on imaging in a culture that entails the
presence of agricultural reaping. It is evident that conceptual blending often presupposes
cultural frames or parts of frames which influence the images that form and shape a story.
The cultural components that play an important role in the blended space of a conceptual
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blend are the subject of the study in the present section.
Modern readers of 1 Samuel 28 encounter several images with which they are
unfamiliar. We assume that the intended audience is familiar with these images and their
cultural frame work and that they share the cultural knowledge with the text. However, we
have to keep in mind that also for the intended audience some images could have been new
or unexpected. This could have been the case for the first blended image that plays an
important role in this story, the Dead Person Blend. This image is unique in the Hebrew
Bible, because in no other biblical text is a person presented as talking after his or her
death. This means that although we may be able to derive some knowledge about the
cultural surroundings of the text, as far as this blend goes, we can only draw conclusions
based on its occurrence in this particular story. In the second blended image, the GodHuman and Human-God Communication Blend in which divine or human beings
communicate via a dead person, some elements may very well be unique to our story,
while others could be widely accepted within the culture of implied author and reader.
Our study of the third Blend, Necromancy within the realm of Magic and Divination,
requires cultural historical information about a religion and society that differs greatly from
ours. In ancient Israel, some (either legal or illegal) forms of magic were part of general
accepted knowledge, whereas in modern times magic is not considered as knowledge, let
alone common knowledge, even though in our days some people might believe in their
truth or consider magic rituals as effective. In the fourth and last cultural blend that we will
examine, the Ritual Meal Blend, we will focus on a so far neglected part of the story in 1
Samuel 28, namely the meal and its ritual character which occurs at the end of the story.
With the study of these four blends, we hope to clarify some of the text’s most powerful
culture based conceptual blends.
6.3.1. Dead Person Blend
In his monograph Cults of the Dead in Ancient Israel and Ugarit (1989), Theodore Lewis
has explored the existence of a cult of the dead in Ancient Israel and Ugarit. He explains
that in contrast to Ugaritic material, the Hebrew Bible does not explicitly document cultic
rituals or stories about what happens after death or about rituals controlling interaction
with the dead.153 The story of 1 Samuel 28 is unique in the sense that in no other story in

153

Lewis shows that most of the material of the Hebrew Bible mentioning cults of the dead are part of a

“carefully worked out Deuteronomistic theology of Yahwism,” in which cults of the dead have no legal
ground, and concludes that the sections mentioning possible earlier traditions of death cult practices “have
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the Bible does a person talk after death in a communicative setting resembling
communication among living human beings. Someone could say: ‘Perhaps this person was
not really dead.’ However, the mention of Samuel's death in 1 Sam 25:1 as well as the tale
of his death and burial in 1 Sam 28:3 prevent anyone from thinking that Samuel was in fact
not dead at all.154
Lewis (1989) suggests that the word used by the woman to describe the apparition,
namely הים4
ִ ’ ֱאélöhîm, gods/god/God can be seen as parallel to the word ilu found in
Ugaritic texts. In the cultural context of Ugarit the word ilu is used to designate a deity or
deities, and in several contexts it is clearly used for a dead person.155 Even though no direct
transference is allowed of meaning of concepts from one culture to another, it is
fascinating that this meaning could have played a role in this particular occurrence of the
word הים4
ִ  ֱאgod(s) in the Hebrew Bible (cf. Lewis 1989, 49-51.115-116; Tsumura 2007,
624-625).156 This idea at least supports the claim that Samuel was dead.
The Dead Person Blend could be considered a generic blend of any story in which a
ghost, zombie, or other deceased person is presented as an acting character. In 1 Samuel 28
the

DEAD PERSON

in the blended space is identified as the ‘person’ Samuel. This is

supported by the actions of the deceased: he looks like Samuel, for Saul seems to recognize
his looks from the description of the woman in v.14, and he talks like Samuel, which
appears from the fact that the message in his speech in vv.16-19 does not differ much from
earlier announcements (except for the mentioned date ‘tomorrow’). Samuel’s speech
recalls the events from 1 Samuel 15, the first account of the rejection of King Saul, where
the prophet speaks with similar words and in similar harsh tone and gives Saul the divine

undergone a thorough editing” (1989, 99).
154

Tropper (1989, 219-220) considers הים4
ִ ’ ֱאélöhîm, god(s) in 1 Samuel 28 not a generic name for god(s)

or for the dead, but takes it to refer to the ancestors of Saul, whom he wants to be brought up to inquire. I
don’t see a reason for this assumption both in this story and in Isa 8:19 (see note 156).
155

Cf. parallels from other area’s from the Ancient Near East: Akkadian, Assyria, Nuzi and Mesopotamia

(Schmidt 1995, 121).
156

Tropper (1989) mentions Isa 8:19 as other locus for the use of the word הים4
ִ  ֱאgod(s) as name for the

dead (1989, 219). In Isa 8:19, the dead ( ַה ֵמּ ִתיםhammëTîm the dead) could be seen as explanation of הים4
ִ ֱא
god(s). However, they could also be seen as the places (both the dead and the gods) where people inquire
about their lives (the living): ל־ה ֵמּ ִתים
ַ היו יִ ְדר ֹשׁ ְבּ ַ ד ַה ַחיִּ ים ֶא4
ָ ל־א
ֱ  ֲהלוֹא־ ַ ם ֶאhálô’-`am ’el-’élöhäyw yiDröš

Bé`aD haHayyîm ’el-hammëTîm, for a people may inquire of its divine beings - of the dead on behalf of the
living.
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message about the end of his kingship. He also announces that someone other than his own
sons will be the king of Israel. Adding the fact that it was Saul who asked the woman to
bring up Samuel for him, there can be but one conclusion: in this story, we are led to
believe that the acting dead person is the very same as the prophet Samuel in life.
Figure 6.21 shows the Dead Person Blend as it occurs in the Hebrew Bible in general
and in 1 Samuel 28 in particular. In the blend of a dead person in general, the dead can be
thought of as sleeping, not eating or breathing, etc., and the dead remains are expressed by
various terms in the Hebrew Bible.157

157

In Figure 6.21, a selection is shown of descriptions of the ‘dead remains’ in the Hebrew Bible. Other

examples are:  נֶ ֶפשׁnePeš (dead) person (Num 5:2),  נֶ ֶפשׁ ָה ָא ָדם ֲא ֶשׁר־יָ מוּתnePeš hä’äDäm ’ášer-yämûT, body
of a man who died (Num 19:13),  ֶפּגֶ רPeGer, remains (of animal) (Gen 15:11), or  גְּ וִ יָּ הGéwîyâ corpse (1 Sam
31:10, 12). According to the article on ‘Dead’ in the Dictionary of Deities and Demons in the Bible (DDD),
the main words used in the Hebrew Bible are mëT/mëTîm and réPa’îm. The first term is undisputed; the
second could have developed from referring to ancient people (cf. ‘giants’ Gen 14:5) into a word denoting
(royal) ancestors and finally into a word representing the dead in general (DDD, 'Dead' - 228-229).
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INPUT SPACE 2:

LIVING PERSON

GENERIC

DEAD REMAINS

(IN HEBREW BIBLE)

material
existence of
humans

(IN HEBREW BIBLE)

- time frame: birth, start of
living

- time frame: death, end of life
- vital force of divine origin

- filled with נִ ְשׁ ַמת ַחיִּ ים

nišmaT Hayyîm, breath

leaves the body: נֶ ֶפשׁ יצא
nePeš yäca’, life leaves (cf.

of life (cf. Gen 2:7)

Gen 35:18)

- words used to designate
the living: נֶ ֶפשׁ ַחיָּ ה

- words used to designate the
dead:  ֵמתmëT / נֶ ֶפשׁ ֵמת

nePeš Hayyâ

nePeš mëT

- appearance changes
through life: young,
adult, old

- no aging features
- does not act, move, speak

- acts, moves, speaks, eats,
breathes, sleeps, etc.

- does not eat, breathe, sleep,
etc.

- dressed in clothes

- dressed in clothes?
- Samuel (v.3; 14)
- is buried in Ramah (v.3)
- appears in death as in life:
- wrapped in a robe (v.14)
- an old man (v.14)
-  ֵמתmëT dead (person) (v.3)
-הים4
ִ ’ ֱאélöhîm god(s) (v.13)
- comes up from earth (v.13)
- does not eat (?), sleeps (is
disturbed) (v.15), speaks,
knows future: predicts
Saul’s downfall (v.17-19)

- man, born in Ramah, named Samuel (1)

DEAD PERSON BLENDING

- is raised in the service of YHWH (1-3)
- is judge over Israel (7)

NETWORK
(= PROPHET SAMUEL IN
1 SAMUEL 28)

- anoints both Saul and David king (10:1;
16:13)
- is seer (9) and prophet to King Saul (15:1)

- concept of the
underworld, Sheol:
- people stay in Sheol
after death
- in a state of rest
- underneath the earth
-  ַה ֵמּ ִ ֽתיםhammëTîm
the dead (Isa 8:19)
-

Ugaritic ilu //הים4
ִ ֱא
god(s)

- predicts Saul’s downfall (13; 15)
- has direct contact with God, God talks with
him (3; 8-10; 12; 15-16)
- lives into old age (cf. 8:1)

INPUT SPACE 4:
HEBREW BIBLE
DEPICTION OF SHEOL

- is dressed in a robe when young and old
(2:19; 15:27)
- dies an old man (25:1; 28:3)

INPUT SPACE 3:
PROPHET SAMUEL IN
1 SAMUEL

Figure 6.21: Dead Person Blending network (Samuel)
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In 1 Samuel 28, the conceptualization of the dead Samuel shows distinct traits of blending.
In the testimony of the woman in v.14 the dead person is visualized as god(s), as coming
up from the earth, as male, as old, and as wrapped in a robe. In 1 Sam 28:15, the prophet
tells Saul that he [Samuel] has been disturbed by bringing him up, so the dead person is
thought of as someone sleeping or at least as existing in a quiet or undisturbed way,
influenced by the depiction of Sheol blend (4).
The depiction of Sheol picture prompted by (the words used in) Samuel’s question ‘Why
have you disturbed me by bringing me up?’ (v.15b) is that a dead person is resting. We
obtain no clue in this story where this resting or abiding place is. A known belief from the
Hebrew Bible is that the dead stay in Sheol, the underworld (Xella 2000, 2067; Seidel
2002, 98; Tropper 1989, 163-165; Berlejung 2009, 3; Mommer 1991, 165). The Sheol, the
abode of the dead, is described negatively as a “place of dust and silence with imprisoning
bars and gates.” It was “viewed as anything but idyllic. Rather, it was a place of
interrogation, judgment, and punishment.” It was a “‘Place of Destruction,’ Abaddon.” The
words of “Job 7:9 ‘he who goes down to Sheol does not come up,’ echo the Mesopotamian
description of the netherworld as ‘the land of no return’ ” (DDD, 'Dead' - 229).
Some of the dead are described as having the same (healing) power as during their life.
The bones of Elisha still possess these powers, as they demonstrate by bringing a corpse to
life on contact (2 Kgs 13:20-21) (DDD, 'Dead' - 229). To call for a dead person – in this
case to conjure Samuel – apparently means to make him restless, tremble ( רגזräGaz quake,
tremble [here translated as disturbed]). The same word is used in Isa 14:9 of the disturbing
or rousing up of the underworld/réPä’îm to greet the king of Babylon (cf. Lewis 1989,
116). Other than these words, similar expressions about the ways of the deceased are not
found in the Hebrew Bible, very remarkably different from the active Repa’uma in Ugarit
(DDD, 'Dead' - 230-231).
In the Isaiah verse the presumed location of Sheol is depicted:  ְשׁאוֹל ִמ ַתּ ַחתšéôl

mìTTaHaT, Sheol (from) below. This is in congruence with the verb ` עלהälâ, bring up
throughout the story. The qtol-construction with  עלהin a hip‘il conjugation indicates that
someone made Samuel rise/come up. The same verb plays a central role throughout the
story; Saul asks for it (v.8g (hip‘il); v.11d (hip‘il)), the woman wants to do it (v.11b (hip‘il
1c sg.! the woman apparently expects that she will be able to cause someone to rise!)), the
woman sees something/-one doing it (v.13f (Question); v.14d (Question)) and in the
present verse 15 Samuel has been caused to do it (hip‘il). It is noteworthy that this verb is
used by all main characters. It has a spatial connotation, and is for example also used when
a journey is described that goes from a geographical lower point to a higher point in the
landscape. The direction of the spatial connotation is from low to higher, in concurrence
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with the possible localization of Samuel in the underworld.
Most evidently the dead person in 1 Samuel 28 is envisioned as speaking, in which the
generic word for speaking ’ אמרämar indicates that it is considered a regular speaking act,
just as a living person.158 From the analysis of the mental space structure in Chapter 5
section 5.4, we learned that conversation between the dead and the living is very central in
the story of 1 Samuel 28.
All these features together allow us to understand how a particular occurrence of a blend
can deviate from the generic blend (‘material existence of humans’) in its combination of
distinct elements from living (1) and dead (2) blending domains. Especially the input from
the ‘Samuel in 1 Samuel’ space (3) ensures that the identification of the dead person
appearing fits the features of Samuel.
This conceptual blend is a clear example of culture based cognition. The view that a
dead person still shares some traits with the living and is able to act, while in other respects
he is clearly dead, demonstrate that in ancient Israel it is considered possible to think of the
dead in such a blended way. Of course, this view is in contradiction with modern physical
insights. However, even for modern people it is still possible to think of an acting dead
person (in literature, in the theatre, in the arts) and to create such a conceptual blend in our
minds, although we do not consider it likely or possible to happen in reality.
6.3.2. God-Human and Human-God Communication Blend
One of the key themes in 1 Samuel 28 is that Saul tries to find a way to communicate with
God after the regular communication lines are cut either by the death of the God’s prophet
Samuel, or by Saul’s political decisions with regard to priests (cf. 1 Samuel 22 where Saul
orders the priests to be killed because of an assumed conspiracy against him in favor of
David, therefore losing access to inquiries of the will of God through the priest’s Urim
(and Thummim), or by his removal of the magicians (1 Sam 28:3).
The cultural frame of communication between the divine (God or

YHWH)

and human

beings can be deduced from many texts in the Hebrew Bible. The possibility of real twoway communication between God/the divine and humans fits the anthropomorphic concept

158

Communication with dead persons is not a common blend in the Bible, yet it is found all over the Ancient

Near East (see Civilizations of the Ancient Near East (Sasson 2000), especially Volume III, Part 8: Religion
and Science). This cultural blend is still active in New Testament time, when Jesus is presented as speaking
after his death (for further comparison of concepts of afterlife existence in early Judaism and Christianity, see
Zangenberg (2009, 682).
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of God (e.g., Korpel & de Moor 2011, 59-60). This concept is explained in section 6.2.3
Sensory and Mental Perception in the
KNOWLEDGE.

ANTHROPOMORPHIC METAPHOR OF DIVINE

The basic condition for communication, the possibility to hear and speak, is

found in the Hebrew Bible for both humans and God. The divine communication with
humans is understood to match the humans-humans communication concept. Thus, the
unknown divine reality is compressed (in size, abilities, capacities, etc.) to human scale (cf.
Chapter 2 section 2.3.8. Principles of blending, Fauconnier & Turner 2002). At the heart of
the God-human communication framework stands the conceptual metaphor

DIVINE

COMMUNICATION IS AS HUMAN COMMUNICATION.

One of the striking types of divine-human communication in the eyes of modern readers
can be found especially in the Torah. In several stories God speaks directly to humans, in
an act of regular two-way conversation, for example to Adam and Eve, Noah, and Moses
and further in stories about Joshua and Gideon.159 This is the first blended communication:
God and humans taking turns in filling both roles in the communication space. Another
way of direct communication of God with humans is the one-way communication in
dreams. From the 55 verses with the mention of a  ֲחלוֹםHálôm, dream in the Hebrew
Bible, 27 are found in Genesis. Examples are: God(s angel) speaks in dreams to Abimelech
(Gen 20:3, 6), to Jacob (Gen 28:13-15; 31:3ff.), and to Laban (Gen 31:24). In the books of
Samuel and Kings, the word  ֲחלוֹםdream occurs four times: twice in our text of 1 Samuel
28 and twice in the dream of Solomon in 1 Kgs 3:5, 15. In the latter text,

YHWH

is telling

(’ אמרämar) Solomon to ask him ( שׁאלšä’al) what he wants and Solomon responds to
YHWH’s

request (1 Kgs 3:5). At the end of the dream in v.15, Solomon realizes (indicated

with the perspectivation marker  ִהנֵּ הhinnëh) that he had had a dream. It is remarkable that
in both texts, 1 Kings 3 and 1 Samuel 28, the verbs  שׁאלinquire and  אמרspeak (and its
parallel ` ָ נָ הänâ answer) take up a central position in the dreams. It thus appears that
Saul’s attempt in 1 Sam 28:6 to find out about the divine message is still within the scope
of legality.
The greatest number of divine-human communication are indirect: God speaks to
people through messengers such as prophets, seers (cf. 1 Sam 9:9 “Formerly in Israel,
when a man went to inquire of God, he would say, “Come, let us go to the seer,” for the
prophet of today was formerly called a seer”), divine messengers (* ַמ ְל ָאmal’äK) or Urim
(and Thummim) or other objects or signs. All intermediaries control the communication

159

In modern times religious people may have the idea of the possibility of communication between humans

and God, for example in prayer, but generally not as a two-way conversation.
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and exercise power over those who need to know God’s intentions: the prophets in their
role in interpreting divine messages, the prophets or seers in interpreting dreams,160 the
priests in interpreting Urim (and Thummim). The Urim are an oracle method used by
priests for divination and are called ‘instrument of  ִמ ְשׁ ָפּטmišPä†, judgment, decision’
(Exod 28:30). This name, as well as similar described practices in surrounding cultures,
lead some scholars to believe that the Urim and Thummim were part of the high priest’s
garments “associated with the breastpiece of judgment,” and “could give a yes/no answer”
(Jeffers 1996, 215),161 whereas other scholars concluded that Urim (and Thummim) consist
of differently colored stones or sticks, thrown to answer yes/no questions (Fritz 1996, 151153).162
In addition to the direct and indirect forms of divine-human communication, in which
God is able to convey messages to humans, a third blended form of communication begins
with the human beings, and the priests as go-betweens in the messages human beings want
to convey to God. The priests can effectively, as we learn from many texts in the Hebrew
Bible, make offerings, erect altars, and deliver a message by prayer or talking to God. This
is the third blended communication within the divine realm: some people function as gobetween in the communication between God and humans.
A fourth blend is the divination blend, which works from the third blend. Thus in 1 Sam
28:3, ת־היִּ ְדּע ִֹנים
ַ  ָהאֹבוֹת וְ ֶאhä’öBôT wé’eT-hayyiDDönîm, those seeking knowledge from
ghosts and familiar spirits or in 1 Sam 28:7, ’ ֵא ֶשׁת ַבּ ֲ ַלת־אוֹבëšeT Ba`álaT-’ôB, woman who
controls ghost, the woman as go-between in communication between the divine and the
human world.163 The difference between both blends is clear: in the third blend, the

160

Cf. the Joseph saga in which the dreams are a form of divine communication in need of explanation by

Joseph as the seer or dream expert (Genesis 37; 40 and 41).
161

Jeffers (1996, 209-215) made an extended study of the Urim and Thummim as ‘a sacral method of

inquiry’.
162

The election of Saul as king in 1 Sam 10:17-24 is sometimes explained as a type of lot oracle (Aune 1983,

370 n.38).
163

See also Angert-Quilter and Wall (2001, 72) who notice that “[t]he prophetic significance of the scene is

seen in the spirit wife’s role as the guide to God’s will and God’s presence represented by Samuel.” Judith
Todd emphasizes the role of women in ‘divinatory roles’, women present at the ‘Tent of Meeting’, and ‘wise
women’, roles that have been casted away in favor of the institutionalized religion (Todd 1990, 149).
Because of the fact that religious activities by women are after that only mentioned to disapprove of them,
“[t]he historical marginality of women is therefore generated not only by the original biblical sources but also
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interpreters of the divine communication function within the legal boundaries, whereas in
the fourth the interpreters function outside those boundaries.
GENERIC

HUMANS IN THE HB

(physical)
ability to hear
and speak

THE DIVINE/GOD/

YHWH IN THE HB
Tells who he is
Tells what to do
Tells what humans
did wrong
(punishment)
Hears or knows
about the actions/
wishes of humans
Talks about humans
(Job)

Some men
All humans
Dream
Pray
Lament/Praise,
Ask guidance,
etc.
?

COMMUNICATION

HUMAN/GOD NETWORK
IN THE HEBREW BIBLE

* Priests – interpret
Urim/Thummim
* Prophets/Seers –
interpret dreams / talk
to God
* DEAD PEOPLE/PROPHET
(BLEND)
* Diviners/necromancers
– ask through ghosts/
the dead

?

Means/ways of
communication

HUMANS/ GOBETWEENS IN THE HB

Figure 6.22: Communication Human/God Network in the Hebrew Bible

In Figure 6.22 we find on the right hand side a list of types of direct and indirect
communication ascribed to the deity in the Hebrew Bible. Most humans receive
instructions or inspiration only indirectly or via interpretations provided by experts (via
signs, dreams, or divination).164 In this sense Samuel is brought up with the woman as gobetween for the divination, but then functions as a go-between himself – as in life –

in and through the androcentric interpretations and patriarchal reconstructions of biblical scholarship
(Schüssler Fiorenza 1983, 43).
164

According to Cogan, the usual way of reading oracles is found in 1 Sam 28:6 (Cogan 1995).
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between God and Saul.165
The dotted lines with a question mark indicate that we have no idea – not even from the
texts of the Hebrew Bible – how the communication between God and the priest’s
signs/tokens or between God and the diviners/ghosts works. Does God give a nudge to the
tokens so that they fall in a certain way? Did God provide the priests with a book of
interpretation? How can we be sure it is a message from God the priests are interpreting?
Of course in case of the communication with prophets as a go-between, ordinary humans
also cannot be sure. However, in the textual realm of the Hebrew Bible, this
communication line is undisputed, as are most of the accounts of priests (or e.g., Joseph
interpreting dreams – Genesis 37-41) interpreting the divine message.166
Following the arrows indicating the means/ways and directionality of communication,
one could argue that because:
1. Nothing is known about the way God communicates through diviners/ghosts/the deceased;
2. God is known to communicate directly to prophets;
3. Samuel is called upon in his function as prophet/counsel-giver of the king;
4. Samuel’s message is similar to the one provided in life, then clearly a message from God;
5. Samuel’s announcements come true within the timeframe he predicts;

we can conclude that Samuel still functions as prophet and messenger from God.167

165

Angert-Quilter and Wall call the house of the woman “house of the prophet, that is, the place where the

prophet Samuel appears to him” which Saul symbolically enters at the end of his life, after looking for it from
the beginning in 1 Sam 9:18, when the women led him to the place of offering instead (Angert-Quilter &
Wall 2001, 63).
166

Jeffers explores in her doctoral thesis a wide range of possible persons who could act as a diviner,

magician, or oracular, as well as techniques and devices (Jeffers 1996).
167

De Tarragon comes to the same conclusion: firstly, Saul had tried to consult the legitimate means of

divination first, secondly, the description of the way Saul turns to necromancy suggests that “Saul considered
necromancy to render the same service as ordinary divination,” thirdly, the word הים4
ִ  ֱאgod(s) suggests a
link to the Hebrew god, often called by that same name, and fourthly, “we are not far from the strict Yahwist
religion, since Samuel was its advocate” (de Tarragon 2000, 2074). Graeme Auld suggests that there is in fact
no room for distance between Samuel and YHWH in this story, hence the message: “Yahweh has already
confirmed in action (v.17) what Samuel has said” (Auld 2011, 328; cf. Edelman 1991, 244). Michael Kleiner
(1995, 226-227) suggests that an older divination story, with the message coming to the woman through a
ghost (cf. the woman’s profession), using the voice of the woman, was changed when this became illegal.
Then the story was transformed into a summoning scene. However, in both types of story it is not strange that
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6.3.3. Necromancy and Divination, magic and rituals
1. Necromancy and divination
The story of 1 Samuel 28 is considered unique in the Hebrew Bible in that necromancy is
suspected to take place.168 Necromancy is a claimed form of magic involving
communication with the deceased – either by summoning their spirit as an apparition or
raising them bodily – for the purpose of divination, imparting the means to foretell future
events or discover hidden knowledge.169 The practices are well known throughout the
Ancient Near East area (Sasson 2000, esp. Volume III, Part 8 'Religion and Science'), and
described in Egyptian, Mesopotamian, and Ugaritic texts (Lewis 1989, e.g., 99).170
Indications for necromancy in 1 Samuel 28 include Saul’s desire and hope for his visit to

a divine message is uttered in the context of a divination. Kleiner thinks that because of his old age when
Saul became king, it was no wonder that Samuel had to be asked after his death. The theological construction
of the last editor, who really wanted Samuel to convey the message, asked for this odd combination.
168

The word ‘necromancy’ is adapted from Late Latin necromantia, itself borrowed from post-Classical

Greek νεκροµαντεία neKromanTeia, a compound of Ancient Greek νεκρός neKros, dead body, and µαντεία

manTeia, prophecy or divination; this Greek compound form was first used by Origen of Alexandria in the
3rd century CE. Scholars who have extended ideas about the level of necromancy (sometimes beyond the
scope of the text) are for example Dolansky (2008, 38 n.99), who claims that “in 1 Samuel 28 we have a
detailed description of the actions of a certain woman of Endor who has ’ôB wéyiDDé`önî ,” or Nihan (2003,
24), who names 1 Samuel 28 a “key witness to necromancy as a form of divination” and the “only witness
relating the process of a necromantic ritual” (2003, 32), or Jeffers (1996, 167), who seems to find a “full
description” of the necromantic process. Arnold claims that 1 Samuel 28 is the “locus classicus for any
examination of necromancy in the Hebrew Bible” (Arnold 2004, 200; cf. Johnston 2005, 106). Even though
the description is only about the conversation during the ritual, and does not consist of described actions, it is
the only account in the Hebrew Bible of a successful necromantic event, without it being discarded as
something untrue, fraud, etc.
169

This terminology is challenged. Some scholars use the term necromancy for every conjuration of dead

persons (Tropper 1989, 14-15), whereas others use it only within the context of divination (Schmidt 1995,
11); cf. discussion in Nihan (2003, 24). I will use the stricter definition in this context, i.e. necromancy in the
context of divination.
170

Schmidt (1995, 112-120) claims that divination by necromancy is only known in the scriptures of

Mesopotamia, and not in Egypt. In reaction, Ritner (2002) argues that the scenario for necromancy does exist
in Egyptian divination literature, be it not with so many words, but with elements such as ‘summoning a
spirit of a dead to tell s.o…’, ‘make rise up’ ‘telling that the gods have come in’.
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the woman in Endor, the conversation between Saul and the woman, the bringing up of the
deceased prophet Samuel by the woman, and the conversation between Saul and the
deceased prophet.
Necromancy is condemned in Deuteronomy (Deut 14:1; 18:9ff and 26:14),171 in
deuteronomistic literature (2 Sam 12:15-24; 18:18; 2 Kgs 9:34-37; 13:20-21; 21:6; 23:24
(Lewis 1989, 118-126),172 in the Priestly Material in Leviticus (Lev 19:26b-32 and 20:6,
27), and in prophetic texts.173 The same attitude is found in Psalm 16 and Ps 106:28. In
contrast to the clear belief in the abilities of necromancy and divination to obtain
information, the authors of the wisdom literature in Job 14:21 and Qoh 9:4-6, 10 gave no
credence to necromancy, because they believed that the “deceased are not knowledgeable
about the affairs of humans” (Lewis 1989, 174-176; Dolansky 2008, 101). Notwithstanding
this critique, some data in the Hebrew Bible demonstrate the popularity of communication
with the dead. For example, Isa 8:19 speaks of “the inquiring of the dead leads to a dead
end” and Lev 20:27 of “people who have a ghost should be put to death,” implying that the
practice of consulting the dead or ghosts was common (Xella 2000, 2069).174
A first step in our examination of necromancy in 1 Samuel 28 regards terminology, the
words used in the prohibitions of Deut 18:10-11 and Leviticus 19-20 (cf. Donner 1983,
237). In the former text, acts of divination are listed in a context of prohibition on
accessing the divine will outside prophecy; in the latter, the acts are listed in a context of
illegal activities. Since these lists provide the most information about the belief in magic
and divination, we will compare those words with the ones used in the story of 1 Samuel
28. The words used in these locations are the following (cf. Dolansky 2008, 39-45):

171

Lewis explains that these three legal passages show that the practice is forbidden and has no place in

“normative” religion (1989, 104).
172

Lewis argues that the deuteronomistic narratives in the books of Samuel and Kings show a “battle in

ancient Israel to resist cults of the dead” (1989, 118-126).
173

Isa 8:19-20a; 19:3; 28:15, 18; 29:4; 45:18-19; 56:9-57:13; 65:4; Jer 16:5ff; Ezek 43:7-9 (Lewis 1989, 128-

160).
174

A continuation of the rethinking of the older (biblical) concepts of magic and divination is found

throughout exegetical history, as well as throughout sociological interpretation history (cf. Jeffers 2007). She
advocates an interpretation in context, as the culture and its worldview influence the meaning of magic and
divination (and other things). Earlier, Beuken (1978) argued that “we can begin to listen to the biblical
message” instead of trying to push it within (Christian) faith-bound possibilities, where raising the dead is a
preliminary impossibility (cf. Beuken 1978, 14).
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no.

Deut 18:10-11
ק ֵֹסם ְק ָס ִמים

1

qösëm qésämîm
ְמעוֹנֵ ן

2

mé`ônën
ְמנַ ֵחשׁ

3

ménaHëš
ְמ ַכ ֵשּׁף

4

méKaššëP
ח ֵֹבר ָ ֑ח ֶבר

5

HöBër HäBer
שׁ ֵֹאל אוֹב וְ יִ ְדּעֹנִ י

6

šö’ël ’ôB wéyiDD`önî

translation/explanation
one who divines divination (NJPS): who is an augur
original meaning to cast lots175
diviner (NJPS): soothsayer
diviner (NJPS): diviner
pi‘el qotel  נחשׁnHš, divine, look for omens
NB.  נָ ָחשׁnäHäš, snake – divine by snake charming
sorcerer/magician (NJPS): sorcerer
cf. Akk. Kišpū/ KaššāPu ‘sorcerer/magician’
one who casts spells/bind magically (NJPS): one who casts a spell
cf. Akk. ubburu ‘to bind magically’
one who asks from/consult the dead for the purpose of
augury/divination (NJPS): one who consults a ghost or familiar
spirits

one who inquires of the dead, necromancer
Dörëš ’el-hammëTîm (NJPS): one who inquires of the dead
ל־ה ֵמּ ִתים
ַ ד ֵֹרשׁ ֶא

7

Figure 6.23: Hebrew terminology regarding divination in Deut 18:10-11

no.
(2)
(3)
8

9

Lev 19:26b-32;
Lev 20:6, 27
ְמעוֹנֵ ן

mé`ônën
ְמנַ ֵחשת אל

ménaHëš

ַמ ֲ ִביר ·· ָבּ ֵאשׁ

ma`áBîr ·· Bä’ëš
פנה ֶאל ·· בקשׁ ֶאל
ְל ָט ְמ ָאה ָב ֶהם

Pnh ’el ·· Bqš ’el
lé†ämé’â Bähem

יה
֑ ֶ פנה ֶאל ·· ִלזְ נוֹת ַא ֲח ֵר
10

11

Pnh ’el ·· liznôT
’aHárêhem
 ָהיָ הhäyâ

translation/explanation
diviner (NJPS): soothsayer
diviner (NJPS): diviner
pi‘el qotel  נחשׁnHš, divine, look for omens
NB.  נָ ָחשׁnäHäš, snake – divine by snake charming
one who causes to pass his son or daughter through fire
(NJPS): (one) who consigns his son or daughter to the fire
 פנהturn to(ghosts and familiar spirits) instead of שׁ ֵֹאל
(Deuteronomy 18) and  בקשׁseek out followed by a qtol - ְלlé-qtol
construction: to be defiled by them
 פנהturn to(ghosts and familiar spirits) and,  זנהto go astray after
them (lit. to prostitute themselves)
to be (a ghost or familiar spirit), translated as ‘has (NJPS)’ or ‘in
who is (NBV)’ or ‘who is a medium or spiritist (NASB)’ and a
ִ
’ ִאישׁîš ’ô-’ìššâ, man or woman
reference to אוֹ־א ָשּׁה

Figure 6.24: Hebrew terminology regarding divination in Lev 19:26b-32 and Lev 20:6, 27
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Jeffers (1996, 96-98; loc cit Dolansky 2008, 40 n.105)
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When we compare the terminology designating divination (including necromancy) in
Deuteronomy 18 and Leviticus 19-20 with those in 1 Samuel 28 we find only three
comparable words or verbal constructions:
Hebrew term from
no. in
Deuteronomy 18 and
lists
Leviticus 19-20176

translation

In 1 Samuel 28

to divine

verb in v.8f (cf. noun in 1 Sam 15:23 rebellion
is like the sin of divination)

to ask a
ghost (?)

see following list:

שׁאל

ask

in v.6a (in N – object YHWH, subject Saul)

שׁאל

ask

in v.16b (in Saul’s mental space – object
Samuel, subject Saul)

those seeking
knowledge
from ghosts
and familiar
spirits

(plural) in v.3d (in N, combined with  סורsûr,
remove (subject Saul)

קסם

1

qäsam

6 (cf.
9-11)

šä’al ’ôB wéyiDD`önî

שׁאל אוב וידעני

(not as one expression!)

6.9-11

אוב וידעני

6.9-11

אוב וידעני

אוב

7

דרשׁ אל־המתים

Däraš ’el-hammëTîm

ghost
inquire
through the
dead

(plural) in v.9d (in woman’s MS, combined
with  כרתKäraT, remove (subject Saul)
(2 times) in v.7b, f in word combination ֵאשֶׁת
’ ַבּ ֲ ַלת־אוֹבëšeT Ba`álaT-’ôB (in Saul’s and the
servant’s mental spaces resp.)
(not as an expression, but conceptually);
Samuel is  מתmëT, dead; the woman addresses
the dead

Figure 6.25: Hebrew terminology regarding divination in 1 Samuel 28

The words of Deut 18:10-11 do return in the retelling of the story of Saul’s condemnation
in 1 Chr 10:13-14: “Saul has  שׁאל אובšä’al ’ôB asked a ghost to  ָדּ ַרשׁDäraš inquire/seek
advice, and he did not  ָדּ ַרשׁinquire/seek advice of

YHWH.”

However, in 1 Samuel 28 the

words used are not  שׁאל אובask a ghost, but  שׁאל ַבּיהוָ הšä’al Bayhwh ask of

YHWH

(v.6a)

and ask Samuel (‘why do you ask me?’ in v.16b). Saul is said to have sought (ָ)דּ ַרשׁ
through the woman (v.7d), but nowhere it is stated or implied that he has sought a ghost
()אוב, nor even that he has sought ( ָ)דּ ַרשׁthe deceased prophet Samuel. The only words that
do occur in 1 Samuel 28 are ‘asking’: Saul asks  שׁאלYHWH and Saul asks  שׁאלSamuel. In
2 Kgs 21:6 in the condemnation of Manasseh the narrator refers to nos. 2, 3, 6, and 8 in the
176

Numbers following the word (combination)(s) refer to the provided list of divination words condemned in

Deut 18:10-11/Leviticus 19-20 (previous tables).
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tables above, using the verb ` עשׂהäSâ make instead of  שׁאלask for no. 6. In the retelling of
that story in 2 Chr 33:6, an extra no. 4 is added. In a way, these stories fit the context of
(deuteronomistic condemnation of) divination better than the story in 1 Samuel 28.
The comparison of the words denoting divination and/or necromancy in 1 Samuel 28
with those in Deuteronomy 18, Leviticus 19-20 brings us to the following conclusions:
1. In the Hebrew Bible reference is made to practices of magic, divination, and
necromancy that may have been self-evident for the intended audience, but are difficult to
deduce from the words and texts themselves.
2. The language in the texts under research shows remarkable differences. It thus seems
that 1 Samuel 28 is painting a conceptually different picture than the pictures of divination
and/or necromancy presented in Deuteronomy 18 and Leviticus 19-20. On the one hand,
the story in 1 Samuel 28 does not clearly depict the divinatory acts as conceptualized in
Deuteronomy 18, and on the other hand the events are not leading as directly to Saul’s
condemnation as the writer of Chronicles wants us to believe. The concepts of magic and
divination are probably used in these texts in a different setting. 1 Samuel 28 does not
contain the usual terminology: Saul does not seek for a ghost or ask a ghost, but שׁאל ַבּיהוָ ה
asks of

YHWH

(v.6a) and asks Samuel (‘why do you ask me?’ in v.16b). This leads to the

conclusion that 1 Samuel 28, famous for being the clearest account of divination in the
Bible (e.g., Dolansky 2008, 38, n.99), is not a clear account at all!
3. The words that express concepts of magic, divination, and necromancy occur mainly
in biblical texts in combination with a prohibition. Secondary literature suggests that magic
in general is not prohibited in the Hebrew Bible, but the practicing by others than priests
and prophets (Dolansky 2008, 54).177

177

Dolansky (2008, 54) explains these prohibitions as part of a process of a developing nation to regulate its

cult. The prohibition of mantic activities among laypeople is most likely started off by the priests out of fear
of competition. The priestly materials in the Hebrew Bible depict a fear of increasing influence, because the
divination works, without priests, prophets (the only group priests do accept as competition) or even God.
The status and livelihood of the priests, as well as the monotheistic impulse of their official religion are
threatened. De Tarragon also ascribes the choice for some of the range of generally known means of
divination in the Ancient Near East (“by prophetic or priestly oracles, dreams, spirits, lots, astrology, the
observations of the entrails of a sacrificial animal, the flight of birds, the patterns of oil of water, and the
direction of smoke”) to the influence of monotheism (de Tarragon 2000, 2071-2072). The main legitimate
means became ‘divination by lots,’ carried out by the High Priest. Among the means that were rejected
during the centuries it took the religion to become monotheistic are ‘dreams’ – more common in the older
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4. Other practices in the Hebrew Bible that modern readers would scale within the
concept of magic such as those performed by Moses and Aaron, Elijah and Elisha
(Dolansky 2008, chapter 3), appear to function for biblical writers, redactors and implied
readers as part of the lawful and permitted religion. The Hebrew terminology in these texts
differs from that listed above in Deuteronomy 18 and Leviticus 19-20.178
2. Magic: divination and ritual acts
Although the familiar pattern and terminology of necromancy is not explicitly present in 1
Samuel 28, some elements that we would call magic or magical actions are noticeable in
this text. The cultural conceptual blend of magic in 1 Samuel 28 is the topic of this section.
In modern times, a separation is made between magic and religion, whereas in the ANE
magic does not stand in opposition to religion, but is intrinsically part of it.179 In her
comprehensive study of magic and religion in the Hebrew Bible, Shawna Dolansky defines
magic in reference to “the mediation of divine power” as “an act performed by a person,
with or without attribution to God, that has no physical, causal connection to the expected
or actual results” (Dolansky 2008, 99). She demonstrates that magic is “implicit in Israelite
religious expression, ritual, and self-understanding” (Dolansky 2008, 105-107).180 As such,
stories, condemned by Jeremiah and in Deuteronomy – ‘teraphim’ as cult objects or idols, ‘necromancy’ –
condemned in the more evolved theology of Deut 18:10-11, but functions in 1 Samuel 28 – and ‘magic’ (de
Tarragon 2000, 2072-2075). Especially divination and magic (the belief that it is possible to influence/control
the course of events by human action) continues to function in the lives of people in monotheistic faiths until
this day, because of its “capacity to help pious men and women find absolute security” (de Tarragon 2000,
2080) (cf. note 167 section 6.3.2).
178

(Dolansky 2008, 38 n.98) argues that a connection between major magical acts in the Hebrew Bible and

the words used to conceptualize magic and magicians can only be found in Numbers 22, 1 Samuel 6 and 28,
and Ezekiel 21; in all other accounts of magical acts different words are used.
179

Cf. Ankarloo and Clark (2001a, xiii): “Mainstream European cosmology has been dualistic at least since

the days of Descartes. It means that we make a strict distinction between things material and spiritual. Most
other civilizations are not dualistic in this cartesian [sic] sense. The idea that immaterial spirits can influence,
harm or heal the bodies of men and beasts comes naturally to them, as it did to our own ancestors. Our
modern Western insistence on finding a coherent causality within the physical world, an attitude we call
natural science, would be alien to people in other times or places. In a unified universe with a holistic
causality our separation of physical from spiritual categories has no meaning.”
180

See for an overview of Magic and the theory building of the relation between religion and magic: Schmitt

(2004). A critical view on recent studies of magic, including Dolansky, can be found in: Bohak (2009, 110).
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magic is neither legal nor illegal. Yet, some magic actions are declared illegal. Religion
and magic are believed to have a common origin in shamanism, a development Israel
shares with its neighbors. The “movement away from shamanism toward organized
temple-centered religion” can be identified not only in the Hebrew Bible but also in
Mesopotamian documents (Dolansky 2008, 98-99). However, in the development of the
form of the religion and the normalization of the cult, different types of magic have been
declared illegal, so that the power over the natural order of the world came to be
transferred from potentially everyone to a select group. The labeling of some magical acts
as illegal is a powerful way to establish one’s own identity.
In the Hebrew Bible, the texts that list the prohibitions of magic actions, such as
Deuteronomy 18 and Leviticus 19-20 described above, can in this sense be understood in
terms of normalization of the cultic and ritual acts. These magical acts are only to be
performed by professionals and especially priests. Prophets are also considered to be
“professionals” allowed to perform magical acts, although Deuteronomy 18 warns against
false prophets, who are not ‘men of

YHWH.’

The main goal of performing magic in the

Hebrew Bible by priests is purification, since impurity causes disruption in the relationship
between God and his people. Sacrifices and purification in the temple are aimed at
maintaining or regaining the state of purity.181 In this framework, the power of the priests
is based on their monopoly in the use of magic to regain a pure or purified state. Not only
priests, but also prophets are allowed to perform magical acts. However, the function of
these acts is not related to cult or purity, but to the oral communication with God: magic
confirms the prophet’s mediation between God and humans in conveying and explaining
the divine will to his people.
In terms of conceptual blending, we can distinguish a generic space that represents the
general belief in the ANE, also shared by ancient Israel, in the unified space of divine,
spiritual and physical order. Magical actions figure in this unified space and presuppose the
communication between the natural and supernatural, which translates into Input Space 1
“Magic in HB” and Input Space 2 “Magic in ANE.” Because the biblical concept of magic

181

Dolansky (2008, 106) argues that with “the official Israelite cult’s emphasis on only one God, there was

no need for a variety of means to exorcize different forms of evil” because, as emphasized by Milgrom, “evil
came to be understood as a product of human impurity rather than demonic influence.” Milgrom compares
Mesopotamian elimination rites with the biblical scapegoat ritual, and finds that in “Mesopotamia, the evil
removed by such rites is demonic and very real; in the Bible, while impurity is real, it does not possess the
vitality and independence of demonic evil” (Milgrom 1976, cf. 1000-1009).
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is strongly influenced by the concept of magic in the ANE (cf. Sasson 2000; Lewis 1989),
the two input spaces are closely related. In the Hebrew Bible magical actions are presented
varying from Moses’ and Aaron’s magic serpent act to support the supremacy claim of
YHWH

to magic declared illegal in Deuteronomy 18 and Leviticus 19-20. The eclectic

choice of describing various ways of magic by the writers of the Hebrew Bible fits the
principles of the conceptual blending structure, in which only some elements are selected
and mapped onto the blended space. A parallel to the scenario of Samuel’s summoning is
found in the larger space of magic in ANE, especially in descriptions of Ugaritic rituals.
However, there is more at stake. The unified space of divine, spiritual and physical
order is also the basis for the structuring and development of the religion and identity of
Israel, and the conditio sine qua non for the communication between God and his people
(Input Space 3). It is central in the establishment and development of Israel’s identity, and
entails processes of inclusion and exclusion: some rituals, practices and people are allowed
or accepted (“in”), whereas others are excluded (“out”). By declaring some practices legal,
their practitioners are supported; by declaring other practices illegal, their performers are
placed outside Israel.
The most amazing thing is that in 1 Samuel 28 two mutually exclusive elements are
blended into one blended space, namely an illegal magic practice and its practitioner, and
the divine-human communication via a prophet. How could such a blending take place?
The story opens with two statements: first, the king’s prophet, representative of the legal
communication between God and Israel, is dead; second, the diviners and necromancers, or
those seeking knowledge from ghosts and familiar spirits are removed from the land. They
are representatives of the illegal ways to communicate with the divine. These two remarks
set the stage for the conceptual blend in this story. In the Communication Human/God
network (Figure 6.22) we saw that prophets could engage in a two way communication
with God and are designated to convey the divine message to the people. In life, Samuel
played this role many times, as we saw in the Dead Person Blending network (Figure
6.21). The removal of those engaging in illegal acts is done by King Saul, and in the
description of this removal, the expression ‘from the land’ marks the distinction between
the legal entities inside the land and those declared “out.” The woman who controls ghosts
(´ ֵא ֶשׁת ַ ֽבּ ֲ ַלת־אוֹבëšeT Ba`álaT-´ôB) belongs to the group of magic practitioners declared
illegal. This very woman who represents the illegal magical acts and their performers is
presented as the medium to the prophet Samuel who represents the legal communication
between God and Israel. In the blended space of the woman’s behavior, illegal magic and
legal communication are mapped onto each other, and this mapping is, in the text of 1
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Samuel 28, not considered illegal or unacceptable.182 On the contrary, the (partially
illegally) required information is accepted as trustworthy and true. Hence, the woman’s
behavior as a medium to the prophet is validated.183
The woman’s actions are not specifically described, but some elements reflect the
standard elements of described Ugaritic invocation rituals (Jeffers 1996, 175-179) and
Mesopotamian writings (Tropper 1989, 58-69.107-109). Compared to Ugarit, there is a
crisis of national importance because the Philistines are threatening Israel; the time frame
is explicitly set at night; a spirit is summoned (‘qritm’ -  קראqr’) by name (both the word
 אוֹבghost, spirit and the name Samuel are mentioned in 1 Samuel 28); Ilu as a deified name
for the dead is paralleled by הים4
ִ ’ ֱאélöhîm (v.13e) in the woman’s description of her
vision; the conversation between Saul and the summoned Samuel consists of a dialogue:
Saul asks questions and Samuel provides him with answers. Parallels in Mesopotamia
include the professional invokers of the dead; the summoning from the underworld; and
the specific royal access to the divine will through divination.184 These elements represent
the “out” part of the religious identity of Israel because they are performed by someone
outside the legal group of professionals. The foreign parallels emphasize that these are
considered non-Israelite rituals.

182

Schmidt (1995, 128) suggests that in a necromancy, the dead and the הים4
ִ  ֱאelohim, gods physically make

their way into the world of the living. Therefore it is the “quintessence of liminality,” fusing the three worlds
of the gods, the living and the dead. This could only lead to a total condemnation of necromancy in the
deuteronomistic and priest traditions, more than other forms of magic. In these traditions, necromancy was
used to blame Saul and Manasse for the decline of their dynasties (1 Sam 28:3-25 and 2 Kgs 21:10-15).
183

I therefore agree with de Tarragon’s conclusion: “[u]ltimately Saul returned by this route to look for the

answer to his question from the real God, or at least from God’s representative, Samuel. Therefore the action
of the king is not sorcery and did not address itself to false gods or demons. The proof of this is that his
pursuit was efficacious: the spirit of Samuel appeared to the woman diviner, and specifically engaged in the
dialogue with Saul. In the name of God, the dead prophet announced to him his next military defeat and his
death” (de Tarragon 2000, 2074).
184

In the Israelite kingdom, the communication with God and henceforth the access to divine knowledge was

specifically accessible to the king. His authority in both a social and religious sense explains why Saul had
the priests of Nob killed after they inquired of YHWH on behalf of David (1 Samuel 21-22). In this line of
thought, Frederick Cryer has an interesting view on Saul’s attempt to get access to one of the forms of
divination he himself had banned. He argues that “this simply exemplifies the insistence of the crown on
maintaining control of all forms of divination” (2001, 134).
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In sum, two processes of blending are visible. The first process is that of magic: magical
actions and behavior specified in a certain way in the world of the Ancient Near East and
(partially) reflected in ancient Israel, in which some practices are declared illegal and
others legal but restricted to priests and prophets (Input Space 1 and 2). The second process
is that of the communication between God and Israel through his prophets, in which the
invocation reflects the legal communication between Israel’s king and prophet and the
wished for communication between Israel’s king and God (Input Space 3). These two lines
are combined into one story by means of conceptual blending. Blended are the illegal
status of the woman’s profession with the legal communication between God and Israel.
Only a woman could be presented to act on the borderline: she makes acceptable what
would not be allowed to ordinary men, to cross the border between legal and illegal
communication. Her partially illegally required information is accepted as trustworthy and
true, and is essential in both the conceptual and narratological development of the story in
1 Samuel 28. Without her, both the character Saul in the text and the addressed readers
outside the text would not have known of the inescapability and even necessity of Saul’s
death and Israel’s defeat by the Philistine army.
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INPUT SPACE 1:
MAGIC IN HB

GENERIC

• Acts of human-divine
communication performed
by prophets and priests,
including offering
(cf. Figure 6.21)
• Some declared illegal: lists
from Deuteronomy 18 and
Leviticus 19-20
• Some legal: Communication
Human/God Network in the
Hebrew Bible, Figure 6.22
•

Unified space
of divine,
spiritual and
physical order

INPUT SPACE 3:
COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN GOD AND
ISRAEL
Establishing and
developing the
(religious) identity of
Israel: unique relation of
YHWH and Israel
IN

vs.

OUT

(cf. v.3d: Saul had
removed from the land)
Legal (magic)
acts of divination
by Priests and
Prophets

Illegal magic
acts performed
by diviners and
necromancers

Magic in the Ancient Near East
- Ugaritic invocation ritual:
• Crisis of national importance
• Time: hours of darkness
• Summoning a spirit by name
• Ilu as deified name for the dead
• Questions and answers
• Sacrificial meal for the dead

In the woman’s behavior illegal magic and
legal communication are mapped onto each
other: the woman who controls ghosts is the
medium by whom the dead prophet Samuel
and King Saul can communicate; she makes
it possible for Saul to understand what God
communicates.

- Mesopotamian ritual:
• Professional invokers of spirits
of the dead
• Dead brought up through a hole
(evocation?) in the underworld
• Oracle inquiry: yes/no answers
• The dead know about the will of
(the) god(s), especially for royals

INPUT SPACE 2:
MAGIC IN ANE

Elements reflecting ANE invocation rituals
• King in distress
• At night
• Summoning ( קראqr’) a spirit by name
• From the earth (Sheol)
• הים4
ִ ‘ ֱאelohim
•  שׁאלask and  אמרsay, answer
• Communication with the deity through
prophets
• Sacrificial meal

BLENDING NETWORK:
LEGAL GOD-HUMAN

BLENDED SPACE: MAGIC
AND COMMUNICATION IN
1 SAMUEL 28

COMMUNICATION THROUGH
ILLEGAL CHANNELS

Figure 6.26: Blending network Legal God-Human Communication through Illegal Channels
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6.3.4. Ritual Meal Blend
1. Ritual terminology in the description of the meal in 1 Samuel 28
The meal the woman prepares for Saul in the final verses of the story is often reviewed by
biblical scholars as a long example of the woman’s ignorance and even incompetence; ‘as
if a meal would do a man about to die any good,’ ‘surely the woman has no idea about the
words of Samuel,’ ‘so surely the woman has no real powers’.185 Most biblical scholars
consider the prepared meal a positive hospitable deed of the woman, trying to care for the
exhausted king.186 Some however, often without judging the woman’s professionalism or
knowledge, find in the description of the preparation and operations surrounding the actual
eating of the food grounds to review this meal as a ritual meal.187 Especially Pamela Reis
has suggested that the words used in 1 Sam 28:24-25 depict a ritual setting for the meal;
she interprets this as a covenant between the woman and Saul, although the clues for that
claim are not convincing (Reis 1997). In Festive Meals in Ancient Israel (2011), Peter
Altmann suggested that the embodied experience of food (and drink) always has a
symbolic meaning and he sees in current anthropological research a confirmation of this
interpretation (Altmann 2010, 4-5; 2011, 44-46).188
What is the difference between an ordinary meal and a ritual meal? When is the food
offered, and when prepared for domestic use? What elements in a story make that we
identify a meal, resp. a ritual? What picture is painted in this story and in what direction –
generic meal or ritual meal – the reader led? And finally, what is its significance? The
current section will first offer a semantic and conceptual analysis of the words used in 1

185

Not all biblical scholars are that explicitly negative in their judgment of the woman (Baldwin 1988, 161;

Beuken 1978, 8; Evans 2000, 125; Holland 2002, 291; Polzin 1993, 221).
186

Starting as early as Flavius Josephus (1934, Ant. VI, 339-340, as cited in: Klein 1983, 273 and in: Donner

1983, 239-240); (Fokkelman 1986, 619; Baldwin 1988, 161; Todd 1990, 303; Exum 1992, 23-25; Robinson
1993, 144; Hentschel 1994, 150; Simon 1997, 83-91; Dudichum 2001, 83-84; Nicholson 2002, 229;
Campbell 2003, 284; Lehnart 2003, 97; Bar-Efrat 2007, 252), and Auld, who states that at the end of the
story that the medium now became a solicitous hostess (Auld 2011, 329).
187

For example Brueggemann (1990, 196); (Goslinga 1968, 466; esp. Reis 1997, o.a. 22; Schroer 1992, 121;

Tropper 1989, 221-222; Nihan 2003, 51-52; van Zyl 1989, 136). Cf. also Spronk (1986, 257) who calls it a
“sacrificial meal” (cf. Lehnart 2003, 95).
188

Peter Altmann offers a complete study of the function and content of (festive) meals in Ancient Israel. He

underlines the importance of eating meat and of meat as a symbol (for wealth) in the biblical corpus, e.g., the
stall-fed calf in 1 Sam 28:24 (2011, 74). I am grateful to Peter Altmann for sending me his 2010 SBL paper.
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Sam 28:24-25 in reference to a meal and then focus on their conceptual blending.189
2. ` ֵעגֶל־מ ְַרבֵּקëGël-marBëq a stall-fed calf (v.24a)
Once the preparation of the meal starts, the first thing mentioned is the stall-fed calf in
v.24a. The narrator informs the reader in a nominal clause that the woman had a stall-fed
calf in her house. The word ` ֵ ֶגלëGël calf denotes a calf or more particularly a young bull
and its connotation is that of strength, sexual potency and fertility; at the same time it
represents an important economic value, especially for herding peoples. It comes therefore
as no surprise that the bull or male calf is a widespread image for the male supreme deity
throughout the Ancient Near East, in iconography and theology from Egypt to
Mesopotamia, from Ugarit to Tyre and Hazor. Images of El as a bull and as a deified
(Golden) Calf (Exodus 32; cf. 1 Kings 12) are also found in the Hebrew Bible (DDD, Calf
- 180-181). Calves serve for (festive) food, but are also described in relation to sacrifices;
both in sin offerings (Lev 9:2, 8) and in burnt offerings (Lev 9:3; Mic 6:6). A female calf, a
heifer, is known to be used in a ritual of purification after bloodshed (Deut 21:3, 4, 6); and
Abram sacrifices a heifer when he confirms the covenant (Gen 15:9, a three-year old
heifer).
The combination of a calf with a stall occurs four times in the Hebrew Bible. In 1
Samuel 28, in Jer 46:21 where mercenaries from Egypt are compared to stall-fed calves
(implying a state of good health and of being well-fed), in Amos 6:4 where the notables of
Israel who are living it easy without concern about the ruin of ‘Joseph’ are said to “feast on
lambs from the flock and calves from the midst of the stall” (as sign of great decadence, in
which the calves indicate the best of the best in food), and, finally, in Mal 4:2 (3:20).
Malachi offers a picture of the righteous: “on the day of the Lord, the righteous will meet a
sun of victory bringing healing. And they shall go forth and stamp like stall-fed calves.”
Here again, the text evokes an image of both good health and perhaps the experience of
freedom like a calf coming out of the stall for the very first time, jumping for joy. These
usages in the Hebrew Bible justify the conclusion that a stall-fed calf, which has had plenty

189

Todd (1990, 303) claims that the woman is taking care of herself by redirecting the arena from prophecies

of doom to the world of domestic activities. She calls herself ‘handmaid’ twice, through which she “proceeds
to assume a feminine domestic role as she prepares a meal and feeds Saul and his companions. Thus in the
face of Saul’s dismay at Samuel’s words, the medium becomes just another woman preparing a meal, and
thus she protects herself as Saul leaves to meet his destiny.” Klein suggests that “to eat with her would signal
a rejection of God and his prophet” (Klein 1983, 273).
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of food and rest, represents food of the highest quality.190 Although the combination is not
mentioned in context of offering, the animals that are sought out for offering have to be of
the highest quality and without blemish (Lev 9:3). A stall-fed calf did not have the
possibility to fall, get bitten by wild animals, etc. Therefore it would – if it was without
birth defects – be very suitable as an offering animal.
3.  זבחzäBaH (slaughter for) sacrifice (v.24b)
For Bible translators and scholars, the verb  זבחsacrifice is perhaps the most contested verb
in this account of the meal: a translation with ‘sacrifice’ would indicate a ritual
interpretation, whereas ‘slaughter’ would indicate a profane interpretation.191 Since the
word used to designate the act of ‘slaughter’ or ‘slicing the animal’s throat’ (cf. Milgrom
1991, 717-718) is  שׁחטšäHa†, the translation of  זבחsacrifice as ‘slaughter’ is not very
likely. The verb  זבחis out of the 129 occurrences in the Hebrew Bible, at least 127 times
used explicitly in a ritual setting where it designates (slaughter for) sacrifice, profiling the
sacrificial goal of the slaughter.
Within the domains of OFFERING or SACRIFICE,  זבחsacrifice is used:192
-

for the (most) holy of sacrifices;

-

if sacrifices are presented to a deity;

-

of meat;

-

with blood poured out over the altar in a libation;

-

with parts of the fat burned and perhaps meat parts eaten by those sacrificing or the priests;

-

for private and public sacrifices;

-

with different goals: to feed, to seal a covenant, to give thanks for well-being or salvation.

Jacob Milgrom (1991, 221) distinguishes the זבח-sacrifices from the ` ע ָֹלהölâ burnt
offerings because although the burnt offerings are – naturally – burnt, the זבח-sacrifices are

190

Cf. Silvia Schroer (1992, 121) who states that a stall-fed calf is eaten only at festive occasions.

191

Cf. Auld, who identifies  זבחhere as a slaughter for food, cf. 2 Sam 6:13 and the  זבחqal female subject in

Ezek 16:20, where the offerer is the whore Israel (Auld 2011, 330, cf. Milgrom 1976, 1). However, as
explained in this section,  זבחalways functions in a context of offering, profiling the offering ritual rather
than the actual slaughter.
192

The inventory is based on DCH; TWAT; BDB; Gesenius (1987); HALAT; NIDOTTE (and particularly:

Milgrom 1991, 156.217-225.250-251.714-718; Milgrom 2000, 1461-1462; 2001, 2033; Levine 1992, 312313; Anderson 1992, 873-879).
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meant to be (partially) eaten. He argues that even in those cases where possibly a non
sacral but profane slaughtering is indicated with  זבחsacrifice (Num 22:40; Deut 12:15-21;
1 Sam 28:24; 1 Kgs 19:21; Ezek 34:3 (the only real profane slaughter in Milgrom’s
opinion)),193 it still is unlikely that there is no ritualistic notion (Milgrom 1976, 2-3; 1991,
714-715). With respect to 1 Sam 28:24, Milgrom (1976, 2) considers it unlikely for the
woman (whom he calls a ‘witch’) to prepare a profane meal for the same king who went to
so much trouble to improvise an altar on the battle field, to prevent his troops from
slaughtering illegally or profanely (1 Sam 14:32-35). In reference to a possible profane
meaning of  זבחin 1 Sam 28:24, Altmann disagrees with other biblical scholars who reject
a ritual function of the woman in Endor in 1 Samuel 28, since this would allow  זבחto be
sacrificial. Instead, he suggests that it is “both an unacceptable [viz. illegal] “sacrifice”
from the view of the narrative, and she could also be seen as some sort of ritual
functionary, given her role as seer” (2011, 124).
4.  ַמצּוֹתmaccôT unleavened cakes/bread (v.24e)
Because of its reference to the exodus (the unleavened bread indicates the hastened
departure from Egypt – no time for the dough to rise) it will come as no surprise that the
context in which  ַמצּוֹתis used is ritual. According to DCH, Gen 19:3, Judg 6:19-21 and 1
Sam 28:24 are the only literary contexts in which  ַמצּוֹתare baked for a regular meal.
However, DCH’s assumption that Gen 19:3, Judg 6:19-21 refer to regular meals is
questionable. In Gen 19:3 the interpretation of  ַמצּוֹתis only based on the idea that the
people preparing the food have no idea who their guest is or who their guests are, namely
* ַמ ְל ָאmal’äK angel(s)/messenger(s) of

YHWH

or

YHWH

himself. The presence of these

divine beings suggests a very special meal indeed. The meal prepared in Judg 6:19-21 also
has a clear sacrificial connotation: Gideon had to take the goat he prepared with the
unleavened bread to a rock, put it on it and spill out the broth; the angel touched both meat
and bread with his stick and a fire sprang up from the rock, consuming meat and bread.
The various components together offer the image of a burnt offering on an altar.
In the semantic domain of BREAD,  ֶל ֶחםleHem bread or (ת)־ל ֶחם
ֶ
 ַפּPaT(-leHem) morsel (of
bread) is used when a regular meal is prepared, with time enough for the leavened bread to
rise during preparation. The  ַמצּוֹתunleavened cakes/bread are always prepared for a ritual
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In Milgrom’s opinion, in Ezek 34:3 the only real profane slaughter indicated with  זבחtakes place

(Milgrom 1976, 2-3). If the ‘shepherds’ are interpreted as priests and leaders of Israel, the verses could
indicate a ritual slaughter e.g., in the temple.
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meal. Several times it refers to the Feast of Unleavened Bread, in the seven days after
Pesach; Exod 23:15: ‘You shall observe the  ַחג ַה ַמּצּוֹתHaG-hammaccôT Feast of
Unleavened Bread – eating  ַמצּוֹתunleavened bread for seven days as I have commanded
you – at the set time in the month of Abib, for in it you went forth from Egypt’ (NJPS).
Other occurrences could involve the swift backing of unleavened bread from the offered
grain at the temple that was not allowed to stay at the altar overnight.
To conclude,  ֶל ֶחםbread is used for generic food and for bread eaten in regular meals,
whereas  ַמצּוֹתunleavened cakes/bread refer to bread in a ritual setting, often in the form of
a grain related offering (instead of meat) or of bread baked from the leftovers of grain
offerings.
5.  נגשׁ ִל ְפ ֵני־nāGaš liPnê- set before (lit. in the face of) (v.25a)
In the conceptualization of  נגשׁset/bring, directionality places an important role. The active
binyanim of the verb express a direction from a person towards someone or something,
such as a movement in combat, sexually, legally, or in a cultic context where it is said of
priests approaching the altar and bringing forth gifts. The causative binyanim mark a
direction of something being brought and is mainly used in a cultic context. It means
approaching a deity by presenting offerings, or ritual aids, such as the efod, food, or other
gifts, e.g., by priests. Some people can predict the future by approaching the deity. Finally,
the profane bringing of people, food, and gifts is sometimes also expressed by נגשׁ
set/bring, in which the main perspective of the verb is the position or person something is
being brought to.
The collocation  נגשׁ ִל ְפ ֵני־set before is used in 1 Sam 28:25a and in 2 Chr 29:23. The
latter text describes how the offerings are brought/set before the king in a grand ritual with
a variation of sacrifices, burnt offerings, and blood libations to reinstate the temple as place
of worship. In 2 Chr 29:23 the king clearly functions as a representative for his people: in
the purifying ritual the temple is sanctified and the people consecrate themselves to or ‘fill
their hands with’ God. Here, the sacrifices are all burned on the altar; none of it is eaten.
In contrast to  נגשׁset before, the verb ( זבחslaughter for) sacrifice conceptualizes an
action in the movement of the sacrifice towards the altar rather than the movement itself –
the killing of the offering animal.  שׂיםSîm set, put, used by the woman in 1 Sam 28:22b,
could also be used in an offering context, but does not conceptualize the cultic offering to
the same degree as  נגשׁset/bring does.
In 1 Sam 28:24-25, the woman sacrifices the calf and brings it with the unleavened
bread before Saul and his servants. The preposition  ִל ְפ ֵני־liPnê before is a spatial marker
and indicates a position in front of something or someone(’s face) (e.g., 1 Sam 16:8, 10,
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family members of David brought before Samuel to determine who should be king). When
this preposition is used in relation to the deity, it refers to a supposed positioning in the
direction of God or to a position one takes up to follow God. An example of the former is 1
Sam 11:15, where Saul in Gilgal is declared king before
offerings are made before

YHWH.

YHWH

and sacrifices and peace

An example of the latter is 1 Sam 23:18, where David

and Jonathan make covenant before God. An interesting combination of similar words as
in 1 Samuel 28 is found in Exod 18:12, where Jethro, Aaron and all of Israel take burnt
offerings and sacrifices ( )זבחand eat (’ אכלäKal) ( ֶל ֶחםbread/food) in front of/before God.
In v.25 the woman places the food  ִל ְפ ֵני־before Saul and his servants for them to eat.
The possible meaning of (only) presenting it to them – similar as to

YHWH

– is not likely,

because they do actually eat (v.25b). Yet, the placing of the food before them may also
have a ritual connotation, especially when considered in relation to the meal components,
calf and unleavened bread. Some authors point at still another possibility, namely a
collective meal with the deceased, known from the ANE cultural surroundings (Altmann
2010, 8-9). If so, the ritual sacrificial meal in the final verses of 1 Samuel 28 has been
blended with the image of the deceased Samuel interpreted by the woman as Elohim/god
(v.13e). This view seems to give room for a blended concept of a ritual meal eaten near
graves to please the gods, so that they renew their relationship with mankind, the living as
well as the dead. However, comparing Ugaritic rituals with those attested to in the Hebrew
Bible, Spronk (1986, 257) notes the absence of the deceased Samuel as participant in the
meal, while Pardee (2002) considers the blood rituals as the most central in Ugaritic rituals,
and this aspect is missing in 1 Samuel 28.194 Nevertheless, I am more inclined to follow the
findings of the anthropologists presented by Altmann (2010) and his conclusions about the
ritual status of all meals, and the possible cultic status of meals.195
6. ת־ל ֶחם
ֶ  ַפּPaT-leHem morsel of bread (v.22b)
In the story leading to the meal in the final verses, food is mentioned several times (cf.
Section 5.1.4 Narrative anchors). First it is mentioned by the narrator who makes a remark
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Pardee (2002, 227-234) also reviews the marziHu (cf. Hebrew marzëäH from the root  )זבחas a ritual meal

without a cultic status, and argues that they form a social custom for men, presenting drinking offerings to a
patron deity (cf. Johnston 2005, 108).
195

However, I don’t follow Altmann in ‘his descent’ with Saul to the underworld, marked by his ‘fallen onto

the ’erec’ (v.20a) and later standing up from it (v.23f) to sit on the bed (v.23g), according to him an image of
the realm of the living (Altmann 2010, 9).
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outside the outline of the story, that (one of) the reason(s) for Saul to lack strength is the
fact that he had not eaten any food all day and all night (vv.20c-d). The word the narrator
uses,  ֶל ֶחםbread is also the generic word for food.196 The woman offers Saul food, using
also the term bread, viz. ת־ל ֶחם
ֶ  ַפּmorsel of bread (v.22b). Both the narrator and the woman
link this food with the lack of strength. Food is regarded as means to obtain strength. But
there is more at stake than regaining strength.
In v.22b the woman declares that she ‘ וְ ָא ִשׂ ָמהwé’äSimâ want[s]to set before you [Saul]
a morsel of bread.’ However in v.25a she is said to  וַ ַתּ ֵגּשׁwaTTaGGëš set the food before
Saul and his servants. In her own mental space the word  שׂיםput, set is used, in the
narrator’s mental space the verb  נגשׁbring near (hip‘il) is used. Because of its clear ritual
connotation of ( נגשׁsee above), the narrator seems to be making something more out of the
proposed meal of the woman. It shows that the woman’s wish to strengthen Saul so that he
may go on his way (v.22c-e) is blended with the very extensive ritual meal that is prepared
afterwards. This ritual connotation is also confirmed by Saul’s refusal to eat (v.23c), which
is less likely in a context of strengthening,197 but is understandable in the context of a ritual
meal in general and in the stall-fed calf meal that follows.
7. Conceptual blending of the meal components
The combination of meal related words in 1 Samuel 28 all point in the same direction: they
figure in a sacral, ritual setting. First of all, the verbs  זבחand נגשׁ, sacrificing and offering,
express in the Hebrew Bible prototypically the scenario of cultic offering. Secondly, the
ingredient ל־מ ְר ֵבּק
ַ  ֵ ֶגthe stall-fed calf clearly functions in a ritual setting. Thirdly the
combination of  זבחsacrifice and eating of the stall-fed calf is often found in a ritual
setting, as is the presenting or bringing the food before the king and his servants. Finally,
the  ַמצּוֹתunleavened cakes/bread have a clear ritual connotation. Together these words
create an overall blended picture of a ritual meal. However, the function of this ritual meal
in the context of 1 Samuel 28 is less clear: is it a ritual against the cultural and religious
background of the woman or is its setting the overall Saul story? New elements in the
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A generic word in a culture is most often the most occurring word of a category. For the category ‘food’

the generic word is the type of food most defining the cultural customs regarding eating. In the Hebrew
Bible, as in many modern western societies, it is ‘bread’.
197

Unless one thinks that Saul has given up on his life all together, negated by Saul taking up his weapons in

battle the next day (1 Samuel 31). Fokkelman (1987, 621-622) poses the idea that Saul is well aware of his
hopeless situation, the woman however is not.
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conceptual blending of this text need be studied in order to be able to answer these
questions.
8. Transformation marking meals in 1 Samuel and the Hebrew Bible
On four occasions in the book of 1 Samuel, key turning points in the narrative progression
are marked with a ritual meal. The first occasion is when the birth of the prophet is foretold
and the verb  זבחsacrifice is used in the context of the yearly sacrifices (1 Sam 1:3). The
second time is Saul’s unofficial coronation in the festive meal setting with  זבחsacrifice (1
Sam 9:22: Samuel places Saul at the head of the table and offers him the portion Samuel
asked the cook to set aside).198 The third time is described in 1 Sam 11:14-15, where Saul’s
inauguration ceremony takes place with offering of sacrifices. And the fourth time is when
God rejects Saul as king which is expressed by His rejection of burnt offerings and
sacrifices (1 Sam 15:22).199 In these texts, the sacrifices and the accompanying ritual meals
are not associated with priests but with the prophet Samuel, and indirectly with the king
himself. The function of these ritual meals is to establish and reaffirm the order between
(the new) king and his people, and between YHWH and his people, since YHWH handed over
his lordship to a human king in Israel. Thus we may conclude that the ritual meals in 1
Samuel function as transformation markers of Israel’s kings and their relation with YHWH.
Similarities and dissimilarities are visible between the ritual meals presented in 1
Samuel and in the other books in the Hebrew Bible. Sutton and Montanari (Montanari
2006, introduced in Altmann (2011, 48-50)) regard meals, especially festive meals “as an
important cultural symbol available to the authors of the Deuteronomic Code (Deut 12:126:19) if they were attempting to foster a unified “Israelite” identity” (cf. Sutton, in:
Altmann 2011, 48). According to Gerald Klingbeil (2006), the celebrating of, for example,
Passover with a meal is described in the Hebrew Bible as a yearly celebration of
remembering the past. The Exodus functions as a clear identifier in the relationship of
YHWH

and his people. The ritual meal to celebrate this includes an abstraction of the

‘original’ Passover meal at the Exodus, and includes both ‘original’ and new elements
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In 1 Sam 10:8 Samuel orders Saul to Gilgal to wait for him to present burnt offerings and offer sacrifices

( )זבחof well-being. In 1 Sam 13:8-14, this order is not uphold by Saul, and he conducts the offering himself
(without  זבחsacrifice). This leads to the first announcement of the decline of the House of Saul (cf. AngertQuilter & Wall 2001, 61.71).
199

See also 2 Sam 6:13 where the political-religious celebrations of David’s bringing the Ark to Jerusalem is

combined with David’s offering of an ox and a fatling, and 2 Sam 15:12 Absalom’s coronation at Hebron.
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(Klingbeil 2006, 25). A central ritual in the Passover celebration was the sacrifice ( )זבחof
an animal by a priest in the temple of Jerusalem, the ‘place where YHWH chose to establish
His name’ (cf. Deut 16:2). Because rituals exhibit multiplex dimensions they are an
excellent vehicle for communicating the values of a specific group in a given context.
“[T]hese events correspond to cultural anthropology’s understanding of events,” which are
for example: “[s]ince its preparation and consumption had such important implications for
hierarchy, food tended to be the subject of competition between those of similar status as
well as the subject of regulation between those of different rank” (Goody 1982, 140, as
cited in: Altmann (2011, 45)). Even more significant for the context of the Hebrew Bible:
“ritual feasting or mundane food exchanges can create lasting memory impressions,
particularly when cultivated through narratives of past exchanges. Further, unlike solid
objects, food internalizes debt, once again calling for verbal and non-verbal acts of
remembrance and reciprocity” (italics original) (Sutton 2001, 160, as cited in Altmann
(2011, 47-48)). The impression created by the meals in 1 Samuel confirms this picture.
However, in contrast to other biblical books where sacrifices are conducted and ritual
meals are led by priests, in 1 Samuel this role appears to be partitioned to the priest/prophet
or to the king.
This brings us to the following conceptual blending network. In this network the ritual
meals (Input Space 1) and the offering of sacrifices (Input Space 4), in which the priest
plays an important role since he is the one ensuring ritual purity, are first combined in the
specific setting of the ritual meals (with offerings) in 1 Samuel (Input Space 2). The role of
the priest makes way for the relationship between

YHWH

and his people, central in all

rituals in the Hebrew Bible, both in meals and in other sacrificial offerings. Input Space 3
represents the concepts of the relationship between God and Israel, and the role of human
kingship in the history and identity of Israel, and this is related to Input Space 2 in 1
Samuel as well, although from a specific angle. In this book, the people have asked for a
king to rule them as a people, and even though

YHWH

is not pleased with this request (1

Sam 8:7-9), the wish is granted and the kingship installed. The transference of worldly
power – to some degree – from God as overlord in all matters to a human king over Israel
is very dramatic. The installment of the kingship means a new step in the development of
the identity of Israel and its relationship with

YHWH.

The king is still depending on the

good relationship between Israel and YHWH for approval and consequently prosperity (cf. 1
Sam 12:13-15: both the God given king and the people need to obey

YHWH

otherwise his

wrath will come over all of them). The ritual purity and the person ensuring it are therefore
essential in the religious practices of Israel, but this role is not restricted to the priest in 1
Samuel. This book grants an important role to the priest/prophet Samuel as well.
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In 1 Samuel 28, elements from all four input spaces are blended into a unique picture. As
in the other stories of 1 Samuel with a ritual meal setting, the meal prepared and offered
functions at a key turning point in the narrative. The first king of Israel, celebrated,
inaugurated, and finally rejected has just been given his death sentence. The announcement
of kingship being transferred to David signifies the new status of Saul: he is king no more.
The meal is going to be his last one, as he is to die the following day. The relationship
between king, people and

YHWH

has changed into a new order, confirmed by the ritual

meal. Remarkably, the central part usually played by a priest, and in 1 Samuel by the
priest/prophet Samuel, is now taken up by the woman. She is the person offering the ritual
meal, she is the person who ensures some form of ritual purity, and who is thus reaffirming the new order. She does not design the new order, as she clearly states in her
lengthy speech in vv.21-22, but is listening, conveying the prophet’s message, and obeys
his message by leading Saul and his servants through the meal.
The sacrifices in 1 Samuel function as an identity marker in the formation of the nation.
In that light, David’s absence from the 1 Samuel 20 banquet at Saul’s court marks his
repudiation of King Saul’s house. In the same interpretation frame, the ritual meal in 1
Samuel 28 functions as a marker for Saul’s separation from the nation. The kingdom now
lies in the hands of David. This is not a ritual meal with the deceased Samuel, as found in
surrounding countries, but a meal to mark Saul’s new identity as a ‘dead man walking’.
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6.4. Evaluations
The third step in the NMSB-model – Conceptual Blending – has led us through different
layers in language, stories and their cultural context. The way blending is incorporated in
the language forms and clause construction show how blending starts at or better from the
very origins of language. The blending in the semantic concepts shows how words can be
blended in a Part-Whole relation, such as the Philistines and the Philistine army. This has
resulted in the reversal of the imaging of the Philistines as the Philistine army; the
Philistines now are depicted as an invasive people, with the qualities of the army mapped
onto the whole people. This depiction has obscured the historic evidence of the Philistines
as a culturally enhanced people, compared to the native inhabitants of the coastal area of
the Levant, migrating centuries earlier than the period in which their army movements are
positioned.
The extensive unraveling of the multiple blending in the expression ‘tear the kingship
out of your hands,’ clarified not only that human thinking is capable of such complicated
blending processes without having a problem of understanding at least the basics of the
expression as a whole. It also showed that although the basic image may be rather easily
understood, the depth of the expression, with its most significant blending in the details,
only becomes available after sorting out the whole blending process. Even though (parts
of) the blended image probably were accessible for contemporaries of the writer, for the
modern reader they are hidden, and can only be discovered in a detailed study. The
imaging of the tearing process and its devastating results for the torn ragged elements; the
human scale blend of the kingship as part of the whole conceptualization of being king,
scaled down onto a small object that could fit into the hand as a container; the lines in the
narrative that could only be set out after the blend had been constructed; all of these
elements form the whole blending network, the whole being more than the sum of the
separate parts.
The third semantic blend of sensory and mental perception has added the most extensive
results for the understanding of the story and in its wake for the understanding of many
similar stories. First, because the conceptual blend of particularly ‘see’ and ‘know’ is
current in most languages, including our own. This bears the risk of comparing blends over
the borders of language, time, and culture, but it also creates sensibility for the blending
process in the Hebrew Bible. The inventory of words from the Bible that carry the blended
concepts of all senses ensures a view limited to the realm of the Hebrew Bible.
The comparison of those words used to describe human perception with those
describing believed divine perception indicated the anthropomorphic metaphoric blend of
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the divine image. This is also an example of the blending principle of ‘achieving human
scale,’ because without a human scale for the divine image, people cannot imagine a
relationship between humans and God in the manner described in many (especially older)
stories in the Hebrew Bible. The personified image of the divine is much extended in these
stories, allowing God to interact with humans on an almost completely human level. Of
course in other religions human abilities are also ascribed to the divine, because it is the
only way humans can imagine and describe the divine: in relation to humanity. Be it all
human qualities the divine does possess even if to a higher degree (e.g., God being able to
hear and see everything on earth at the same time), be it all sorts of human qualities the
divine does not possess, because the realm of the divine is thought to be of totally different
quality, all religions have to describe their god(s) in anthropomorphic language. The words
chosen in the religious context of the Bible and their conceptualization are positioned in
the metaphoric blend of divine knowledge. Striking examples are the presence of the
ability to hear, see, and smell in the divine imaging but the absence of touch and taste, as
well as the exclusive ability for God to look inside humans, to see inside their hearts,
kidneys, and souls, and to remember at all times what thoughts and desires had been in
them.
The divine also plays a central role in the communication in the story of 1 Samuel 28.
All communication between the human characters is for the benefit of Saul’s desire to
communicate with God through legal means, and if they do not work, through his prophet
after his death. In the list of legal means in v.6b, the means through which YHWH does not
answer, both visual and auditory perception play a role. These culturally based concepts of
communication between humans and God have been explored further in the section on
cultural blends, leading to a clear function for a group of people accepted as go-between
for some types of communication, whereas particularly in older stories God tends to
communicate directly with some people.
In the conceptual blend of hearing, a striking blend came to light: the blending of the
concepts

of

hearing/listening/obeying

and

speaking/telling

with

acting.

God’s

condemnation of Saul had been told (by God) through the hands of Samuel (v.17b). This
particular conceptual blend is embedded in the story in two more general versions of the
same blend of God foretelling and acting upon it (vv.17a-b) and Saul not listening and not
acting (vv.18a-b) and therefore God re-acting (v.18c). The causal structure of hearing and
acting in the Hebrew conceptualization becomes clear. This is confirmed by the words of
the woman, who in contrast to the portrayal of Saul is profiling herself in abundance as
someone who listens, obeys and acts right accordingly (v.21).
Another line of conceptualizing perception is of hearing leading to knowledge – as was
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apparent in the blend of sensory and mental perception – resulting in a state of fear. In
v.20b the act of listening to the words of Samuel has been blended with Saul’s knowledge,
which causes him to be very afraid. This line is extended in the conceptual blending of see
and know, which – in contrast to our modern conceptualization (with fear mostly based on
lack of knowledge) – has led to the discovery of the clues for a blended network of
seeing/hearing with knowing and fear. This fear based on knowledge proved to be induced
by the acknowledgement of the presence of a figure of (higher) authority, deserving due
diligence. This clarified at least one verse in the story; in v.12a it says ‘the woman saw
Samuel,’ which causes her to be afraid and identify Saul. The line ‘the woman saw
Samuel’ (and not Saul) therefore does not have to be a writer’s error. The woman’s vision
resulted in an acknowledgment of authority, in which the man present in front of her
played his own role. The narrator confirms this process by naming Saul as ‘the king’ for
the first and only time. Saul acknowledges the woman’s fear by telling her not to be afraid.
In the conversation about the woman’s vision, Saul goes through the same process,
resulting in his fear in the presence of Samuel. This process is foreign to our own
conceptualization, and therefore we need this type of research method to become aware of
its existence.
Finally, the conceptual blending of cultural concepts, and the way they can be traced in
the stories, clarified that knowledge of those concepts is necessary to understand the
dynamics on a deeper level in the story. The cultural concepts are only conveyed through
the words in the stories, therefore a semantic study will always have to be part of this
research. For this story, understanding the belief in the possibility of communicating with a
dead person, or for a dead person to act and speak, is acquired before one is able to read
the story at its own merits. Even if it is foreign to the rest of the Bible, the blend functions
in this story. The same goes for the concepts of necromancy, magic, and divination.
Because the belief in the reality of these concepts is not common in our society, we tend to
overlook that it is real in the context of the biblical stories.200 With it comes a whole

200

People also interpret aspects of the rituals from known stories and beliefs from other cultures. An example

is the interpretation of ’ אוֹבôB (vv.3d, 9d) as an instrumental object, such as a pit or bottle. In my opinion
particularly the translation with ‘pit’ originates in the parallel story in Greek mythology, Homer’s Odyssey:
Odysseus travels to Hades, talks to the deceased hero Achilles and his own mother through a pit in the
ground. Even though the Greek Hades is not a pleasant place to sojourn and the biblical image of Sheol is at
least as unpleasant, as discussed in section 6.3.1, the conceptualization of Hades for the Greek and Sheol for
the Israelites is different. The pit to communicate with the deceased should therefore not be transferred to the
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framework of legal and illegal communication with the divine, with traces of religious
regulation at some point in history, with a hidden agenda of people who were assigned to
act as go-between for the communication between God and humans, wishing to ensure
their power. In this light, it is clear that the final condemnation of necromancy does not
take away the belief in the functionality of the rituals. In fact, they prove to be very
effective. The power this gives those ‘seeking knowledge from ghosts and familiar spirits’
(vv.3, 9) seems to cause the prohibition of this professional branch, not an accusation of
deception of the public. Later stories in the Bible claim these rituals to be ineffective; a
positive result of the regulations described in Deuteronomy and Leviticus to ban the acts.
Both the prohibition on certain magical acts (especially performed by certain people) and
the confirmation of the status of the king are embedded in an overall concept of the
establishment of Israel as a nation, with YHWH as its god and a king as its leader.
The final verses in the story present a final conceptual blend in this study. The ritual
meal positions Saul both as king and as condemned man. In the presentation of the
sacrifices before him and his servants, his royal status seems to be acknowledged.
However, because the ritual does not take place in the proper social, cultic, and ethnic
circle, it instates his changed future as a dead man instead of confirming his royal status.
The unique role of the woman as priest and prophet sacrificing the offering grants her
special status in the historic narrative of Israel. Her ritual meal confirms Saul’s status as
condemned man, cut off from communication with

YHWH,

meeting his fate in the battle

against the Philistines the following day. The fate of Israel is still connected with his, as it
will be with David in the future. Saul is at his end, and Israel will lose the battle, but it will
rise again with its new king.

conceptualization of the Hebrew Bible. Cf. J. Brown, who connects the woman with a Sybille from Asia
Minor (as described in Ovid, Metamorphoses 14.110), also a professional medium (Brown 1981, 395ff.).
Judith Todd (1990, 294-295) follows Harry Hoffner Jr. in his translation of  ַבּ ֲ ַלת־אוֹבBa`álaT-’ôB in v.7 as
“the owner of a pit.” He claims that ’ אוֹבôB is an old (from before the second millennium BCE) non-Semitic
cultural loan word, found in Sumerian, Akkadian, Hurritic, Hittite, Ugaritic and Hebrew, meaning “pit to
offer.” For this image, Hoffner looks at the Gilgamesh epos, in which Gilgamesh digs a hole to summon the
spirit of his dead friend Enkidu (Hoffner Jr. 1977, 131). See for other thoughts on the translation of ’ אוֹבôB
Chapter 4 n.58 and 62.
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If one element characterizes this study, it is its focus on the dynamics of meaning. The
meaning of simple words, word combinations, or textual patterns does not take up a central
position, but the dynamic mapping of mental spaces in narrative texts and the blending of
meaning components in ever newly integrated networks of meaning. In this concluding
chapter I will summarize some of its methodological aspects (7.1) and exegetical results
(7.2).
7.1.

Cognitive linguistic approach: narrative mental spaces and conceptual blending
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has done for him
as He had told through my hands
YHWH

This fragment from 1 Samuel 28 is part of Samuel’s speech and has some peculiar
imaging: “YHWH has done for him as He had told through my hands.” In English, the
combination of the concept of telling, uttering words, and the body part ‘hands’ is unlikely
to be found in a story. The combination of the words of one person and the hands of
another would be even more improbable. In the translation of this verse, NJPS opts for the
English translation as He foretold through me. Sadly, the peculiar biblical Hebrew
conceptual blending is lost. In biblical Hebrew, the hand is used in relation with actions
(also familiar in English) and with verbal actions (not common practice in English). The
conceptual blend in v.17b enforces the larger conceptual blend of words and deeds in
vv.17a-18c from which a frame of obeying emerges. The blend in v.17b actually functions
as the hinge in this image, because it combines the words of

YHWH

with the actions and

words of Samuel, in which Samuel builds a construction of enmity of YHWH against ‘you,’
Saul, and

YHWH’s

actions in favor of ‘him,’ David. “Commitment rather than words” is
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what

YHWH

had asked from Saul, yet he failed to act upon this command. The blend of

words and actions, clearly depicted in biblical Hebrew, is lost in many modern translations.
This is but one small example of blending. The aim of the present study is to prove and
explain the crucial role blending and mental space building is playing in the process of
conceptualization and re-conceptualization in a narrative text. This is coupled with the
hypothesis that blending is present on all levels of a story – in grammar, in narratological
perspectives, in linguistic-semantic and in cultural-semantic conceptualization. In various
examples throughout this study, multiple forms of blending have been discovered,
unraveled and explained.
The ability to discover, unravel and explain would not have been possible to the degree
and the depth of this study, had it not been for the use of methods based on the insights of
Mental Space Theory and Conceptual Blending Theory. They provided the sensitivity to
know where to look, what to look for, how to look and how to make an analysis of its
contents. The instruments employed to analyze the conceptual integration processes in 1
Samuel 28 in close relationship to the story’s character and narrator, are based on
Fauconnier mental space theory (MST), elaborated by Dancygier in her application to
larger narratives (Narrative Spaces), and on Fauconnier and Turner’s conceptual blending
theory (CBT). Because in Fauconnier’s MST and in Dancygier’s Narrative Spaces
visualizations one cannot easily reconstruct the story’s outline and contents, I had to
develop a visual model of the Narrative Mental Spaces that retains the outline of the story,
as well as the actual textual clauses and the textual grammatical structure. In combination
with the CBT, I worked out an explanatory model, which is called the Narrative Mental
Spaces Blending model or NMSB-model.
1.

The proposed explanatory model: the NMSB-model

The Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model is developed as an instrument to analyze the
narrative and conceptual dynamics in a biblical narrative text in three steps, namely an
analysis of (1) the clauses of a narrative text and their connection to mental spaces, (2) the
narrative mental spaces and their embedding, and (3) the blending of the linguisticsemantic and cultural-semantic components in the narrative mental spaces into a
conceptual blending network. This model is applicable to every narrative text, no matter
how long, complicated or multileveled. Although it is developed to apply to stories of the
Hebrew Bible written in biblical Hebrew, its key features would be implementable beyond
the scope of this study. The model is orientated on the three key elements: clauses
(comparable to, but distinct from classical grammar and syntax), narrative mental spaces
(comparable to but distinct from narratology), and conceptual blending (comparable to but
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distinct from semantics).
(Step 1) Clauses hold the smallest amount of information to organize the conceptual
content of a text, in which the clause is defined as the smallest grammatical unit in a text
that consists of a subject and one predicate. Whereas a sentence often consists of more
clauses and can belong to various mental spaces, a clause does belong to one mental space
only and is bound to one perspective: the perspective of the narrating agent, i.e. the
narrator (N) or character (C). Because conceptualization is restricted to a clause structure,
mental spaces are built from clauses. The framework of the mental spaces of the whole text
shows the dynamics of this text as a whole and its internal cohesion. The syntactical
structure of clauses attributed to mental spaces provides the first building block for our
study of the Narrative Mental Spaces in a text. In its visual form in the NMS-diagram, each
clause is placed on one line.
(Step 2) Essential key in the NMSB-model is that in narrative texts the mental spaces on
the level of clauses are embedded in other continuous or discontinuous narrative mental
spaces. The base space in a story is commonly the narrator’s space N, often presented as a
continuous space. The most common embedded mental space in the narrator’s space is the
character’s mental perspective (e.g., speech, belief, thought) space (C). Other possible
spaces such as history space (H), future space (F), or a counterfactual space (Cf) are
embedded either in the narrator’s space (N), or in the character’s space (C). The viewpoint
shifts each time a mental space is embedded in another space, except when the embedded
space is a relative clause. The textual composition or structure is visualized in the NMSdiagram in the embedding of narrative mental spaces, while at the same time the
continuous background spaces remain visible, until the narrative either returns to the
narrator’s space or a new mental space. The distinct clauses are attributed to these narrative
mental spaces, each on one line, in the textual chronological order. Thus, the clauses can
be read continuously in the correct reading order.
(Step 3) In Cognitive Blending Theory, several types of blends or integration networks
are distinguished: simplex, mirror, single-scope, and double-scope, but also multiple –
combined or extended – blends. These blends are all structured by the basic elements of
blending: a conceptual integration network, consisting of a generic space, at least two input
spaces and a blended space, with matching and counterpart connections, selective
projection of the elements, and an emergent structure in the blended space that could be (or
not) different from the structure of the generic or input spaces. The compression of
elements in conceptual blending occurs at any level of language: words, grammatical
constructions, and narratives, but is in fact the link between the dynamic mapping of
narrative spaces onto each other (visualized in the NMS-diagram) and the semantic mixing
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or blending of meaning components into new blended networks of meaning. The
governing principles for the blending process are all driven by the goal to ‘get a grip’ on a
blend; a situation has to be within human perspective. To that means the elements are
compressed into a comprehensible blended picture. In our NMSB-model we focus on three
different locations of blends: blending in grammar, blending in semantic concepts, and
blending in cultural concepts.
The methodological contribution of the present study is twofold. The concept of
blending appears to be a useful instrument to study the dynamics of meaning construction
in texts, since it unravels the strings of meaning components that build up into a meaning
network of newly blended elements. The concept of mental spaces appears to be a useful
instrument to study the relations between blended concepts and mental spaces of characters
and narrator. The new enhancements added to the methods of Fauconnier and Turner,
using insights from Dancygier to broaden the scope of the method to (larger) narrative
texts, and their combination into one Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model will
potentially advance the fields of cognitive linguistics, the study of narrative stories and the
study of stories in the Hebrew Bible.
2.

Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model step 1 applied to 1 Samuel 28

The close study of the tenses of the verbs and their temporal notions in 1 Samuel 28 has
proved to be essential in the determination of particularly history and future spaces in the
story. The choices for an action referring to past, present or future events are anchored in
the syntactic structure of the Hebrew text. In addition to common insight in the static
syntactic structure of a text, NMSB step 1 provides us with tools to get insight in some
more dynamic features of the textual presentation of the events, e.g., in the case of the
woman’s vision, where Samuel was presented in the words of the narrator as someone the
woman could see at that moment, Saul then asked about what she saw, in the past, and
what he looks like, in the present. The woman again answered with what she sees at that
time, in the present (vv.12a-14e). The realization of the different aspects of time in the
woman’s vision brings depth into the otherwise somewhat static picture.
One example of the sensitivity of the NMSB-model for the coherence structure of the
clauses can be found in the explanation of v.3.
3a Now Samuel had died,
3b all Israel made lament for him,
3c and they buried him in Ramah, his town.
3d And Saul had removed those seeking knowledge
from ghosts and familiar spirits from the land.

tme laeWmv.W
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3d
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It is generally accepted that v.3 functions as frame for the following story, which is also
made visible in the translations of v.3a and v.3d in the past perfect tense in NJPS (‘had
died’ and ‘had removed’) in contrast to the past tense in the following verses (‘mustered,’
‘marched,’ etc.). However, the syntactical separation of the two events described in vv.3a-c
and in v.3d within one sentence is specified in the first step of the NMSB-model: Saul’s
removal from the land of those seeking knowledge from ghosts and familiar spirits
(described in v.3d) appears to have taken place at the latest at the same time as the death of
Samuel but no later than the time of his burial (described in v.3a-c).
3.

Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model step 2 applied to 1 Samuel 28

The dynamics of the story and especially of its communication structure are explained by
the lattice of different narrator’s and character’s mental spaces. An analysis of the subtle
variation in mental spaces lead to an insight in the perspective-bound conceptualizations in
the story and shows that the viewpoint dynamics are more complicated than it would
appear at first glance. In the Narrative Mental Spaces diagram (NMS-diagram) both the
viewpoint dynamics and the outline of the story have been made visible (see appendix 2).
The discovered Question-Order-Request (QOR) spaces show how in a communication
of this type, the speaker includes the addressee in his or her conceptualization. Because the
speakers expect an answer or action from their addressees, they anticipate their knowledge
and possibilities. The embedded history and future spaces construct a time frame
perspective for the story, supported by temporal anchors. The alternation of narrator’s and
character’s spaces, the extra dynamics of space builders, and the counterfactual spaces
show the viewpoint dynamics in the story, and how this directs the reader to take sides.
The other narrative anchors provide insight into the semantic clues that ground the story in
time, space and history.
In 1 Samuel 28, the cross-space-mapping allows us to draw conclusions on the identity
of the ‘him’ in v.17a: ‘YHWH has done for him’ refers to David obtaining the kingship from
the hand of God. Further, the dynamics in Samuel’s direct speech in this verse differ
greatly from that in the dialogue between the woman and Saul in vv.8-14. The presence of
the many QOR-spaces in the NMS-diagram exhibits a quick exchange of viewpoints and
mental spaces in the fierce conversation between Saul and the woman. They are talking
back and forth the whole time, like a fencing match, circling around each other, asking
something in a move forward, careful not to get hit at the same time, weighing questions
and answers, thinking very carefully about how to move in this delicate situation of an
illegal summoning of a dead person. Upon Samuel’s appearance on stage in v.14, the
dynamics change dramatically. From now on, the monologues of Saul and Samuel in
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vv.15-19 have different dynamics. The words, clauses, and sentences are thrown out, but it
seems as if the two speakers are not really listening to each other. Samuel confronts Saul
with his view on history, the present and the future, while Saul’s despair and hopelessness
become ever more tangible. The completely different communicative patterns in the
woman-Saul and Saul-Samuel dialogues become apparent at a glance in the mental space
structure of the NMS-diagram.
4.

Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model step 3 applied to 1 Samuel 28

The extended studies of the blending processes in 1 Samuel 28 presented in chapter 6
regard aspects of blending incorporated in grammatical forms and meanings, semantic
constructions and cultural conceptualizations. In contrast to the familiar lexicographic and
exegetical studies that focus on structures of denotations and connotations and that have
often resulted in static views on the meaning of words and texts, the present approach pays
explicit attention to the dynamics of meaning in the usage of language, both in words,
word compositions and texts. Without the notion of blending, we would not have been able
to analyze the dynamic mixture of meaning components embedded in a narrative
framework.
A short example of such an approach is the analysis of the different input spaces and
their composite structure of the blend to tear [the kingship] away from the hand of [the
king] in v.17c. The verb  קרעqära` to tear is prototypically used in a context of tearing up
clothing. However, in 1 Kgs 13:3, 5 it is used in reference to an altar: the altar of Jeroboam
is torn apart, and in 1 Sam 28:17 it is used in reference to a kingship. The analysis showed
that  קרעto tear not only expresses the act of pulling something, causing it to split into
several pieces, but also conceptualizes the hole or wound left by the tearing action, and the
irreparability of the torn parts. Another element appears to be the visibility of the result,
and the perception by those who witness the tearing event. This is important in our
understanding of 1 Kgs 13:3, 5, where the texture of a stone altar made a tearing action
improbable. However, after deconstructing the concepts, precisely the use of to tear
clarifies that the focus of the action lies on the visibility of the action and its result, and the
fact that the result is irreparable. And the blend is also indispensable for our understanding
of 1 Samuel 28, since the verbal construction  קרע ִמן יָ דqära` min yäD tear from (the) hand
indicates that the breach between YHWH and Saul is irreparable and leaves a wound in Saul
that is beyond retrieval. And above all, it is the recognizable sign for all Israelites that
Saul’s kingship has been torn away from him.
Another example is one of the key concepts in the story, namely the fact that some can
see, whereas others cannot. In v.13c Saul asks the woman  ִכּי ָמה ָר ִאיתKî mâ rä’îT “What
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did you see?,” indicating that he is not able to see what she can see. The vision that follows
is obviously described by the woman in her words. Consequently, the origin of knowledge
about the vision is the woman. The woman describes the figure or figures she sees as

´élōhîm gods. This could mean that in her concept of divination, figures coming out of the
earth are assessed as divine, or more likely that the dead are described as Elohim parallel to
Ugaritic ilu. In Ugarit this word is also used for deities, but also in several contexts
(clearly) for a dead person. In Saul’s response, the personal pronoun ‘his’ is striking after
the plural word ´élōhîm the woman used to describe her vision: ‘What [is] his shape?’
What does he look like? The knowledge about the evoked being Samuel is at this point in
the story restricted to the woman (v.12a) and not yet identified by Saul (cf. vv.14f-g: ‘Then
Saul knew that it [was] Samuel’). Still, Saul had requested Samuel to be summoned up, so
he could expect that there would be a ‘him’ he could ask about. His question about the
form of the evoked could be a combination of the description of the woman’s vision and
his own expectations.
The blending network of sensory and mental perception contains a lot of integrated
elements that can be identified in the conceptual blending in biblical Hebrew. One of them
is the element of fear. Seeing ( ראהrä’â, see) and knowing ( ידעyäDa`, know) – the more
general blend, as sight is the main source of human knowledge – leads to fear ( יראyärë’,
fear) if the person finds him- or herself in the presence of authority, someone higher in
hierarchy and particularly God. As soon as the woman and Saul become aware of what
they are seeing, each of them in his or her own way, sees, knows, and becomes afraid,
because they know that they are in the presence of an authority.
In general, biblical scholars have had trouble understanding the dynamics of this
section, especially because our expectation deviates from the text. Our modern
conceptualization of fear is connected to emotion. The woman’s shrieking is often
explained as an emotional outburst. The conceptual blending network shows that various
elements in the Hebrew conceptualization are present: the authority frame determines the
blend and provides an explanation for all elements, including the woman’s shrieking. Not
based on emotion, but on her knowledge of authority. Of course, because we as modern
readers have a totally different conceptualization of perception and fear, we are unable to
realize this at a glance. The analysis of blending is necessary for us to notice this blend.
The NMSB-study has provided us with a lot of detailed findings of elements of the story
of 1 Sam 28:3-25, that show the specific dynamic structuring of meaning in this story. All
of them resemble larger categories in the Hebrew Bible and its language. However, several
showed an altered type of categorization, though based on general concepts, now reconceptualized in a special combination of elements and concepts. Especially the blending
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networks enhance the insight in the dynamics of meaning in this story.

7.2.

Summary of the exegetical results

Several themes have passed in review in the present study of the story of Saul visiting the
woman in Endor. The first king of Israel in his final days, the ban of those seeking
knowledge from ghosts and familiar spirits, the battles in the struggle of Israel for its land,
the divination of the divine will through either dreams, Urim, prophets or through a woman
who controls ghosts, the Elohim, god(s), God and YHWH, magic and the rituals of Israel as
means to establish or maintain ongoing relationships with

YHWH.

Detailed studies

enhanced the insights of these themes, especially through the dynamics of narrative mental
spaces and of blending constructions.
The choices for certain elements direct the readers of and listeners to the stories into
forming a certain image of Israel, its relationship with YHWH and its history. One example
is the image of the Philistines who represent in Israel’s view a powerful and even superior
army. However, the stories on the clashes between the armies not only have a military
function, but figure mainly in a religious-ethical context in which the obedience of the
people towards God is prerequisite for His protection. The relationship of YHWH and Israel
as His people is one theme that is developed throughout the stories and in a special way
also in 1 Samuel 28. Another example is

YHWH

as the Lord of Israel and the creation of a

human kingship. From the blending network, it became clear that the kingship is given by
YHWH

as is the sovereignty and the human king is completely dependent on the good

relationship with and obedience to YHWH. When He decides to tear the kingship away from
the hand of the king we know that the breach between

YHWH

and Saul is irreparable and

visible for all Israelites. The prophet who announces such a breach is more powerful than
the king, since the communication between deity and humans is reserved to prophets and
priests, on whom all men depend, even a king, for the interpretation of the divine will.
The sequence and embedding of narrative mental spaces make that the story of 1 Sam
28:3-25 reads like a play. The lattice of spaces shows the viewpoint shifting back and forth
from one character to the other, especially in the centre conversation part of the story. The
woman and Saul are constantly assessing each other, weighing the questions and the
answers, thinking very carefully about how to move in this delicate situation of an illegal
summoning of a dead person. The monologues of Saul and Samuel – in my opinion the
title ‘dialogue’ is not appropriate – have a different pace. The distinction between Saul’s
subsequent ordering of events and Samuels consequent embedding and conceptual
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arrangement, as made visible in the embedding of mental spaces, explains the huge
difference in power: the power of definition and consequential reasoning is with Samuel,
not with Saul. Saul’s despair is among other things caused by the fact that he has no power
to determine the ordering of facts. Although he is dead, Samuel functions in the story as
exerting much more power than Saul, who is still very much alive and king.
One of the most important blending constructions in 1 Samuel 28 is that of magic.
Magical actions and behavior specified in a certain way in ancient Israel, in which some
practices are declared illegal and others legal but restricted to priests (especially in the
books of the Torah) and prophets (especially in the books of Samuel and Kings). Closely
related is the communication between God and Israel through his prophets, in which the
invocation reflects the legal communication between Israel’s king and prophet and the
wished for communication between Israel’s king and God. These two lines are combined
into one story by means of conceptual blending. Blended are the illegal status of the
woman’s profession with the legal communication between God and Israel. Only a woman
could be presented to act on the borderline: she makes acceptable what would not be
allowed to ordinary men, to cross the border between legal and illegal communication. The
partially illegally required information acquired through her is accepted as trustworthy and
true, and is essential in both the conceptual and narratological development of the story in
1 Samuel 28. Without her, both the character Saul in the text and the addressed readers
outside the text would not have known of the inescapability and even necessity of Saul’s
death and Israel’s defeat by the Philistine army.
Another crucial element in the text’s conceptual blending is the function of the meal at
the end of the story. This meal is not a strange or odd happening, but a strongly embedded
ritual in the narrative of the history of Israel, with a very unique priestly role for the
sacrificing woman. It is Saul’s final meal. It tells its own tale of the dead man walking in
Endor, the title of the present study. The first blended concept of the dead man walking
(mostly talking) in Endor is clear. Samuel is present in Endor after his death; he is a dead
man walking. Saul however fits the imaging of the modern concept ‘dead man walking.’ A
‘dead man walking’ is the name for a prisoner on his way from death row to the execution
chamber. He is doomed; his life is over; he just has to walk that final line. He could be
considered ‘dead’ already; but he is still walking towards his end. The blend is known
internationally (outside the USA) even in countries without death sentences mostly through
the 1995 movie of the same name. In our story, Saul fits this image. He is in Endor and
receives a ‘death sentence.’ He only has to cross that final line, which he will reach the
following day. He is indeed a dead man walking.
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Summary
This study aims to answer the question of the meaning of stories by focusing on the
dynamic development of meaning construction in narratives. The thesis of the study is that
dynamic meaning construction takes place at all levels of language, word construction and
narrative building. The sub-thesis is that this meaning construction occurs through
conceptualization and re-conceptualization, particularly by blending. The main tools to
detect this are the Theory of Conceptual Blending as developed by Gilles Fauconnier and
Mark Turner and its earlier developed phase of Mental Space Theory by Gilles Fauconnier.
The applicability of these theories in longer narrative texts was also suggested by Barbara
Dancygier. The methods developed in this study are applied to the story of Saul in Endor
from 1 Samuel 28:3-25. In the first chapter the study is introduced. In the second chapter
the main cognitive linguistic theories are presented.
The Theory of Conceptual Blending (CBT) focuses on meaning construction through the
concepts or meaning structures that exist in language and culture. Mental Space Theory
(MST) focusses on the way the concepts are bound by perspectivation and order in a story.
Because concepts form the building blocks of any form of communication, the way they
are used in narratives is essential to understand the meaning of a story. The combination of
concepts in a story, sometimes uniquely in one text, sometimes entrenched in a culture’s
use of language, shows the way the meaning components construct a meaning of the story.
The methods developed from CBT enable the reconstruction of this blending of concepts
on all levels of the narrative. This study provides an explanatory model that will work as
an instrument for the conceptual dynamics in a narrative. This model is called the
Narrative Mental Spaces Blending model or NMSB-model. This model is presented in the
third chapter.
The model provides a three step tool to analyze the narrative and conceptual dynamics.
In the first step the clauses in a story are determined. Clauses contain the smallest amount
of information to contain conceptual information in a text. A clause can therefore contain a
concept or a conceptual blend, or even a larger blending network. In a narrative, the
concepts or conceptual blends can be built, as new information is added to the story.
In the second step the clauses are structured according to the perspectivation or
viewpoint of the narrator or of a character. Information is also connected with a past or
future relative to the moment of telling the story. Some forms of communication cannot
simply be linked to a viewpoint, but combine the mental spaces of more than one
character. In questions, orders or requests, the character asking or ordering links his
227
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conceptual information (or lack thereof) to the information he expects present in the other
character or to the actions he wants that character to engage in. This more complex form of
communication is made visible in the special QOR-spaces. The strength of this second step
of the model is that the information remains structured in the same order as the narrative is
told. This means that the model is suitable for larger narratives, because its visualization
keeps the outline of spaces in correct order while showing the embedding of the Narrative
Mental Spaces. This visualization is called the NMS-diagram.
In the final third step of the model the conceptual blending is studies on three different
locations: blending in grammar, blending in semantic concepts, and blending in cultural
concepts. The dynamics of meaning construction are particularly visible in this third step.
The NMSB-model broadens the scope of earlier studies in cognitive linguistics,
especially from Fauconnier and Turner. The NMS-diagram is a new visualization that fits
this application to larger narrative texts, as suggested by Dancygier. The concept of
blending appears to be a useful instrument to study the dynamics of meaning construction
in texts.
In chapter four, the first step of the NMSB-model is applied to the story of 1 Sam 28:3-25.
This first step of clause determination is combined with temporal aspects of the Hebrew
verbal constructions. This brings depth in the syntactical structure of the story, giving an
idea of the focus on past, present or future of the different characters.
In chapter five, the second step of the NMSB-model is applied to the story of 1 Sam 28:325. For example, the NMS-diagram of 1 Samuel 28 shows a completely different approach
of Saul and Samuel in their dialogue. Samuel is the powerful omniscent prophet, who talks
about the future in clear terms. Saul is the rejected king, who talks about the past,
complaining about his situation. The lattice of spaces shows this complex structuring of
dynamics.
In chapter six, the third step of the NMSB-model is applied to the story of 1 Sam 28:3-25.
This very extensive chapter regards aspects of blending incorporated in grammatical forms
and meanings, semantic constructions and cultural conceptualizations. The present
approach pays explicit attention to the dynamics of meaning in the usage of language, both
in words, word compositions and texts. An example is the analysis of the different input
spaces and their composite structure of the blend to tear [the kingship] away from the hand
of [the king] in v.17c. Another example explores the various blending aspects of sensory
and mental perception combined with seeing, hearing and knowing.
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The NMSB-study provides a lot of detailed findings of elements of the story of 1 Sam
28:3-25, that show the specific dynamic structuring of meaning in this story. All of them
resemble larger categories in the Hebrew Bible and its language. However, several showed
an altered type of categorization, though based on general concepts, now re-conceptualized
in a special combination of elements and concepts. Especially the blending networks
enhance the insight in the dynamics of meaning in this story.
The study concludes in chapter seven with an extended conclusion, consisting of an
extended summary of methods and model and the exegetical results. It concludes with the
explanation of the main title of the study: Dead Man Walking in Endor. This conceptual
blend refers both to the American concept of a man on death row on his way to his
execution, called a ‘dead man walking’, and to the final moments of King Saul in Endor.
The king leaves the scene in v.25 on his way to his death as fortold by Samuel in v.19. He
is a dead man walking.
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13:20
13:21
16:20
21
34:3
43:7-9

55 n.43
137
137
203 n.191
195 n.178
204
191 n.173

Hosea
13:11

138

Joel
2:13

138

Amos
1:1
6:4
9:7

55 n.45
202
127 n.112

Micah
6:6

202

Nahum
3:4
Malachi
4:2 (3:20)

77 n.62
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Appendix 1: Clauses of 1 Samuel 28 in English and Hebrew
3a
3b
3c
3d
4a
4b
4c
4d
4e
5a
5b
5c
6a
6b
7a
7b
7c
7d
7e
7f
8a
8b
8c
8d
8e
8f
8g
8h
9a
9b
9c
9d
9e
10a
10b
10c
11a
11b
11c
11d
12a
12b
12c

tme laeWmv.W
Now Samuel had died
laer'f.yI-lK' Al-WdP.s.YIw:
all Israel made lament for him,
Ary_[ib.W hm'r'b' WhruB.q.YIw:
and they buried him in Ramah, his town.
`#r,
a
'
h
m
'
e
~ynI
[
o
D
>
Y
I
h
;
ta,
w> tAbaoh' rysihe lWav'w>
And Saul had removed those seeking knowledge
from ghosts and familiar spirits from the land.
~yTiv.lip. Wcb.Q'YIw:
The Philistines mustered,
WaboY"w:
and they marched
~nE
+
W
vb.
Wnx]Y:w:
and they encamped at Shunem;
laer'f.yI-lK'-ta, lWav' #Boq.YIw:
and Saul gathered all Israel,
`[;Bol.GIB; Wnx]Y:w:
and they encamped at Gilboa.
~yT_iv.lip. hnEx]m;-ta, lWav' ar>Y:w:
[…] Saul saw the Philistine force,
ar'YIw:
he was afraid,
`daom. ABli dr;x/Y<w:
and his heart trembled greatly.
hw"hyB; lWav' la;v.YIw:
And Saul inquired of YHWH,
~yrI
W
aB'
~G:
tAml{
x
]
B
;
~G: hw"+hy> Whn"[' al{w>
but YHWH did not answer him, either by dreams, or
by Urim, or by prophets.
`~aiybiN>B; ~G:
wyd'
b
'
[
]
l
;
lWav'
rm,aYOw:
Then Saul said to his servants,
bAa-tl;[]B; tv,ae yli-WvQ.B;
“Find me a woman who controls ghosts,
h'yl,ae hk'l.aew>
so that I can go to her
HB'_-hv'r>d>a,w>
and inquire through her.”
wyl'ae wyd'b'[] Wrm.aYOw:
And his servants said to him,
`rAD !y[eB. bAa-tl;[]B; tv,ae hNEhi
“A woman who controls ghosts [is]in En[-]dor.”
lWav' fPex;t.YIw:
Saul disguised himself;
~yrIxea] ~ydIg"B. vB;l.YIw:
he put on different clothes
AM[i ~yvin"a] ynEv.W aWh %l,YEw:
and set out with two men.
hl'y>l_' hV'aih'-la, WaboY"w:
They came to the woman by night
rm,aYOw:
and he said,
bwO
a
B'
yli
an"
ymis\q'
“Please divine for me by a ghost.
yli yli[]h;w>
Bring up for me
`%yI
l
'
a
e
rm;
a
o
rv,ae] tae
the one I shall name to you.”
wyl'ae hV'aih' rm,aTow:
But the woman answered him,
T'[.d;y" hT'a; hNEhi
“You know
lWav' hf'['-rv,a] tae
what Saul has done,
how he has cut off those seeking knowledge from #r,a'_h'-!mi ynI[oD>YIh;-ta,w> tAbaoh'-ta, tyrIk.hi rv,a]
ghosts and familiar spirits from the land.
`ynIteymih]l; yvip.n:B. vQen:t.mi hT'a; hm'l'w>
So why are you laying a trap for me, to get me killed?”
rmo=ale hw"hyB; lWav' Hl' [b;V'YIw:
Saul swore to her by YHWH,
hw"hy>-yx;
“As YHWH lives,
`hZ<
h
;
rb'
D
'
B
;
!wO
[
'
%re
Q.yI-~ai
you won’t get into trouble over this.”
hV'aih' rm,aTow:
[… T]he woman asked,
%L_'-hl,[]a; ymi-ta,
“Whom shall I bring up for you?”
rm,aYOw:
He answered,
`yli-yli[]h; laeWmv.-ta,
“Bring up Samuel for me.”
laeWmv.-ta, hV'aih' ar,Tew:
Then the woman saw Samuel,
lAdG_" lAqB. q[;z>Tiw:
and she shrieked with a great voice;
rmoale lWav'-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow:
and said to Saul,
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3a
3b
3c
3d
4a
4b
4c
4d
4e
5a
5b
5c
6a
6b
7a
7b
7c
7d
7e
7f
8a
8b
8c
8d
8e
8f
8g
8h
9a
9b
9c
9d
9e
10a
10b
10c
11a
11b
11c
11d
12a
12b
12c
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12d
12e
13a
13b
13c
13d
13e
13f
14a
14b
14c
14d
14e
14f
14g
14h
14i
15a
15b
15c
15d
15e
15f
15g
15h
15i
16a
16b
16c
16d
17a
17b
17c
17d
18a
18b
18c
19a
19b
19c
20a
20b
20c
20d
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“Why have you deceived me?
ynIt'yMirI hM'l'
`lWav' hT'a;w>
You [are] Saul!”
%l,M,h; Hl' rm,aYOw:
The king answered her,
yair>yTi-la;
“Don’t be afraid.
tya_ir' hm' yKi
What did you see?”
lWav'-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow:
And the woman said to Saul,
ytiyair' ~yhil{a/
“I saw god[s]
`#r,
a'h'-!mi ~yli[o
coming up from the earth.”
Hl' rm,aYOw:
He asked her,
Ara\T'-hm;
“What [is] his shape?”
rm,aTow:
She said,
hl,[o !qez" vyai
“An old man coming up
ly[_im. hj,[o aWhw>
and he is wrapped in a robe.”
lWav' [d;YEw:
Then Saul knew
aWh laeWmv.-yKi
that he [was] Samuel;
hc'r>a; ~yIP;a; dQoYIw:
and he bowed low […] with his face to the ground,
s `WxT'v.YIw:
and did obeisance.
lWav'-la, laeWmv. rm,aYOw:
Samuel said to Saul,
yt_
i
a
o tAl[]h;l. ynIT;z>G:r>hi hM'l'
“Why have you disturbed me by bringing me up?”
lWav' rm,aYOw:
Saul answered,
daom. yli-rc;
“I [am] in great trouble,
yBi ~ymix'l.nI ~yTiv.lip.W
for the Philistines are attacking me
yl;['me rs' ~yhil{awE
and God has turned away from me;
tAml{x]B;-~G: ~aiybiN>h;-dy:B. ~G: dA[ ynIn"['-al{w>
He still does not answer me, either by the hand of
prophets or in dreams;
ynI[eydIAhl. ^l. ha,r'q.a,w"
so I […] call[…] you to tell me
s `hf,[/a, hm'
what I am to do.”
laeWmv. rm,aYOw:
Samuel said,
ynI
le_a'v.Ti hM'l'w>
“Why do you ask me,
^yl,['me rs' hw"hyw:
seeing that YHWH has turned away from you
`^r,[' yhiy>w:
and has become your adversary?
Al hw"hy> f[;Y:w:
YHWH has done for him
ydI+y"B. rB,DI rv,a]K;
as He had […]told through my hands:
^d,Y"mi hk'l'm.M;h;-ta, hw"hy> [r;q.YIw:
YHWH has torn the kingship from your hands,
`dwId'l. ^[]rel. Hn"T.YIw:
and has given it to your fellow, to David,
hw"hy> lAqB. T'[.m;v'-al{ rv,a]K;
because you did not listen to the voice of YHWH,
ql_em'[]B; APa;-!Arx] t'yfi['-al{w>
and did not execute His wrath upon the Amalekites.
`hZ<h; ~AYh; hw"hy> ^l.-hf'[' hZ<h; rb'D'h; !Ke-l[;
That is why YHWH has done this to you today.
~yTiv.liP.-dy:B. ^M.[i laer'f.yI-ta, ~G: hw"hy> !TeyIw>
Further, YHWH will deliver the Israelites who are
with you into the hands of the Philistines.
yM_i[i ^yn<b'W hT'a; rx'm'W
Tomorrow your sons and you will be with me;
`~yTiv.liP.-dy:B. hw"hy> !TeyI laer'f.yI
and YHWH will also deliver the Israelite forces into the
hands of the Philistines.”
hnEx]m;-ta, ~G:
hc'r>a; Atm'Aq-al{m. lPoYIw: lWav' rhem;y>w:
At once Saul fell full length on the ground,
lae_Wmv. yreb.DImi daom. ar'YIw:
terrified by Samuel’s words.
Ab hy"h'-al{ x;Ko-~G:
Besides, there was no strength in him,
`hl'y>L'h;-lk'w> ~AYh;-lK' ~x,l, lk;a' al{
for he had not eaten anything all day and all night.
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12d
12e
13a
13b
13c
13d
13e
13f
14a
14b
14c
14d
14e
14f
14g
14h
14i
15a
15b
15c
15d
15e
15f
15g
15h
15i
16a
16b
16c
16d
17a
17b
17c
17d
18a
18b
18c
19a
19b
19c
20a
20b
20c
20d
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21a
21b
21c
21d
21e
21f
21g
21h
22a
22b
22c
22d
22e
23a
23b
23c
23d
23e
23f
23g
24a
24b
24c
24d
24e
25a
25b
25c
25d

The woman went up to Saul,
and when she saw
how greatly disturbed he was,
she said to him,
“Your handmaid listened to your voice;
I took my life in the palms of my hand,
and have listened to your words
which you spoke to me.
^t,x'p.vi
So now you listen to the voice of your handmaid:
let me set before you a bit of food.
So that you may eat,
and then you will have […] strength
when you go on your way.”
He refused,
and said,
“I will not eat.”
But when his servants as well as the woman urged him,
he heared their voice;
he got up from the ground
and sat on the bed.
The woman [had] a stall-fed calf in the house;
she hastily offered it,
and took flour,
and kneaded it,
and baked some unleavened cakes.
She set this before (the face of) Saul and (the face of) his servants,
and they ate.
Then they rose
and left in the same night.
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lWav'-la, hV'aih' aAbT'w:
ar,Tew:
dao=m. lh;b.nI-yKi
wyl'ae rm,aTow:
^l,AqB. ^t.x'p.vi h['m.v' hNEhi
yPik;B. yvip.n: ~yfia'w"
^yr,b'D>-ta, [m;v.a,w"
`yl'ae T'r>B;DI rv,a]
lAqB. hT'a;-~g: an"-[m;v. hT'[;w>
~x,l,-tP; ^yn<p'l. hm'fia'w>
lAk=a/w<
x;Ko ^b. yhiywI
`%r,D'B; %lete yKi
!aem'y>w:
rm,aYOw:
lk;ao al{
hV'aih'-~g:w> wyd'b'[] Ab-Wcr>p.YIw:
~l'_qol. [m;v.YIw:
#r,a'h'me ~q'Y"w:
`hJ'Mih;-la, bv,YEw:
tyIB;B; qBer>m;-lg<[e hV'ail'w>
Whx_eB'z>Tiw: rhem;T.w:
xm;q,-xQ;Tiw:
vl'T'w:
`tACm; WhpeTow:
wyd'b'[] ynEp.liw> lWav'-ynEp.li
Wlk_eaYOw:
WmquY"w:
p `aWhh; hl'y>L;B; Wkl.YEw:

21a
21b
21c
21d
21e
21f
21g
21h
22a
22b
22c
22d
22e
23a
23b
23c
23d
23e
23f
23g
24a
24b
24c
24d
24e
25a
25b
25c
25d

Appendix 2: NMS-diagram of 1 Samuel 28
Servants

Samuel

Woman

Saul

Narrator

N
Narrative mental spaces:
N narrator’s (perspective) space (N/N2)
C character’s (perspective) space (C/C2)
F future space (F/F2)
H history space (H/H2/H3)
QOR Question-Order-Request Space
pp Profiled Participant
Narrative anchors:
Cf Counterfactual space

H
tme laeWmv.W
H2
laer'f.yI-lK' Al-WdP.s.YIw:
Ary_[ib.W hm'r'b' WhruB.q.YIw:

in Ramah

Samuel had died

3a
3b
3c

H Saul had removed
from the land `#r,a'h'me ~ynI[oD>YIh;-ta,w> tAbaoh' rysihe lWav'w> Cf 3d
4a
~yTiv.lip. Wcb.Q'YIw:
they gathered
4b
WaboY"w:
at Shunem
4c
~nE+Wvb. Wnx]Y:w:
temporal anchor
they gathered
4d
laer'f.yI-lK'-ta, lWav' #Boq.YIw:
4e
at Gilboa
`[;Bol.GIB; Wnx]Y:w:
spatial anchor
Saul C
5a
~yT_iv.lip. hnEx]m;-ta, lWav' ar>Y:w:
5b
ar'YIw:
5c
`daom. ABli dr;x/Y<w:
6a
hw"hyB; lWav' la;v.YIw:
6b
`~aiybiN>B; ~G: ~yrIWaB' ~G: tAml{x]B; ~G: hw"+hy> Whn"[' al{w> Cf
7a
wyd'b'[]l; lWav' rm,aYOw:
Saul C
7b
QOR Space; servants pp
bAa-tl;[]B; tv,ae yli-WvQ.B;
F
h'yl,ae hk'l.aew>
7c
F2
HB'_-hv'r>d>a,w>

C
`rAD !y[eB. bAa-tl;[]B; tv,ae hNEhi

wyl'ae wyd'b'[] Wrm.aYOw:

servants

in Endor

came to the woman

QOR Space; woman pp
up

from the land

QOR Space; woman pp

lWav' fPex;t.YIw:
~yrIxea] ~ydIg"B. vB;l.YIw:
AM[i ~yvin"a] ynEv.W aWh %l,YEw:
hl'y>l_' hV'aih'-la, WaboY"w:
rm,aYOw:
Saul C
bwOaB' yli an"-ymis\q'
yli yli[]h;w>

F
`%yIl'ae rm;ao-rv,ae] tae
wyl'ae hV'aih' rm,aTow:
woman C
T'[.d;y" hT'a; hNEhi QOR Space
Saul pp
H
lWav' hf'['-rv,a] tae
H2
#r,a'_h'-!mi ynI[oD>YIh;-ta,w> tAbaoh'-ta, tyrIk.hi rv,a]
Cf
`ynIteymih]l; yvip.n:B. vQen:t.mi hT'a; hm'l'w>
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QOR; Saul pp

7d
7e
7f
8a
8b

8c
8d at night
8e
8f
8g
8h
9a
9b
9c
9d
9e

Servants

Samuel

Woman

Saul

Narrator

N
N
rmo=ale hw"hyB; lWav' Hl' [b;V'YIw:
Saul C
hw"hy>-yx;
F
`hZ<h; rb'D'B; !wO[' %reQ.yI-~ai Cf
hV'aih' rm,aTow:
woman C
%L_'-hl,[]a; ymi-ta,

up

QOR; Saul pp

QOR Space; woman pp

Saul C
`yli-yli[]h; laeWmv.-ta,
woman C
laeWmv.-ta, hV'aih' ar,Tew:

QOR Space; woman pp
QOR Space; woman pp

up from the earth

QOR Space; woman pp

up

lAdG_" lAqB. q[;z>Tiw:
rmoale lWav'-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow:
woman C
H
ynIt'yMirI hM'l' Cf QOR; Saul pp
`lWav' hT'a;w>
%l,M,h; Hl' rm,aYOw:
Saul C
yair>yTi-la; Cf
H
tya_ir' hm' yKi
lWav'-la, hV'aih' rm,aTow:
woman C
H
ytiyair' ~yhil{a/
`#r,a'h'-!mi ~yli[o
Hl' rm,aYOw:
Saul C
Ara\T'-hm;
rm,aTow:
woman C
hl,[o !qez" vyai
ly[_im. hj,[o aWhw>
Saul C
lWav' [d;YEw:
C2
aWh laeWmv.-yKi

to the ground

10b
10c
11a
11b

rm,aYOw:
up

10a

hc'r>a; ~yIP;a; dQoYIw:
s `WxT'v.YIw:

11c
11d

12a
12b
12c

12d
12e
13a

13b
13c
13d

13e
13f
14a

14b
14c
14d
14e

14f
14g
14h
14i
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Servants

Samuel

Woman

Narrator

N
lWav'-la, laeWmv. rm,aYOw:

C
H
yt_iao tAl[]h;l. ynIT;z>G:r>hi hM'l' Cf
Samuel

up

Saul

15a
15b

QOR Space; Saul pp

lWav' rm,aYOw
C
daom. yli-rc;
H
yBi ~ymix'l.nI ~yTiv.lip.W

15c

Saul

from me

H
yl;['me rs' ~yhil{awE Cf
H
tAml{x]B;-~G: ~aiybiN>h;-dy:B. ~G: dA[ ynIn"['-al{w> Cf
ynI[eydIAhl. ^l. ha,r'q.a,w"
F
s `hf,[/a, hm'
laeWmv. rm,aYOw
C
ynIle_a'v.Ti hM'l'w>'

15d
15e
15f

15g
15h
15i
16a

Samuel

from you

from your hand
to David

H
^yl,['me rs' hw"hyw:
H2
`^r,[' yhiy>w:
Al hw"hy> f[;Y:w:
H3
ydI+y"B. rB,DI rv,a]K;
^d,Y"mi hk'l'm.M;h;-ta, hw"hy> [r;q.YIw:
`dwId'l. ^[]rel. Hn"T.YIw:
H2
hw"hy> lAqB. T'[.m;v'-al{ rv,a]K;
H3
ql_em'[]B; APa;-!Arx] t'yfi['-al{w>
`hZ<h; ~AYh; hw"hy> ^l.-hf'[' hZ<h; rb'D'h; !Ke-l[;

in their hands

F
~yTiv.liP.-dy:B. ^M.[i laer'f.yI-ta, ~G: hw"hy> !TeyIw>

in their hands

F2
yM_i[i ^yn<b'W hT'a; rx'm'W
`~yTiv.liP.-dy:B. hw"hy> !TeyI laer'f.yI hnEx]m;-ta, ~G:
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Cf
Cf
Cf

QOR Space; Saul pp

16b

16c

16d
17a
17b
17c
17d

Cf

18a

18b

18c today
19a

19b
19c

Servants

Samuel

Woman

Saul

Narrator

N
hc'r>a; Atm'Aq-al{m. lPoYIw: lWav' rhem;y>w:
Saul C
lae_Wmv. yreb.DImi daom. ar'YIw:

to the ground

20a
20b

N2
H
Ab hy"h'-al{ x;Ko-~G: Cf 20c
all day and night
H2
`hl'y>L'h;-lk'w> ~AYh;-lK' ~x,l, lk;a' al{ yKi Cf
20d
lWav'-la, hV'aih' aAbT'w:
21a
woman C
ar,Tew:
21b

C2

dao=m. lh;b.nI-yKi

C
^l,AqB. ^t.x'p.vi h['m.v' hNEhi

wyl'ae rm,aTow:

21c
21d

woman

QOR; Saul pp

21e

H
yPik;B. yvip.n: ~yfia'w"
^yr,b'D>-ta, [m;v.a,w"
H2
`yl'ae T'r>B;DI rv,a]

in my palm

^t,x'p.vi lAqB. hT'a;-~g: an"-[m;v. hT'[;w>
~x,l,-tP; ^yn<p'l. hm'fia'w>
lAk=a/w<

before you

21f
21g
21h
QOR; Saul pp
QOR; Saul pp

i

F
x;Ko ^b. yhiywI
F2
`%r,D'B; %lete yKi

on your way

22d

C
lk;ao al{ Cf
Saul

Narrative mental spaces:
N narrator’s (perspective) space (N/N2)
C character’s (perspective) space (C/C2)
F future space (F/F2)
H history space (H/H2/H3)
QOR Question-Order-Request Space
pp Profiled Participant
Narrative anchors:
Cf Counterfactual space

from the ground
on
on the
the bed
bed
in the house

before them

temporal anchor
up

spatial anchor

they left

22a
22b
22c

i

22e
23a
23b

!aem'y>w:
rm,aYOw:

23c
23d

hV'aih'-~g:w> wyd'b'[] Ab-Wcr>p.YIw:
~l'_qol. [m;v.YIw:
#r,a'h'me ~q'Y"w:
`hJ'Mih;-la, bv,YEw:
H
tyIB;B; qBer>m;-lg<[e hV'ail'w>
Whx_eB'z>Tiw: rhem;T.w:
xm;q,-xQ;Tiw:
vl'T'w:
`tACm; WhpeTow:
wyd'b'[] ynEp.liw> lWav'-ynEp.li vGET;w:
Wlk_eaYOw:
WmquY"w:
p `aWhh; hl'y>L;B; Wkl.YEw:

23e
23f
23g
24a
24b
24c
24d
24e
25a
25b
25c
25d
the same night
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Narrator
Samuel had died

3a
3b
3c
Saul had removed

Cf

3d
4a
4b
4c
4d
4e

Saul

Woman

Samuel

Servants

N

Narrative mental spaces:
N narrator’s space (N/N2)
Now Samuel had died
C character’s space (C/C2)
F future space (F/F2)
H2
H history space (H/H2/H3)
all Israel made lament for him,
QOR
Question-Order-Request
in Ramah
and they buried him in Ramah, his town.
Space
pp Profiled Participant
H
And Saul had removed those seeking knowledge from ghosts from the land Narrative anchors:
Cf Counterfactual space
The Philistines mustered, and familiar spirits from the land. they gathered
temporal anchor

H

and they marched
and they encamped at Shunem;
and Saul gathered all Israel,
and they encamped at Gilboa.

at Shunem
they gathered

spatial anchor

at Gilboa

C Saul

5a

[…] Saul saw the Philistine force,
he was afraid,
and his heart trembled greatly.

5b
5c
6a
6b
7a

And Saul inquired of YHWH,

Cf but YHWH did not answer him, either by dreams, or by
Then Saul said to his servants,

Urim, or by prophets.

C Saul

7b

“Find me a woman who controls ghosts, QOR Space; servants pp

F

7c

so that I can go to her

F2

7d

and inquire through her.”

And his servants said to him,

7e
7f
8a
8b
8c
8dat night
8e

in Endor

C servants

“A woman who controls ghosts [is]in En[-]dor.”
Saul disguised himself;
he put on different clothes
and set out with two men.
They came to the woman by night
and he said,

came to the woman

C Saul
8f

“Please divine for me by a ghost.

QOR Space; woman pp

8g

Bring up for me

QOR Space; woman pp

up .

F

8h

the one I shall name to you.”

But the woman answered him,

9a

C woman
QOR Space “You know
Saul pp

9b

H

9c

what Saul has done,

9d

Cf
9e
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H2

how he has cut off those seeking knowledge from ghosts
and familiar spirits from the land.
QOR; Saul pp So why are you laying a trap for me, to get me killed?”

from the land

Narrator

Saul

Woman

Samuel

Servants

N
10a

Saul swore to her by YHWH,
Saul

10b

C

“As YHWH lives,

F
10c
11a

Cf

you won’t get into trouble over this.”

[… T]he woman asked,
woman

11b
11c

QOR; Saul pp “Whom shall I bring up for you?”
Saul

C

“Bring up Samuel for me.”
woman

12b
12c

up

He answered,

11d

12a

C

QOR Space; woman pp

up

C

Then the woman saw Samuel,
and she shrieked loudly;
and said to Saul,
woman

C

H
12d
12e
13a

13b

QOR; Saul pp Cf “Why have you deceived me?

You [are] Saul!”
The king answered her,
Saul C
Cf “Don’t be afraid.

QOR Space; woman pp

H
What
did you
see?”
You [are]
Saul!”

13c
13d

QOR Space; woman pp

And the woman said to Saul,
woman

C

H

13e
13f
14a

“I saw god[s]
coming up from the earth.”
He asked her,
Saul

C

“What [is] his shape?”

14b
14c

QOR Space; woman pp

She said,
woman

C

up

“An old man coming up
and he is wrapped in a robe.”

14d
14e
Saul

C

14f

Then Saul knew

14g

that he [was] Samuel;

14h
14i

up from the earth

C2

and he bowed low […] with his face to the ground,
and did obeisance.

to the ground
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Narrator

Saul

Woman

Samuel

Servants

N
15a

Samuel said to Saul:

Cf “Why have you disturbed me by bringing me up?”

QOR Space; Saul pp

15b
15c

C Samuel
up

Saul answered,

C Saul
15d

“I [am] in great trouble

15e

for the Philistines are attacking me

H

H
15f

Cf

and God has turned away from me;

Cf

He still does not answer me, either by the hand of prophets

H
15g

so I […] call[..] you to tell me

15h

or in dreams;

F
what I am to do.”

15i
16a

Samuel said,

C Samuel
16b

QOR Space; Saul pp

Cf

“Why do you ask me,

H
16c

Cf

seeing that Adonai has turned away from you

from you

H2
16d
17a

Cf

and has become your adversary?
Adonai has done for him

H3

17b

as He had […]told through my hands:

17c
17d

Adonai has torn the kingship from your hand,
and has given it to your fellow, to David,

18a
18b

today18c

Cf

from your hand
to David

H2

because you did not listen to Adonai,

H3

and did not execute His wrath upon the Amalekites,
that is why Adonai has done this to you today.

F

19a

Further, Adonai will deliver the Israelites who are
in their hands
with you into the hands of the Philistines.

19b
19c

Tomorrow your sons and you will be with me;
and Adonai will also deliver the Israelite forces
into the hands of the Philistines.”

F2
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in their hands

Narrator

Saul

Woman

Samuel

Servants

N
At once Saul fell full length on the ground,

20a

to the ground

C Saul
terrified by Samuel’s words.

20b

20c

Cf

all day and night

20d

Cf

21a

N2
H
Besides, there was no strength in him,

H2
for he had not eaten anything all day and all night.
The woman went up to Saul,

C woman

21b

and when she saw

21c
21d

how greatly disturbed he was,

C2
she said to him,

C woman
QOR; Saul pp “Your handmaid listened to you;

21e

H
I took my life in the palms of my hand,
and have listened

21f
21g

in my palm

H2

to what you have said to me.

21h

QOR; Saul pp So now you listen to your handmaid:

22a
22b

let me set before you a bit of food.
QOR; Saul pp So that you may eat,

22c

i

F

and then you will have […] strength

22d

F2

when you go on your way.”

22e
23a
23b
23c
23d
23e
23f
23g
24a
24b
24c
24d
24e
25a
25b
25c
25d
the same night

i

before you

He refused,
and said,

on your way

C Saul

Cf

“I will not eat.”
But when his servants as well as the woman urged him,
he listened to them;
he got up from the ground
from the ground
and sat on the bed.
on the bed

H

The woman [had] a stall-fed calf in the house;

in the house

she hastily offered it,
and took flour,
and kneaded it,
and baked some unleavened cakes.
She set this before (the face of) Saul and
before them
and they ate.
(the face of) his servants,
up
Then they rose
and left the same night.
they left

Narrative mental spaces:
N narrator’s space (N/N2)
C character’s space (C/C2)
F future space (F/F2)
H history space (H/H2/H3)
QOR Question-Order-Request Space
pp Profiled Participant
Narrative anchors:
Cf Counterfactual space
temporal anchor
spatial anchor
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